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SUMMARY

This report documents the design and qualification of the fire rated penetration seals at

Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN). The objectives of

this report are to:

1) Provide a single document to define the basis for fire rated penetration seal

typical details at WBN,

2) Document the fire rated typical seal configurations used at WBN for sealing
openings in fire rated barriers,

3) Establish bounding parameters for each fire rated typical seal detail used at

WBN,

4) Identify the appropriate testing standards to which WBN is committed,

5) Review necessary fire test data and document the acceptability of the fire

rated typical seal configurations used at WBN.

BACKGROUND

The industry was made aware of potential fire barrier penetration seal issues with the

issuance of NRC Information Notice (IN) 88-04 (Reference 9.3). This IN raised generic

concerns regarding the control and documentation of fire barrier penetration seals. To

satisfy the generic issues identified in IN 88-04, a comprehensive review of the typical

fire barrier penetration seal details and supporting fire tests was initiated. The review

of the typical fire barrier penetration seal details and supporting fire tests used at WBN

is the primary subject covered by this engineering report.

This report provides the basis for each typical seal detail separately and the necessary

evaluations to document the overall acceptability of WBN typical penetration seal

details. This was accomplished by the following three (3) step process.

STEP 1 - Fire Rated Penetration Seal Typical Details

First, the 63 different typical penetration seal designs used at WBN were reviewed in

detail. Each of these typical designs have been evaluated against applicable

requirements and fire test data to establish the acceptability of each seal design. Those

typical designs with parameters clearly bounded by testing were documented in a

format previously presented to the NRC for review and are identified as Type A

penetration seal typical details. Those typical designs requiring a more rigorous review

are identified as Type B penetration seal typical details and were documented with an
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enhanced format intended to simplify the presentation of additional data and
documentation required to support justifications. This includes additional comparisons
between tested parameters and WBN installed bounding parameters.

STEP 2 - Testing Standards Used to Evaluate WBN Fire Tests

The testing standards WBN is committed to use for penetration seals were identified.
As described in Fire Protection Report, WBN is committed to use the Standard Time-
Temperature Curve from ASTM E-119. In addition to this, WBN has commitments to
use portions of testing standards ASTM E-814-83 (Reference 7.1) and IEEE 634-1978
(Reference 7.2). This is documented in Section 1.4 of this report.

STEP 3 - Fire Tests Used to Support Penetration Seal Typical Details

Last, specific selected fire tests in conjunction with specific engineering evaluations
were used to provide the basis for concluding that the WBN typical fire barrier
penetration seal design is acceptable. Each of these fire tests selected received a
detailed review against the WBN commitments to testing standards ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978. Appendix C of this report has the documented checklist reviews of
all fire tests selected to support the qualification of WBN typical designs. For those
typical designs designated as Type B, requiring additional justification and data to
support qualification of bounding parameters, enhanced fire test summaries for tests
supporting these typical designs are included in Section 4.2 of this report.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Appendix A to 10CFR50, "General Design Criteria For Nuclear Power Plants,"
establishes the minimum requirements for the principal design criteria of water-
cooled~nuclear power plants. Criterion 3, "Fire Protection," to this Appendix
stipulates that structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be
designed and located to minimize, consistent with other safety requirements, the
probability and effect of fires and explosions.

BTP APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A, 10CFR50 Appendix R, and NUREG-0800
provide specific guidance related to fire barrier penetration seals. These
guidelines established that penetrations through a fire barrier should be sealed
to provide protection at least equivalent to the fire rating of that barrier. In
addition, the rating of these seals must be established through standardized
testing of similar configurations.

The NRC has issued the following Information Notices (IN) relating to fire barrier
penetration seal assemblies:

(1) Information Notice 88-04, "Inadequate Qualification and Documentation of9 Fire Barrier Penetration Seals", dated February 5, 1988.

This document identified three generic concerns:

Installed seal configurations may differ from the tested seal
configurations;
Test documentation is incomplete or unclear; and
Modifications are being made which may go beyond the original
validated test configurations.

(2) Information Notice 88-04, Supplement 1, "Inadequate Qualification and
Documentation of Fire Barrier Penetration Seals", dated August 9, 1988.

This document identified a concern with using silicone foam on high
temperature penetrants (over 425 0F).

(3) Information Notice 88-56, "Potential Problems with Silicone Foam Fire
Barrier Penetration Seals", dated August 4, 1988.

This document identified concerns regarding VOIDS and GAPS in silicone5 foam seals as a result of insufficient material installation or inadequate
venting of penetration seals installed between permanent damming
boards.

-1
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(4) Information Notice 94-28, "Potential Problems with Fire Barrier
Penetration Seals", dated April 5, 1994.

This document identified concerns that degraded penetration seals may
be undetected during routine plant inspections due to inadequate
surveillance techniques and procedures.

Each of these documents provided greater detail on the NRC's expectation of
the licensees review and documentation of fire barrier penetration seals.

Based on these industry issues, WBN initiated a proactive program to address
these issues. This program addresses the design aspects of fire barrier
penetration seals. A comprehensive design evaluation of the penetration seal
typical details used at WBN is covered in this engineering report.

1.1 SCOPE

The scope of this engineering report covers three key aspects associated with
penetration seals: 1) details of the typical designs and the major attributes that
define its performance, 2) evaluation of the qualifying tests, and 3) individual
"as-built" penetration seal evaluation logic. The scope of each of these areas is
described in detail in the following sections.

a. Typical Seal Detail Reviews

The scope of this engineering report with respect to typical seal detail
reviews included a review of the following sixty-three (63) typical seal
detail configurations:

* XXXVII
* XLIV
* XLVI
* XLVII
. LXXXIII
* LXXXIV
. I
. VilI
* IX
* Xi
* XXII
* XL
. XLIII

. XLV
* LVI
. LXXIX
. LXXX
. LXXXV
. LXXXVI
. III
. XXXVI
. C9
* L3
* XLI
* LXIII
. XLVIII

0

S

0

0

0

0

0

0

A2-2
A4
A4A
Bi
B32-2
G2
Hi
L
Li

* P4

oX

* LXIV
. LIX
. Al
. D2
* B3*
* G1*
. J2*
. L2
* Cl
. Kl
* C2-2
* L4-1
* L4-2
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. N4-1
. N4-2
* XLII

* LXI
. LX
* XXXVIII

0

0

XXXIX
XXXII
XXXIII

0
S
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LVII
N3

* Not installed at WBN but identified on drawings.

Each of the above referenced typical details was evaluated to determine
the fire rating of the configuration based upon fire tested configurations.
As a part of the detail review process, a set of bounding parameters was
developed for each typical seal detail. Bounding parameters are those
attributes associated with a penetration seal configuration which can be
measured and ensure that installed configurations are representative of
the tested configurations which support the rating of the assembly. Of the
above details evaluated, nine details required additional justifications and
data to support qualification of the parameters associated with the detail.
These nine typical details are identified as Type B and are presented in
an enhanced format as previously discussed. The remaining fifty four
(54) details are considered Type A with clear correlation between the
details bounding parameters and those parameters supported by testing.
The following are Type B typical details:

. A-4
. A-4-A
. Bl

. Al

. Hi
. Li

. D2
* G2
. M4

b. Fire Test Reviews

The scope of this engineering report with respect to fire test reviews
includes a detailed review of the following thirty-one (31) fire tests:

ICC0985011
ICC1185020
ICC0386021
ICC0483032
IC0C386017
ICC0386016
ICC 088024
ICC0682008
ICF0277001
ICCO186015
ICC0386014

* ICC0582007
0ICC0386023

* IC01091035
* EPM-NMHS-112391
. ICS0879002
* CTP-1 002
* CTP-1001A
* PR0293036
* ICC0382004
. ICC0386022-1
* ICC0386022-2

S

0

0

0

S

0

0

S

a0

a
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* 93-H-72449 . CTP-1 142
* CTP-1 076 * 748-49
* TS-TP-0006 * L56 900221 801
* ICC0286018 * B22 890720 720
* CTP-1 139

Each of the above referenced fire tests was reviewed against the
requirements of ASTM E-814-83 (Reference 9.1) and/or IEEE 634-1978
(Reference 9.2), as applicable to WBN. This review determined the
acceptability of the fire test method and determined if the test results were
suitable for use in support of WBN typical penetration seal detail
configurations. In some instances, not all the configurations within a fire
test were required to support WBN configurations. For these cases, only
the configurations which were necessary to support WBN typical seal
details were reviewed. The individual fire test reviews clearly identify
when a partial fire test review was performed.

Of the above listed tests, seven (7) tests support Type B Typical Details.
These tests are have fire test summaries in addition to the Appendix C
test review checklists. Fire test summaries for these tests are in Section
4.2 of this report. The following are tests which support the Type B
Typical Details:

* IC01091035 * IM10182009
. ICC043010 * CTP-1001A
* ICC0483032 . CTP-1002
* ICC0985011

c. "As-Built" Penetration Seal Evaluations

The scope of this engineering report with respect to "As-Built" penetration
seal evaluations, was to define the logic to be used when individual "As-
Built" penetration seals are identified as not being fully encompassed by
WBN typical seal details. In this case documented evaluations of these
installed penetration seals are provided. The methodology for performing
WBN penetration seal engineering evaluations are included in Section
5.1 and Appendix F of this report. Engineering evaluations are included in
Section 5.2 of this report.
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1.2 LIMITATIONS

a. When grout is installed inside an unsleeved penetration
(core drill), it was considered to restore the barrier to its
original condition, and therefore critical parameters are not
relevant to grout as a seal material.

1.3 METHODOLOGY

a. General

The methodology used during the Penetration Seal Program
Assessment provided a comprehensive evaluation of the
WBN typical details and supporting documentation. The fire
test reports were evaluated for compliance to WBN
committed standards. Typical seal details were evaluated
against the approved tested configurations reflected in the
fire test reports. Figure 1.0 on page 15 of this report
provides a Project Methodology Flowchart of the steps
associated with the assessment process.

To establish the scope of this evaluation for fire rated seal
details, a review of WBN typical mechanical and electrical
seal detail drawings was performed to determine the "fire
rated" typical seal details. Actual plant parameters were also
reviewed. These typical details were then evaluated against
qualified penetration seal fire tests to identify a test which
was similar to the typical detail configuration. If no similar
WBN fire testing was available, additional testing of similar
configurations to those at WBN was obtained.

A comprehensive evaluation of the test reports assured that
the fire tests were performed in accordance with the
committed standards. This evaluation was performed in the
following sequence of activities.

1. Develop an itemized "standard checklist" from the
committed standard(s).

2. Perform and document a systematic review of each
fire test by applying the standard checklist.

I
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3. Perform the evaluations and calculations necessary
to support the standard checklist responses.

As identified in the FPR, WBN uses the Standard
Time/Temperature Curve from ASTM E-1 19 for penetration
seal fire tests. Additionally, the FPR states the following for
electrical and mechanical penetration seals:

Electrical penetration seals were evaluated per the
requirements of IEEE 634-1978. Electrical penetration seal
acceptance is based on a maximum cold side temperature
of 7000F or the auto-ignition temperature of the outer cable
covering, whichever is less.

Mechanical penetration seals were evaluated per ASTM E-
814-83. Mechanical penetration seal acceptance is based
on a maximum unexposed seal surface temperature of
3251F above ambient.

Both electrical and mechanical penetration seals must also
successfully pass a standard hose stream test.

An itemized checklist was developed from the appropriate
requirements from ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978.
The checklist provided a systematic mechanism to assure
that each required standard item was addressed
consistently for each fire test and documented a basis for
each evaluation and conclusion. The checklist and basis
was reviewed and approved prior to it's use. Section 4.1 of
this report provides the methods and results of the process
used to develop the checklist for reviewing the fire tests.

Minor variations from the standards were noted and
engineering evaluations were developed, where necessary,
to support the acceptability of the variation.

Checklist item c. reviews the accuracy of the furnace control
during the fire test. This accuracy was measured by
comparing the area under the ASTM E-1 19 standard time-
temperature curve to the area under the actual time-
temperature curve. These two areas must be within 5% of
one another for tests greater than 2 hours in duration and
within 10% for tests less than or equal to 1 hour in duration.
A calculation (see Appendix D) was performed on theII
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standard time-temperature curve and the actual curve for
each fire test reviewed.

The process delineated above established the acceptability
of the fire tests on which the WBN typical details are based.
The next process evaluated and developed, through
engineering analysis, the bounding parameters associated
with the fire tested configurations.

The fire tested configurations were then compared to the
typical detail drawings, and the typical detail bounding
parameters established. This comparison assured that the
bounding parameters for the details were directly supported
by fire tests, or equivalent engineering evaluation based on
other conservatism's. Where bounding parameters for
details were directly supported by fire tests, they were
identified as Type A Penetration Seal Typical Details. Type
A Penetration Seal Typical Detail review results are
included in Section 3.2 of this report. Where equivalent
engineering evaluations were utilized to establish that
details were supported by fire tests, these typical detail
designs were identified as Type B Penetration Seal Typical
Details. Enhanced discussion and evaluation of parameters
and comparisons to bounding WBN installation parameters
were included in the documentation for these typical details.
In addition, fire test summaries which provide a more
detailed summary of fire test checklist reviews were
developed for tests which support Type B Penetration Seal
Typical Details. Type B Penetration Seal Typical Detail
review results are included in Section 3.3 of this report. The
bounding parameters addressed in the evaluations are
essential in determining the successful performance of each
seal configuration. The principal bounding parameters
included are as follows:

* Barrier Construction/Thickness
* Maximum Opening Size and Type
* Number, Size and Type of Penetrants
* Spacing of Penetrants
* Maximum Pipe Temperature and Movement
. Cable Fill and Type
* Seal Material and Depth
* Damming Material and Thickness
. Orientation
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The fire test summaries for fire tests which support Type B
Penetration Seal Typica! Details are included in Section 4.2
of this report. Checklists for all fire tests which support both
Type A and B Penetration Seal Typical Details are located
in Appendix C of this report.
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Figure 1.0
Project Methodology Flowchart

PERFORM FIRE TEST & TYPICAL

DEVELOP FIRE TEST CHECKLIST SEAL DETAIL REVIEWS
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1.4 WBN Committed Standards and Acceptance Criteria

a. Testing Standards: The testing standards applicable to
the WBN penetration seal program are as follows:

* ASTM E-119 for the Standard Time/Temperature Curve
which test specimens must be exposed to during the
qualification process.

* ASTM E-814-83 for mechanical penetration seals.
Mechanical penetration seals are seal assemblies which do
not come in contact with cabling (e.g., piping seals,
instrument tubing seals, external seals around conduits,
etc.).

. IEEE 634-1978 for electrical penetration seals. Electrical
penetration seals are seal assemblies which come in
contact with cabling or are expected to be located in areas
within close proximity to cabling (e.g., cable tray seals,
internal conduit seals, spare conduit seals, etc.).

b. Acceptance Criteria: The specific acceptance criteria
for each type of penetration seal is defined in the FPR
and summarized below.

Mechanical penetration seals are evaluated and assigned
"F" and "T" ratings in accordance with ASTM E-814 as
follows:

* "F" ratings are based on ASTM E-814-83 Section
10.1 - no flame through and pass hose stream test.

- "T" ratings are based on ASTM E-814-83 Section
10.2 - cold side seal surface temperatures are limited
to 3250F above ambient in addition to the "F" rating
criteria described above.

Electrical penetration seals are evaluated and assigned
ratings in accordance with IEEE 634-1978 as follows:

Ratings are based on IEEE 634-1978 Section 6.1.1 -
no flame through and pass hose stream test.
Additionally, cold side temperatures are limited to

j
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7001F or the auto-ignition temperature of the outer
cable covering, whichever is lower. The majority of
the cabling at WBN is PVC or Hypalon jacketed with
an auto-ignition temperatures of 8450F and 8200F,
therefore the 7001F criteria will be used.

* Hose stream test acceptance for mechanical
penetration seals is defined in ASTM E-814 Section
9.3. Hose stream test acceptance for electrical
penetration seals is defined in IEEE 634-1978
Section 5.3.12. Acceptance for both of the test
methods is as follows:

* Hose stream acceptance is based on withstanding
the hose stream test without the passage of water.
Either hose stream method is acceptable for
mechanical and electrical penetration seals.
Performance of hose stream tests and applicability to
acceptance criteria is discussed in each fire test
review checklist.
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2.0 GENERIC ISSUES

2.1 TVA Internal Conduit Seals

a. Issue

Conduit that pass through fire barriers may or may not have
internal seals.

b. Application to WBN

Not all conduits require internal seals. The following table
identifies the criteria for requiring internal conduit seals in
conduits that pass through fire barriers.

CONDUIT CONTINUES STOPS IN LENGTH CONDUIT FROM CARRIER
SIZE THRU RM BOX4  <1 Ž1' <3' 3' <5 25' <22'

<1" NSR S F NSR NSR NSR

1" NSR S F S S NSR

,1"-<2 NSR S F S S NSR

2" NSR S F F S_ NSR

>2"-<4" NSR S F F F_ S_

>4" NSR S F F F S

NOTES:
1. NSR - No Seal Required
2. S - Smoke and Gas Seal
3. F - Fire Seal
4. A smoke and gas seal is required when a conduit passes

through an ABSCE boundary and the junction box or non-
combustible enclosure is the first accessible opening.

5. NSR if the cable fill exceeds 40%

c. Justification

By letter dated November 4, 1987, Wisconsin Electric Power
Company, et al submitted to the NRC for review a report
detailing the results of an internal conduit seal research
program. The research program supported the criteria for
sealing conduit penetrations through fire barriers. The
research program included a review of available test data
and survey information from participating utilities (TVA was
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a participating utility). The survey established the important
parameters affecting conduit seal performance. Those
parameters that contribute to conduit seal performance
include termination distance from the fire barrier, conduit
diameter, conduit cable fill, type of conduit termination, and
type of conduit.

A test was designed and performed that determined the
impact of these variables of seal performance. The test,
conducted at Construction Technology Laboratories of the
Portland Cement Association, incorporated 101 conduit
penetrations into a test slab. The test slab was then
exposed to the ASTM E-1 19 standard fire exposure for three
hours.

The NRC staff evaluated the report with the aid of a
technical assistance contractor, Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC). Both the NRC and SAIC
agreed with the conclusions of the fire test report and the
NRC issued their Safety Evaluation Report by letter dated
October 23, 1989.

In addition to the above referenced test, TVA conducted fire
tests on internal conduit seals that contained 28 conduit
penetrations. These tests were conducted at Omega Point
Laboratories and are documented in test report dated June
29, 1989. These tests further substantiate the internal
conduit sealing criteria used at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.

d. Conclusions

The internal conduit fire seal criteria, fire seals, and smoke
and gas seals used at Watts Bar are bounded by adequate
testing and will perform their intended purpose.

2.2 Seismic Gap Seals

a. Issue

Seismic gaps are necessary to prevent structural interaction
between buildings in a seismic event. In addition to the seismic
requirements, many of these seismic gaps are sealed to
perform other functions such as liquid retention and
maintaining the fire resistance of the compartment. In order to
maintain the fire resistance of the compartment, the seismic
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gap seals must maintain the integrity of the fire barrier when
subjected to a standard fire test.

b. Application to WBN

WBN uses nominal one-inch fiberglass board/ten-minute
asphalt saturated kraft paper assemblies. The exposed edge
is typically coated with Hornflex 2-C to provide liquid retention
and protect the seal. These joints were cast in place during the
initial construction of the plant. The purpose of the ten-minute
asphalt saturated kraft paper was to protect the integrity of the
fiberglass during the concrete pour.

c. Discussion / Analysis

In 1991 TVA's Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN)identified that
adequate testing had not been performed to qualify the fire
resistance rating of the seismic gap seals (SCAR No. SQSCA
910007 Ri). Generic review of this issue indicated that similar
Seismic gaps were also installed at Browns Ferry (BFN) and
WBN. WBN site specific input was provided in QIR CEB WBN
91048. After reviewing all the site specific data, two fire
resistance qualification tests were performed at Omega Point
Laboratories (OPL) San Antonio Texas. Project No. 1121-
92348 tested three-hour horizontal seismic gaps while Project
No. 1121-92349 tested vertical configurations. These tests
were conducted in accordance with ASTM El 19-88. The tests
demonstrated the WBN "as-constructed" seismic gap in the
horizontal position reached a maximum average temperature
rise of approximately 119 0F. Seismic gaps in the vertical
position reached a maximum average temperature rise of
approximately 1280F. No burn through was experienced. The
assemblies passed the required solid bore nozzle hose stream
test.

d. Conclusion

Through testing, WBN seismic gap seals have been qualified
as three-hour rated seals. A detailed analysis of the testing
can be found in calculation SQN-00-D052 EPM-MHS-112391
"Fire Resistance Rating of Seismic Gaps".
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3.0 TYPICAL DETAILS

This section discusses the results of the reviews performed to compare WBN fire
rated typical seal details to actual fire tested configurations. Where specific
attributes of WBN typical seal details differ from a tested configuration, an
engineering basis has been provided to justify the acceptability of the WBN
design. To ensure that each typical seal detail is reviewed in a consistent
manner and to provide a mechanism by which installed configurations can be
accurately assessed, the following standard set of critical characteristics has
been developed to use as a baseline for evaluating penetration seal assemblies.
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3.1 Critical Characteristics

The following characteristics are essential in evaluating the adequacy of
penetration seal assemblies. A definition of each characteristic, along
with a discussion of the importance of the characteristic has been
provided below. Generic positions associated with each characteristic are
also addressed in this section. It is important to note that relationship
between critical characteristics must be considered when assessing the
performance of a seal assembly (e.g., penetrant size may limit opening
size based on the maximum spacing allowed for a given detail).

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: Definition: The type and thickness of
a barrier in which a penetration seal assembly is installed. The
construction of the opening (i.e., lined or unlined) is also included in
this characteristic. Common types of barrier construction include
poured concrete, concrete block, and gypsum wall. The thickness
required to provide a specific fire resistance rating varies for each type
of wall construction.

Importance: The type and thickness of the barrier in which a
penetration seal assembly is installed is important for a number of
reasons. A thicker concrete wall would provide a better heat sink than
a thinner wall of the same construction. Additionally, installing a seal
assembly within a barrier which is thicker than the seal configuration
results in one side of the seal being shielded from the effects of direct
flame impingement. The construction of the opening (i.e., lined or
unlined) is also an important characteristic when assessing the
adequacy of a seal assembly because the addition of a steel liner may
not be acceptable due to the increase in mass of through metallic
components which results in higher unexposed side surface
temperatures.

Generic Position(s): The following generic positions are associated
with the barrier construction/thickness characteristic:

. Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific
barrier thickness and type bound similar configurations installed
thicker barriers of the same type.

* Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested in lined openings
bound similar configurations installed in unlined openings.
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Barriers which are thicker than the tested assembly provide a greater
mass acting as a heat sink and therefore increase the performance of
the seal assembly. In addition, barriers which are thicker than the
tested assembly provide shielding on at least on side of the
penetration and again increase the performance of the seal. WBN
cable slots typical seal details which use silicone foam require
permanent non-combustible damming boards on each side of the
penetration seal assembly. These damming boards are installed on
the face of the barrier for unlined openings and overlap the edge of the
opening. Installation of the damming boards in these locations
enhances the performance of the seal assembly by providing a trapped
air space The trapped air space side of the seal assembly benefits
from this air space due to the insulating effect which reduces
unexposed side temperatures. The side of the seal assembly opposite
the air space benefits because the fire does not directly challenge the
silicone foam seal, but instead is contained by the damming board.
This results in slower heating of the seal assembly and reduces
backside temperatures.

Fire testing performed on lined and unlined openings demonstrates
that lined openings transfer more heat to the unexposed side of the
penetration than unlined openings. This is supported by fire test TS-
TP-0014 (Reference 7.39) which tested a 32" x 32" blockout with
various penetrating items. Two (2) sides of the blockout were lined
with 3/8" thick steel and the other two (2) sides were unlined concrete.
The blockout was sealed with a 9" depth of silicone foam over a 1"
non-combustible damming board. Thermocouples were positioned at
2", 4", 6", 8" and 10" down from the unexposed surface of the slab on
both the steel lined side of the blockout and the unlined concrete side
of the blockout. At the end of the 3 hour fire endurance test, the
temperatures on the thermocouples closest to the unexposed surface
(positioned 2" down from the top of the test slab) were approximately
190'F on the steel liner and 1401F on the unlined concrete. This is
supported by direct heat conduction theory. The thermal conductivity
of steel is approximately 30 and the thermal conductivity of concrete is
1. Thus more heat will be transferred through the steel liner than the
equivalent thickness of concrete. Therefore, unlined penetrations will
perform better than lined penetrations.

Other industry related documents which support these positions
include ANI/MAERP RA Guidelines for Fire Stops (Reference 7.40)
and "Draft" Information Notice 87-XX (Reference 7.41).
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B. Maximum Opening Size:

Definition: The largest opening size allowed for a specific seal
configuration. For piping penetrations the maximum opening size is
expressed in terms of a sleeve size (e.g., 36" diameter sleeve). For
other types of penetrations, the maximum opening size is expressed in
square inches (in2) with an equivalent rectangle size listed for
guidance (e.g., 900 in2; 30" x 30" blockout).

Importance: This attribute is important when assessing the adequacy
of a seal assembly because an opening which exceeds the maximum
opening size may result in an excessive unsupported span of seal
material, which would violate the Maximum Free Area limitation as
discussed below (item C).

Generic Position(s): The following generic position is associated with
the maximum opening size characteristic:

* Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific
opening size bound similar configurations of a smaller opening
size.

This position is supported by numerous fire tests conducted on various
sizes of similar configurations. Other industry related documents
which support this position include. penetration seal testing standard
IEEE 634-1978 (Reference 7.2) and "Draft" Information Notice 87-XX
(Reference 7.41).

C. Maximum Free Area:

Definition: The maximum free area is defined one of two ways
depending upon the opening shape. For circular openings, such as
core drills and pipe sleeves, the maximum free area is expressed in
terms of maximum annulus. The maximum annulus is the maximum
allowable distance from the pipe to the edge of the opening or sleeve.
For rectangular shaped openings, the maximum free area is defined as
the largest area or span of unsupported material.

Importance: The maximum free area must be considered when
evaluating penetration seal assemblies due to the fact that structural
integrity of the seal must be maintained in order for the assembly to
remain in place during exposure to a fire and subsequent hose stream.

Generic Position(s): The following generic position is associated with
the maximum free area characteristic:
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Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific
maximum free area bound similar configurations with a smaller free
area.

This position is supported by numerous fire tests conducted on various
sizes of similar configurations. Other industry related documents
which support this position include ANI/MAERP RA Guidelines for Fire
Stops. (Reference 7.40) and "Draft" Information Notice 87-XX
(Reference 7.41).

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants:

Definition: The quantity, types and sizes of items which penetrate a
seal assembly. Penetrants include such items as pipes, conduits,
cable trays, cabling, instrument lines, etc.

Importance: The quantity of through metallic components affects the
amount of heat transferred to the unexposed side of the seal
assembly, and different types of penetrants transfer different amounts
of heat. Additionally, larger penetrating items generally represent a
more severe condition for sealing than do smaller items of the same
type. A fewer number of penetrating items is typically better than a
larger quantity provided penetrant spacing is considered to ensure the
overall structural integrity of the assembly is not compromised.

Generic Position(s): There are no generic positions associated with
the number, size and type of penetrants characteristic.

E. Spacing of Penetrants:

Definition: The minimum and maximum space allowed between
penetrating items and/or a penetrating item and the opening or sleeve.

Importance: The minimum spacing between penetrating items serves
two important purposes. First, adequate separation between
penetrating items must be maintained to ensure a consistent flow of
sealant during the installation process. This is particularly important
for seal materials such as silicone foam which must have a clear path
through which to flow before expanding during the cure process.
Second, through metallic components which are in contact with each
other typically transfer more heat to the unexposed side surface than
similar penetrating items which are separated. The absence of an
intervening seal material lessens the overall ability of the seal to
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absorb heat from the penetrating items before it is transferred to the
unexposed side of the seal assembly.

The maximum spacing between penetrating items may impact the
structural integrity of a seal assembly depending upon the seal
material, the presence of permanent damming, and the orientation of a
seal assembly. Seals installed in floors/ceilings are more likely to fail
due to structural deficiencies than are wall assemblies. Additionally,
unsupported materials such as ceramic fiber and silicone foam without
permanent damming are more likely to be affected by the eroding
effects of a hose stream than would the same materials covered by a
rigid damming board.

Generic Position(s): There are no generic positions associated with
the spacing of penetrants characteristic.

F. Cable Fill and Tvpe:

Definition: The cross-sectional area occupied with cabling described
in terms of a percentage of the total area of the opening to be sealed.

Importance: Cable fill percentages in excess of the specified limit may
be unacceptable because a higher percentage of cabling results in a
greater source of potential fuel in the form of combustible cable
jacketing in the area of the penetration seal. Additionally, an excess
amount of cable may prohibit the proper installation of a seal material
such as silicone foam. Cable types must be considered due to
combustibility of cable jacketing.

Generic Position(s): The following generic positions are associated
with the cable fill and type characteristic:

* Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific cable
fill bound similar configurations with a smaller cable fill. This
condition may also be applied to internal conduit seals only when
the internal seal is within the plane of the barrier.

• Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific cable
type bound similar configurations with cable types in which the
auto-ignition temperature of the cable jacket is equal to or greater
than the jacket on the cables used in the test. Cable types tested
in configurations used to bound WBN typical details were either
PVC jacketed, neoprene jacketed or Hypolon (chlorosulfonated
polyethylene) jacketed. These cable jacket materials are similar to
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the cable jacket materials used at WBN with respect to auto-ignition
temperature, and therefore bound WBN configurations.

Using tested configurations of a specific percentage of cable fill and
type to bound similar configurations containing the same or smaller
percentages of cable fill is acceptable based on industry guidance
contained in ANI/MAERP RA Guidelines for Fire Stops (Reference
7.40) and "Draft" Information Notice 87-XX (Reference 7.41).

G. Seal Material and Depth:

Definition: The minimum (and occasionally maximum) depth of a
specific seal material required to provide the required fire resistance
rating. This attribute also considers material density requirements,
when applicable.

Importance: This attribute is one of the most critical attributes to
consider when evaluating a penetration seal assembly since the
primary seal material generally provides the majority of an assembly's
fire resistance rating. Variations as small as an inch in seal depth may
greatly impact the overall rating of a seal assembly. Additionally,
density limitations on such materials as silicone foam are important
when evaluating a seal assembly.

Generic Position(s): The following generic positions are associated
with the seal material and depth characteristic:

* The density range of 15-30 Ibs/ft3 allowed at WBN for Dow Corning
Silicone RTV Foam penetration seals is supported by successful
fire tested configurations.

. The density range of 76-87.2 Ibs/ft3 allowed at WBN for Dow
Corning Sylgard 170 or GE RTV-6428 Elastomer penetration seals
is supported by successful fire tested configurations.

. The density range of. 150-173.5 lbs/ft3 allowed at WBN for high
density silicone elastomer penetration seals is supported by
successful fire tested configurations.

Seal material density ranges for these three (3) basic types of seal
materials is acceptable based on the discussion below.

it

,
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Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam - In accordance with WBN
(vendor) installation procedures, silicone foam must fall with a density
range of 15-30 Ibs/ft3. Numerous fire tested penetrations sealed with
silicone foam of various density are used to support WBN typical
details comprised of silicone foam. The table below identifies the
various fire tested penetrations and density associated with the
silicone foam installed within the test assembly. The density range of
the silicone foam seal assemblies tested is 14.1-23.7 lbs/ft3. Even
though the density range of tested configurations does not include
silicone foam seals with a density near the upper limit invoked at WBN,
silicone based seal materials provide equal or better fire resistance as
the density increases (e.g., high density silicone foam performs better
than regular silicone foam, silicone elastomer performs better than
silicone foam, regular elastomer performs better than low density
silicone elastomer, and high density silicone elastomers perform better
than regular elastomers). Therefore, the tested silicone foam
configurations support the density range allowed at WBN for silicone
foam seal configurations.

Tested Silicone Foam Configurations Used
to Support WBN Typical Detail Configurations

Test Penetration Density
CTP-1002 2 14.1

CTP-1001A 1 14.4
CTP-1001 A 2 14.4
CTP-1001A 6.1 14.6
CTP-1001A 6.2 14.6
CTP-1001A 6 15.1
ICS0879002 3 16.5
ICF0277001 4 16.6
ICF0277001 10 16.6
ICC0483010 A 16.7
ICC0483032 1 16.7
ICC1 182009 Pen.2 17.1
ICC1182009 Pen.3 17.1
ICC0286016 1 19.3
IC01091035 PSS3 19.5
ICC0386017 1 20.3
ICC0386023 1 20.7
IC01091035 PSS2 22.6
IC01091035 PSS4 23.3
IC01091035 PSS1 23.7j
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Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or GE RTV-6428 Elastomer - In
accordance with WBN (vendor) installation procedures, silicone
elastomer must fall with a density range of 76-87.2 lbs/ft'. Numerous
fire tested penetrations sealed with silicone elastomer of various
density are used to support WBN typical details comprised of silicone
elastomer. The table below identifies the various fire tested
penetrations and density associated with the silicone elastomer
installed within the test assembly. The density range of the silicone
elastomer seal assemblies tested is 77.3-82.8 Ibs/ft3. Even though the
density range of tested configurations does not include silicone
elastomer seals with a density near the upper limit invoked at WBN,
silicone based seal materials provide equal or better fire resistance as
the density increases (e.g., regular elastomer performs better than low
density silicone elastomer, and high density silicone elastomers
perform better than regular elastomers). Therefore, the tested silicone
elastomer configurations support the density range allowed at WBN for
silicone elastomer seal configurations.

Tested Silicone Elastomer Configurations Used
to Support WBN Typical Detail Configurations

Test Penetration Density
ICC0985011 B/O 77.3
ICC1185020 B/O 80.3
ICC0483032 2 80.6
ICC0286018 1 80.9
ICC0286018 6 80.9
ICC0386021 1 82.8
ICC0386021 2 82.8
PRO293036 1173.5-1 N/A
PRO293036 1173.4-1 N/A

Note: Industry concerns regarding inconsistencies in the Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer product line have been addressed
and resolved. Refer to Appendix D of this report for further
information regarding this matter.
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High Density Silicone Elastomer - In accordance with WBN
(vendor) installation procedures, high density silicone elastomer must
fall with a density range of 150-173.5 lbs/ft3. Numerous fire tested
penetrations sealed with high density silicone elastomer of various
density are used to support WBN typical details comprised of high
density silicone elastomer. The table below identifies the various fire
tested penetrations and density associated with the high density
silicone elastomer installed within the test assembly. The density
range of the high density silicone elastomer seal assemblies tested is
161.4-171.2 lbs/ft3. Even though the density range of tested
configurations does not include high density silicone elastomer seals
with a density near the lower limits invoked at WBN, high density
silicone elastomer based seal materials provide excellent fire
resistance and therefore, are expected to perform adequately at the
lower density ranges allowed at WBN for high density silicone
elastomer seal configurations.

Tested High Density Silicone Elastomer Configurations Used
to Support WBN Typical Detail Configurations

Test Penetration Density
ICC0286016 6 161.4
ICC0382004 4 166.7
ICC0382004 8 166.7
PRO293036 1173.1-1 171.2
PRO293036 1173.2-1 0 171.2

Note: Industry concerns regarding inconsistencies in the Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer product line have been addressed
and resolved. Refer to Appendix D of this report for further
information regarding this matter.

XA
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H. Damming Material and Thickness:

Definition: The type and thickness of permanent damming materials
required by the seal assembly.

Importance: Permanent damming materials, when required by design,
are equally important as the primary seal material. Permanent
damming materials contribute to the overall rating of an assembly in
multiple ways. In addition to providing it's own fire resistance rating,
permanent damming enhances the rating of the primary seal material
by shielding it from the effects of direct flame impingement while
providing increased structural integrity for the assembly.

Generic Position(s): There are no generic positions associated with
the damming material and thickness attribute.

As a part of the fire barrier penetration seal installation, many
designs use forming materials (a.k.a. damming boards) to prevent
leakage of the seal material when it is in the liquid state.
Additionally, many of the penetration seal systems also rely on
this non-combustible material remaining in place as part of the
fire rated design.

Review of the Underwriters Laboratories (UL) Fire Resistance
Directory lists a number of different manufacturer's fire rated
boards that have been successfully used in qualification testing.
Some examples are:

John Manville Type CF103 and Marinite
Carborundum Co. Type LD

Therefore, the different vendors boards may be considered
Engineering Approved Equals, provided:

They have been used in tested penetration seal applications
They are non-combustible when tested in accordance with
ASTM E136
They have similar densities and thickness as those used in
the unique penetration seal fire test.

Throughout this report this material may be referenced as non-
combustible damming material, Carborundum board, Kaowool
board, etc. These are considered to be encompassing
descriptions based on the above equivalency argument.
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I. Orientation:

Definition: The orientation in which a seal assembly may be installed.

Importance: The orientation in which a seal assembly is installed is
important since the effects of a fire exposure differ for horizontal and
vertical orientations.

Generic Position(s): The following generic positions are associated
with the orientation characteristic:

* Configurations tested in the wall (vertical) orientation can only be
applied to end use applications in the same orientation.

* Configurations tested in the floor/ceiling (horizontal) orientation can
be applied to both wall and floor/ceiling end use applications.
When floor/ceiling tested configurations are applied to wall oriented
end use applications, the symmetry of the tested and installed
configurations are considered.

Configurations which have been successfully tested in the floor/ceiling
(horizontal) orientation can be used to bound wall (vertical)
configurations provided the seal assembly is symmetrical in the wall
installation. Industry testing and principles of fire dynamics
demonstrate that barrier assemblies in a horizontal (floor/ceiling)
position receive a more severe exposure to fire and therefore would be
more challenged both thermally and structurally. Other industry
related documents which support this position include penetration seal
testing standard IEEE-634-1978 (Reference 7.2), ANI/MAERP RA
Guidelines for Fire Stops (Reference 7.40) and "Draft" Information
Notice 87-XX (Reference 7.41).

J. Cable Fill Issue

Typically the cable trays at WBN are limited to 20.25 square inches of cross
section area of cable for power levels (V4 & V5), and 40.50 square inches for
lower voltage levels (V1, V2 & V3). However, there have been exceptions to
these limitations and additional cable fill has been approved. The maximum
cross sectional area of cables currently routed through a V4 or V5 penetration is
34.53 square inches and 42.42 square inches in a V1, V2 or V3 penetration.
The largest cross sectional area of cable qualified be fire test was in PSS4 of test
IC01091035,. which contained 61.40 square inches of cable. This adequately
bounds the maximum cable fills at WBN and provides significant amounts of
margin.
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3.2 Type A Individual Typical Seal Detail Reviews

Each fire rated typical detail is evaluated using the critical characteristics
discussed in section 3.1 and the approved fire tests contained in Appendix
C of this report. The following sections document the results of this
evaluation for each Type A fire rated typical detail. The detail drawing is
presented first, followed by a general description of the fire rated detail,
the bounding parameters for each critical characteristic and the supporting
fire tested configurations. Justifications for bounding parameters which
vary from tested configurations are provided where necessary.
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3.2.a Mechanical Seal Details

3.2.a.1 Typical Seal Detail I

Detail I consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail is justified
by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035, Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test 748-49. Penetration 3 from
test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no penetrating items
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2 from test 748-
49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
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the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damminq Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail I is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.1 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail I

Typical Seal Detail I Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) 1

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQUAL -

-PIPE

vs1

SLEEVE

DETAIL I
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION

WITH SLEEVE EXTENTIONS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-1

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8' in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by
and 748-49.

Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076

Engir
Revisio
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TABLE 3.2.a.1 - Detail I Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft 0.79 ft 0.79 ft

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12' diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.2 Typical Seal Detail I (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a
single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with
no permanent damming. The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is
justified in section 3.2.a.1 of this report. The F rating only version of
this detail is supported by Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449. In test GSU PO 93-H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20"
steel sleeve with a 16" diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming. Although this penetration sucessfully
withstood the three (3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when
subjected to the hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as
allowed by ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be
subjected to a one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose
stream applied, it is certain that the assembly would pass the hose
stream test. In this scenario, the configuration tested in penetration
11 would be rated for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only.
It is on this basis that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-
72449 is used to support WBN typical detail I for three hour F rated
configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area:. As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". .This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
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on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail I (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.2 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail I (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail I Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQ UAL--m

PIPE

*) \ m 7 V 7

SLEEVV
SLEEVE

DETAIL I
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION

WITH SLEEVE EXTENTIONS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-1

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a -
1-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests GSU PO 93-H-72449.
Refer to section 3.2.a.1 of this report for testing
which supports the T raeted version of this detail.

Engit _
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TABLE 3.2.a.2 - Detail I (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ft"

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only.
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3.2.a.3 Typical Seal Detail IlIl

Detail IlIl consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
without a penetrating item. The seal material consists of a 12"
minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no
permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail is justified by
comparison with the tested configuration identified as Penetration 3
from test IC01091035. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a
14" steel sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was performed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 1.07 ft2 or 154 in2 (14" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum opening size (14") tested in IC01091035,
Penetration 3. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configuration.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characterisc for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum free area tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 and the
fact that no penetrating items are allowed by the typical detail.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: No penetrating items are
allowed as this detail is for sealing spare mechanical sleeves.
This is consistant with the tested configuration, and is therefore
acceptable.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum and minimum spacing
limitations are not applicable to this typical detail as no
penetrating items are allowed.
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F. Cable Fill and Tvpe: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a spare
mechanical sleeve type penetration seal.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configuration. Based on this,
the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configuration.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configuration. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configuration was tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configuration
and the justifications provided, typical detail IlIl is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.3 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail Ill

Typical Seal Detail Ill Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

SLEEVE
SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH WAL

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQUAL

DETAIL III

MECHANICAL SPARE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE FOAM

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-3

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a
1'-0" (min.) thickness

Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 154 in2

Opening Size 14" pipe sleeve

C. Maximum 14" Maximum Annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Size No penetrating items allowed
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no
Penetrants allowable penetrating items

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

i. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test IC01091035.

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.3 - Detail Ill Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035
Parameters Assembl Pen. 3

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete
1 .07 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (14" diarneter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Spacing 14"

Minimum Spacing 14"

Number of Penetrants None

Types and Sizes of None
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening' was an empty

Comments sleeve.
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3.2.a.4 Typical Seal Detail V

Detail V consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail is
justified by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035, Penetration 1 from test
ICC0286016, Blockout 1 from test ICC0483032, Penetration 6.1.17
from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test 748-49. Penetration
3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no penetrating
items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2 from test 748-
49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration .3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter, sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Tvpe: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent. damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail V is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.4 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail V

Typical Seal Detail V Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) l l

\ i

| z - PIPE

12' MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQUAL

DETAIL V

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION WITHOUT
SLEEVE EXTENTIONS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-5

A. Barrier Construction
Thickness

I Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" dia. sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.

I / I
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TABLE 3.2.a.4 - Detail V Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters I Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0' Concrete 1-0" Concrete 1-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2  0.79 ft2  0.79 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 101" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2. a.5 Typical Detail V (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a
single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is
justified in section 3.2.a.1 of this report. The F rating only version of
this detail is supported by Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449. In test GSU PO 93-H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20"
steel sleeve with a 16" diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming. Although this penetration sucessfully
withstood the three (3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when
subjected to the hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as
allowed by ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be
subjected to a one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose
stream applied, it is certain that the assembly would pass the hose
stream test. In this scenario, the configuration tested in penetration
11 would be rated for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only.
It is on this basis that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-
72449 is used to support WBN typical detail V for three hour F rated
configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

J,,
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Deoth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
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on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail V (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.5 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail V (F rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail V Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQUAL

DETAIL V

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION WITHOUT
SLEEVE EXTENTIONS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-5

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

- Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire GSU PO 93-H-72449. Refer to
section 3.2.a.1 of this report for testing which
supports the T rated version of this detail.
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TABLE 3.2.a.5 - Detail V (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0' Concrete
2.18 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only. .
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3.2.a.6 Typical Seal Detail VilI

Detail Vil consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail is
justified by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035, Penetration 1 from test
ICC0286016, Blockout 1 from test ICC0483032, Penetration 6.1.17
from test CTP-1 076 and Penetration 2 from test 748-49. Penetration
3 from test IC01 091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no penetrating
items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2 from test 748-
49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annu!us).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail VII is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.6 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail VilI

Typical Seal Detail Vill Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQUAL

PIPE

'a SLEEVE

DETAIL VilI

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION WITH SLEEVE
EXTENTION ONE SIDE ONLY

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-8

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Line Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.6 - Detail VIII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2  0.79 ft 2  0.79 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.7 Typical Detail Vil (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a
single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with
no permanent damming. The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is
justified in section 3.2.a.6 of this report. The F rating only version of
this detail is supported by Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449. In test GSU PO 93-H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20"
steel sleeve with a 16" diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming. Although this penetration sucessfully
withstood the three (3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when
subjected to the hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as
allowed by ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be
subjected to a one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose
stream applied, it is certain that the assembly would pass the hose
stream test. In this scenario, the configuration tested in penetration
11 would be rated for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only.
It is on this basis that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-
72449 is used to support WBN typical detail Vil for three hour F
rated configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 In2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants:A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical.detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
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on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail VIII (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.7 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail Vill (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail VIII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only) _

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQUAL I

PIPE

SLEEVE

DETAIL VilI

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION WITH SLEEVE
EXTENTION ONE SIDE ONLY

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-8

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

1'-0" (min.) Concrete or Concrete
Block

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in'diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449.
Refer to section 3.2.a.5 of this report for testing
which supports the T rated version of this detail.

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.7 - Detail VIII (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const.fThk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only.
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3.2.a.8 Typical Seal Detail IX

Detail IX consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with multiple penetrating conduits or pipes. The seal material
consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail
is justified by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035, Penetration 1 from test
ICC0286016, Blockout 1 from test ICC0483032, Penetration 6.1.17
from test CTP-1 076 and Penetration 2 from test 748-49. Penetration
3 from test IC01 091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no penetrating
items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2 from test 748-
49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
f2 2size of 7.07 ft or 1018 in (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is

based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

,-
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail IX is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.



Figure 3.2.a.8 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail IX

Typical Seal Detail IX Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) _

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C. 3-6548
RTV SILICONE FOAM
OR APPROVED EQUAL

PIPES (TYP)

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple pipes or conduits up to 8"
Size of Penetrants in diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" rninimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

-. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire
and 748-49.

Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
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Revisiofl

Report: 0006-00922-02
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F F SLEEVE

DETAIL IX

MECHANICAL MULTIPLE PIPE PENETRATION
WITH SLEEVE EXTENSION ONE SIDE ONLY

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-9
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TABLE 3.2.a.8 - Detail IX Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1 076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2  0.79 ft 0.79 ft

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling ._-
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.9 Typical Detail IX (F Rating Only)

Typical detail IX (F rating only) consists of a steel lined circular
opening (pipe sleeve) through a concrete barrier. This detail is for
use in sealing sleeves with multiple penetrating pipes and conduits
where one or more of the penetrating items is greater than 8" in
diameter. The seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent damming.
The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a.8 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by
Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"
diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail VIII for three hour F rated configurations
only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
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design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Tvpe of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacinq of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.
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1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail IX (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.9 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail IX (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail IX Bounding Parameter

(3 Hour F Rating Only)

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C. 3-6548
RTV SILICONE FOAM
OR APPROVED EQUAL

__________________________ 3

/- PIPES (TYP)

SLEEVE

DETAIL IX

MECHANICAL MULTIPLE PIPE PENETRATION
WITH SLEEVE EXTENSION ONE SIDE ONLY

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-9

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2
Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple pipes up to 12" in

Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum

Penetrants 0" minimum

F.

G.

H.

I.

I Cable Fill
and Type

Seal Material
and Depth

Damming Material
and Depth

Orientation

Not applicable to mechanical
penetrations

12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam

No Permanent Damming

Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449. Refer
to section 3.2.a.8 of this report for testing which
supports the T rated version of this detail.
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TABLE 3.2.a.9 - Detail IX (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding: Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ft

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only.
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3.2.a.l0Typical Seal Detail X

Detail X consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with multiple penetrating conduits or pipes. The seal material
consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail
is justified by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035, Penetration 1 from test
ICC0286016, Blockout 1 from test ICC0483032, Penetration 6.1.17
from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test 748-49. Penetration
3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no penetrating
items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2 from test 748-
49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1,-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration.
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail X is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.10 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail X

Typical Seal Detail X Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) I I

SLEEVE

( -

,U
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12' MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQUAL

DETAIL X

MECHANICAL MULTIPLE PIPE PENETRATION
WITHOUT SLEEVE EXTENTIONS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-10

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2
Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple pipes or conduits up to 8"
Size of Penetrants in diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICCO1091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE3.2.a.10 - Detail X Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding [ Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft 0.79 ft 0.79 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.1 1 Typical Detail X (F Rating Only)

Typical detail X (F rating only) consists of a steel lined circular
opening (pipe sleeve) through a concrete barrier. This detail is for
use in sealing sleeves with multiple penetrating pipes and conduits
where one or more of the penetrating items is greater than 8" in
diameter. The seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent damming.
The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a.10 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by
Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"
diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTIM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail V for three hour F rated configurations
only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
f22size of 8.73 ft or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is

based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
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design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.
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1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based

on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration,
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail X (F rating only) is

considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.1 1 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail X (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail X Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

SLEEVE

\-- 12' MIN. DEPTH D.C.
3-6548 RTV SILICONE
FOAM OR APPROVED
EQUAL

DETAIL X

MECHANICAL MULTIPLE PIPE PENETRATION
WITHOUT SLEEVE EXTENTIONS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-10

L

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

- Opening Size (40" sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum diameter
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple pipes up to .12" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449. Refer
to section 3.2.a.10 of this report for testing which
supports the T rated version of this detail.
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TABLE 3.2.a.11 - Detail X (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants -_-

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
- 2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
: 3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
.__ y X rating only.
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3.2.a.12Typical Seal Detail Xl

Detail Xl consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with multiple penetrating conduits or pipes. The seal material
consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail
is justified by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035, Penetration 1 from test
ICC0286016, Blockout 1 from test ICC0483032, Penetration 6.1.17
from test CTP-1 076 and Penetration 2 from test 748-49. Penetration
3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no penetrating
items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2 from test 748-
49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

,.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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H. Damminq Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail Xi is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.12 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail Xl

Typical Seal Detail Xl (3 Hour Configuration) Bounding Parameter
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DETAIL Xl

MECHANICAL MULTIPLE PIPE PENETRATION
WITH SLEEVE EXTENSIONS BOTH SIDES

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-11

L

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple pipes or conduits up to 8"
Size of Penetrants in diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.12 - Detail Xi Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding.:-| Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1 .07 ft 0.79 ft 0.79 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12 diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft'

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness -

. .~~~~~~. . .- : .i E. :-:....... .... .

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.13Typical Detail Xl (F Rating Only)

Typical detail Xl (F rating only) consists of a steel lined circular
opening (pipe sleeve) through a concrete barrier. This detail is for
use in sealing sleeves with multiple penetrating pipes and conduits
where one or more of the penetrating items is greater than 8" in
diameter. The seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent damming.
The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a.12 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by
Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"
diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail I for three hour F rated configurations
only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
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design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.
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1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail IX (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.13 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XI (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail Xl Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only) ___
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DETAIL XI

MECHANICAL MULTIPLE PIPE PENETRATION
WITH SLEEVE EXTENSIONS BOTH SIDES

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-11

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple pipes up to 12" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire GSU PO 93-H-72449. Refer to
section 3.2.a.12 of this report for testing which
supports the T rated version of this detail.

�x-\
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TABLE 3.2.a.13 - Detail Xi (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ft

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness -_-

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only. .
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3.2.a.14Typical Seal Detail XXII

Detail XXII consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a.12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, the seal surface requires a 1/2"

minimum thickness of Dow Corning 96-081, 732 or 795 RTV Silicone
Adhesive Sealant be applied to both sides for air and/or flood
pressure retaining requirements. The caulk cap, which is applied to
the seal surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating
of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the caulk
cap and method of installation are not addressed in this document

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
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where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and TVpe: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.
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G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of

Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,

the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XXII is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.14 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XXII

Typical Seal Detail XXII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT()---S)

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

1/2" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT
OR APPROVED EQUAL

DETAIL XXII

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION WITH OR
WITHOUT SLEEVE EXTENSIONS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-22

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Line Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.14 - Detail XXII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding. Fire Test ICCO1091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft 0.79 ftW 0.79 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.15Typical Detail XXII (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a
single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with
no permanent damming. The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is
justified in section 3.2.a.14 of this report. The F rating only version of
this detail is supported by Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449. In test GSU PO 93-H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20"
steel sleeve with a 16" diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming. Although this penetration sucessfully
withstood the three (3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when
subjected to the hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as
allowed by ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be
subjected to a one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose
stream applied, it is certain that the assembly would pass the hose
stream test. In this scenario, the configuration tested in penetration
11 would be rated for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only.
It is on this basis that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-
72449 is used to support WBN typical detail XXII for three hour F
rated configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 In2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Tvpe: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
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on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XXII (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.15 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XXII (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail XXII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only) I

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)-..

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

1/2" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT
OR APPROVED EQUAL

DETAIL XXII 0

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION WITH OR
WITHOUT SLEEVE EXTENSIONS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-22

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Line Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449. Refer
to section 3.2.a.14 of this report for testing which
supports the T rated version of this detail.

I1____________________________________________
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TABLE 3.2.a.15 - Detail XXII (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC. Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only.
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3.2.a.16 Typical Seal Detail XXXII

Detail XXXII consists of a steel lined opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in reducing the annular space
around a single penetrating pipe or conduit for ALARA, while
providing sufficient annular space for anticipated movements. The
seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of ICMS Product 90
(hereafter referred to as P-90) with no permanent damming, installed
between the existing opening and 16 gauge (min.) reduction sleeve.
Then a Fire Boot assembly in accordance with Details XLVIII or L is
installed to the reduction sleeve.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by separate comparisons of
the two basic characteristics of the detail. First the P-90 portion of
the detail and second the Fire Boot portion. The result of the two will
provide limiting parameters for this detail. Herein the justification of
the P-90 portion will be provided. Refer to Details XLVIII and L for
justification of the Fire Boot assembly

The P-90 is justified with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016, Blockout 4 and Penetration 8
from test ICC0382004, and Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from
test PR0293036. Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016 tested a 12"
steel sleeve with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12"
depth of P-90 and no permanent damming. The 2" pipe was coated
with a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal. Blockout 4 from test ICC0382004 tested a 36" x
36" steel lined opening with two cable trays and a conduit as
penetrating items. The blockout was sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 was a 12" steel sleeve
with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming.

Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from test PR0293036 were each
12" x 12" unlined openings. These two blackouts were created by
subdividing a larger opening (12" x 25") with a 1" thick piece of "M"
Board material. Each of the blackouts was sealed with a 12" depth of
P-90 and no permanent damming. The significance of this test was
to demonstrate that the ICMS specific material P-90 performs equally
well regardless of whether it is formulated using Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer or General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer as the base material. Additionally, two (2)
simulated repairs were made to each of the blackouts to demonstrate
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the equivalency of Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer
(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer. To accomplish this two (2) separate 2-1/2"
diameter holes completely through the 12" blockout seal were
constructed in both of the 12" x 12" blackouts. The blockout sealed
with P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer was repaired with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in
one hole and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer in the other. The blockout sealed with P-90
formulated with General Electric RTV 6428 silicone was repaired
with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in one hole and P-90
formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer in the
other. Thermocouples positioned at 2" vertical intervals though out
each repaired area monitored temperatures at uniform levels
throughout the various combinations of seal materials. Graphical
representations of the unexposed surface thermocouples and the
thermocouples positioned 4" below the unexposed side surface have
been provided to support the test conclusions that each of the

materials referenced above provide equivalent levels of fire
resistance. These graphs are contained on the following two pages.

i
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Unexposed Surface Thermocouple Comparison
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Thermocouple Comparison at 8" from Exposed Surface
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As demonstrated above, Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer
(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer all perform similarly during exposure to fire and
may be used interchangably. Based on this conclusion, fire tested
HDSE seal configurations can be used to qualify the fire rating of P-
90 configurations provided the parameters bounded by testing of the
HDSE are applied to the P-90 configuration.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier, as required. Therefore, this
conjunct detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations, when combined.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 9.00 ft2 or 1296 in2 (36" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
qualified by the 36" x 36" steel lined opening tested in
ICC0382004 and the parameters for the Fire Boot assembly is per
Details XLVIII and L. Therefore, this conjunct detail will perform
at least as well as the tested configurations, when combined.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 18". This limitation is
qualified by the 36"x36" blockout with an estimated free area of
18"x15" tested in ICC0382004 and the 12"x12" empty blackout
tested in PR0293036. This limitation is qualified by the annulus
discussed above. Maximum annular space for the Fire Boot
assembly is per Details XLVIII and L. Based on this, the typical
detail will perform at least as well as the tested configurations.
Therefore, this conjunct detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configurations, when combined.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are the reduction sleeve and single pipe (insulated
or uninsulated) or conduit. The size limitations for these
penetrants are per Details XLVIII and L. As long as, the maximum
free area and/or annulus of the P-90 qualification is not
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exceeded. Based on this, the conjunct detail will perform at least
as well as the tested configurations, when combined.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum spacing applicable to the
area reduced with P-90 allowed by the detail, between the
opening and the reduction sleeve, is 0". This is qualified by test
ICC0382004. The minimum annular space allowed within the
reduction sleeve is per Details XLVIII and L. Based on this, the
conjunct detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations, when combined.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the detail
consists of a 12" minimum depth of ICMS Product 90 installed
between the existing opening and 16 gauge (min.) reduction
sleeve with no permanent damming required. The material
requirements of the Fire Boot assembly is in accordance with
Details XLVIII and L. These requirements are consistent with the
those of the referenced test configurations. Therefore, this
conjunct detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations, when combined.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Therefore, this conjunct detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations, when
combined.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The detail requires no
permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Therefore, this conjunct detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations, when
combined.

,1
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Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested
configurations, the referenced details and the justifications
provided, typical detail XXXII is considered to be qualified for a
fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.16 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XXXII

Typical Seal Detail XXXII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

Lined opening in a
FIRE BOOT ASSEMBLY A. Barrier Construction! 1'0" (min.) thickness
IN ACCORDANCE WITH Thickness concrete barrier
DETAILS XLVIII AND L

12' MIN. DEPTH ICMS PRODUCT 90-150 LB/CU FT B. Maximum 1296 in
MINIMUM DENSITY OR APPROVED EQUAL Opening Size (40" pipe sleeve)

MIN. 16 GA. SHEET METAL C. Maximum P-90 reduction - 18" max. annulus
INTERMEDIATE SLEEVE Free Area

In accordance with the Limitations
SLEEMYETN R D. Number, Type and of Details XLVIII and L in

BE FLUSH WITH BARRIER conjunction with iems 'B & C'
Size of Penetrants cnucinwt tm B&C

above

E. Spacing of P-90 reduction - 18" max. annulus
Penetrants P-90 reduction - 0" min. annulus

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
CONDUIT and Type penetrations

CONDUIT12' (min.) ICMS P-90 between the
G. Seal Material existing sleeve and reduction

and Depth sleeve.
Fire Boot assembly in accordance

with Details XLVIII and L

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
DETAIL XXXII and Depth

BARRIER MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

PRODUCT 90, INTERMEDIATE SLEEVE AND FIRE BOOTS I. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

ALARA SEAL

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-32 Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0286016,
ICC0382004, PR0293036, Details XLVIII and L.
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TABLE 3.2.a.16 - Detail XXXII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding. Fire Test ICC0286016 ICC0382004 ICC0382004 PR0293036
Parameters Assembly Pen. 6 Blockout4 Pen. 8 Blockouts 1173.1-1 & .2-1

Barrier Const.JThk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.79 ft2  9.00 ft2  0.79 ft2  1.00 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. sleeve) (36" x36" blackout,) (12" dia.' sleeve) (12" x 12" blockout,)
1.88 ftW 1.00 ft2

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (18" x 15"2) 5" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 18`2 5" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5" 0" 5" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None
(1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray

Types and Sizes of (ladder back)
Penetrants 2" dia. Pipe (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray 2" dia. Pipe None

(solid bottom)
(1) 6" dia. Conduit

Cable Fill and Type N/A 100% Visual Fill Inside Trays N/A N/A
:__ -and Conduit

12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90
Seal Material and Depth (P-90) (P-90) (P-90) (P-90)2

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

Comments :
1) Blockout lined with steel.
2) Estimated from test.

I I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1) Unlined 25" x 12" opening
subdivided w/1" board.

2) Acceptable base materials
are DC 170 or GE 6428.
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3.2.a.17 Typical Seal Detail XXXIII

Detail XXXIII consists of a steel lined opening (pipe sleeve) through
a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in reducing the annular
space around a single penetrating pipe or conduit, while providing
sufficient annular space for anticipated movements. The seal
material consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning Sylgard
170 or G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer with no permanent
damming, installed between the existing opening and 16 gauge
(min.) reduction sleeve. Then a Fire Boot assembly in accordance
with Details XLVIII or L is installed to the reduction sleeve.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by separate comparisons of
the two basic characteristics of the detail. First the Elastomer seal
portion of the detail and second the Fire Boot portion. The result of
the two will provide limiting parameters for this detail. Herein the
justification of the Elastomer seal portion will be provided. Refer to
Details XLVIII and L for justification of the Fire Boot assembly

Justification for the fire resistance rating of the Elastomer seal
portion of the detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 12 of Omega Point
Laboratories test 93-H-72449, Blockout from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC1185020, (hereinafter
refered to as 5020), Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 1173.5-1 from Omega
Point Laboratories test PRO293036 and Penetration 1 from
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0286018,
(hereinafter refered to as 6018),. Penetration 12 from test 93-H-
72449 tested a 20" diameter steel sleeve penetrated by 16" diameter
steel pipe in a 12" thick concrete slab sealed with a 12" thickness of
Dow Corning Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer without permanent
damming. The blockout from test 5020 tested a 30"x30" unlined
blockout penetrated by one (1) 4" diameter flexible conduit and two
(2) 6" diameter steel sleeve penetrations in a 12" thick concrete slab
sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 Silicone
Elastomer without permanent damming. Blockouts 1173.4-1 and
1173.5-1 from test PRO293036 tested a 12"x25" unlined blockout in
a 12" thick concrete slab, which was subdivided with ceramic fiber
board to produce two (2) 12"x12" blackouts without penetrating
items. Blockout 1173.4-1 was sealed with a 6" thickness of G.E.
6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and Blockout 1173.5-1 was sealed with
a 6" thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer, both
were without permanent damming. Each blockout was pluged with a
2.5" diameter repair of the other seal material as the intent of this test
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was to test material compatibility. Penetration 1 from test 6018
tested a 6" diameter steel sleeve without penetrating items in a 12"
thick concrete slab sealed with 6" thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard
170 Silicone Elastomer without permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete or concrete block to achieve a
3 hour fire rating and maintain the minimum required seal
thickness inside the plane of the barrier. The tested
configurations were all performed in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete
slab with the entire seal thickness within the plane of the barrier.
Therefore, this conjunct detail is expected to perform similar to
the individual configurations tested, when combined.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 6.25 ft2 (900 in2). This limitation is qualified by the 30" x
30" unlined opening tested in test 5020 and the parameters for
the Fire Boot assembly is per Details XLVIII and L. Therefore,
this conjunct detail is expected to perform similar to the individual
configurations tested, when combined.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 17" . This limitation is
qualified by the 30"x30" blockout with an free area of 17"x30"
tested in test 5020 and the 12"x12" empty blackouts tested in test
PR0293036. The maximum annulus allowed by the detail is 17".
This limitation is qualified by the free area discussed above and is
a conservative dimension based on the maximum span of 30"
provided by the free area in the tested configuration. Maximum
annular space for the Fire Boot assembly is per Details XLVIII
and L. Based on this, this conjunct detail will perform at least as
well as the individual configurations tested, when combined.

D. Number. Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are the reduction sleeve and single pipe (insulated
or uninsulated) or conduit. The size limitations for these
penetrants are per Details XLVIII and L. As long as, the
maximum free area and/or annulus of the Elastomer qualification
is not exceeded. Based on this, this conjunct detail will perform at
least as well as the individual configurations tested, when
combined.
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E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum spacing applicable to the
area reduced with Elastomer allowed by the detail, between the
opening and the reduction sleeve, is 0". This is qualified by test
5020. The minimum annular space allowed within the reduction
sleeve is per Details XLVIII and L. Based on this, this conjunct
detail will perform at least as well as the individual configurations
tested, when combined.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the detail
consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or
G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer installed between the existing
opening and 16 gauge (min.) reduction sleeve with no permanent
damming required. The material requirements of the Fire Boot
assembly is in accordance with Details XLVIII and L. These
requirements are consistant with the those of the referenced test
configurations. Based on this, this conjunct detail will perform at
least as well as the individual configurations tested, when
combined.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, this conjunct detail will
perform at least as well as the individual configurations tested,
when combined.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact-that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The detail requires no
permanent damming in a symmetrical configuration regardless of
orientation . Based on this, this conjunct detail will perform at
least as well as the individual configurations tested, when
combined.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations,
the referenced details and the justifications provided, typical detail
XXXIII is considered to be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3
hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.17 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XXXIII

Typical Seal Detail XXXII Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C. SYLGARD 170 SILICONE
ELASTOMER OR GE6428 OR APPROVED
EQUAL

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR
BE FLUSH WITH BARRIER

PIPE OR
CONDUIT

DETAIL XXXIII
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

ELASTOMER, INTERMEDIATE SLEEVE
AND FIRE BOOTS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-33

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a 1'-0 (min.)
barrier

B. Maximum 900 in2
Opening Size (17" nominal diameter)

C. Maximum 17" annulus
Free Area

In accordance with the Limitations
D. Number, Type and of Details XLVIII and L in

Size of Penetrants conjunction with items 'B & C'
above

E. Spacing of Elastomer reduction - 0" annulus
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

12" (min.) Dow Coming 170 or GE
G. Seal Material 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer

and Depth between the existing sleeve and
reduction sleeve.

Fire Boot assembly in accordance
with Details XLVIII and L

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests 93-H-72449,
ICCI185020, PR0293036, ICC0286018 and Details
XLVIII and L.

Engineit.
Rpvision: 0

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.17 - Detail XXXIII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICC0286018 ICC1185020 93-H-72449 PR0293036
Parameters Assembly Pen. 1 Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 5-1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.20 ft2  6.25 Aly 2.18 flt 1.00

Maximum Opening Size (6" dia. sleeve) (30" x30" blockout1) (20" dia. sleeve) (12" x 12" blockout1)
3.54 ft 1.00 ft

Maximum Free Area 0.20 ft2  (17" x 30') 2" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing N/A 17" 2" N/A

Minimum Spacing N/A 0" 2" N/A

Number of Penetrants None Multiple Single None
1) 6" Sleeve w/ 3" cable bun.

Types and Sizes of 2) 4" Flexible conduit
Penetrants N/A 3) 6" Sleeve w/ 2" conduit 16" dia. Pipe None

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A N/A

6" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone 12" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC or GE Silicone

Seal Material and Depth Elastomer Elastomer Elastomer Elastomer 2

Damming MateriaI and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness' -

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
I I. - .) 1JI liii ICU " -.J IL.') ' nn ''''

1) blockout unhined.

_____II

IJ UIIIlt:U 4:J ^ I 1 slll

subdivided w/1" M-board.
2) 1173.4-1 sealed with GE

6428 and 1173.5-1 sealed
with DC-170

3) Each blockout was
repaired/plugged with the
other elastomer.

Comments
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3.2.a.18 Typical Seal Detail XX)(XVI

Detail XXXVI consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete or concrete block barrier. This detail is for use in
sealing sleeves without a penetrating item. The seal material
consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials
installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, the seal surface
requires a 1/2" minimum thickness of Dow Corning 96-081 or 732 RTV
Silicone Adhesive Sealant be applied to one side for air and/or flood
pressure retaining requirements. The caulk cap, which is applied to
the seal surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating
of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the caulk
cap and method of installation are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configuration identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035.
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no
penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was performed in a
1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 1.07 ft2 or 154 in2 (14" pipe sleeve).- This limitation is
based on the maximum opening size (14") tested in IC01091035,
Penetration 3. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configuration.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characterisc for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum free area tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 and the
fact that no penetrating items are allowed by the typical detail.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configuration.
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D. Number, Size and Tvpe of Penetrants: No penetrating items are
allowed as this detail is for sealing spare mechanical sleeves.
This is consistant with the tested configuration, and is therefore
acceptable.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum and minimum spacing
limitations are not applicable to this typical detail as no
penetrating items are allowed.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a spare
mechanical sleeve type penetration seal.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configuration. Based on this,
the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configuration.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configuration. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configuration was tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configuration
and the justifications provided, typical detail XXXVI is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.18 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XXXVI

Typical Seal Detail XXXVI Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

Lined opening in a
A. Barrier Construction / 1'-0" (min.) thickness

Thickness Concrete Barrier

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR BE B. Maximum 154 in2

FLUSH WITH WALL _ Opening Size 14" pipe sleeve

C. Maximum 14" Maximum Annulus
Free Area _

BARRIER /
BARRIER D. Number, Type and No penetrating items allowed

Size of Penetrants

1/2" MIN. DEPTH E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no
D.C. 96-081 OR Penetrants allowable penetrating items
D.c. 732 RTVPeernslpeertgiem

SILICONE ADHESIVE
SEALANT OR F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
APPROVED EQUAL and Type penetrations

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C. G Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
3-6548 RTV SILICONE a
FOAM OR APPROVED and Depth Silicone RTV Foam
EQUAL

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming

DETAIL XXXVI and Depth

MECHANICAL SPARE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE FOAM AND CAULK CAP I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-36

Comments: Supported by Fire Test IC01091035.
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TABLE 3.2.a.18 - Detail XXXVI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Spacing 14"

Minimum Spacing 14"

Number of Penetrants None

Types and Sizes of None
Penetrants .

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty

Comments sleeve.
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3.2.a.19 Typical Seal Detail X)(XVII

Detail XXXVII consists of a steel lined or unlined opening through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing spare openings and
penetrating items are not allowed. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of ICMS Product 90 (hereafter referred to as P-
90) with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail is
justified by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016, Blockout 4 and Penetration 8
from test ICC0382004, and Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from
test PR0293036. Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016 tested a 12"
steel sleeve with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12"
depth of P-90 and no permanent damming. The 2" pipe was coated
with a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal. Blockout 4 from test ICC0382004 tested a 36" x
36" steel lined opening with two cable trays and a conduit as
penetrating items. The blockout was sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 was a 12" steel sleeve
with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1 173.2-1 from
test PR0293036 were each 12" x 12" unlined openings. These two
blackouts were created by subdividing a larger opening (12" x 25")
with a 1" thick piece of "M" Board material. Each of the blackouts
was sealed with a 12" depth of P-90 and no permanent damming.
The significance of this test was to demonstrate that the ICMS
specific material P-90 performs equally well regardless of whether it
is formulated using Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer or
General Electric RTV 6428 silicone elastomer as the base material.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of an 18" diameter sleeve This limitation is qualified by the
36" x 36" blockout with an estimated free area of 18" x 15" tested
in ICC0382004 and the 12" x 12" empty blockout tested in
PR0293036. The typical detail is for sealing steel lined or unlined
openings. Successful testing of configurations with and without
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steel liners substantiate this design. Therefore, the typical detail
will perform the same as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is an 18" diameter sleeve.
This is based on the estimated maximum free area tested in
ICC0382004 (18" x 15"). Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: No penetrants are allowed
by the typical detail since this detail is intended for use in sealing
unused openings. Tested configurations with and without
penetrating items support this limitation. Based on this, the typical
detail will perform the same as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum and maximum spacing
between penetrants is not applicable to this detail as no
penetrating items are allowed.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The p~ercentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as no penetrating items are
allowed.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of ICMS P-90. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
P-90 for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this, the
typical detail will perform the same as the tested configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical-detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming in a symmetrical configuration regardless
of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will perform the
same as the tested configurations.
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Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XXXVII is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.19 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XXXVII

Typical Seal Detail XXXVIII[ Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) _ __

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR
BE FLUSH WITH WALL

BARRIER

12' MIN. DEPTH ICMS
PRODUCT 90 - 150 LB/CU FT
MINIMUM DENSITY OR
APPROVED EQUAL -

SLEEVE

DETAIL XXXVII
MECHANICAL SPARE PENETRATION UTILIZING

ICMS PRODUCT 90 (ALARA SEAL)

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-37

I

A. Barrier Construction I
Thickness

1'-0" (min.) Concrete

B. Maximum 18" diameter sleeve
Opening Size

C. Maximum Same as Maximum Opening Size
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Size No penetrating items allowed
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no
Penetrants allowable penetrating items

F. Cable Fill Not applicable based on no
and Type allowable penetrating items

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 (P-90)
and Depth

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

1. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0382004, 1CC0286016,
and PR0293036.

Eng inedl
Revision:

.,
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TABLE 3.2.a.19 - Detail XXXVII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting. Fire Test ICC0286016 ICC0382004 ICC0382004 PR0293036
Parameters Assembly Pen. 6 Blockout 4 Pen. 8 Blockouts 1173.1-1 & .2-1

Barrier Const./Thk.- 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.79 ftZ 9.00 ftl 0.79 ft' 1.00 ft

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. sleeve) (36" x36" blackout,) (12" dia. sleeve) (12" x 12" blockout,)
1.88 ft" 1.00 ft2

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (1 8" x 1 5'2) 5" annulus (12" x 12')

Maximum Spacing 5" 18`2 5" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5" 5' N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None
(1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray

Types and Sizes of (ladder back)
Penetrants 2" dia. Pipe (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray 2" dia. Pipe None

(solid bottom)
(1) 6" dia. Conduit

Cable Fill and Type N/A 100% Visual Fill Inside Trays N/A N/A
-_ and Conduit

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90
(P-90) (P-90) (P-90) (P-90)2

Damming Material and
Thickness No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Blockout lined with steel. 1) Uniinea 25 x 1Z opening

Comments 2) Estimated from test. subdivided w/1" board.
2) Acceptable base materials

are DC 170 or GE 6428.

I
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3.2.a.20 Typical Seal Detail XXXVIII

Detail XXXVIII consists of a steel lined or unlined opening through a

concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing spare openings and
penetrating items are not allowed. The seal material consists of a 6"
minimum depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 RTV
Silicone Elastomer with no permanent damming. The fire rating of
this detail is justified by comparison with the tested configurations
identified as the Blockout from Construction Technology Laboratories
(CTL) test ICC1185020, (hereinafter refered to as 5020), Blockouts
1173.4-1 & 1173.5-1 from Omega Point Laboratories test
PRO293036 and Penetration 1 from Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0286018, (hereinafter refered to as
6018). The blockout from test 5020 tested a 30"x30" unlined
blackout in a 12" thick concrete slab sealed with a 6" thickness of
Dow Corning Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer without permanent
damming and penetrated by one (1) 4" diameter flexible conduit and
two (2) 6" diameter steel sleeve penetrations. These penetrating
items are not part of this justification. Blockouts 1173.4-1 and

1173.5-1 from test PRO293036 tested a 12"x25" unlined blackout in
a 12" thick concrete slab, which was subdivided with ceramic fiber
board to produce two (2) 12"x12" blackouts. Blackout 1173.4-1 was
sealed with a 6" thickness of G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and
Blackout 1173.5-1 was sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer without permanent damming. Each
blackout was pluged with a 2.5" diameter repair of the other seal
material. There were no penetrating items in either blackout.
Penetration 1 from test 6018 tested a 6" diameter steel sleeve in a
12" thick concrete slab sealed with 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer without permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum 17"

diameter sleeved opening. This limitation is qualified by the 30" x

30" blackout with free area of 17" x 30" tested in test 5020, 12" x
12" empty blackout tested in test PR0293036 and the 6" diameter
sleeve tested in test 6018. The detail allows sealing steel lined or
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unlined openings. Successful testing of configurations with and

without steel liners substantiate this design. Therefore, the

typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested

configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 17". This limitation is

qualified by the 30" x 30" blockout with free area of 17" x 30"

tested in 5020 and the 12" x 12" empty blockout tested in

PR0293036. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least
as well as the tested configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: No penetrants are allowed

by the typical detail since this detail is intended for use in sealing

unused openings. Tested configurations with and without

penetrating items support this limitation. Based on this, the

typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum and maximum spacing
between penetrants is not applicable to this detail as no

penetrating items are allowed.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of

cabling is not applicable to this detail as no penetrating items are
allowed.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 6"

thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 RTV Silicone
Elastomer without permanent damming. This is qualified by the of
referenced tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail

will perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with

the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will

perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in

either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based

on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor

orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
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orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will

perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XXXVIII is considered to

be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.20 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XXXVIII

Typical Seal Detail XXXVIII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) ,

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH WALL -\

BARRIER

6" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
SYLGARD 170 SILICONE
ELASTOMER OR
APPROVED EQUAL

DETAIL XXXVIII

MECHANICAL SPARE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE ELASTOMER

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-38

A. Barrier Construction I
Thickness

Linea opening In a
1'-0" (min.) thickness

Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 510 in2

Opening Size (17" pipe sleeve)

C. Maximum 17" Maximum Annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and No penetrating items allowed
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no.
Penetrants allowable penetrating items

F. Cable Fill Not applicable based on no
and Type allowable penetrating items

6" (min.) of Dow Coming Sylgard
G. Seal Material 170 or G.E. 6428 RTV Silicone

and Depth Elastomer

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0286018, ICC1185020,
and PR0293036.

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.20 - Detail XXXVIII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC1185020 PR0293036 ICC0286018
Parameters Assembly Blockout Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 5-1 Pen.1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
6.25 ft 1.00 ft0.20 ft

Maximum Opening Size (30"x30" blockout) (12" x 12" blockout1 ) (6" dia. sleeve)

3.54 ft2  1.00 ft2

Maximum Free Area (1 7"x30") (12" x 12") 0.20 ft2

Maximum Spacing 30" N/A N/A

Minimum Spacing 0o N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants Multiple None None
4" Flexible conduit

Types and Sizes of 6" Sleeve w/ 3" cable bundle N/A
Penetrants 6" Sleeve w/ 2" conduit None

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 6" minimum of Dow Corning 6" minimum of Dow Corning 6" minimum of Dow Corning
. ..... Sylgard 170 Silicone Sylgard 170 and G.E. 6428 Sylgard 170 Silicone

.. ......... .... .... elastomer RTV Silicone Elastomer elastomer
Damming Material and:,..

Thickness N/A N/A N/A

Orientation Floor Floor Floor
Blockout was unlined 1) 1173.4-1 sealed with GE-

Comments 6428
2) 1173.5-1 sealed with DC-

170
3) unlined blockout
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3.2.a.21 Typical Seal Detail X)(XIX

Detail XXXIX consists of a steel lined or unlined opening through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing spare openings and
penetrating items are not allowed. The seal material consists of a 6"
minimum depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 Silicone
Elastomer with no permanent damming. In addition to the material
required to provide the required fire resistance, the detail requires a
1/2" minimum cap of either Dow Corning 96-081 or 732 Silicone RTV
Adhesive/Sealant for pressure resistance. Therefore, the additional
caulk will not be reviewed as part of this document. The fire rating of
this detail is justified by comparison with the tested configurations
identified as the Blockout from Construction Technology Laboratories
(CTL) test ICC1185020, (hereinafter refered to as 5020), Blockouts
1173.4-1 & 1173.5-1 from Omega Point Laboratories test
PRO293036 and Penetration 1 from Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0286018, (hereinafter refered to as
6018). The blockout from test 5020 tested a 30"x30" unlined
blockout in a 12" thick concrete slab sealed with a 6" thickness of
Dow Corning Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer without permanent
damming and penetrated by one (1) 4" diameter flexible conduit and
two (2) 6" diameter steel sleeve penetrations. These penetrating
items are not part of this justification. Blockouts 1173.4-1 and
1173.5-1 from test PRO293036 tested a 12"x25" unlined blockout in
a 12" thick concrete slab, which was subdivided with ceramic fiber
board to produce two (2) 12"x12" blackouts. Blockout 1173.4-1 was
sealed with a 6" thickness of G.E. 6428 Silicone Elastomer and
Blockout 1173.5-1 was sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer without permanent damming. Each
blockout was pluged with a 2.5" diameter repair of the other seal
material. There were no penetrating items in either blockout.
Penetration 1 from test 6018 tested a 6" diameter steel sleeve in a
12" thick concrete slab sealed with 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer without permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.
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B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 17" diameter. This limitation is qualified by the 30" x 30"
blockout with free area of 17" x 30" tested in test 5020, 12" x 12"
empty blackout tested in test PR0293036 and the 6" diameter
sleeve tested in test 6018. The detail allows sealing steel lined or
unlined openings. Successful testing of configurations with and
without steel liners substantiate this design. Therefore, the
typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is a 17" diameter sleeve.
This limitation is qualified by the 30" x 30" blockout with free area
of 17" x 30" tested in 5020 and the 12" x 12" empty blockout
tested in PR0293036. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: No penetrants are allowed
by the typical detail since this detail is intended for use in sealing
unused openings. Tested configurations with and without
penetrating items support this limitation. Based on this, the
typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum and maximum spacing
between penetrants is not applicable to this detail as no
penetrating items are allowed.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as no penetrating items are
allowed.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 6"
thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 RTV Silicone
Elastomer with no permanent damming. This is qualified by the of
referenced tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations
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I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming in a symmetrical configuration regardless
of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least
as well as the tested configurations

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XXXIX is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.21 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XXXIX

Typical Seal Detail XXXIX Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH WALL

BARRIER

1/2" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 RTV
SILICONE ADHESIVE
SEALANT OR -
APPROVED EQUAL

6" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
SYLGARD 170 SILICONE
ELASTOMER OR

APPROVED EQUAL

DETAIL XXXIX

MECHANICAL SPARE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE ELASTOMER AND CAULK CAP

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-39

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

1'-0" (min.) Concrete

B. Maximum 17" diameter sleeve
Opening Size

C. Maximum Same as Maximum Opening Size
Free Area

D. Number, Type and No penetrating items allowed
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no
Penetrants allowable penetrating items

F. Cable Fill Not applicable based on no
and Type allowable penetrating items

6" (min.) of Dow Coming Sylgard
G. Seal Material 170 or G.E. 6428 RTV Silicone

and Depth Elastomer.
1

2" (min.) of Dow Coming 96-081
or 732 Silicone RTV caulk

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0286018, ICC1185020,
and PR0293036.
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TABLE 3.2.a.21 - Detail XXXIX Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICC1185020 PR0293036 ICC0286018
Parameters Assembly Blockout Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 5-1 Pen. I

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
6.25 ft 1.00 ftl 0.20 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (30"x30" blockout) (12" x 12" blockout1 ) (6" dia. sleeve)
3.54 ftl 1.00 ft2

Maximum Free Area (17"x30") (12" x 12") 0.20 ft2

Maximum Spacing 30" N/A N/A

Minimum Spacing 0"N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants Multiple None None
4" Flexible conduit

Types and Sizes of 6" Sleeve w/ 3" cable bundle N/A
Penetrants 6" Sleeve w/ 2" conduit None

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 6" minimum of Dow Corning 6" minimum of Dow Corning 6" minimum of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 RTV Silicone Sylgard 170 and G.E. 6428 Sylgard 170 RTV Silicone

Elastomer RTV Silicone Elastomer Elastomer
Damming Material and

Thickness N/A N/A N/A

Orientation Floor Floor Floor
Blockout was unlined 1) 1173.4-1 sealed with GE-

Comments 6428
2) 1173.5-1 sealed with DC-

170
__ L__ ;3) unlined blockout
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3.2.a.22Typical Seal Detail XL

Detail XL consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s) require a
nominal.1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a "bond-
breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"

)J
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maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
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Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XL is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.22 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XL

Typical Seal Detail XL Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S) A. Barrier Construction /
AND/OR ELECTRICAL ,_,_-Thickness
CONDUIT(S),i

B. Maximum 1018 in2
Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
FLUSH WITH Free Area
BARRIER WALL

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in

BARRIER Size of Penetrants diameter

.- E Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

NOMINAL 1/16"
G.E. VERSILUBE . Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
G-351 (SEE NOTE and Type penetrations
10) OR APPROVED
EQUAL G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548

and Depth Silicone RTV Foam with
1/16"(nom.) coating of GE
Versilube G-351 on pipe

12" MIN. DEPTH

DETAIL XL SILICONE FOAM OR H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
APPROVED EQUAL and Depth

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE FOAM AND VERSILUBE I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling
REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-40

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01 091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.22 - Detail XL Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1 076 74849
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const.fThk. 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1-0" Concrete
1 .07 ft 0.79 ft2 0.79 f

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)

1.07ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness__

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing
Comments sleeve. techniques were used in

areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.23Typical Detail XL (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a
single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with
no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s) require a
nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a "bond-
breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal. The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in
section 3.2.a.22 of this report. The F rating only version of this detail
is supported by Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In
test GSU PO 93-H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve
with a 16" diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a
12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood
the three (3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected
to the hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed
by ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail XL for three hour F rated configurations
only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of

J
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configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
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Figure 3.2.a.23 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XL (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail XL Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

NOMINAL 1/16"
G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 (SEE NOTE
10) OR APPROVED
EQUAL

DETAIL XL U)
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE FOAM AND VERSILUBE
REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-40

A. Barrier Construction
Thickness

l Lined Opening in a
1-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam with 1/16'

(nom.) coating of GE Versilube G-
351 on pipe

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449. Refer
to section 3.2.a.22 of this report for testing which
supports the T rated version of this detail.
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the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XL (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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TABLE 3.2.a.23 - Detail XL (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete
2.18 ft

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only.
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3.2.a.24 Typical Seal Detail XLI

Detail XLI consists of a steel lined or unlined opening through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing openings with single
or multiple penetrating pipes or conduit. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of ICMS Product 90 (hereafter referred to as
P-90) with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials
installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s)
require a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016,
Blockout 4 and Penetration 8 from test ICC0382004, Blockouts
1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from test PR0293036 and Penetration 8 from
test GSU 93-H-72449. Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016 tested a
12" steel sleeve with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12"
depth of P-90 and no permanent damming. The 2" pipe was coated
with a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal. Blockout 4 from test ICC0382004 tested a 36" x
36" steel lined opening with two cable trays and a conduit as
penetrating items. The blockout was sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 was a 12" steel sleeve
with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 from test GSU 93-H-
72449 tested a 26" steel sleeve with an 18" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of PROMATEC HDSE with no permanent
damming.

Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from test PR0293036 were each
12" x 12" unlined openings. These two blackouts were created by
subdividing a larger opening (12" x 25") with a 1" thick piece of "M"
Board material. Each of the blockouts was sealed with a 12" depth of
P-90 and no permanent damming. The significance of this test was
to demonstrate that the ICMS specific material P-90 performs equally
well regardless of whether it is formulated using Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer or General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer as the base material. Additionally, two (2)
simulated repairs were made to each of the blackouts to demonstrate
the equivalency of Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer
(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
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silicone elastomer. To accomplish this two (2) separate 2-1/2"
diameter holes completely through the 12" blockout seal were
constructed in both of the 12" x 12" blackouts. The blockout sealed
with P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer was repaired with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in
one hole and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer in the other. The blockout sealed with P-90
formulated with General Electric RTV 6428 silicone was repaired
with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in one hole and P-90
formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer in the
other. Thermocouples positioned at 2" vertical intervals throughout
each repaired area monitored temperatures at uniform levels
throughout the various combinations of seal materials. Graphical
representations of the unexposed surface thermocouples and the
thermocouples positioned 4" below the unexposed side surface have
been provided to support the test conclusions that each of the
materials referenced above provide equivalent levels of fire
resistance. These graphs are contained on the following two pages.
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Unexposed Surface Thermocouple Comparison
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Unexposed Surface Thermocouple Comparison
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Thermocouple Comparison at 8" from Exposed Surface
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As demonstrated above, Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer
(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer all perform similarly during exposure to fire and
may be used interchangably. Based on this conclusion, fire tested
HDSE seal configurations can be used to qualify the fire rating of P-
90 configurations provided the parameters bounded by testing of the
HDSE are applied to the P-90 configuration.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 9.00 ft2 (1296 in2). This limitation is qualified by the 36" x
36" steel lined opening tested in ICC0382004 Therefore, the
typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum free
area allowed by the typical detail is 18". This limitation is
qualified by the 36"x36" blockout with an estimated free area of
18"x15" tested in ICC0382004 and the 12"x12" empty blockout
tested in PR0293036. This limitation is qualified by the free area
discussed above. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Single or multiple pipes or
conduits up to 18" in diameter are allowable penetrating items for
this detail. Tested configurations with and without penetrating
items support this limitation. The River Bend Station Test (93-H-
72449) qualified an 18" diameter pipe in a 26" diameter sleeve
sealed with 12" of HDSE and no permanent damming. As
discussed earlier, HDSE has been demonstrated as an equivalent
material to P-90. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
penetrants is 18" based on the 15" x 18" free area opening
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(without penetrants) tested in ICC0382004. The minimum
spacing allowed is 0" based on test ICC0382004. Based on this,
the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested.
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of ICMS P-90. Pipe penetrants require a nominal 1/16"
coating of G.E. Versilube G-351. This is qualified by the 12"
thickness of P-90 and HDSE for the referenced tested
configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLI is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.

I
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Figure 3.2.a.24 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLI

Typical Seal Detail XLI Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) I _ _ _ _ Lie opnn in a -

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

NOMINAL 1/16"
G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 (SEE NOTE
10) OR APPROVED
EQUAL

12" MIN. DEPTH ICMS
PRODUCT 90 - 150
LB/CU.FT MIN. DENSITY
OR APPROVED EQUAL

DETAIL XLI : I)
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

ICMS PRODUCT 90 WITH VERSILUBE (ALARA SEAL)

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-41

I

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a
1'0" (min.) thicknes

concrete barrier

B. Maximum 1296 in2

Opening Size (36" pipe sleeve)

C. Maximum 18" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single or multiple pipes or
Size of Penetrants conduits up to 18" in diameter

E. Spacing of 18" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) ICMS P-90 with 1/16'
and Depth (nom.) coating of GE Versilube G-

351 on pipe

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0286016,
ICC0382004, PR0293036 and 93-H-72449
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TABLE 3.2.a.24 - Detail XLI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC0286016 ICC0382004 ICC0382004 PR0293036

Parameters Assembly Pen. 6 Blockout 4 Pen. 8 Blockouts 1173.1-1 & .2-1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete

0.79 ft 9.00 ft2  0.79 ft 1.00 fty

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. sleeve) (36" x36" blockout,) (12" dia. sleeve) (12" x 12" blackout1 )

1.88 ft- 1.00 ft

Maximum Free Area . 5" annulus (18" x 15'2) 5" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 182 5" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5" 0" 5" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None

(1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray
Types and Sizes of (ladder back)

Penetrants 2" dia. Pipe (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray 2" dia. Pipe None
(solid bottom)

(1) 6" dia. Conduit

Cable Fill and Type N/A 100% Visual Fill Inside Trays N/A N/A
and Conduit

12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90

Seal Material and Depth (P-90) with 1/16" (nom.) (P-90) (P-90) (P-90) 2
coating of GE Versilube G-

351 on pipe

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
.. AJI.. -- .U 1 £.I Anie IL. v I)nin

Comments
1) Blockout lined with steel.
2) Estimated from test.

_I__I .

I ) U111111"-U 4'j A | I v LlI

subdivided w/1" board.
2) Acceptable base materials

are DC 170 or GE 6428.
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TABLE 3.2.a.24 - Detail XLI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Boundi~ng ..:' Fire Test GSU 93-H-72449
Parameters: Assembly Pen. 8

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
3.69 ft

Maximum Opening Size (26" diameter sleeve)

' iMaximum Free Area 4" annulus

Maximum Spacing 4"

Minimum Spacing 4n

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of 18" dia. pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

12" (min.) ICMS Product 90
Seal Material and Depth, (P-90)

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness -:_'_'_.

Orientation Floor/Ceiling

' -:Commentsi '.;-'-:,

- - - - -

, ,IM
Engineering
Pavicinn. n
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3.2.a.25Typical Seal Detail XLII

Detail XLII consists of a steel lined opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing around penetrating
pipe(s) and/or conduit(s). The seal material consists of a 6" minimum
depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV
Elastomer with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials
installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s)
require a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as the blockout from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC1185020, (hereinafter
refered to as 5020), Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 1173.5-1 from Omega
Point Laboratories test PRO293036, Penetration 3 from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICCO186015, (hereinafter
refered to as 6015), the blockout from Southwest Research Institute
test CTP-1142 and Penetrations 10 and 12 from Omega Point
Laboratories test 93-H-72449. The blockout from test 5020 tested a
30"x30" unlined blockout penetrated by one (1) 4" diameter flexible
conduit and two (2) 6" diameter steel sleeve penetrations in a 12"
thick concrete slab sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer without permanent damming.
Blockouts 1173.4-1 and 1173.5-1 from test PRO293036 tested a
12"x25" unlined blockout in a 12" thick concrete slab, which was
subdivided with ceramic fiber board to produce two (2) 12"x12"
blackouts without penetrating items. Blockout 1173.4-1 was sealed
with a 6" thickness of G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and
Blockout 1173.5-1 was sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer, both were without permanent
damming. Each blockout was pluged with a 2.51" diameter repair of
the other seal material as the intent of this test was to test material
compatibility. Penetration 3 from test 6015 was a 12" diameter
corebore penetrated by a 2" uninsulated pipe which was capped on
the exposed side of the penetration. Seal material consisted of a 6"
depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer without
permanent damming. The surface of the 2" pipe in contact with the
seal material was coated with a 1/16" thickness of General Electric
Versilube G-351. Blackout from test CTP-1142 tested a 48"x48"
blackout steel lined on two adjacent sides and unlined on the other
adjacent sides penetrated by fourteen (14) penetrants made up of
aluminum and steel conduit and cable tray, wireways and a cable
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are multiple pipes (insulated or uninsulated) and/or
conduit(s). The size limitation qualified for this detail is pipe or
conduit up to 6" diameter. The 6" diameter size limitation is
supported by the tested configuration from test CTP-1 142. Based
on this, the detail will perform at least as well as the
configurations tested.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum spacing allowed by the
detail is 0". This is qualified by test 5020 which included
penetrants with 0" minimum spacing. The maximum annular
space is 17" as discussed in Item C above. Based on this, the
detail will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The seal material required by the detail
consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or
G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer with no permanent damming
required and pipe penetrants require a nominal 1/16" coating of
G.E. Versilube G-351. These requirements are consistant with
those of the tested configuration in penetration 3 of test 6015.
Additionally, test CTP-1142 which qualifies 6" diameter
pipes/conduits is referenced even though the seal material used
was a 6" depth of LDSE. As demonstrated in River Bend Station
test 93-H-72449 (Pens. 10 and 12), straight silicone elastomer
performs better than LDSE. Therefore, using an LDSE tested
configuration to bound a similar configuration which used straight
elastomer is conservative and acceptable. Therefore, this detail
will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Therefore, this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
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bundle sealed with a 6" thickness of Promatec LDSE elastomer
without permanent damming. The seal area of interest within the
blockout is around item 1142.11 which will be used to bound piping
and conduit penetrants up to 6" diameter. The penetrant of interest
for this justification is penetrant 1142.1-1, a 6" diameter steel conduit
with 25% actual cable fill sealed only on the unexposed side of the
test slab..

Penetrations 10 and 12 from test 93-H-72449 are referenced to
address material performance. Review of the test shows that in
identical large bore piping configurations (20" diameter steel sleeve
penetrated by 16" diameter steel pipe in a 12" thick concrete slab)
straight DC-170 elastomer performs better, than LDSE elastomer,
both thermally and structurally.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Therefore this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

B. Maximum Openinq Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 6.25 ft2 or 900 in2 (34" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
qualified by the 30" x 30" unlined opening tested in test 5020.
Although the tested configuration was unlined, the lining allowed
by the typical is acceptable based on the following. The steel
sleeve is in direct contact with the concrete which acts as a heat
sink to reduce heat transfer to the unexposed side. Therefore,
this detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 17". This limitation is
qualified by the 30"x30" blockout with a free area of 17"x30"
tested in test 5020 and the 12"x12" empty blackouts tested in test
PR0293036. The maximum annulus allowed by the detail is 17".
This limitation is qualified by the free area discussed above and is
a conservative dimension based on the maximum span of 30"
provided by the free area in the tested configuration. Based on
this the detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.
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provided the assembly is symmetrical. The detail requires no

permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration

regardless of orientation . Therefore, this detail will perform at

least as well as the configurations tested.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLII is considered to be

qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.25 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLII

Typical Seal Detail XLII Bounding Parameter

(3 Hour Configuration) - - - - - - --- - II n

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S) -

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

NOMINAL 1/16"
G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 (SEE NOTE
10) OR APPROVED
EQUAL

6" MIN. DEPTH D.C.
SYLGARD 170 SILICONE
ELASTOMER OR
APPROVED EQUAL -

DETAIL XLII J
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE ELASTOMER AND VERSILUBE

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-42
A

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

LineU opeIng11 IIn d

1'-0" (min.) thickness
Concrete Barrier

2
B. Maximum 900 in

Opening Size (34" pipe sleeve)

C. Maximum 17" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple piping and/or conduit up
Size of Penetrants to 6" diameter

E. Spacing of 17" maximum annulus
Penetrants 0" minimum annulus

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

6" (min.) Dow Corning 170 or GE

G. Seal Material 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer with
and Depth 1/16"(nom.) coating of GE

Versilube G-351 on pipe

H.

1.

Damming Material
and Depth

Orientation

Comments:

No permanent damming

Wall or floor/ceiling

Supported by Fire Tests ICCO186015,
ICC1185020, PR0293036, CTP-1142 and 93-H-
72449

-

I

Engiri.-..>rflq
Ptnviqzinn- n
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TABLE 3.2.a.25 - Detail XLli Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding .:_ -I Fire Test ICC01 86015 ICC1185020 93-H-72449 PR0293036
.Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Blockout Pen. 10 and 12 Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 5-1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.79 ft2  6.25 ft' 2.18 ft2  1.00 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. unlined opening) (30" x30" blockout,) (20" dia. sleeve) (12" x 12" blackout1 )
3.54 ft2  1.00 ft

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (17" x 30") 2" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 17" 2" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5" 0 2" N/A

Number.of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None
1) 6" Sleeve w/ 3" cable bun.

Types and Sizes of 2" Steel Pipe 2) 4" Flexible conduit
Penetrants 3) 6" Sleeve w/ 2" conduit 16" dia. Pipe None

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A N/A

6" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone 12" (min.) Elastomer, 6" (min.) DC or GE Silicone

:Seal Material and Depth Elastomer w/ 1/16" GE Elastomer Elastomer 2
Versilube G-351

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

- E-:T hickness -- -.E- E ......

0 Orientation:: . Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Blockout unlined. 1) Pen. 10 sealed with 1) Unlined 25" x 12" opening

Comments Promatec LDSE subdivided w/1" M-board.
Elastomer and Pen. 12 2) 1173.4-1 sealed with GE
sealed with DC-170 6428 and 1173.5-1 sealed
Elastomer. with DC-1 70

3) Each blockout was
repaired/plugged with the
other elastomer.
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TABLE 3.2.a.25 - Detail XLII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test CTP-1142
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const.fThk. 1'-0" Concrete
16.00 ft.

::Maximum Opening Size (48"x48" blackout)
4.20 ft2

Maximum Free Area (27.5"x22")

Maximum Spacing 27.5"

Minimum Spacing 0.25"

Number of Penetrants multiple
Various cable, conduit,

Types and Sizes of wirewaycable tray of
Penetrants aluminum and steel

Cable Fill and Type various

6" (min.) Promatec LDSE,
Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness::-

Orientation: Floor/Ceiling . ._.
1) Part of the blackout was

Comments: sealed with LDSE using a
:- f : DC-170 base elastomer

and part using a GE-6428
base elastomer
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3.2.a.26Typical Seal Detail XLIII

Detail XLIII consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, the seal surface requires a 1

/2"

minimum thickness of Dow Corning 96-081, 732 or 795 RTV Silicone
Adhesive Sealant be applied to one side for)air and/or flood pressure
retaining requirements. The caulk cap, which is applied to the seal
surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the
overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the caulk cap
and method of installation are not addressed in this document

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from -test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1 076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
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where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.
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G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damminq Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLIII is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.

'1
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Figure 3.2.a.26 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLIII

Typical Seal Detail XLIII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

1/2' MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT
OR APPROVED EQUAL

DETAIL XLIII [
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE FOAM AND CAULK CAP
REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-43

.1

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type anrd Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations'

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.26 - Detail XLIII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const.IThk. 1-0" Concrete 1 -0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2  0.79 ft 0.79 ft

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10". 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants X

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

E.Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam1  12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.27Typical Seal Detail XLIII (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a
single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is
justified in section 3.2.26 of this report. The F rating only version of
this detail is supported by Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449. In test GSU PO 93-H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20"
steel sleeve with a 16" diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming. Although this penetration sucessfully
withstood the three (3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when
subjected to the hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as
allowed by ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be
subjected to a one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose
stream applied, it is certain that the assembly would pass the hose
stream test. In this scenario, the configuration tested in penetration
11 would be rated for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only.
It is on this. basis that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-
72449 is used to support WBN typical detail XLIII for three hour F
rated configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Qpening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
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on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor

orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLIII (F rating only) is

considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.27 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLIII (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail XLIII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

1/2" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT
OR APPROVED EQUAL

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE FOAM AND CAULK CAP
REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-43

I

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449. Refer
to section 3.2.a.26 of this report for testing which

. supports the T rated version of ths detail
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TABLE 3.2.a.27 - Detail XLIII (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding'. Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.1 8 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

--. Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness -

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only.
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3.2.a.28 Typical Seal Detail XLIV

Detail XLIV consists of a steel lined opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing around penetrating
pipe(s) and/or conduit(s). The seal material consists of a 6" minimum
depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV
Elastomer with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials
installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, the seal surface
requires a 1/2" minimum thickness of Dow Corning 96-081 or 732 RTV
Silicone Adhesive Sealant be applied to one side for air and/or flood
pressure retaining requirements. The caulk cap, which is applied to
the seal surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating
of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the caulk
cap and method of installation are not addressed in this document

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as the blockout from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC1185020, (hereinafter
refered to as 5020), Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 1173.5-1 from Omega
Point Laboratories test PRO293036, Penetration 3 from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0186015, (hereinafter
refered to as 6015), the blockout from Southwest Research Institute
test CTP-1142 and Penetrations 10 and 12 from Omega Point
Laboratories test 93-H-72449. The blockout from test 5020 tested a
30"x30" unlined blockout penetrated by one (1) 4" diameter flexible
conduit and two (2) 6" diameter steel sleeve penetrations in a 12"
thick concrete slab sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer without permanent damming.
Blockouts 1173.4-1 and 1173.5-1 from test PRO293036 tested a
12"x25" unlined blockout in a 12" thick concrete slab, which was
subdivided with ceramic fiber board to produce two (2) 12"x12"
blackouts without penetrating items. Blockout 1173.4-1 was sealed
with a 6" thickness of G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and
Blockout 1173.5-1 was sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer, both were without permanent
damming. Each blockout was pluged with a 2.5" diameter repair of
the other seal material as the intent of this test was to test material
compatibility. Penetration 3 from test 6015 was a 12" diameter
corebore penetrated by a 2" uninsulated pipe which was capped on
the exposed side of the penetration. Seal material consisted of a 6"
depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer without
permanent damming. The surface of the 2" pipe in contact with the
seal material was coated with a 1/16" thickness of General Electric
Versilube G-351. Blockout from test CTP-1142 tested a 48"x48"

A-

I
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blockout steel lined on two adjacent sides and unlined on the other
adjacent sides penetrated by fourteen (14) penetrants made up of
aluminum and steel conduit and cable tray, wireways and a cable
bundle sealed with a 6" thickness of Promatec LDSE elastomer
without permanent damming. The seal area of interest within the
blackout is around item 1142.11 which will be used to bound piping
and conduit penetrants up to 6" diameter. The penetrant of interest
for this justification is penetrant 1142.11, a 6" diameter steel conduit
with 25% actual cable fill sealed only on the unexposed side of the
test slab..

Penetrations 10 and 12 from test 93-H-72449 are referenced to
address material performance. Review of the test shows that in
identical large bore piping configurations (20" diameter steel sleeve
penetrated by 16" diameter steel pipe in a 12" thick concrete slab)
straight DC-170 elastomer performs better, than LDSE elastomer,
both thermally and structurally.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Therefore this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 6.25 ft2 or 900 in2 (34" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
qualified by the 30" x 30" unlined opening tested in test 5020.
Although the tested configuration was, unlined, the lining allowed
by the typical is acceptable based on the following. The steel
sleeve is in direct contact with the concrete which acts as a heat
sink to reduce heat transfer to the unexposed side. Therefore,
this detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 17". This limitation is
qualified by the 30"x30" blockout with a free area of 17"x30"
tested in test 5020 and the 12"x12" empty blackouts tested in test
PR0293036. The maximum annulus allowed by the detail is 17".
This limitation is qualified by the free area discussed above and is
a conservative dimension based on the maximum span of 30"
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provided by the free area in the tested configuration. Based on
this the detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are multiple pipes (insulated or uninsulated) and/or
conduit(s). The size limitation qualified for this detail is pipe or
conduit up to 6" diameter. The 6" diameter size limitation is
supported by the tested configuration from test CTP-1 142. Based
on this, the detail will perform at least as well as the
configurations tested.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum spacing allowed by the
detail is 0". This is qualified by test 5020 which included
penetrants with 0" minimum spacing. The maximum annular
space is 17" as discussed in Item C above. Based on this, the
detail will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The seal material required by the detail
consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corhing Sylgard 170 or
G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer with no permanent damming
required and pipe penetrants require a nominal 1/16" coating of
G.E. Versilube G-351. These requirements are consistant with
those of the tested configuration in penetration 3 of test 6015.
Additionally, test CTP-1142 which qualifies 6" diameter
pipes/conduits is referenced even though the seal material used
was a 6" depth of LDSE. As demonstrated in River Bend Station
test 93-H-72449 (Pens. 10 and 12), straight silicone elastomer
performs better than LDSE. Therefore, using an LDSE tested
configuration to bound a similar configuration which used straight
elastomer is conservative and acceptable. Therefore, this detail
will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Therefore, this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
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orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The detail requires no
permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation . Therefore, this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLIV is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.28 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLIV

Typical Seal Detail XLIV Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) . . _._.

BARRIER

MECHANICAL PIPE(S) AND/OR
ELECTRICAL CONDUIT(S)

I I

- SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH BARRIER WALL

DETAIL XLIV
MECHANICAL PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE ELASTOMER WITH CAULK CAP

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-44

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a
1'-O" (min.) thicknes

Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 900 in2

Opening Size (34" pipe sleeve)

C. Maximum 17" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple piping and/or conduit up
Size of Penetrants to 6" diameter

E. Spacing of 17" maximum annulus
Penetrants 0" minimum annulus

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations,

6" (min.) Dow Coming 170 or GE
G. Seal Material 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and

and Depth 1%" (min.) Dow Coming 96-081 or
732 Silicone RTV Caulk

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01186015,
JCC1185020, PR0293036, CTP-1142 and 93-H-
72449
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TABLE 3.2.a.28 - Detail XLIV Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC0186015 ICC1185020 93-H-72449 PR0293036

Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Blockout Pen. 10 and 12 Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 5-i

Barrier Const.IThk. 1'-0" Concrete 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete

0.79 ft2  6.25 ft2  2.18 ft 1.00 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. unlined opening) (30" x30" blackout1) (20" dia. sleeve) (12" x 12" blockouti)
3.54 ft 1.00 ft

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (17" x 30") 2" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 17" 2" N/A

.O.
Minimum Spacing 5" 0" 2" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None
1) 6" Sleeve wI 3" cable bun.

Types and Sizes of 2) 4" Flexible conduit
Penetrants 2" steel pipe 3) 6" Sleeve w/ 2" conduit 16" dia. Pipe None

Cable Fill and Tye N/A N/A N/A N/A

6" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone 12" (min.) Elastomer1  6" (min.) DC or GE Silicone

Seal Material and Depth Elastomer with 1/16" layer Elastomer Elastomer2

GE Versilube G-351

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Thickness :-

Orientation -: Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

1) Blockout unlined. 1) Pen. 10 sealed with 1) Unlined 25" x 12" opening

Comments: Promatec LDSE subdivided w/1" M-board.
Elastomer and Pen. 12 2) 1173.4-1 sealed with GE

sealed with DC-170 6428 and 1173.5-1 sealed
Elastomer. with DC-170

3) Each blockout was
repaired/plugged with the
other elastomer.
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TABLE 3.2.a.28 - Detail XLIV Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test CTP-1142
Paramet Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const.fThk. 1'-0" Concrete
16.00 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (48"x48" blockout)_
4.20 ftW

Maximum Free Area (27.5'x22")

Maximum Spacing 27.5"

Minimum Spacing 0.25"

Number of Penetrants multiple
Various cable, conduit,

Types and Sizes of wirewaycable tray of
Penetrants aluminum and steel

Cable Fill and Type various

6" (min.) Promatec LDSE,
Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness '--_ -- _ ' X

Orientation : Floor/Ceiling'
1) Part of the blockout was

Comments sealed with LDSE using a
DC-170 base elastomer
and part using a GE-6428
base elastomer

I
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3.2.a.29Typical Seal Detail XLV

Detail XLV consists of a steel.lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail is justified
by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035, Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test 748-49. Penetration 3 from
test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no penetrating items
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 6.1.17 from test
CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2 from test 748-
49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01 091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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H. Damminq Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the- typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLV is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.

.1
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Figure 3.2.a.29 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLV

Typical Seal Detail XLV Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

DETAIL XLV

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE FOAM

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-45

-12" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 3-6548 RTV
SILICONE FOAM OR
APPROVED EQUAL

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by
and 748-49.

Fire Tests ICCO1091035, CTP-1076

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.29 - Detail XLV Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1 076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft 0.79 ftW 0.79 ftl

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness:

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.3OTypical Detail XLV (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a
single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is
justified in section 3.2.a.29 of this report. The F rating only version of
this detail is supported by Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449. In test GSU PO 93-H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20"
steel sleeve with a 16" diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming. Although this penetration sucessfully
withstood the three (3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when
subjected to the hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as
allowed by ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be
subjected to a one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose
stream applied, it is certain that the assembly would pass the hose
stream test. In this scenario, the configuration tested in penetration
11 would be rated for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only.
It is on this basis that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-
72449 is used to support WBN typical detail XLV for three hour F
rated configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number. Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
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on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLV (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.30 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLV (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail XLV Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only) I__

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

SLEEVE MAY
EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH WITH
BARRIER WALL

BARRIER

DETAIL XLV U,)
IANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE FOAM

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-45

-12" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 3-6548 RTV
SILICONE FOAM OR

*APPROVED EQUAL

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

2
B. Maximum 1256 in.

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type - penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449. Refer
to section 3.2.a.29 of this report for testing which
supports the T rated version of this detail.

MECI
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TABLE 3.2.a.30 - Detail XLV (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11 -

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete .
2.18 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2'

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
.... ... .1) This penetration failed the

Comments:i- hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
E_ - -rating only.
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3.2.a.31 Typical Seal Detail XLVI

Detail XLVI consists of a steel lined opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing around penetrating
pipe(s) and/or conduit(s). The seal material consists of a 6" minimum
depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV
Elastomer with no permanent damming.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as the blockout from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC1185020, (hereinafter
refered to as 5020), Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 1173.5-1 from Omega
Point Laboratories test PRO293036, Penetration 3 from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0186015, (hereinafter
refered to as 6015), the blockout from Southwest Research Institute
test CTP-1142 and Penetrations 10 and 12 from Omega Point
Laboratories test 93-H-72449. The blockout from test 5020 tested a
30"x30" unlined blockout penetrated by one (1) 4" diameter flexible
conduit and two (2) 6" diameter steel sleeve penetrations in a 12"
thick concrete slab sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer without permanent damming.
Blockouts 1173.4-1 and 1173.5-1 from test PRO293036 tested a
12"x25" unlined blockout in a 12" thick concrete slab, which was
subdivided with ceramic fiber board to produce two (2) 12"x12"
blackouts without penetrating items. Blockout 1173.4-1 was sealed
with a 6" thickness of G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and
Blockout 1173.5-1 was sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer, both were without permanent
damming. Each blockout was pluged with a 2.5" diameter repair of
the other seal material as the intent of this test was to test material
compatibility. Penetration 3 from test 6015 was a 12" diameter
corebore penetrated by a 2" uninsulated pipe which was capped on
the exposed side of the penetration. Seal material consisted of a 6"
depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer without
permanent damming. The surface of the 2" pipe in contact with the
seal material was coated with a 1/16" thickness of General Electric
Versilube G-351. Blockout from test CTP-1142 tested a 48"x48"
blockout steel lined on two adjacent sides and unlined on the other
adjacent sides penetrated by.fourteen (14) penetrants made up of
aluminum and steel conduit and cable tray, wireways and a cable
bundle sealed with a 6" thickness of Promatec LDSE elastomer
without permanent damming. The seal area of interest within the
blockout is around item 1142.11 which will be used to bound piping
and conduit penetrants up to 6" diameter. The penetrant of interest
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for this justification is penetrant 1142.11, a 6" diameter steel conduit
with 25% actual cable fill sealed only on the unexposed side of the
test slab..

Penetrations 10 and 12 from test 93-H-72449 are referenced to
address material performance. Review of the test shows that in
identical large bore piping configurations (20" diameter steel sleeve
penetrated by 16" diameter steel pipe in a 12" thick concrete slab)
straight DC-170 elastomer performs better, than LDSE elastomer,
both thermally and structurally.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Therefore this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 6.25 ft2 or 900 in2 (34" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
qualified by the 30" x 30" unlined opening tested in test 5020.
Although the tested configuration was unlined, the lining allowed
by the typical is acceptable based on the following. The steel
sleeve is in direct contact with the concrete which acts as a heat
sink to reduce heat transfer to the unexposed side. Therefore,
this detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 17". This limitation is
qualified by the 30"x30" blockout with a free area of 17"x30"
tested in test 5020 and the 12"x12" empty blackouts tested in test
PR0293036. The maximum annulus allowed by the detail is 17".
This limitation is qualified by the free area discussed above and is
a conservative dimension based on the maximum span of 30"
provided by the free area in the tested configuration. Based on
this the detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are multiple pipes (insulated or uninsulated) and/or
conduit(s). The size limitation qualified for this detail is pipe or
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conduit up to 6" diameter. The 6" diameter size limitation is

supported by the tested configuration from test CTP-1 142. Based
on this, the detail will perform at least as well as the
configurations tested.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum spacing allowed by the
detail is 0". This is qualified by test 5020 which included
penetrants with 0" minimum spacing. The maximum annular
space is 17" as discussed in Item C above. Based on this, the
detail will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

F. Cable Fill and Type: - The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the detail
consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or

G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer with no permanent damming
required. These requirements are consistant with those of the
tested configurations in tests 6015 and 5020. Additionally, test
CTP-1142 which qualifies 6" diameter pipes/conduits is

referenced even though the seal material used was a 6" depth of
LDSE. As demonstrated in River Bend Station test 93-H-72449
(Pens. 10 and 12), straight silicone elastomer performs better
than LDSE. Therefore, using an LDSE tested configuration to
bound a similar configuration which used straight elastomer is
conservative and acceptable. Therefore, this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Therefore, this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The detail requires no
permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation . Therefore, this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.
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Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLVI is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.31 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLVI

Typical Seal Detail XLVI Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) f r .

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR
BE FLUSH WITH THE WALL MECHANICAL PIPE(S) AND/OR

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT(S)

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR BE
FLUSH -WT'H BARRIER WALL

DETAIL XLVI
MECHANICAL PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE ELASTOMER

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-46

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a
1'-0" (min.) thicknes

Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 900 in2

- Opening Size (34" pipe. sleeve)

C. Maximum 17" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple piping and/or conduit up
Size of Penetrants to 6" diameter

E. Spacing of 17" maximum annulus
Penetrants 0" minimum annulus

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

6" (min.) Dow Coming 170 or GE
G. Seal Material 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and

and Depth 1/2" (min.) Dow Coming 96-081 or
732 Silicone RTV Caulk

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0186015,
ICC1185020, PR0293036, CTP-1142 and 93-H-
72449

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.31 - Detail XLVI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC0186015 ICC1185020 93-H-72449 PR0293036

Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Blockout Pen. 10 and 12 Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 5-1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-a" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-a" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete

0.79 ft 6.25 ft 2.18 ft2  1.00 ft
Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. unlined opening) (30" x30" blackout,) (20" dia. sleeve) (12" x 12" blockout,)

3.54 ft 1.00 ft

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (17" x 30") 2" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 17" 2" N/A

., .,
Minimum Spacing 5" 0 2" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None
1) 6" Sleeve w/ 3" cable bun.

Types and Sizes of 2) 4" Flexible conduit
Penetrants 2" steel pipe 3) 6" Sleeve w/ 2" conduit 16" dia. Pipe None

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A N/A

6" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone 12" (min.) Elastomer, 6" (min.) DC or GE Silicone

Seal Material and Depth Elastomer with 1/16" layer Elastomer Elastomer2
GE Versilube G-351

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Blockout unlined. 1) Pen. 10 sealed with 1) Unlined 25" x 12" opening

Comments Promatec LDSE subdivided w/1" M-board.
Elastomer and Pen. 12 2) 1173.4-1 sealed with GE
sealed with DC-170 6428 and 1173.5-1 sealed
Elastomer. with DC-1 70

3) Each blockout was

repaired/plugged with the
other elastomer.
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TABLE 3.2.a.31 - Detail XLVI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test CTP-1142
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const.fThk. 1'-0" Concrete
16.00 ftI

Maximum Opening Size (48"x48" blackout)
4.20 fti

Maximum Free Area (27.5"x22")

Maximum Spacing 27.5"

Minimum Spacing 0.25"

Number of Penetrants multiple .
Various cable, conduit,

Types and Sizes of wirewaycable tray of
Penetrants aluminum and steel

Cable Fill and Type various

6" (min.) Promatec LDSE1

Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness:

Orientation-.:: Floor/Ceiling
1) Part of the blockout was

Comments sealed with LDSE using a
DC-170 base elastomer
and part using a GE-6428
base elastomer
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3.2.a.32 Typical Seal Detail XLVII

Detail XLVII consists of a steel lined or unlined opening through a
concrete or concrete block barrier. This detail is for use in sealing
openings with single or multiple penetrating pipes or conduit. The
seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of ICMS Product 90
(hereafter referred to as P-90) with no permanent damming

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016,
Blockout 4 and Penetration 8 from test ICC0382004, Blockouts
1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from test PR0293036 and Penetration 8 from
test GSU 93-H-72449. Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016 tested a
12" steel sleeve with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12"
depth of P-90 and no permanent damming. The 2" pipe was coated
with a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal. Blockout 4 from test ICC0382004 tested a 36" x
36" steel lined opening with two cable trays and a conduit as
penetrating items. The blockout was sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 was a 12" steel sleeve
with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 from test GSU 93-H-
72449 tested a 26" steel sleeve with an 18" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of PROMATEC HDSE with no permanent
damming.

Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from test PR0293036 were each
12" x 12" unlined openings. These two blackouts were created by
subdividing a larger opening (12" x 25") with a 1" thick piece of "M"
Board material. Each of the blackouts was sealed with a 12" depth of
P-90 and no permanent damming. The significance of this test was
to demonstrate that the ICMS specific material P-90 performs equally
well regardless of whether it is formulated using Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer or General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer as the base material. Additionally, two (2)
simulated repairs were made to each of the blockouts to demonstrate
the equivalency of Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer
(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer. To accomplish this two (2) separate 2-1/2"
diameter holes completely through the 12" blockout seal were
constructed in both of the 12" x 12" blockouts. The blockout sealed
with P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
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elastomer was repaired with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in

one hole and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer in the other. The blockout sealed with P-90

formulated with General Electric RTV 6428 silicone was repaired
with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in one hole and P-90
formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer in the
other. Thermocouples positioned at 2" vertical intervals though out
each repaired area monitored temperatures at uniform levels
throughout the various combinations of seal materials. Graphical
representations of the unexposed surface thermocouples and the
thermocouples positioned 4" below the unexposed side surface have
been provided to support the test conclusions that each of the
materials referenced above provide equivalent levels of fire
resistance. These graphs are contained on the following two pages.
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Unexposed Surface Thermocouple Comparison
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Thermocouple Comparison at 8" from Exposed Surface
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As demonstrated above, Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer
(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428

silicone elastomer all perform similarly during exposure to fire and

may be used interchangably. Based on this conclusion, fire tested
HDSE seal configurations can be used to qualify the fire rating of P-
90 configurations provided the parameters bounded by testing of the
HDSE are applied to the P-90 configuration.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations ware all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 9.00 ft2 (1296 in2). This limitation is qualified by the 36" x
36" steel lined opening tested in ICC0382004 Therefore, the
typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum free
area allowed by the typical detail is 18". This limitation is
qualified by the 36"x36" blockout with an estimated free area of
18"x15" tested in ICC0382004 and the 12"x12" empty blockout
tested in PR0293036. This limitation is qualified by the free area
discussed above. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Single or multiple pipes or
conduits up to 18" in diameter are allowable penetrating items for
this detail. Tested configurations with and without penetrating
items support this limitation. The River Bend Station Test (93-H-
72449) qualified an 18" diameter pipe in a 26" diameter sleeve
sealed with 12" of HDSE and no permanent damming. As
discussed earlier, HDSE has been demonstrated as an equivalent
material to P-90. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
penetrants is 18" based on the 15" x 18" free area opening
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(without penetrants) tested in ICC0382004. The minimum
spacing allowed is 0" based on test ICC0382004. Based on this,
the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of ICMS P-90. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
P-90 and HDSE for the referenced tested configurations. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLVII is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.32 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLVII

Typical Seal Detail XLVII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

Lined Opening in a
SEWLLMECHAN CAL PE AND/OR A. Barrier Construction 1'O (min.) thicknes

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT(S) TikesCnrt are
BE FLUSH WITH WALL/

B. Maximum 1296 in 2

Opening Size (36" pipe sleeve)

C. Maximum 18" maximum annulus
BARRIER Free Area

\ / D. Number, Type and Single or multiple pipes or
N Size of Penetrants conduits up to 1 8" in diameter

E - E. Spacing of 18" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

12'MIN. DEPTH 1CMS

PRODUCT9O- 15OLB/CU FT G. Seal Material 12" (min.) ICMS P-90
MINIMUM DENSITY OR and Depth
APPROVED EQUAL _ -_ a n d _Depth

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
and Depth

SLEEVE

-. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

DETAIL XLVII Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0286016,
MECHANICAL PENETRATION UTILIZING ICCO382004, PR0293036 and GSU 93-H-72449

ICMS PRODUCT 90 (ALARA SEAL)

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-47
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TABLE 3.2.a.32 - Detail XLVII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC0286016 ICC0382004 ICC0382004 PR0293036

Parameters Assembly Pen. 6 Blockout 4 Pen. 8 Blockouts 1173.1-1 & .2-1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete

0.79 ft 9.00 ft2  0.79 ft2  1.00 ftW

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. sleeve) (36 x36' blackout1) (12" dia. sleeve) (12 x12" blockout,)

1 .886 ~ft 1.00ft

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (18" x 15`2) 5" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 18 2 5" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5" 0" 5" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None

(1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray

Types and Sizes of (ladder back)

Penetrants 2" dia. Pipe (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray 2" dia. Pipe None
(solid bottom)

(1) 6" dia. Conduit

Cable Fill and Type N/A 100% Visual Fill Inside Trays N/A N/A
and Conduit

12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90

Seal Material and Depth: (P-90) (P-90) (P-90) (P-90) 2

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Thickness ::_._-::

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

Comments
1) BlocKout lined witn steel.
2) Estimated from test.

I ) Ul 111 -U J AIL V ll-*

subdivided w/1" board.
2) Acceptable base materials

are DC 170 or GE 6428.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 3.2.a.32 - Detail XLVII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 8

Barrier Const.IThk. 1'-0" Concrete
.3.69 fti

Maximum Opening Size (26" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 4" annulus

Maximum Spacing 4"

Minimum Spacing 4fl

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of 18" dia. pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

12" (min.) ICMS Product 90
Seal Material and Depth (P-90)

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
-Thickness: - E --

Orientation Floor/Ceiling

Comments

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3.2.a.33 Typical Seal Detail XLVIII

Detail XLVIII consists of a boot seal for piping penetrations. The seal
consists of a double layer of boot fabric installed on each side of the
barrier using silicone adhesive/sealant and steel bands. The fire
rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations in Penetrations 1 and 2 of Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICC01 86015 (hereinafter referred to as 6015)
which tested a 2" uninsulated pipe and a 2" insulated pipe each
sealed with a double layer boot fabric seal installed on each side of
the penetration. The inner layer of boot material was Carborundum
36-400U Fibersil Cloth and the outer layer was KeeneChase Foster
grade 56493F031 silicone impregnated fiberglass fabric sheeting.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating.
The tested configuration in 6015 used a 1'-0" thick solid concrete
slab. Based on this, the typical detail will perform the same as
the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 0.78 ft2 (12" diameter sleeve). This is qualified by the
tested opening size in test 6015.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the detail is 5" which is the same as the
maximum annular space tested in penetration 2 of 6015.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are single pipes (insulated and uninsulated) up to 2"
in diameter. For a T rating of 180 minutes, 2" pipe size is all that
can be supported by testing as shown by 6015. The unexposed
surface temperatures for the boot seals were within a minimum of
60F of the limiting endpoint temperature. Because these
temperatures were so close to the limit it is reasonable to assume
that a using a 3" or 4" pipe would cause the temperature to
increase beyond the limit. However, with boot seals for pipes >2"
up to 12", an F rating of 180 minutes can be achieved without
achieving a T rating.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Minimum spacing allowed by the detail
between the penetrant and the opening is 0". This is based on
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test 6015 and the detail configurations, which are designed to
allow penetrant movement and do not require seal material inside
the penetration.

F. Cable Fill and Type: This item does not apply to mechanical
penetration seals.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the typical
detail is a double layer boot fabric seal installed on each side of
the penetration. The inner layer of boot material is Carborundum
36-400U Fibersil Cloth and the outer layer is KeeneChase Foster
grade 56493F031 silicone impregnated fiberglass fabric sheeting.
The material is installed using silicone adhesive/sealant and steel
banding. This is the same material used in test 6015.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: There is no damming
material required by the typical detail which is consistent with the
referenced tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
the same boot material in a symmetrical configuration regardless
of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will perform the
same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail XLVIII is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours for pipes up to 2"
and sleeves up to 12".
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Figure 3.2.a.33 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail XLVIII

Typical Seal Detail XLVIII Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

A. Barrier Construction Lined opening in a 1'-0" (min.)
OUTER SILICONE BOOT Thickness barrier
ARLON (KCF) GRADE 56493F031 (TYPICAL)

B. Maximum 12 in. diameter sleeve
INNER CLOTH BOOT Opening Size

CARBORUNDUM FIBERSIL
CLOTH 36-400U (TYPICAL) C. Maximum 5" annulus

H 3/ Free Area

\ / EXISTING SLEEVEE SLEED. Number, Type and single pipes up to 2" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 0" minimum
Penetrants

< >1 MIN 18 GA. S.S.
TIE WIRE (TYPICAL) F. Cable Fill N/A

and Type__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(1) Inner layer of Carborundum 36-
G. Seal Material 400U Fibersil Cloth (1) Outer

PIPE and Depth layer of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF)
grade 56493F031

Boot assembly required on both
sides of the barrier

H. Damming Material N/A
1/2" X .020 S.S. and Depth
BANDING (TYPICAL) -

BARRIER I. Orientation Wall Floor or Ceiling

DETAIL XLVIII

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
DOUBLE SIDED FIRE BOOTS Comments: Supported by Fire Test ICC0186015

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-48
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TABLE 3.2.a.33 - Detail XLVIII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICC0186015 ICCO186015
Parameters Assembly Pen. 1 Pen. 2

Barrier Const.fThk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.78 ft 0.78 ftl

Maximum Opening Size (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 4" annulus 5" annulus

Maximum Spacing 4" 5_
4" 5"

Minimum Spacing

Number of Penetrants Single Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 2" dia. pipe (1) 2" dia. pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A
(1) Inner layer of (1) Inner layer of

Carborundum 36-400U Carborundum 36-400U
Seal Material and Depth Fibersil Cloth (1) Outer layer Fibersil Cloth (1) Outer layer

of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF) of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF)
grade 56493F031 grade 56493F031

Boot assembly required on Boot assembly required on
i__ f -:both sides of the barrier both sides of the barrier

Damming Material and N/A N/A
Thickness -_-

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

1) Boot assemblies attached 1) Boot assemblies attached
Comments to S.E.I. both sides . to S.E.I. both sides

2) Pipe insulated with cal. sil.
at area of boot attachment
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3.2.a.34 Typical Seal Detail L

Detail L consists of a boot seal for piping penetrations. The seal
consists of a double layer of boot fabric installed on each side of the
barrier using silicone adhesive/sealant and steel bands. The boots
are attached to 16 gauge S.E.I. (Sleeve Extention Insert) installed in
the opening. The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison
with the tested configurations in Penetrations 1 and 2 of Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0186015 (hereinafter
referred to as 6015) which tested a 2" uninsulated pipe and a 2"
insulated pipe each sealed with a double layer boot fabric seal
installed on each side of the penetration. The inner layer of boot
material was Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth and the outer
layer was KeeneChase Foster grade 56493F031 silicone
impregnated fiberglass fabric sheeting.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating.
The tested configuration in 6015 used a 1'-0" thick solid concrete
slab. Based on this, the typical detail will perform the same as
the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 0.78 ft2 (12" diameter sleeve). This is qualified by the
tested opening size in test 6015.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the detail is 5" which is the same as the
maximum annular space tested in penetration 2 of 6015.

D. Number. Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are single pipes (insulated and uninsulated) up to 2"
in diameter. For a T rating of 180 minutes, 2" pipe size is all that
can be supported by testing as shown by 6015. The unexposed
surface temperatures for the boot seals were within a minimum of
60F of the limiting endpoint temperature. Because these
temperatures were so close to the limit it is reasonable to assume
that a using a 3" or 4" pipe would cause the temperature to
increase beyond the limit. However, with boot seals for pipes >2"
up to 12", an F rating of 180 minutes can be achieved without
achieving a T rating.
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E. Spacing of Penetrants: Minimum spacing allowed by the detail
between the penetrant and the opening is 0". This is based on
test 6015 and the detail configurations, which are designed to
allow penetrant movement and do not require seal material inside
the penetration.

F. Cable Fill and Type: This item does not apply to mechanical
penetration seals.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the typical
detail is a double layer boot fabric seal installed on each side of
the penetration. The inner layer of boot material is Carborundum
36-400U Fibersil Cloth and the outer layer is KeeneChase Foster
grade 56493F031 silicone impregnated fiberglass fabric sheeting.
The material is installed using silicone adhesive/sealant and steel
banding. This is the same material used in test 6015.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: There is no damming
material required by the typical detail which is consistant with the
referenced tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
the same boot material in a symmetrical configuration regardless
of orientation Based on this, the typical detail is expected to
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail L is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours for pipes up to 2" and
sleeves up to 12".
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Figure 3.2.a.34 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail L

Typical Seal Detail L Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

OUTER SILICONE BOOT
ARLON (KCF) GRADE 56493F031
(TYPICAL)

DETAIL L

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
DOUBLE SIDED FIRE BOOTS WITH SEI

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-50
FOR NOTES

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

B. Maximum 12 in. diameter sleeve
Opening Size

C. Maximum 5" annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Size single pipes up to 2" in diameter
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 0" minimum
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill N/A
and Type

(1) Inner layer of Carborundum 36-
G. Seal Material 400U Fibersil Cloth (1) Outer layer

and Depth of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF) grade
56493F03 1

Boot assembly required on both
sides of the barrier

H. Damming Material N/A
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall Floor or Ceiling

Lined opening in a 1-0" (min.)
barrier

Comments: Supported by Fire Test 1CC0186015.

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.34 - Detail L Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICC0186015 ICC0186015
Parameters Assembly Pen. 1 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.78 ft 0.78 fty

Maximum Opening Size (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 4" annulus 5 annulus

Maximum Spacing 4" 5"
4" 5 n

Minimum Spacing

Number of Penetrants Single Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 2" dia. pipe (1) 2" dia. pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A
(1) Inner layer of (1) Inner layer of

Carborundum 36-400U Carborundum 36-400U

Seal Material and Depth Fibersil Cloth (1) Outer layer Fibersil Cloth (1) Outer layer
of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF) of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF)

grade 56493F031 grade 56493F031
Boot assembly required on Boot assembly required on

both sides of the barrier both sides of the barrier

Damming Material and N/A N/A
.: Thick nessL:; -i

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Boot assemblies attached 1) Boot assemblies attached

Comments. to S.E.I. both sides to S.E.1. both sides
2) Pipe insulated with cal. sil.

at area of boot attachment

Engineb,'.
o ;s , -N n - n
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3.2.a.35Typical Seal Detail LVI

Detail LVI consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s) require a
nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a "bond-
breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal and the seal surface require a 1A2" minimum
thickness of Dow Corning 96-081, 732 or 795 RTV Silicone Adhesive
Sealant be applied to both sides for air and/or flood pressure
retaining requirements. The caulk cap, which is applied to the seal
surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the
overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the caulk cap
and method of installation are not addressed in this document

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
ft2 2size of 7.07 ftor 1018 In2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
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based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic, for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or:conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of

cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type

penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. SealMaterialand Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming

material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

i. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration

regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LVI is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.35 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LVI

Typical Seal Detail LVI Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) 1

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

NOMINAL 1/16"
G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 (SEE NOTE
10) OR APPROVED
EQUAL \

BARRIER

112" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT
OR APPROVED
EQUAL (BOTH SIDES)

DETAIL LVI L,
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE FOAM, VERSILUBE AND CAULK CAPS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-56

A

A. Barrier Construction I
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
-__ . Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations.

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam with 1/16'

(nom.) coating of GE Versilube G-
351 on pipe

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.35 - Detail LVI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const.fThk. 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1 .07 ft2  0.79 ft' 0.79 ftf

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing' 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and. Depth - 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness'..

Orientation. Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

....-... 1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing
Comments :, sleeve, techniques were used in

E.. ........ areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.36Typical Seal Detail LVI (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a

concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a

single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with
no permanent damming. . In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s) require a
nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a "bond-
breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal and the seal surface require a 1/2" minimum
thickness of Dow Corning 96-081, 732 or 795 RTV Silicone Adhesive
Sealant be applied to both sides for air and/or flood pressure
retaining requirements. The caulk cap, which is applied to the seal
surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the
overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the caulk cap
and method of installation are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a.35 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by

Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"

diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail LVI for three hour F rated configurations
only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.
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B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening

size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40' diameter sleeve). This limitation is

based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in

conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If

these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening

size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of

configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"

maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this

design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well

as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,

the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations

is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum

annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the

maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to

the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail

will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Tvpe of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe

up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is

supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-

72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized

a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to

no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will

perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by

the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed

between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is

supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the

typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of

cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type

penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no

permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of

Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
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damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used

support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the

typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested

configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming

material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with

the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in

either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based

on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor

orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires

no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will

perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LVI (F rating only) is

considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.36 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LVI (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail LVI Bounding Parameter

(3 Hour F Rating Only) I I I

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

NOMINAL 1/16"
G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 (SEE NOTE
10) OR APPROVED
EQUAL

BARRIERI

DETAIL LVI U>
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE FOAM, VERSILUBE AND CAULK CAPS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-56

I1

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2
Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations; -

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material
and Depth

1. Orientation

I _______________________________________________________________________

Comments:

No Permanent Damming

Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Supported by Fire Tests GSU PO 93-H-72449.
Refer to section 3.2.a.45 of this report for testing
which supports the T raeted version of this detail..

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.36 - Detail LVI (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 1 1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete
2.18 ft

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thick ness'_ __:__.._ _ _ _ _ -"-:-.'

O ri e n tati on Floor/Ceiling_

Comments
1) This penetration failed the

hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only. I-I I- . . .
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3.2.a.37 Typical Seal Detail LVII

Detail LVII consists of a steel lined opening (pipe sleeve) through a

concrete barrier. This detail is for use in reducing the annular space
around a single penetrating pipe for ALARA, while providing
sufficient annular space for anticipated movements. The seal
material consists of a 12" minimum depth of ICMS Product 90
(hereafter referred to as P-90) with no permanent damming, installed
between the existing opening and 16 gauge (min.) reduction sleeve.
Then a Fire Boot assembly in accordance with Details XLVIII or L is
installed to the existing sleeve and/or reduction sleeve.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by separate comparisons of

the two basic characteristics of the detail. First the P-90 portion of

the detail and second the Fire Boot portion. The result of the two will

provide limiting parameters for this detail. Herein the justification of

the P-90 portion will be provided. Refer to Details XLVIII and L for
justification of the Fire Boot assembly.

The P-90 is justified with the tested configurations identified as

Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016, Blockout 4 and Penetration 8

from test ICC0382004, and Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from
test PR0293036. Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016 tested a 12"

steel sleeve with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12"

depth of P-90 and no permanent damming. The 2" pipe was coated
with a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a

"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the

penetration seal. Blockout 4 from test ICC0382004 tested a 36" x

36" steel lined opening with two cable trays and a conduit as
penetrating items. The blockout was sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 was a 12" steel sleeve
with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming.

Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from test PR0293036 were each
12" x 12" unlined openings. These two blackouts were created by
subdividing a larger opening (12" x 25") with a 1" thick piece of "M"

Board material. Each of the blackouts was sealed with a 12" depth of

P-90 and no permanent damming. The significance of this test was
to demonstrate that the ICMS specific material P-90 performs equally
well regardless of whether it is formulated using Dow Corning

Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer or General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer as the base material. Additionally, two (2)

simulated repairs were made to each of the blackouts to demonstrate
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the equivalency of Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer

(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone

elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428

silicone elastomer. To accomplish this two (2) separate 2-1/2"

diameter holes completely through the 12" blockout seal were

constructed in both of the 12" x 12" blackouts. The blockout sealed

with P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone

elastomer was repaired with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in

one hole and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428

silicone elastomer in the other. The blockout sealed with P-90

formulated with General Electric RTV 6428 silicone was repaired

with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in one hole and P-90

formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer in the

other. Thermocouples positioned at 2" vertical intervals though out

each repaired area monitored temperatures at uniform levels

throughout the various combinations of seal materials. Graphical

representations of the unexposed surface thermocouples and the

thermocouples positioned 4" below the unexposed side surface have

been provided to support the test conclusions that each of the

materials referenced above provide equivalent levels of fire

resistance. These graphs are contained on the following two pages.
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Unexposed Surface Thermocouple Comparison
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Thermocouple Comparison at 8" from Exposed Surface
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As demonstrated above, Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer
(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer all perform similarly during exposure to fire and
may be used interchangably. Based on this conclusion, fire tested
HDSE seal configurations can be used to qualify the fire rating of P-
90 configurations provided the parameters bounded by testing of the
HDSE are applied to the P-90 configuration.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier, as required. Therefore, this
conjunct detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations, when combined.

B. Maximum Openina Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 9.00 ft2 or 1296 in2 (36" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
qualified by the 36" x 36" steel lined opening tested in
ICC0382004 and the parameters for the Fire Boot assembly is per
Details XLVIII and L. Therefore, this conjunct detail will perform
at least as well as the tested configurations, when combined.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 18". This limitation is
qualified by the 36"x36" blockout with an estimated free area of
18"x15" tested in ICC0382004 and the 12"x12" empty blockout
tested in PR0293036. This limitation is qualified by the annulus
discussed above. Maximum annular space for the Fire Boot
assembly is per Details XLVIII and L. The detail allows for the
attachment of the Fire Boots to the existing sleeve extension(s).

This option provides the potential for exceeding the maximum
annular space justified under Details XLVIII and L. When
installing detail LVII it is acceptable.to exceed, only as it applies
to the annulus the boot material spans, the maximum annulus of
details XLVIII and L based on the following: 1) the maximum
annular space around the penetrant supported by P-90 material is
in accordance with details XLVIII and L. 2) the P-90 material is
not fully activated nor is the ceramic fiber blanket material
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consumed per referenced testing. Therefore is reasonable

assurance that the unexposed surface of the boot material would

not see temperatures in excess of allowable limits. Based on this,

the conjunct detail will perform at least as well as the tested

configurations, when combined.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are the reduction sleeve and single pipe (insulated

or uninsulated) or conduit. The size limitations for these

penetrants are per Details XLVIII and L. As long as, the maximum

free area and/or annulus of the P-90 qualification is not

exceeded. Based on this, the conjunct detail will perform at least

as well as the tested configurations, when combined.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum spacing applicable to the

area reduced with P-90 allowed by the detail, between the

opening and the reduction sleeve, is 0". This is qualified by test

ICC0382004. The minimum annular space allowed within the

reduction sleeve is per Details XLVIII and L. Based on this, the

conjunct detail will perform at least as well as the tested

configurations, when combined.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of

cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing

around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the detail

consists of a 12" minimum depth of ICMS Product 90 installed

between the existing opening and 16 gauge (min.) reduction

sleeve with no permanent damming required. The material

requirements of the Fire Boot assembly is in accordance with

Details XLVIII and L. These requirements are consistent with the

those of the referenced test configurations. Therefore, this

conjunct detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations, when combined.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with

the tested configurations. Therefore, this conjunct detail will

perform at least as well as the tested configurations, when

combined.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in

either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based

on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
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orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.

Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling

orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The detail requires no

permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Therefore, this conjunct detail will

perform at least as well as the tested configurations, when

combined.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested
configurations, the referenced details and the justifications
provided, typical detail LVII is considered to be qualified for a fire

endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.37 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LVII

I.

Typical Seal Detail LVII
(3 Hour Configuration)

FIRE BOOT ASSEMBLY
IN ACCORDANCE WITH
DETAILS XLVIII AND L

12" MIN. DEPTH ICMS PRODUCT 90
150 LB/CU FT MIN. DENSITY OR APPROVED

EQUAL

MIN. 16 GA. SHEET METAL
INTERMEDIATE SLEEVE

SLEEVE MAY EXTEND OR
BE FLUSH WITH BARRIER

PIPE

/' DETAIL LVII

BARRIER MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

PRODUCT 90, INTERMEDIATE SLEEVE AND FIRE BOOTS

WITH OPTION TO ATTACH BOOTS TO EXISTING SLEEVE EXTENSION(S)

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-57

I

Bounding Parameter

Lined opening in a

A. Barrier Construction / 1'O" (min.) thickness

Thickness concrete barrier

B. Maximum 1296 In2

Opening Size (40" pipe sleeve

C. Maximum P-90 reduction - 18" max. annulus
Free Area

In accordance with the Limitations

D. Number, Type and of Details XLVIII and L in

Size of Penetrants conjunction with items 'EB & C'
above

E. Spacing of P-90 reduction - 18" max. annulus

Penetrants P-90 reduction - 0" min. annulus

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical

and Type penetrations
12" (min.) ICMS P-90 between the

G. Seal Material existing sleeve and reduction

and Depth sleeve.
Fire Boot assembly in accordance

with Details XLVIII and L

H. Damming Material No permanent damming

and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0286016,
ICC0382004, PR0293036, Details XLVIII and L.

Enginet-. ,,p
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TABLE 3.2.a.37 - Detail LVII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC0286016 ICC0382004 ICC0382004 PR0293036

Parameters Assembly Pen. 6 Blockout 4 Pen. 8 Blockouts 1173.1-1 8 .2-1

Barrier Const.fThk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-O" Concrete

0.79 ft2  9.00 ft2  0.79 ft 1.00 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. sleeve) (36 x36" blockout1) (12" dia. sleeve) (11.2" x12' blockout)
1.88 ft" 00f

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (18" x 15"2) 5" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 18 2 5" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5" 0" 5" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None

(1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray

Types and Sizes of (ladder back)
Penetrants 2" dia. Pipe (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray 2" dia. Pipe None

(solid bottom)
(1) 6" dia. Conduit

Cable Fill and Type N/A 100% Visual Fill Inside Trays N/A N/A
and Conduit

12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90

Seal Material and Depth (P-90) (P-90) (P-90) (P-90) 2

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
.. - . . . .. I- - - I I 1,1, or Or' v 0.nin

Comments
1) BlocKOut lined witn steel.
2) Estimated from test.

I__ _ _ _ _ _ I__ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

subdivided w/1" board.
2) Acceptable base materials

are DC 170 or GE 6428.

.Engineering
DMAc~inn- n
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3.2.a.38 Typical Seal Detail LIX

Detail LIX consists of a boot seal for piping penetrations. The seal
consists of a Inner two layer boot fabric system, 3 layers of ceramic
blanketand then an Outer two layer boot fabric system, attached to
an S.E.I sleeve and an outer flanged collar, using silicone
adhesive/sealant, tie wire and steel bands installed on one side of
the barrier.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configuration in . Penetration 1 of Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0386022 (GPC-PSS1) (hereinafter
referred to as 6022 PSS1), Penetration 1 of Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0386022 (GPC-PSS2) (hereinafter
referred to as 6022 PSS2) and Penetration 2 of Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC1088024 (hereinafter
referred to as 8024). Test 6022-PSS1 tested a 12" diameter unlined
opening with a 2" diameter steel pipe penetrant positioned concentric
and sealed on the unexposed side, with an inner layer of
Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth attached at the sleeve insert
and pipe, a 2" thickness of Carborundum Fiberfrax Durablanket
attached at the sleeve insert and pipe and an outer layer Silicone
Boot Arlon (KCF) grade 56493F031 attached at the sleeve insert and
pipe. Test 6022-PSS2 tested the same penetration, penetrant and
seal configuration as PSS1, but was installed on the exposed side of
the slab. Penetration 2 from test ICC1088024 tested a 16" diameter
steel lined opening with a 12" diameter steel pipe pentrant positioned
eccentric and sealed on the exposed side, with two (2) fire boot
systems with three (3) layers of ceramic blanket inbetween,
constructed as follows: "Inner Boot System" consisting of a layer
Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF) grade 56493F031 attached at the S.E.I.
sleeve insert and pipe and a layer of Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil
Cloth attached at the S.E.I. sleeve insert and pipe, then three (3)
layers of 1" thickness Carborundum Durablanket S attached at the
pipe and an "Outer Boot System" consisting of a layer of
Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth attached at the flanged sleeve
extention and pipe and a layer of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF) grade
56493F031 attached at the flanged sleeve extention and pipe.

For all of the tested configurations, method of attachment to the S.E.1
sleeve, outer flanged collar and pipe was accomplished using
silicone adhesive/sealant, tie wire and steel bands.
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Method of attachment to the S.E.I sleeve, outer flanged collar and

pipe was accomplished using silicone adhesive/sealant, tie wire

and steel bands. This is the same material and configuration

tested in test 8024.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: There is no damming

material required by the typical detail which is consistant with the

referenced tested configurations.

i. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in

either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based

on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor

orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling

orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations

provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail is

constructed symmetrically and was tested in a conservative fire

exposure, i.e. exposed side of the slab, in test 8024 and test 6022

provided less conservative configurations tested in both modes of

exposure. Therefore, the typical detail will perform the same or

better than the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations

and the justifications provided, typical detail LIX is considered to be

qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.38 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LIX

Typical Seal Detail LIX Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) _

MECHANICAL PIPE
AND OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT

SILICONE BOOT
ARLON (KCF) GRADE
56493F031 OR
APPROVED EQUAL

3 LAYERS CARBORUNDUM
DURABLANKET OR
APPROVED EQUAL

MIN. 16 GA. SHEET STEEL
SLEEVE EXTENSION INSERT (SEI)-

SINGLE SIDE FIRE BOOT
1/2" X .020 STAINLESS STEELF BAND (TYP)

LMIN. 16 GA. SHEET STEEL

DETAIL LIX FLANGE & COLLAR EXTENTION

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SINGLE SIDED FIRE BOOTS WITH SEI & FLANGED COLLAR

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-59

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ I

A. Barrier Construction I
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 16 in. diameter sleeve
Opening Size

C. Maximum 5" annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and single pipes up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 0" minimum
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill N/A
and Type

INNER boots (1) layer of Silicone Boot Arlon
G. Seal Material (KCF) grade 56493F031 & Carborundum 36-ean aDept400U Fibersil Cloth, (3) layers of

and Depth Carborundum Durablanket, OUTER boots (1)
layer of Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth,

& Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF) grade
56493F031

Assemblied using Dow Coming-795
adhesive/sealant, S.S. tie wire & bands

H. Damming Material N/A
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall Floor or Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0386022 and
ICC1088024. Seal attached to 16 ga. S.E.I. and
Flanged Collar.
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Types and Sizes of
PDntrnnfc .: n .

(1) 2" dia. pipe (1) 2" dia. pipe

I 1 -I I-.. - . 4 1 -I

Cable Fill and Type

:Seal Material and Depth lh:'ti:.

iDamming Material and
::::::t :: .Thi ckn'e~ss -i.i00' i:.

orientatio n

Comments

N/A
(1) Inner layer of Carborundum 36-
400U Fibersil Cloth, 2" thickness of
Carborundum Durablanket, (1) Outer

layer of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF)
grade 56493F031

Assemblied using Dow Corning-795
adhesive/sealant, S.S. tie wire &

bands

I T

N/A

Floor/Ceiling
1) Boot assembly attached to

S.E.I./Flanged collar on
unexposed surface

N/A
(1) Inner layer of Carborundum 36-
400U Fibersil Cloth, 2" thickness of
Carborundum Durablanket, (1) Outer

layer of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF)
grade 56493F031

Assemblied using Dow Corning-795
adhesive/sealant, S.S. tie wire &

bands

N/A

Floor/Ceiling
1) Boot assemblies attached

to S.E.I./Flanged collar on
exposed surface
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TABLE 3.2.a.38 - Detail LIX Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding: Fire Test ICC0386022 ICC0386022 ICC1088024

Parameters Assembly Pen. PSS1 Pen. PSS2 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk, 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1-0" Concrete

0.78 ft 0.78 ft1

Maximum Opening Size (12" diameter opening) (12" diameter opening) (16" diameter sleeve)

MvaXrIMU11i rrtL I'~t~
5" annulus

5n
.. O:l idX11 11 [dLillY 4:, i i

5n

4" annulus

4"

11 IVIIIIIIIIUII O d ly 4- I1 ISingl

(1) 1 2" dia. pipe

N/A
INNER boots (1) layer of Silicone Boot

Arlon (KCF) grade 56493F031 &
Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth,

(3) layers of Carborundum
Durablanket, OUTER boots (1) layer

of Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil
Cloth, & Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF)

grade 56493F031
Assemblied using Dow Corning-795

adhesive/sealant, S.S. tie wire &
bands

N/A

Floor/Ceiling
1) Boot assemblies attached

to S.E.I./Flanged collar on
exposed surface

I

. A; . .. 2n ;n --.

I

- - .-

X-..:. . r- A tA- ' gr" nnnilhicl
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3.2.a.39 Typical Seal Detail LX

Detail LX consists of a steel lined opening (pipe sleeve) through a

concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing around penetrating

pipe(s) and/or conduit(s). The seal material consists of a 6" minimum

depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV

Elastomer with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials

installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s)

require a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a

"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the

penetration seal and a boot assembly is required to be installed on

one side of the penetration for pressure retaining requirements. The

boot assembly, which is attached to the existing sleeve using a

"sleeve extension insert", is not credited in this assessment of the fire

rating of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the

boot assembly and method of attachment are not addressed in this

document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested

configurations identified as the blockout from Construction

Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC1185020, (hereinafter

refered to as 5020), Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 1173.5-1 from Omega

Point Laboratories test PRO293036, Penetration 3 from Construction

Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICCO186015, (hereinafter

refered to as 6015), the blockout from Southwest Research Institute

test CTP-1142 cnd Penetrations 10 and 12 from Omega Point

Laboratories test 93-H-72449. The blockout from test 5020 tested a

30"x30" unlined blockout penetrated by one (1) 4" diameter flexible

conduit and two (2) 6" diameter steel sleeve penetrations in a 12"

thick concrete slab sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning

Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer without permanent damming.

Blockouts 1173.4-1 and 1173.5-1 from test PRO293036 tested a

12"x25" unlined blockout in a 12" thick concrete slab, which was

subdivided with ceramic fiber board to produce two (2) 12"x12"

blackouts without penetrating items. Blockout 1173.4-1 was sealed

with a 6" thickness of G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and

Blockout 1173.5-1 was sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning

Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer, both were without permanent

damming. Each blockout was pluged with a 2.5" diameter repair of

the other seal material as the intent of this test was to test material

compatibility. Penetration 3 from test 6015 was a 12" diameter

corebore penetrated by a 2" uninsulated pipe which was capped on

the exposed side of the penetration. Seal material consisted of a 6"

depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer without
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PR0293036. The maximum annulus allowed by the detail is 17".
This limitation is qualified by the free area discussed above and is
a conservative dimension based on the maximum span of 30"
provided by the free area in the tested configuration. Based on
this the detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are multiple pipes (insulated or uninsulated) and/or
conduit(s). The size limitation qualified for this detail is pipe or
conduit up to 6" 'diameter. The 6" diameter size limitation is
supported by the tested configuration from test CTP-1 142. Based
on this, the detail will perform at least as well as the
configurations tested.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum spacing allowed by the
detail is 0". This is qualified by test 5020 which included
penetrants with 0" minimum spacing. The maximum annular
space is 17" as discussed in Item C above. Based on this, the
detail will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the detail
consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or
G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer with no permanent damming
required and pipe penetrants require a nominal 1/16" coating of
G.E. Versilube G-351. These requirements are consistent with
those of the tested configuration in penetration 3 of test 6015.
Additionally, test CTP-1142 which qualifies 6" diameter
pipes/conduits is referenced even though the seal material used
was a 6" depth of LDSE. As demonstrated in River Bend Station
test 93-H-72449 (Pens. 10 and 12), straight silicone elastomer
performs better than LDSE. Therefore, using an LDSE tested
configuration to bound a similar configuration which used straight
elastomer is conservative and acceptable. Therefore, this detail
will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

H. Damminq Material and Thickness: No permanent- damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Therefore, this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.
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1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in

either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based

on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor

orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.

Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling

orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations

provided the assembly is symmetrical. The detail requires no

permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration

regardless of orientation . Therefore, this detail will perform at

least as well as the configurations tested.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations

and the justifications provided, typical detail LX is considered to be

qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.39 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LX

Typical Seal DetailLX Bounding Parameter

(3 Hour Configuration) I

DETAIL LX

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
ELASTOMER, VERSILUBE, SEI AND AIR BOOT

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-60

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

uLlned UpClIIly111 IId

1'-0" (min.) thickness
Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 900 in2
Opening Size (34" pipe sleeve)

C. Maximum 17" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Multiple piping and/or conduit up

Size of Penetrants to 6" diameter

E. Spacing of 17" maximum annulus
Penetrants 0" minimum annulus

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

6" (min.) Dow Coming 170 or GE

G. Seal Material 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer with
and Depth 1/16"(nom.) coating of GE

Versilube G-351 on pipe

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

Comments Supr. by Fir Tet - . U1 "onœ
Supported by Fire Tests IC186UJU10,
ICC1185020, PR0293036, CTP-1142 and 93-H-

72449. Boot assembly is required for pressure

applications and does not affect the fire rating of

this typical detail

Engir .. r-
C'rflfl fn

I

Comments:
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TABLE 3.2.a.39 - Detail LX Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC0186015 ICC1185020 93-H-72449 PR0293036

Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Blockout Pen. 10 and 12 Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 5-1

Barrier Const.lThk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-a" Concrete

0.79 ft2  6.25 ft2  2.18 ft 1.00 ft

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. unlined opening) (30" x30" blockout,) (20" dia. sleeve) (12" x 12" blackout,)

3.54 ft 1.00 ft

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (17" x 30") 2" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5 17" 2" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5" 0" 2" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None

1) 6" Sleeve w/ 3" cable bun.

Types and Sizes of 2" Steel Pipe 2) 4" Flexible conduit
Penetrants 3) 6" Sleeve w/ 2" conduit 16" dia. Pipe None

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A N/A

6" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone 12" (min.) Elastomer, 6" (min.) DC or GE Silicone

Seal Material and Depth Elastomerw/ 1/16" GE Elastomer Elastomer 2
Versilube G-351

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Thickness ii;-_:_e:

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

1) Blockout unlined. 1) Pen. 10 sealed with 1) Unlined 25" x 12" opening

Comments Promatec LDSE subdivided w/1" M-board.
Elastomer and Pen. 12 2) 1173.4-1 sealed with GE
sealed with DC-1 70 6428 and 1173.5-1 sealed
Elastomer. with DC-170

3) Each blockout was
repaired/plugged with the
other elastomer.
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TABLE 3.2.a.39 - Detail LX Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding- Fire Test CTP-1142
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
1 6.00 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (48'x48" blockout)
4.20 ft2

Maximum Free Area (27.5"x22")

Maximum Spacing 27.5"

Minimum Spacing 0.25"

Number of Penetrants multiple
Various cable, conduit,

Types and Sizes of wirewaycable tray of
Penetrants aluminum and steel

Cable Fill and Type various

6" (min.) Promatec LDSEI

Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness.

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) Part of the blockout was

Comments sealed with LDSE using a
DC-170 base elastomer
and part using a GE-6428

._._.:_ _ _ _ _ __:_ _-_-:_._base elastomer .

-
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3.2.a.40 Typical Seal Detail LXI

Detail LXI consists of a steel lined opening (pipe sleeve) through a

concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing around penetrating

pipe(s) and/or conduit(s). The seal material consists of a 6" minimum

depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV

Elastomer with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials

installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s)

require a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a

"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the

penetration seal and a boot assembly is required to be installed on

one side of the penetration for pressure retaining requirements. The

boot assembly, which is attached to the existing sleeve, is not

credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the overall assembly.

Therefore, details associated with the boot assembly and method of

attachment are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested

configurations identified as the blockout from Construction

Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC1185020, (hereinafter

refered to as 5020), Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 1173.5-1 from Omega

Point Laboratories test PRO293036, Penetration 3 from Construction

Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICCO186015, (hereinafter

refered to as 6015), the blockout from Southwest Research Institute

test CTP-1142 and Penetrations 10 and 12 from Omega Point

Laboratories test 93-H-72449. The blockout from test 5020 tested a

30"x30" unlined blockout penetrated by one (1) 4" diameter flexible

conduit and two (2) 6" diameter steel sleeve penetrations in a 12"

thick concrete slab sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning

Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer without permanent damming.
Blockouts 1173.4-1 and 1173.5-1 from test PRO293036 tested a

12"x25" unlined blockout in a 12" thick concrete slab, which was

subdivided with ceramic fiber board to produce two (2) 12"x12"

blackouts without penetrating items. Blockout 1173.4-1 was sealed

with a 6" thickness of G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer and

Blockout 1173.5-1 was sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning

Sylgard 170 Silicone elastomer, both were without permanent
damming. Each blockout was pluged with a 2.5" diameter repair of

the other seal material as the intent of this test was to test material

compatibility. Penetration 3 from test 6015 was a 12" diameter

corebore penetrated by a 2" uninsulated pipe which was capped on

the exposed side of the penetration. Seal material consisted of a 6"

depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer without

permanent damming. The surface of the 2" pipe in contact with the
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seal material was coated with a 1/16" thickness of General Electric
Versilube G-351. Blockout from test CTP-1142 tested a 48"x48"
blockout steel lined on two adjacent sides and unlined on the other
adjacent sides penetrated by fourteen (14) penetrants made up of
aluminum and steel conduit and cable tray, wireways and a cable
bundle sealed with a 6" thickness of Promatec LDSE elastomer
without permanent damming. The seal area of interest within the
blockout is around item 1142.11 which will be used to bound piping
and conduit penetrants up to 6" diameter. The penetrant of interest
for this justification is penetrant 1142.11, a 6" diameter steel conduit
with 25% actual cable fill sealed only on the unexposed side of the
test slab..

Penetrations 10 and 12 from test 93-H-72449 are referenced to
address material performance. Review of the test shows that in
identical large bore piping configurations (20" diameter steel sleeve
penetrated by 16" diameter steel pipe in a 12" thick concrete slab)
straight DC-170 elastomer performs better, than LDSE elastomer,
both thermally and structurally.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Therefore this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 6.25 ft2 or 900 in2 (34" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
qualified by the 30" x 30" unlined opening tested in test 5020.
Although the tested configuration was unlined, the lining allowed
by the typical is acceptable based on the following. The steel
sleeve is in direct contact with the concrete which acts as a heat
sink to reduce heat transfer to the unexposed side. Therefore,
this detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 17". This limitation is
qualified by the 30"x30" blockout with a free area of 17"x30"
tested in test 5020 and the 12"x12" empty blackouts tested in test
PR0293036. The maximum annulus allowed by the detail is 17".
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This limitation is qualified by the free area discussed above and is
a conservative dimension based on the maximum span of 30"
provided by the free area in the tested configuration. Based on
this the detail will perform at least as well as the configurations
tested.

D. Number, Size and Tvre of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are multiple pipes (insulated or uninsulated) and/or
conduit(s). The size limitation qualified for this detail is pipe or
conduit up to 6" diameter. The 6" diameter size limitation is
supported by the tested configuration from test CTP-1 142. Based
on this, the detail will perform at least as well as the
configurations tested.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The minimum spacing allowed by the
detail is 0". This is qualified by test 5020 which included
penetrants with 0" minimum spacing. The maximum annular
space is 17" as discussed in Item C above. Based on this, the
detail will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the detail
consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 or
G.E. 6428 Silicone RTV Elastomer with no permanent damming
required and pipe penetrants require a nominal 1/16" coating of
G.E. Versilube G-351. These requirements are consistant with
those of the tested configuration in penetration 3 of test 6015.
Additionally, test CTP-1 142 which qualifies 6" diameter
pipes/conduits is referenced even though the seal material used
was a 6" depth of LDSE. As demonstrated in River Bend Station
test 93-H-72449 (Pens. 10 and 12), straight silicone elastomer
performs better than LDSE. Therefore, using an LDSE tested
configuration to bound a similar configuration which used straight
elastomer is conservative and acceptable. Therefore, this detail
will perform at least as well as the configurations tested.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Therefore, this detail will perform at
least as well as the configurations tested.
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I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in

either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based

on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor

orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.

Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling

orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations

provided the assembly is symmetrical. The detail requires no

permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration

regardless of orientation . Therefore, this detail will perform at

least as well as the configurations tested.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations

and the justifications provided, typical detail LXI is considered to be

qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.40 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXI

Pnrip 9529 nf .554

Typical Seal Detail LXI
(3 Hour configluration)

6" MIN. DEPTH D.C. SILGARD 170

SILICONE ELASTOMER OR APPROVED EQUAL

NOMINAL 1/1 6 ' G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 OR APP ROVDE EQUAL

SLEEVE MAY BE EXTENDED

OR FLUSH WITH BARRIER

SILICONE BOOT ARLON
(KCZF) GRADE 56493F031
OR APPROVED EQUAL

PIPE OR
CONDUIT

1/2" X .020 S.S. BANDING

DETAIL LXI

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

ELASTOMER, VERSILUBE, AND AIR BOOT

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-61

I
Bounding Parameter

Lined opening in a

A. Barrier Construction! 1'-0 (min.) thickness
Thickness Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 900 in2
opening Size (34" pipe sleeve)

C. Maximum 17" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Mul tiple piping and/or conduit up

Size of Penetrants to 6" diameter

E. Spacing of 17" maximum annulus.'
Penetrants 0" minimum annulus

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

6" (min.) Dow Coming 170 or GE

G. Seal Material 6428 Silicone RTV Elastorner with

and Depth 1/16"(nom.) coating of GE
Versilube G-351 on pipe

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
and Depth

i.Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0186015,
ICC1185020, PR0293036, CTP-1142 and 93-H-
72449. Boot assembly is required for pressure
applications and does not affect the fire rating of

this typical detail.

eport: 0006-00922-02EnginC.---ri'"
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TABLE 3.2.a.40 - Detail LXI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC0186015 ICC1185020 93-H-72449 PR0293036

Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Blockout Pen. 10 and 12 Blockouts 1173.4-1 & 5-1

...Barrier Const./Th~k. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.79 ft2  6.25 ft2  2.18 ft, ; 00 ft.

Maximum Opening Size (12 dia. unlined opening) (30 x30 blackout,) (20" dia. sleeve) (12 x 12" blackout,)

3.54 ft 10 t

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (17" x 30") 2" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 17" 2" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5' 0" 2" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None

1) 6" Sleeve w/ 3" cable bun.

Types and Sizes of 2" Steel Pipe 2) 4f Flexible conduit

Penetrants 3) 6" Sleeve w/ 2" conduit 16" dia. Pipe None

Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and
. h il-nocc .::-:: ::

N/A

6" (min.) DC Silicone
Elastomer w/ 1/16" GE

Versilube G-351

No Permanent Damming

N/A

6" (min.) DC Silicone
Elastomer

: : : ::. : : :

No Permanent Damming

N/A

12" (min.) Elastomer,

No Permanent Damming

I II slr1xt,,0a -E -

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
)A C~ Uflh[1L~U. 1:.4. Jd Von In M-- w ith I n -

}) r-ull. IU ::>tCdlUU WlkIII

Promatec LDSE
Elastomer and Pen. 12
sealed with DC-170
Elastomer.

N/A

6" (min.) DC or GE Silicone
Elastomer2

No Permanent Damming

2) 1

3) E

Floor/Ceiling
Jnlined 25" x 12" opening
subdivided w/1" M-board.
1173.4-1 sealed with GE
6428 and 1173.5-1 sealed
with DC-170
Each blockout was
repaired/plugged with the
other elastomer;

I .___I I

Comments
1) blocKOUI unlined.

".daltu Io II llU I YFp,, i ... I.enl-tfr gill 1-H Ts/-
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TABLE 3.2.a.40 - Detail LXI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding... Fire Test CTP-1142
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const.fThk. 1'-0" Concrete
16.00 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (48"x48" blockout)
4.20 ft

Maximum Free Area (27.5"x22")

Maximum Spacing 27.5"

Minimum Spacing 0.25"

Number of Penetrants multiple
Various cable, conduit,

Types and Sizes of . wireway,cable tray of
Penetrants aluminum and steel

Cable Fill and Type various

6" (min.) Promatec LDSE.

Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness..

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) Part of the blockout was

Commentst sealed with LDSE using a
DC-170 base elastomer
and part using a GE-6428
base elastomer
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3.2.a.41 Typical Seal Detail LXIII

Detail LXIII consists of a steel lined or unlined opening through a

concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing openings with single
or multiple penetrating pipes or conduit.. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of ICMS Product 90 (hereafter referred to as
P-90) with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials
installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s)
require a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal and a boot assembly is required to be installed on
one side of the penetration for pressure retaining requirements. The
boot assembly, which is attached to the existing sleeve, is not
credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the overall assembly.
Therefore, details associated with the boot assembly and method of
attachment are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016,
Blockout 4 and Penetration 8 from test ICC0382004, Blockouts
1 173.1-1 and 1 173.2-1 from test PR0293036 and Penetration 8 from
test GSU 93-H-72449. Penetration 6 from test ICC0286016 tested a
12" steel sleeve with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12"
depth of P-90 and no permanent damming. The 2" pipe was coated
with a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts- as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal. Blockout 4 from test ICC0382004 tested a 36" x
36" steel lined opening with two cable trays and a conduit as
penetrating items. The blockout was sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 was a 12" steel sleeve
with a 2" diameter pipe penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of P-90
and no permanent damming. Penetration 8 from test GSU 93-H-
72449 tested a 26" steel sleeve with an 18" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of PROMATEC HDSE with no permanent
damming.

Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 1173.2-1 from test PR0293036 were each
12" x 12" unlined openings. These two blackouts were created by
subdividing a larger opening (12" x 25") with a 1" thick piece of "M"
Board material. Each of the blackouts was sealed with a 12" depth of
P-90 and no permanent damming. The significance of this test was
to demonstrate that the ICMS specific material P-90 performs equally
well regardless of whether it is formulated using Dow Corning
Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer or General Electric RTV 6428
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silicone elastomer as the base material. Additionally, two (2)

simulated repairs were made to each of the blackouts to demonstrate

the equivalency of Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer

(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone

elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428

silicone elastomer. To accomplish this two (2) separate 2-1/2"

diameter holes completely through the 12" blockout seal were

constructed in both of the 12" x 12" blackouts. The blockout sealed

with P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone

elastomer was repaired with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in

one hole and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer in the other. The blockout sealed with P-90
formulated with General Electric RTV 6428 silicone was repaired
with the same depth of Promatec HDSE in one hole and P-90

formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer in the

other. Thermocouples positioned at 2" vertical intervals though out

each repaired area monitored temperatures at uniform levels

throughout the various combinations of seal materials. Graphical
representations of the unexposed surface thermocouples and the

thermocouples positioned 4" below the unexposed side surface have

been provided to support the test conclusions that each of the

materials referenced above provide equivalent levels of fire

resistance. These graphs are contained on the following two pages.

I
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Unexposed Surface Thermocouple Comparison
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Thermocouple Comparison at 8" from Exposed Surface
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As demonstrated above, Promatec High Density Silicone Elastomer
(HDSE), P-90 formulated with Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer, and P-90 formulated with General Electric RTV 6428
silicone elastomer all perform similarly during exposure to fire and
may be used interchangably. Based on this conclusion, fire tested
HDSE seal configurations can be used to qualify the fire rating of P-
90 configurations provided the parameters bounded by testing of the
HDSE are applied to the P-90 configuration.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 9.00 ft2 (1296 in2). This limitation is qualified by the 36" x
36" steel lined opening tested in ICC0382004 Therefore, the
typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum free
area allowed by the typical detail is 18". This limitation is
qualified by the 36"x36" blockout with an estimated free area of
18"x15" tested in ICC0382004 and the 12"x12" empty blockout
tested in PR0293036. This limitation is qualified by the free area
discussed above. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Single or multiple pipes or
conduits up to 18" in diameter are allowable penetrating items for
this detail. Tested configurations with and without penetrating
items support this limitation. The River Bend Station Test (93-H-
72449) qualified an 18" diameter pipe in a 26" diameter sleeve
sealed with 12" of HDSE and no permanent damming. As
discussed earlier, HDSE has been demonstrated as an equivalent
material to P-90. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
penetrants is 18" based on the 15" x 18" free area opening
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(without penetrants) tested in ICC0382004. The minimum
spacing allowed is 0" based on test ICC0382004. Based on this,
the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this detail is for sealing
around the outside. of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of ICMS P-90. Pipe penetrants require a nominal 1/16"
coating of G.E. Versilube G-351. This is qualified by the 12"
thickness of P-90 and HDSE for the referenced tested
configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXIII is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.41 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXIII

Typical Seal Detail LXIII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

12" MIN. DEPTH ICMS PRODUCT 90
150 LB/CU FT MIN. DENSITY OR APPROVED EQUAL

NOMINAL 1/16 " G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 OR APPROVDE EQUAL

SLEEVE MAY BE EXTENDED
OR FLUSH WITH BARRIER

PIPE OR
CONDUIT

DETAIL LXIII

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
PRODUCT 90, VERSILUBE, AND AIR BOOT

ALARA SEAL

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-63

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a
1'0" (min.) thicknes

concrete barrier

B. Maximum 1296 in2

- Opening Size (36" pipe sleeve)

C. Maximum 18" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single or multiple pipes or
Size of Penetrants conduits up to 18" in diameter

E. Spacing of 18" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type - penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) ICMS P-90 with 1/16-
and Depth (nom.) coating of GE Versilube G-

351 on pipe

H. Damming Material No permanent damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or floor/ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC0286016,
ICC0382004, PR0293036. and GSU 93-H-72449

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.41 - Detail LXIII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC0286016 ICC0382004 ICC0382004 PR0293036

Parameters Assembly Pen. 6 Blockout 4 Pen. 8 Blockouts 1173.1-1 & .2-1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-O" Concrete 1'-O" Concrete

0.79 ft' 9.00 ft2  0.79 ft2  1.00 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (12" dia. sleeve)' (36' x36' blOckout1) (12" dia. sleeve) (12" x 12" blackout,)

1.88 ~ft2  1.00 ft2

Maximum Free Area 5" annulus (18" x 15"2) 5" annulus (12" x 12")

Maximum Spacing 5" 182 5" N/A

Minimum Spacing 5" 0" 5" N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple Single None

(1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray

Types and Sizes of (ladder back)

Penetrants 2" dia. Pipe (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray 2" dia. Pipe None
(solid bottom)

.__ . - .(1) 6" dia. Conduit

Cable Fill and Type N/A 100% Visual Fill Inside Trays N/A| N/A--
and Conduit

12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90 12" (min.) ICMS Product 90

Seal Material and Depth (P-90) (P-90) (P-90) (P-90)2

Damming Material.and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Thickness_::_ -:: ._._.

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
.. - - .. -.- -- Ho - l--. I Infinpri 25" X 12" onenina

1) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m bIOCKOUI Aine Wilf : )II7 Iyi ~
1) This configuration was

used to support detail
XLVII.

1) bIOCKOUI laneU Will] blttl.

2) Estimated from test.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail
XLVII.

I) I 1110 U-J11U1C2LUdi1l YV-a

used to support detail
XLVII.

. I I I

subdivided w/1" board.
2) Acceptable base materials

are DC 170 or GE 6428.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail
XLVII.

..ComentComments
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TABLE 3.2.a.41 - Detail LXIII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

.Bounding.| Fire Test GSU 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 8

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
3.69 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (26" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 4" annulus

Maximum Spacing 4"

Minimum Spacing 4" .

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of 18" dia. pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

12" (min.) ICMS Product 90
Seal Material and Depth. (P-90)

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness :.__ _ _ _ _

Orientation Floor/Ceiling

Comments:
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3.2.a.42 Typical Seal Detail LXIV

Detail LXIV consists of a boot seal for piping penetrations. The seal
consists of a double layer of boot fabric with a single layer of ceramic
fiber blanket between the boots, installed on each side of the barrier
using silicone adhesive/sealant and steel bands. The boots are
attached to a 16 gauge flanged collar on one side and to a 16 gauge
S.E.I. (Sleeve Extension Insert) on one side of the barrier. In
addition to the materials installed to achieve the fire resistance
rating, the typical detail requires that a thermal insulation.collar be
installed around the pipe where the boot assembly is to be installed.
On one side of the typical detail the fire boot assembly is installed
over a "sliding steel restrictor plate". The plate assembly is required
to be installed on one side of the penetration. The plate assembly is
not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the overall
assembly. Therefore, details associated with the plate assembly and
method of attachment are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations in Penetrations 1 and 2 of Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICCO186015 (hereinafter referred to as 6015)
which tested a 2" uninsulated pipe and a 2" insulated pipe each
sealed with a double layer boot fabric seal installed on each side of
the penetration. The inner layer of boot material was Carborundum
36-400U Fibersil Cloth and the outer layer was KeeneChase Foster
grade 56493F031 silicone impregnated fiberglass fabric sheeting.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating.
The tested configuration in 6015 used a 1-0" thick solid concrete
slab. Based on this, the typical detail will perform the same as
the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
f2

size of 0.78 ft (12" diameter sleeve). This is qualified by the
tested opening size in test 6015.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the detail is provided as a maximum annular
space of 5" which is the same as the maximum annular space
tested in penetration 2 of 601 5.
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The allowable penetrants
for the detail are single pipes (insulated and uninsulated) up to 2"

in diameter. For a T rating of 180 minutes, 2" pipe size is all that
can be supported by testing as shown by 6015. The unexposed
surface temperatures for the boot seals were within a minimum of

60F of the limiting endpoint temperature. Because these
temperatures were so close to the limit it is reasonable to assume
that a using a 3" or 4" pipe would cause the temperature to
increase beyond the limit. However, with boot seals for pipes >2"
up to 12", an F rating of 180 minutes can be achieved without
achieving a T rating.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Minimum spacing allowed by the detail
between the penetrant and the opening is 0". This is based on
test 6015 and the detail configurations, which are designed to
allow penetrant movement and do not require seal material inside
the penetration.

F. Cable Fill and Type: This item does not apply to mechanical
penetration seals.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The seal material required by the typical
detail is a double layer boot fabric seal with a single layer of
ceramic fiber blanket between the boots, installed on each side of
the penetration. The inner layer of boot material is Carborundum
36-400U Fibersil Cloth, the ceramic fiber blanket material is
Carborundum Durablanket and the outer layer is Keene Chase
Foster grade 56493F031 silicone impregnated fiberglass fabric
sheeting. The sheeting is installed using Dow Corning 96-081,
732 or 795 Silicone RTV Adhesive/Sealant and steel bands. The
boots are attached to either a S.E.l. or flanged collar.

The requirement of the detail to install a layer of ceramic blanket
between the boot fabrics is a more conservative installation than
that of the referenced tested configurations. Therefore, the
typical detail will perform better than the referenced tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: There is no damming
material required by the typical detail which is consistent with the
referenced tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
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orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
the same boot material in a symmetrical configuration regardless
of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will perform the
same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXIV is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours for pipes up to 2" and
sleeves up to 12".
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Figure 3.2.a.42 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXIV

yI

Typical Seal Detail LXIVI Limiting Parameter

(3 Hour Configuration),II

I1 fn- , .020'
BN S .NDING (ThP)

* SEE DETAIL C2 FOR
INSULATION COLLAR

*X 7 PIPE

AUIN IO GA SHEET STEEL
(FLANGE/COLLAR)

7/16' DIA. HOLES FOR
3/5 OIA. AST M A 307

BOLTS AND NUTS W/FLAT

AIN. I\ GA, S1EET WASHERS EACH SIDE (TYP)

STEEL STRAPS. LIN I.
WIDE. FABRICATED IN
4 SECrIONS. /

ECT1OC OF AST

AL. SIL. INSULATIC O
ATHVIMASCO 768R OR

0 1IN. S/S JACKETING
LM A187

/\ - 14 MIN. DEPTH D.C. 734 '

RVACAIESrVE SEALANT (yP) DETAJL C2 - 74 UIN DEPT
DETAIL A2 D.C. 734 CABLE C

t ~ 0 C. 55-051. 732 OR 755

- r . .07V' RTV ADttESIVE SEALANT nCTA1
S.S. BANDING (TYP) V S DETAIL LXIV

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
DOUBLE SIDED FIRE BOOTS WITH SEI, INSULATION COLLARS

UNIQUE TO THE SLIDING STEEL RESTRICTOR PLATE

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-64, 47W470-11, & 12

:AP

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a 1'-0" (min.)
barrier

B. Maximum 12 in. diameter sleeve
Opening Size

C. Maximum 5" annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and single pipes up to 2" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 0" minimum
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill N/A
and Type

(1) Inner layer of Carborundum 36-
G. Seal Material 400U Fibersil Cloth, a single layer

and Depth of Carborundum Durablanket, (1)
Outer layer of Silicone Boot Arlon

(KCF) grade 56493F031
Boot assembly required on both

sides of the barrier

H. Damming Material N/A
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall Floor or Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test ICC0186015. For special
attachment and attributes of detail, see drawing.

r LONG S

r THICK C
COATED V
APPROVEI3 EOUAL

.010 MIN. S/T JACKETINAG
AST4 A187

DETAIL B2

SECURING RING
p -, r THICK CAL. SIL.

INSULATION (3*
!N MIN. LENGTH)

. -. 1 ...... -

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.42 - Detail LXIV Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICC0186015 ICC0186015
Parameters Assembly Pen. I Pen. 2

Barrier Const.IThk. 1-0" Concrete V-0" Concrete
0.78 ft 0.78 ftl

Maximum Opening Size (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 4" annulus 5" annulus

Maximrnum Spacing 4" 5"
4" 5"

Minimum Spacing

Number of Penetrants Single Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 2" dia. pipe (1) 2" dia. pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth

(1) Inner layer of
Carborundum 36-400U

Fibersil Cloth (1) Outer layer
of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF)

grade 56493F031
Boot assembly required on

hnth cirinc t-f fho hnrrinr

(1) Inner layer of
Carborundum 36-400U

Fibersil Cloth (1) Outer layer
of Silicone Boot Arlon (KCF)

grade 56493F031
Boot assembly required on

hnth sidipe of the hbrrier

Damming Material and N/A N/A
Thickness .: __ _

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Boot assemblies attached 1) Boot assemblies attached

Comments: to S.E.I. both sides to S.E.I. both sides
2) Pipe insulated vwith cal. sil.

at area of boot attachment
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3.2.a.43Typical Seal Detail LXXIX

Detail LXXIX consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)

through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, the seal surface requires a /?"

minimum thickness of Dow Corning 96-081, 732 or 795 RTV Silicone
Adhesive Sealant be applied to both sides for air and/or flood
pressure retaining requirements. The caulk cap, which is applied to
the seal surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating
of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with'the caulk
cap and method of installation are not addressed in this document

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel

sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow

Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was

positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe

penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is

based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
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where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01 091 035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.
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G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"

thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no

permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of

Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,

the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor

orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXIX is considered to

be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.43 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXIX

Typical Seal Detail LXXIX Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

BARRIER

1/2" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT
OR APPROVED
EQUAL (BOTH SIDES)

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
FULL DEPTH SILICONE FOAM AND CAULK CAPS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-79 FOR NOTES

'I

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations-

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by
and 748-49.

Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076

Engines-l
Revision 0

I
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TABLE 3.2.a.43 - Detail LXXIX Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const.JThk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2  0.79 ftW 0.79 flW

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thicknessi

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

- - 1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing
Comments: sleeve. techniques were used in

areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.44Typical Detail LXXIX (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a

concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a

single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a

12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with

no permanent damming. The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is

justified in section 3.2.a.43 of this report. The F rating only version of

this detail is supported by Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449. In test GSU PO 93-H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20"
steel sleeve with a 16" diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was

sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and no permanent damming. Although this penetration sucessfully
withstood the three (3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when

subjected to the hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as

allowed by ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be

subjected to a one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose

stream applied, it is certain that the assembly would pass the hose

stream test. In this scenario, the configuration tested in penetration
11 would be rated for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only.

It is on this basis that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-

72449 is used to support WBN typical detail LXXIX for three hour F

rated configurations only.

A. Barrier ConstructionlThickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the

plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a

1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If

these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of

configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"

maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this

design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well

as the tested configurations.
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C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the

maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Tvre of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based

Hi
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on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor

orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires

no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will

perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXIX (F rating only) is

considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.44 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXIX (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail LXXIX Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S) A. Barrier Construction / Lined Opening in a

AND/OR ELECTRICAL SLEEVE MAY . Thickness 1-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

CONDUIT(S) / EXTEND OR BE
CODI()FLUSH WITH B.Mxmm15 n2

BARRIER WALL B. Maximum diametersleeve)
Opning Size (40'daerslv)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

BARRIER

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

1/2" MIN. DEPTH F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical

D.C. 96-081 OR and Type penetrations
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548

ADHESIVE SEALANT and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

OR APPROVED
EQUAL (BOTH SIDES) FULL DEPTH (12" MIN. H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming

DEPTH SEE NOTE 12) and Depth
D.C. 3-6548 RTV
SILICONE FOAM OR i. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

DETAIL LXXIX APPROVED EQUAL

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
FULL DEPTH SILICONE FOAM AND CAULK CAPS Comments: Supported by Fire Tests GSU PO 93-H-72449.

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-79 FOR NOTES Refer to section 3.2.a.43 of this report for testing
which supports the T raeted version of this detail.
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TABLE 3.2.a.44 - Detail LXXIX (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1 -0" Concrete
2.18 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (20 diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2' annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
._ rating only.
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3.2.a.45Typical Seal Detail LXXX

Detail LXXX consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or pipe. The seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials
installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s)
require a nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a
"bond-breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal and the seal surface require a 1/2" minimum
thickness of Dow Corning 96-081, 732 or 795 RTV Silicone Adhesive
Sealant be applied to both sides for air and/or flood pressure
retaining requirements. The caulk caps, which is applied to the seal
surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the
overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the caulk cap
and method of installation are not addressed in this document

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Openina Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
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based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091 035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXX)(X is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.

I
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Figure 3.2.a.45 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXX

Typical Seal Detail LXXX Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

NOMINAL 1/16"
G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 (SEE NOTE
10) OR APPROVED
EQUAL

BARRIER

1/2" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT
OR APPROVED
EQUAL (BOTH SIDES) l FULL DEPTH INCLUDING

EXTENTIONS (1Z' MIN.
DEPTH SEE NOTE 13)
D.C. 3-6548 RTV

DETAIL LYXXX SILICONE FOAM OR
APPROVED EQUAL

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
FULL DEPTH SILICONE FOAM, VERSILUBE & CAULK CAPS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-80

A. Barrier Construction
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) ConcreteBarrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2
Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximim annulus
- Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam with 1/16'

(nom.) coating of GE Versilube G-
351 on pipe

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.45 - Detail LXXX Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICCO1091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const.IThk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2  0.79 ftl 0.79 ftI

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"'

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam1  12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness . -

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.46Typical Seal Detail LXXX (F Rating Only)

Consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve) through a
concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a
single penetrating large bore pipe. The seal material consists of a
12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with
no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s) require a
nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a "bond-
breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal and the seal surface require a 1/2" minimum
thickness of Dow Corning 96-081, 732 or 795 RTV Silicone Adhesive
Sealant be applied to both sides for air and/or flood pressure
retaining requirements. The caulk caps, which is applied to the seal
surface, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the
overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the caulk cap
and method of installation are not addressed in this document

The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a,45 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by
Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"
diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail LXXX for three hour F rated
configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.
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B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU P0 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
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damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

i. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXX (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.46 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXX (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail LXXX Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

MECHANICAL PIPE(S)
AND/OR ELECTRICAL
CONDUIT(S)

NOMINAL 1/16"
G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 (SEE NOTE
10) OR APPROVED
EQUAL.

BARRIER

1/2" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-081 OR
D.C. 732 OR 795
RTV SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT
OR APPROVED
EQUAL (BOTH SIDES) | FULL DEPTH INCLUDING

EXTENTIONS (1Z' MIN.
I DEPTH SEE NOTE 13)

D.C. 3-6548 RTV
DETAIL LXyXyI SILICONE FOAM OR

D I LAPPROVED EQUAL

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
FULL DEPTH SILICONE FOAM, VERSILUBE & CAULK CAPS

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-80

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam with 1/16'

(nom.) coating of GE Versilube G-
351 on pipe

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests GSU PO 93-H-72449.
Refer to section 3.2.a.45 of this report for testing
which supports the T raeted version of this detaii.
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TABLE 3.2.a.46 - Detail LXXX (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters I Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const.fThk. 1-0" Concrete
2.18 ft

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness -

Orientation Floor/Ceiling

Comments
1) This penetration failed the

hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
ratinq only.
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3.2.a.47Typical Seal Detail LXXXIII

Detail LXXXIII consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)-
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating item. The fire rated seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, a boot assembly is required to be
installed on one side of the penetration for pressure retaining
requirements. The boot assembly, which is attached to the existing
sleeve, is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the
overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the boot
assembly and method of attachment are not addressed in this
document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1 076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
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size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and TVpe of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.
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G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXXIII is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.47 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXXIII

Typical Seal Detail LXXXIII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

A. Barrier Construction / Lined Opening in a
1Ztl DEPTH O.C.16W4 Thickness 1-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier
RTV SUlCOUE FOAM OR APPROVED EOUIAL

E)STNGSLEEVE B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" doameter sleeve)
MIMNONE BOOT ARLON FKCF)
OGRAE 56493FO31 OR

APPROVOEOUEQAL C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

-PIPE OR COtCT D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

po/V zx .02 S.S

WRIER WIDI F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

DETAIL LXXXIII - 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
MECHAIICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING G. Seal Material Silicone RTV Foam

SUICONIE FOAM AllD AJR BOOT
ruic OvnL"OSEAt6A.-kIREF~..Il.Er",TrAL FCe.,%AG tand Depth Arlon (KCF) Air Boot on one side
Cf9 O DTOPPCthEE SP f C.rVAP.L .:PE.REtrrC
O~C'P"l~t E'(tN FT Tl('FAS FsOlF R lt

tP9E9)DO TOPC( ~fiAVD 'CAPOUL a -;VF~CWEF

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
REFERENCE DRAWNG 47A472-83 and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.47 - Detail LXXXIII Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICCO1091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const.IThk. 1 -0" Concrete 1'-0o Concrete 1-0" Concrete
1.07 ft 0.79 ft 0.79 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (14 diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1 .07 ft2~

Maximum Free Area (1 4" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth. 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.48Typical Seal Detail LXXXIII (F Rating Only)

Typical detail LXXXIII (F rating only) consists of a steel lined circular
opening (pipe sleeve) through a concrete barrier. This detail is for
use in sealing sleeves with a single penetrating item. The fire rated
seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-
6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent damming. In addition to
the materials installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, a boot
assembly is required to be installed on one side of the penetration for
pressure retaining requirements. The boot assembly, which is
attached to the existing sleeve, is not credited in this assessment of
the fire rating of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated
with the boot assembly and method of attachment are not addressed
in this document.

The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a.47 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by
Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"
diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail LXXXIII for three hour F rated
configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40' diameter sleeve). This limitation is
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based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Tvpe: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
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typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXXIII (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.48 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXXIII (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail LXXXIII Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only) ,

SIICOHE BOOT A/LON QKCF)
GRADE 56493FOl I OR

APPROVED EOTLt&L

PIPE OR CO(B(T

DETAIL LXXXIII

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE FOAM AND AIR BOOT

CENT D IOo~t AE# 'RTTAL~A C'.S2"t £tAcCTF.Jr

REFERENCE DRAWiNG 47A472-83

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

1Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
G. Seal Material Silicone RTV Foam

and Depth Arion (KCF) Air Boot on one side

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests GSU PO 93-H-72449.
Refer to section 3.2.a.47 of this report for testing
which supports the T raeted version of this detail.
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TABLE 3.2.a.48 - Detail LXXXIII (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth. . 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
* . 1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

- WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
.___ rating only. -
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3.2.a.49Typical Seal Detail LXXXIV

Detail LXXXIV consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating item. The fire rated seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, a boot assembly is required to be
installed on one side of the penetration for pressure retaining
requirements. The boot assembly, which is attached to the existing
sleeve using a "sleeve extension insert", is not credited in this
assessment of the fire rating of the overall assembly. Therefore,
details associated with the boot assembly and method of attachment
are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
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where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and TVpe of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from. test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing* penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.
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G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXXIV is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.49 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXXIV

Typical Seal Detail LXXXIV Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

A. Barrier Construction / Lined Opening in a
Thickness 1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

1 Z Ml I DEPTH D.C.3 6549
RTV SICONE FOAM OR APPROVED EOUAL

B. Maximum 1018 in2
SLEEVE EXTERNSION SERT Opening Size (36" doameter sleeve)

\ d (SEI) 16 a SHEETSTEEL
SLEEVE YBE \- \ :.. ><

EXTEIDED OR FUSH- SILCONJEBOOTARLON(KCF) C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
1TARRIER GRADE56493FO31 OR

APPROVED EQUALee Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8' in
Size of Penetrants diameter

FPIPE OR COFVUT

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

/0X OS 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
/ G. Seal Material Silicone RTV Foam

and Depth Arlon (KCF) Air Boot on one side
DETAL LXXXrV using 16 GA. Sheet Steel (S.E.l.)

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SLICONE FOAM. SEI AND AIR BOOT H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming

THIS CMtlT SEAL IS A KXTPLE FUJCTOI4 SEAL THE FOAM SEAL IS d
DESCIED TO PROVIOE A rRE A AR SEAL DUP*NG WR A OPERATWan Depth
CONDITIONS USEJO THERMAL PI'E MOVEMNTS AN4D THE BOOT SEAL IS

DESIGNED TO PROVIDE AN ABSCE BOUOARY SEAL DURJNG Ai ACCDENT.
CMUO utsEISMAC MOVEME1TS. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-84

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1 076
and 748-49.

Engine"'
Revis ion.
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TABLE 3.2.a.49 - Detail LXXXIV Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1 076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const.IThk. 1-0" Concrete 1-0" Concrete 1-0" Concrete
1.07 ft' 0.79 ft2  0.79 ftl

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
* Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.50Typical Seal Detail LXXXIV (F Rating Only)

Detail LXXXIV (F rating only) consists of a steel lined circular
opening (pipe sleeve) through a concrete barrier. This detail is for
use in sealing sleeves with a single penetrating item. The fire rated
seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-
6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent damming. In addition to
the materials installed to achieve the fire resistance rating, a boot
assembly is required to be installed on one side of the penetration for
pressure retaining requirements. The boot assembly, which is
attached to the existing sleeve using a "sleeve extension insert", is
not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the overall
assembly. Therefore, details associated with the boot assembly and
method of attachment are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a.49 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by
Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"
diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail LXXXIV for three hour F rated
configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
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based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
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typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent - damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

1. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were testedin a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXXIV (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.50 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXXIV (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail LXXXIV Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

A. Barrier Construction / Lined Opening in a
2I~iN EPTHOC3 654a Thickness 1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

RTV SUCONE FOAM OR APPROVED EQUAL

B. Maximum 1256 in2

SL EEVE EXTERNSIOt4tJSERT Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)
StEEV b'A BE Ad Xo(SEI) 16 Gat SHEET STEEL

EXTENCED OR FLUSH SUOF4E BOOT ARLON (ECF) C. Maximum 14" maximum annulusWITH BARRIER 1 GRADE 55493F031 OR CMxmm1 aiu nu
APPROVEDEQUAL Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of-Penetrants

PI'E OR CO!OJT

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

BNI X zX12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
BARRIER G. Seal Material Silicone RTV Foam

and Depth Arlon (KCF) Air Boot on one side
DETAIL LXXX using 16 GA. Sheet Steel (S.E.I.)

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SICONE FOAM. SEI AND AIR BOOT H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming

THIS COntoIT SEAL IS A K&LTFLE R.BlCTIO4 SEAL THE FOAM SEAL IS and
DESJG4ED To PROV'DE A FIRE & AR SEAL DURE G NORIAk OPEDpAThJG a -
CONDITIOS USrJG THERMAL PIPE MOVEMENTS. AtU THE BOOT SEAL IS

DESIGNED TO PROVIE MI ABSCE BWDEARY SEAL DC&PIY3 AN ACCUDET
C0C0TION USt4G SEIDW MOVEMENTS i. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-&4

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests GSU PO 93-H-72449.
Refer to section 3.2.a.45 of this report for testing
which supports the T raeted version of this detail.

Pa ne 2 In7 o f r554
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TABLE 3.2.a.50 - Detail LXXXIV (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
.__ . . rating only.
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3.2.a.51 Typical Seal Detail LXXXV

Detail LXXXV consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating pipe. The fire rated seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s) require a
nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a "bond-
breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal and a boot assembly is required to be installed on
one side of the penetration for pressure retaining requirements. The
boot assembly, which is attached to the existing sleeve, is not
credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the overall assembly.
Therefore, details associated with the boot assembly and method of
attachment are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1 076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Onening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 in2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
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conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and TVpe of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01 091 035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires

* no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXXXV is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.51 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXXV

Typical Seal Detail LXXXV Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C. 3-6548 A. Barrier Construction Lined Opening in a
RTV SILICONE FOAM OR APPROVED EQUAL Thickness 1-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

NOMiNAL 1/16 " G.E. VERSILUBE B. Maximum 1018 in2

G-351 OR APPROVDE EQUAL Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

EXISTING SLEEVE C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free A rea__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SILICONE BOOT ARLON (KCF) D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
GRADE 56493F031 OR Size of Penetrants diameter

a, a APPROVED EQUAL

hoeE. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" mini-ium

PIPE OR
CONDUIT F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical

and Type penetrations
12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548

G. Seal Material Silicone RTV Foam with 1/16'
and Depth (nom.) GE Versilube G-351 on

pipe
27 / 1/2" X .020 S.S. BANDING

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming

BARRIER and Depth
DETAIL LXXXV l Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE FOAM, VERSILUBE AND AIR BOOT

THIS CONJOINT SEAL IS A MULTIPLE FUNCTION SEAL. THE FOAM SEAL IS DESIGNED TO Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
PROVIDE A FIRE & AIR SEAL DURING NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS USING THERMAL and 748-49.
PIPE MOVEMENTS, AND THE BOOT SEAL IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE AN ABSCE BOUNDARY
SEAL DURING AN ACCIDENT CONDITION USING SEISMIC MOVEMENTS.

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-85
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TABLE 3.2.a.51 - Detail LXXXV Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICC01091 035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.1 7 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1 .07 ft2  0.79 ft2  0.79 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

M m n10"Maximum Spacing 14" 0" 2"

Minimum Spacing .14" 0". 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam, 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness .--

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.
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3.2.a.52Typical Seal Detail LXXXV (F Rating Only)

Typical detail LXXXV (F rating only) consists of a steel lined circular
opening (pipe sleeve) through a concrete or concrete block barrier.
This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a single penetrating
pipe. The fire rated seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent
damming. In addition to the materials installed to achieve the fire
resistance rating, a boot assembly is required to be installed on one
side of the penetration for pressure retaining requirements. The boot
assembly, which is attached to the existing sleeve, is not credited in
this assessment of the fire rating of the overall assembly. Therefore,
details associated with the boot assembly and method of attachment
are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a.51 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by
Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"
diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail LXXXV for three hour F rated
configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft2 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
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based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU PO 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU P0 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
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typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXX)(XV (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.52 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXXV (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail LXXXV Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour F Rating Only)

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C. 3-6548
RTV SILICONE FOAM OR APPROVED EQUAL

NOMINAL 1/16 " G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 OR APPROVDE EQUAL

EXISTING SLEEVE

SILICONE BOOT ARLON (KCF)
GRADE 56493F031 OR

I ,X APPROVED EQUAL

PIPE OR
CONDUIT

DETAIL LXXXV
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING
SILICONE FOAM, VERSILUBE AND AIR BOOT

THIS CONJOINT SEAL IS A MULTIPLE FUNCTION SEAL. THE FOAM SEAL IS DESIGNED TO
PROVIDE A FIRE & AIR SEAL DURING NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS USING THERMAL
PIPE MOVEMENTS, AND THE BOOT SEAL IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE AN ABSCE BOUNDARY
SEAL DURING AN ACCIDENT CONDITION USING SEISMIC MOVEMENTS.

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-85

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6546
G. Seal Material Silicone RTV Foam with 1/16"

and Depth (nom.) GE Versilube G-351 on
pipe

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

i. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests GSU PO 93-H-72449.
Refer to section 3.2.a.45 of this report for testing
which supports the T raeted version of this detail.

EngiI
Revis
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TABLE 3.2.a.52 - Detail LXXXV (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const.fThk. 1'-0f Concrete
2.18 -f

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single _

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness .

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only. .
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3.2.a.53Typical Seal Detail LXXXVI

Detail LXXXVI consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating pipe. The fire rated seal material consists
of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
with no permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to
achieve the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s) require a
nominal 1/16" coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a "bond-
breaker" to allow axial pipe movement without damage to the
penetration seal and a boot assembly is required to be installed on
one side of the penetration for pressure retaining requirements. The
boot assembly, which is attached to the existing sleeve using a
"sleeve extension insert", is not credited in this assessment of the fire
rating of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the
boot assembly and method of attachment are not addressed in this
document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configurations identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035,
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test
748-49. Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel
sleeve with no penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1 076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam
seal with no damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter
sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was
positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one
side and had a 1 0" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2
from test 748-49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 7.07 ft2 or 1018 In2 (36" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
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based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 8"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based
on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
or conduit up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail.
This is directly supported by the tested configuration from test
report 748-49, Penetration 2. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14" (maximum annulus).
This is supported by the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in
IC01091035 (Penetration 3). The tested configuration
demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of material maintains
sufficient structural integrity under test conditions. The minimum
spacing allowed between the penetrating item and the sleeve is
0". This is supported by Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076
which tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no damming
material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. No special sealing
techniques were used in the areas with no clearance in order to
demonstrate that silicone foam, as typically installed, is adequate
for sealing penetrations with no clearance between the
penetration and penetrating items. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.
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F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXXVI is considered to
be qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.53 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXXVI

Typical Seal Detail LXXXVI Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) I

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C. 3-6548
RTV SILICONE FOAM OR APPROVED EQUAL

NOMINAL 1/16 " G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 OR APPROVDE EQUAL

SLEEVE EXTENSION INSERT
(SEI) 16 GA. SHEET STEEL

SILICONE BOOT ARLON (KCF)
GRADE 56493F031 OR
APPROVED EQUAL

PIPE OR
CONDUIT

1/2" X .020 S.S. BANDING

DETAIL LXXXVI

MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE FOAM, VERSILUBE, SEI AND AIR BOOT
THIS CONJOINT SEAL IS A MULTIPLE FUNCTION SEAL. THE FOAM SEAL IS DESIGNED TO
PROVIDE A FIRE & AIR SEAL DURING NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS USING THERMAL
PIPE MOVEMENTS, AND THE BOOT SEAL IS DESIGNED TP PROVIDE AN ABSCE BOUNDARY
SEAL DURING AN ACCIDENT CONDITION USING SEISMIC MOVEMENTS.

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-86
I

A. Barrier Construction I
Thirkness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1018 in2

Opening Size (36" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe or conduit up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
G. Seal Material Silicone RTV Foam with 1/16'

and Depth (nom.) GE Versilube G-351 on
pipe

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests ICC01091035, CTP-1076
and 748-49.
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TABLE 3.2.a.53 - Detail LXXXVI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding:. Fire Test ICC01091035 CTP-1076 748-49
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 6.1.17 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 fly 0.79 ft 0.79 ftl

Maximum Opening Size (14' diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1. 07 ft'~

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve) 10" annulus 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 14" 10" 2"

Minimum Spacing 14" 0"1 2"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single

Types and Sizes of None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam1  12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness -:

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty 1) No special sealing

Comments sleeve. techniques were used in
areas with small
clearances.

I VIII N 1 --- 1. V
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3.2.a.54Typical Seal Detail LXXXVI (F Rating Only)

Detail LXXXVI (F rating only) consists of a steel lined circular
opening (pipe sleeve) through a concrete or concrete block barrier.
This detail is for use in sealing sleeves with a single penetrating
large bore pipe. The fire rated seal material consists of a 12"
minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no
permanent damming. In addition to the materials installed to achieve
the fire resistance rating, penetrating pipe(s) require a nominal 1/16"
coating of Versilube G-351, which acts as a "bond-breaker" to allow
axial pipe movement without damage to the penetration seal and a
boot assembly is required to be installed on one side of the
penetration for pressure retaining requirements. The boot assembly,
which is attached to the existing sleeve using a "sleeve extension
insert", is not credited in this assessment of the fire rating of the
overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the boot
assembly and method of attachment are not addressed in this
document.

The fire rating (T rating) of this detail is justified in section 3.2.a.53 of
this report. The F rating only version of this detail is supported by
Penetration 11 from test GSU PO 93-H-72449. In test GSU PO 93-
H-72449, penetration 11 tested a 20" steel sleeve with a 16"
diameter penetrating pipe. The sleeve was sealed with a 12" depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming. Although this penetration sucessfully withstood the three
(3) hour fire endurance portion of the test, when subjected to the
hose stream test the penetration failed. However, as allowed by
ASTM E-814-83, if a duplicate specimen was to be subjected to a
one (1) hour fire endurance test, and then the hose stream applied, it
is certain that the assembly would pass the hose stream test. In this
scenario, the configuration tested in penetration 11 would be rated
for three (3) hours with respect to an F rating only. It is on this basis
that the configuration tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 is used to
support WBN typical detail LXXXVI for three hour F rated
configurations only.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour F rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was installed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
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the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 8.73 ft7 or 1256 in2 (40" diameter sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum spacing allowed by this detail (14") in
conjunction with the maximum penetrant size allowed (12"). If
these two conditions exist in a pipe through sleeve application
where the pipe and sleeve are concentric, the resulting opening
size is 40" in diameter (8.73 ft2). Successful testing of
configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing and 12"
maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate this
design. Therefore, the typical detail will perform at least as well
as the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in Section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum annulus tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 (Refer to
the T rated version of this detail). Based on this, the typical detail
will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating pipe
up to 12" in diameter is allowed by the typical detail. This is
supported by the tested configuration from test GSU P0 93-H-
72449, Penetration 11. Although the tested configuration utilized
a 16" diameter pipe, the WBN typical detail limits the pipe size to
no more than 12" in diameter. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform better than the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the T rated version of this detail. The minimum spacing allowed
between the penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is
supported by the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a mechanical type
penetration seal around the outside of pipes and conduits.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
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permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming tested in GSU PO 93-H-72449 and the fire tests used
support the T rated version of this detail.. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail LXXXVI (F rating only) is
considered to be qualified for an F rating of only 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.54 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LXXXVI (F Rating Only)

Typical Seal Detail LXXXVI Bounding Parameter

(3 Hour F Rating Only) _ I

12" MIN. DEPTH D.C. 3-6548
RTV SILICONE FOAM OR APPROVED EQUAL

NOMINAL 1/16 " G.E. VERSILUBE
G-351 OR APPROVDE EQUAL

SLEEVE EXTENSION INSERT
(SEI) 16 GA. SHEET STEEL

SILICONE BOOT ARLON (KCF)
GRADE 56493F031 OR
APPROVED EQUAL

PIPE OR
CONDUIT

1/2' X .020 S.S. BANDING

DETAIL LXXXVI
MECHANICAL PIPE PENETRATION UTILIZING

SILICONE FOAM, VERSILUBE, SEI AND AIR BOOT
THIS CONJOINT SEAL IS A MULTIPLE FUNCTION SEAL. THE FOAM SEAL IS DESIGNED TO

PROVIDE A FIRE & AIR SEAL DURING NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS USING THERMAL
PIPE MOVEMENTS, AND THE BOOT SEAL IS DESIGNED TP PROVIDE AN ABSCE BOUNDARY
SEAL DURING AN ACCIDENT CONDITION USING SEISMIC MOVEMENTS.

REFERENCE DRAWING 47A472-86
I.

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined Opening in a
1'-0" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 1256 in2

Opening Size (40" diameter sleeve)

C. Maximum 14" maximum annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single pipe up to 12" in diameter
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of 14' maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

12" (mi.) Dow Corning 3-6548
G. Seal Material Silicone RTV Foam with 1/16

and Depth (nom.) GE Versilube G-351 on
pipe

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests GSU PO 93-H-72449.
Refer to section 3.2.a.45 of this report for testing
which supports the T raeted version of this detail.
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TABLE 3.2.a.54 - Detail LXXXVI (F Rating Only) Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding . Fire Test GSU PO 93-H-72449
Parameters Assembly Pen. 11

Barrier Const.IThk. 1'-0" Concrete
2.18 ftl

Maximum Opening Size (20" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2".

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 16" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

. i E. S - :- .:. .. . ..e . ...: :

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) This penetration failed the

Comments hose stream.
2) T rating of 90 min. per

WBN criteria.
3) This configuration was

used to support detail F
rating only.
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3.2.a.55 Typical Seal Detail C9

Detail C9 consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve with
bolted blind pipe flange) through a concrete or concrete block
barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves without a penetrating
item. The seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent damming. In
addition to the materials installed to achieve the fire resistance
rating, the seal requires a bolted blind pipe flange. The flange, which
is bolted to the sleeve, is not credited in this assessment of the fire
rating of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the
flange and method of installation are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configuration identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035.
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no
penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was performed in a
1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 1.07 ft2 or 154 in2 (14" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum opening size (14") tested in IC01091.035,
Penetration 3. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configuration.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characterisc for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum free area tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 and the
fact that no penetrating items are allowed by the typical detail.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: No penetrating items are
allowed as this detail is for sealing spare mechanical sleeves.
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This is consistant with the tested configuration, and is therefore
acceptable.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum and minimum spacing
limitations are not applicable to this typical detail as no
penetrating items are allowed.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a spare
mechanical sleeve type penetration seal.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configuration. Based on this,
the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configuration.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configuration. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configuration was tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configuration
and the justifications provided, typical detail C9 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.55 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail C9

Typical Seal Detail C9 Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) , . ._.

BOLTED
PIPE FLA

DETAIL C9

MECHANICAL SPARE PENETRATION UTILIZING
REMOVABLE SILICONE FOAM PLUG
WITH BOLTED BLIND PIPE FLANGE
REFERENCE DRAWING 47W470-9

A. Barrier Construction I
Thickness

Lined opening in a
1'-0" (min.) thickness

Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 154 in2

Opening Size 14" pipe sleeve

C. Maximum 14" Maximum Annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and No penetrating items allowed
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no
Penetrants allowable penetrating items

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test IC01091035.
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TABLE 3.2.a.55 - Detail C9 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3

Barrier Const.iThk. 1-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve)
1.07 fty

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Spacing 14"

Minimum Spacing 14"

Number of Penetrants None

Types and Sizes of None
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
.Thickness . i: -- _.

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty

Comments sleeve.
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3.2.a.56 Typical Seal Detail L3

Detail L3 consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve with

bolted steel plate on one side) through a concrete or concrete block

barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves without a penetrating
item. The seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent damming. In
addition to the materials installed to achieve the fire resistance
rating, the seal requires a steel plate on one side. The plate, which
is bolted to the sleeve, is not credited in this assessment of the fire
rating of the overall assembly. Therefore, details associated with the
plate and method of installation are not addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configuration identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035.
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no
penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was performed in a

1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 1.07 ft2 or 154 in2 (14" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum opening size (14") tested in IC01091035,
Penetration 3. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configuration.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characterisc for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum free area tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 and the
fact that no penetrating items are allowed by the typical detail.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configuration.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: No penetrating items are
allowed as this detail is for sealing spare mechanical sleeves.
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This is consistant with the tested configuration, and is therefore
acceptable.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum and minimum spacing
limitations are not applicable to this typical detail as no
penetrating items are allowed.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a spare
mechanical sleeve type penetration seal.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configuration. Based on this,
the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configuration.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configuration. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configuration was tested in a floor
orientation, which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as- the tested configuration.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configuration
and the justifications provided, typical detail L3 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.56 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail L3

Typical Seal Detail L3 Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

SLEEVE

RTV FOAM P/N 47W472 - 150
"D" MIN. = 12", "D" MAX. = WALL THICKNESS

DETAIL L3

MECHANICAL SPARE PENETRATION WITH
BOLTED STEEL PLATE ONE SIDE ONLY

REFERENCE DRAWING 47W470-3

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a
1'-0" (min.) thickness

Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 154 in2

Opening Size 14" pipe sleeve

C. Maximum 14" Maximum Annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and No penetrating items allowed
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no
Penetrants allowable penetrating items

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test IC01091035.

1.
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TABLE 3.2.a.56 - Detail L3 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete
1.07 ft1

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve)
1G07 ft2

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Spacing 14.

Minimum Spacing 14"

Number of Penetrants None

Types and Sizes of None
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty

Comments- sleeve.
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3.2.a.57 Typical Seal Detail N3

Detail N3 consists of a steel lined circular opening (pipe sleeve with
welded steel plate on each side) through a concrete or concrete
block barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves without a
penetrating item. The seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth
of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with no permanent
damming. In addition to the materials installed to achieve the fire
resistance rating, the seal requires a 1/2" thick steel plate on each
side. The plates, which are welded to the sleeve, are not credited in
this assessment of the fire rating of the overall assembly. Therefore,
details associated with the plates and method of installation are not
addressed in this document.

The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the tested
configuration identified as Penetration 3 from test IC01091035.
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no
penetrating items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1'-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configuration was performed in a
1'-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness within
the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 1.07 ft2 or 154 in2 (14" pipe sleeve). This limitation is
based on the maximum opening size (14") tested in IC01091035,
Penetration 3. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at
least as well as the tested configuration.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characterisc for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is 14". This is based on the
maximum free area tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3 and the
fact that no penetrating items are allowed by the typical detail.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configuration.
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: No penetrating items are
allowed as this detail is for sealing spare mechanical sleeves.
This is consistant with the tested configuration, and is therefore
acceptable.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum and minimum spacing
limitations are not applicable to this typical detail as no
penetrating items are allowed.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The percentage of cable fill and type of
cabling is not applicable to this detail as this is a spare
mechanical sleeve type penetration seal.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configuration. Based on this,
the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configuration.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configuration. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configuration was tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming and is a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configuration
and the justifications provided, typical detail N3 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.a.57 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail N3

Typical Seal Detail N3 Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) . -

I uneaI opnn in

DETAIL N3

MECHANICAL SPARE PENETRATION WITH
WELDED PLATES ON BOTH SIDES

REFERENCE DRAWING 47W470-3

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Linea opening In a
1-0" (min.) thickness

Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 154 in2

Opening Size 14" pipe sleeve

C. Maximum 14" Maximum Annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and No penetrating items allowed
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no.
Penetrants allowable penetrating items

F. Cable Fill Not applicable to mechanical
and Type penetrations

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Test IC01091035.
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TABLE 3.2.a.57 - Detail N3 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
1.07 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft

Maximum Free Area (14" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Spacing 14"

Minimum Spacing 14"

Number of Penetrants None

Types and Sizes of None
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth. 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
1) Opening was an empty

Comments sleeve.
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3.2.b.1 Typical Seal Detail A2-2

Detail A2-2 consists of an internal seal for an EYS condulet. The
seal consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming material on each side of
the penetration seal. The fire rating of this detail is justified by
comparison with the following tested configurations: 1) Penetrations
6.1 and 6.2 from test CTP-1001A which tested an internal conduit
seal consisting of 6" of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with 1" of
alumina-silica damming material on the bottom. Penetration 6.1
contained 100% visual fill of Polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed
cable and Penetration 6.2 contained no cables; 2) Penetration 1 of
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0386023
(hereinafter referred to as 6023) which tested a 2" and a 4" conduit
with condulets on each end. The condulets on each end of the 2"
and 4" conduits were filled to full depth with Dow Corning 3-6548
silicone foam and 1" of damming; 3) Penetrations 4 and 10 of Factory
Mutual Research test ICF0277001 (hereinafter referred to as 7001).
Penetrations 4 and 10 were constructed identically in an 8" thick slab
with each penetration being sealed with 7" of Dow Corning 3-6548
silicone foam and 1" of damming material Each penetration
contained 100% visual fill of Polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed
cable.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires the barrier to
have a 3 hour fire rating. This is based on the fact that the seal is
inside the conduit and is not significantly affected by the
construction of the barrier.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of a 6" diameter EYS type condulet fitting which is essentially
the same as a 6" diameter conduit. This is qualified by
penetration 6.2 of CTP-1001A which tested a 6" depth silicone
foam seal with 1" of damming in a 6" diameter conduit with no
penetrants. The concern addressed by maximum opening size is
the ability for the seal to structuraliy support itself. Although the
ASTM E814 temperature requirement for penetration 6.2 was
exceeded, the conduit did not allow the passage of flame or water
and is therefore adequate for justification of the maximum
opening size allowed by the detail.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
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annulus allowed by the typical detail (6" diameter) is the same as
the maximum opening size tested in penetration 6.2 of CTP-
1001A. Based on the discussion contained in "Maximum Opening
Size", the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 100% visual fill. This is based on the testing of 100%
cable fill in penetrations 4 and 10 in test 7001. Although the
ASTM E814 temperature limit was exceed during the test,
Penetration 6.2 in CTP-1001A with 6" of silicone foam and 1" of
damming qualifies 0% cable fill based on the following discussion.

Since Penetration 6.2 contained no cabling it was subjected to the
acceptance criteria of ASTM E814 for mechanical penetration
seals. Penetration 6.2 achieved a temperature of 4460F on the
unexposed surface of the seal which was 31OF in excess of the
4150F limit (3250F plus 901F initial temp.). However, if only a
single cable were installed inside the conduit, it would then have
been subject to the limiting endpoint temperature of 7000F
required by IEEE 634 which it would have passed with significant
margin (7000F - 4440F = 2540F). To compensate for the
temperature rise exhibited by penetration 6.2, the detail requires
an additional 1" of damming material. This additional damming is
expected to more than compensate for the 311F temperature
excess of penetration 6.2.

G. Seal Material and Depth: Fire sealed conduits at WBNS are
required to be sealed using a single seal in accordance with
detail A2-2 if the seal is installed within the plane of the barrier. If
the seal is not installed within the plane of the barrier then a seal
in accordance with detail A2-2 is to be installed on each side of
the barrier at the first available opening.

The detail A2-2 seal configuration installed within the barrier is
supported by penetrations 4 and 10 of test 7001. These
penetrations were tested with 7" of silicone foam and 1" of
damming. The typical detail requires a minimum 6" thickness of
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Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with 1" of ceramic fiber
damming on each side of the seal. The seal depth for both the
tested and detail configurations is 8" however the detail seal is
expected to perform better than the test seals due to the
additional 1" of damming provided in the detail. Based on the
performance of damming material in other penetrations, 1" of
damming will provide better fire resistance than 1" of foam.

The detail configuration with a detail A2-2 seal on each side of
the barrier is supported by penetrations 6.1 and 6.2 of test CTP-
1001A which qualified 6" of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV
foam with 1" of damming as an internal conduit seal installed 2'-6"
above the unexposed side of the barrier. The typical detail
requires permanent damming on both sides of the penetration
compared to tested configurations which only had damming on
the exposed side of the seal assembly. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected to perform better than the tested configurations.
The detail configuration is further supported by the sealed
condulets tested in penetration 1 of test 6023. These condulets
although they were smaller than the condulet allowed by the
detail (2" and 4"), were configured similar to the detail in that
each conduit had condulets and seals on both the exposed and
unexposed side of the test assembly. The maximum temperature
achieved by either of the unexposed side condulets was 1301F.
Since this temperature is significantly below the 7000F limit, it is
expected that the temperatures would not be significantly higher if
these condulets were increased to 6" diameter. The fact that the
detail requires an additional 1" of damming material not found in
the 6023 configurations further supports the adequacy of the
detail design.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The permanent damming
material required by the typical detail is a minimum 1" of ceramic
fiber damming on each side of the barrier. As discussed above in
the Seal Material and Depth section, the tested configurations
only contained damming on the exposed side of the assembly.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform better than the tested
configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in
a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall
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configurations provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical
detail requires permanent damming in a symmetrical configuration
regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail A2-2 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.1 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail A2-2

Typical Seal Detail A2-2 1 Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

EYS TYPE CONDULET

DETAIL A2-2

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL
INTERNAL FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL INSIDE EYS FITTING

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-2

I

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Any 3 Hour Fire Rated Barrier

B. Maximum 6" diameter EYS condulet
Opening Size

C. Maximum Same as Maximum
Free Area Opening Size

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 100% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 6" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material 1" ceramic fiber dammng required
and Depth on each side of assembly

I. Orientation Horizontal or Vertical

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests CTP-1001A,
1CF0277001 and 1CC0386023

Engine-
Rpvisinn C
. \- | sve |. v -O
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TABLE 3.2.b.1 - Detail A2-2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test CTP-1001A CTP-1001A ICF0277001 ICC0386023

Parameters Assembly Pen. 6.1 Pen. 6.2 Pen. 4 and 10 Pen. 1

Barrier Const.IThk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 0'-8" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete

0.20 ftl 0.20 ft2  0.20 ft2  0.78 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (6" dia. conduit) (6" dia. conduit) (6" dia. sleeve) (6" dia. corebore)

Maximum Free Area N/A 0.20 ft2  N/A 0.67 ft2

Max m S n N.2
Maximum Spacing N/A 0.20 ft2  N/A N/A

Minimum Spacing N/A 0.20 ft2 N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants Multiple None Multiple 2

Types and Sizes of Two conduits w/ condulet

Penetrants Cables N/A Cables on each end
(2" and 4")

0 - 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type Inside Conduit N/A 0 - 100% Visual Fill 50% Visual Fill

PE/PVC PE/PVC PEIPVC
-12" (min.) ICMS Product 50

Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 7" (min.) DC Silicone Foam (44.7 pcf) inside corebore
-Full depth D.C. silicone
foam inside each condulet

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber

Thickness (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) inside each condulet

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

1) Conduit installed in unlined 1) Conduit installed in unlined 1) Corebore was unlined.

Comments 12" x 54" biockout. 12" x 54" blockout.
2) Limited "T" Rating

-
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3.2.b.2 Typical Seal Detail B2-2

Detail B2-2 consists of an internal seal for a condulet fitting. The
seal consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming material on each side of
the penetration seal. The fire rating of this detail is justified by
comparison with the following tested configurations: 1) Penetrations
6.1 and 6.2 from test CTP-1001A which tested an internal conduit
seal consisting of 6" of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with 1" of
alumina-silica damming material on the bottom. Penetration 6.1
contained 100% visual fill of Polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed
cable and Penetration 6.2 contained no cables; 2) Penetration 1 of
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0386023
(hereinafter referred to as 6023) which tested a 2" and a 4" conduit
with condulets on each end. The condulets on each end of the 2"
and 4" conduits were filled to full depth with Dow Corning 3-6548
silicone foam and 1" of damming; 3) Penetrations 4 and 10 of Factory
Mutual Research test lCF0277001 (hereinafter referred to as 7001).
Penetrations 4 and 10 were constructed identically in an 8" thick slab
with each penetration being sealed with 7" of Dow Corning 3-6548
silicone foam and 1" of damming material Each penetration
contained 100% visual fill of Polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed
cable.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires the barrier to
have a 3 hour fire rating. This is based on the fact that the seal is
inside the conduit and is not significantly affected by the
construction of the barrier.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of a 6" diameter condulet fitting which for fire testing
purposes is essentially the same as a 6" diameter conduit. This
opening size is qualified by penetration 6.2 of CTP-1001A which
tested a 6" depth silicone foam seal with 1" of damming in a 6"
diameter conduit with no penetrants. The concern addressed by
maximum opening size is the ability for the seal to structural
support itself. Although the ASTM E814 temperature requirement
for penetration 6.2 was exceeded, the conduit did not allow the
passage of flame or water and is therefore adequate for
justification of the maximum opening size allowed by the detail.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
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annulus allowed by the typical detail (6" diameter) is the same as
the maximum opening size tested in penetration 6.2 of CTP-
1001A. Based on the discussion contained in "Maximum Opening
Size", the typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 100% visual fill. This is based on the testing of 100%
cable fill in penetrations 4 and 10 in test 7001. Although the
ASTM E814 temperature limit was exceed during the test,
Penetration 6.2 in CTP-1001A with 6" of silicone foam and 1" of
damming qualifies 0% cable fill based on the following discussion.

Since Penetration 6.2 contained no cabling it was subjected to the
acceptance criteria of ASTM E814 for mechanical penetration
seals. Penetration 6.2 achieved a temperature of 4460F on the
unexposed surface of the seal which was 310F in excess of the
4150F limit (3250F plus 900F initial temp.). However, if only a
single cable were installed inside the conduit, it would then have
been subject to the limiting endpoint temperature of 7001F
required by IEEE 634 which it would have passed with significant
margin (7000F - 4440F = 2540F). To compensate for the
temperature rise exhibited by penetration 6.2, the detail requires
an additional 1" of damming material. This additional damming is
expected to more than compensate for the 310F temperature
excess of penetration 6.2.

G. Seal Material and Depth: Fire sealed conduits at WBNS are
required to be sealed using a single seal in accordance with
detail B2-2 if the seal is installed within the plane of the barrier. If.
the seal is not installed within the plane of the barrier then a seal
in accordance with detail B2-2 is to be installed on each side of
the barrier at the first available opening.

The detail B2-2 seal configuration installed within the barrier is
supported by penetrations 4 and 10 of test 7001. These
penetrations were tested with 7" of silicone foam and 1" of
damming. The typical detail requires a minimum 6" thickness of
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Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with 1" of ceramic fiber

damming on each side of the seal. The seal depth for both the

tested and detail configurations is 8" however the detail seal is

expected to perform better than the test seals due to the

additional 1" of damming provided in the detail. Based on the

performance of damming material in other penetrations, 1" of

damming will provide better fire resistance than 1" of foam.

The detail configuration with a detail B2-2 seal on each side of

the barrier is supported by penetrations 6.1 and 6.2 of test CTP-

1001A which qualified 6" of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV
foam with 1" of damming as an internal conduit seal installed 2'-6"
above the unexposed side of the barrier. The typical detail

requires permanent damming on both sides of the penetration
compared to tested configurations which only had damming on

the exposed side of the seal assembly. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected to perform better than the tested configurations.
The detail configuration is further supported by the sealed

condulets tested in penetration 1 of test 6023. These condulets
although they were smaller than the condulet allowed by the

detail (2" and 4"), were configured similar to the detail in that

each conduit had condulets and seals on both the exposed and

unexposed side of the test assembly. The maximum temperature

achieved by either of the unexposed side condulets was 1300F.

Since this temperature is significantly below the 7001F limit, it is

expected that the temperatures would not be significantly higher if

these condulets were increased to 6" diameter. The fact that the

detail requires an additional 1" of damming material not found in
the 6023 configurations further supports the adequacy of the
detail design.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The permanent damming
material required by the typical detail is a minimum 1" of ceramic
fiber damming on each side of the barrier. As discussed above in
the Seal Material and Depth section, the tested configurations
only contained damming on the exposed side of the assembly.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform better than the tested
configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in

either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in

a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in

the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall
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configurations provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical

detail requires permanent damming in a symmetrical configuration

regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will

perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations

and the justifications provided, typical detail B2-2 is considered to be

qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.2 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail B2-2

Typical Seal Detail B2-2 Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) I

DETAIL 82-2

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL
INTERNAL FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL INSIDE

HORIZONTAL COIIDULET FITTING
REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-2

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Any 3 Hour Fire Rated Barrier

B. Maximum 6" diameter condulet
Opening Size

C. Maximum Same as Maximum
Free Area Opening Size

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 100% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 6" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material 1" ceramic fiber dammng required
and Depth on each side of assembly

I. Orientation Horizontal or Vertical

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests CTP-1001A,
1CF0277001 and 1CC0386023

E ng in
oen/icionni n

APPROX I'DEPTH APPROX 1'DEPTH
KAOWOOL FIBER

-....... ...
CABLES /

RTV SILICONE FOAM -'C' CONDULET

I S \\ --- 1 ' 11 11 .- - I
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TABLE 3.2.b.2 - Detail B2-2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test CTP-1001A CTP-1001A ICF0277001 ICC0386023

Parameters Assembly Pen. 6.1 Pen. 6.2 Pen. 4 and 10 Pen. I

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-a" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 0'-8" Concrete 1'-a" Concrete

0.20 ft1 0.20 ft2  0.20 ftl 0.78 ft

Maximum Opening Size (6" dia. conduit) (6" dia. conduit) (6" dia. sleeve) (12" dia. corebore)

Maximum Free Area N/A 0.20 ff2  N/A 0.67 ft2

Maximum S02
Maximum Spacing N/A 0.20 flt N/A N/A

Minimum Spacing N/A 0.20 flt N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants Multiple None Multiple 2

Types and Sizes of Two conduits w/ condulet

Penetrants Cables N/A Cables on each end
(2" and 4")

0 - 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type Inside Conduit N/A 0 - 100% Visual Fill 50% Visual Fill

PE/PVC PE/PVC PEIPVC
-12" (min.) ICMS Product 50

Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 7" (min.) DC Silicone Foam (44.7 pco) inside corebore
-Full depth D.C. silicone
foam inside each condulet

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber

Thickness : (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) inside each condulet

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

1) Conduit installed in unlined 1) Conduit installed in unlined 1) Corebore was unlined.

Comments - 12" x 54" blockout. 12" x 54" blockout.
2) Limited "T" Rating
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3.2.b.3 Typical Seal Detail B3

This detail is not used at WBN for sealing penetrations and is

therefore not evaluated as part of this engineering report. If, in the

future, the need arises to install penetration seal configurations in

accordance with detail B3 then an engineering review of this detail
and supporting fire tests must be conducted.
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Figure 3.2.b.3 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail B3

Typical Seal Detail B3 j Bounding Parameter

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

B. Maximum
Opening Size

C. Maximum
Free Area

D. Number, Type and
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill
and Type

G. Seal Material
and Depth

H. Damming Material
and Depth

I. Orientation

Comments:

1.
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TABLE 3.2.b.3 - Detail B3 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test
Parameters Assembly

Barrier Const./Thk.

Maximum Opening Size

Maximum Free Area

Maximum Spacing

Minimum Spacing

Number of Penetrants .

Types and Sizes of
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type

Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and
Thickness" ,-',:_.

Orientation

Comments-
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3.2.b.4 Typical Seal Detail C1

Detail C1 consists of an internal seal for a open ended conduit inside
the electrical boards. The seal consists of a 6" minimum depth of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and 1" of ceramic fiber
damming material on each side of the penetration seal. The fire
rating of this detail is justified by comparison with the following tested
configurations: Penetration 3 of Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICS879002 (hereinafter referred to as 9002).
and Penetrations 4 and 10 of Factory Mutual Research test
ICF0277001 (hereinafter referred to as 7001). Penetration 3 from
test 9002 tested a 4" diameter embedded sleeve with 100% visual
cable fill sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone
RTV foam and 1" of damming material in a 12" thick slab.
Penetrations 4 and 10 from test 7001 tested 6" diameter embedded
sleeves each were constructed identically in an 8" thick slab with
each penetration being sealed with 7" of Dow Corning 3-6548
silicone RTV foam and 1" of damming material Each penetration
contained 100% visual fill of Polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed
cable.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness:: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 0'-8" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were performed in
both 0'-8" hollow core and 1'-0" thick solid concrete slabs with the
entire seal thickness within the plane of the barrier. Based on
this, the typical detail will perform the same as the tested
configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of a 6" diameter conduit. This opening size is qualified by
penetrations 4 and 1 0 of test 7001.

C. Maximum Free Area: The maximum free area allowed by the
typical detail is 0.20 ft2 (6" dia.). This free area is qualified by test
7001. Industry testing and ANI guidance support the position that
in barrier conduit penetration seals with cable fills, represent a
worse case configuration and qualify like configurations with the
same or lesser fill. Restated, a qualified conduit penetration seal
of 100% cable fill of PE/PVC qualifies conduit penetration seals to
0% cable fill. Based on this the typical detail will perform the
same as the tested configurations.
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 100% visual fill. This is based on the testing of 100%
cable fill in penetrations 4 and 10 in test 7001, Penetration 3 in
test 9002 and per the discussion above under "Free Area".
Based on this, the typical detail will perform the same as the
tested configurations.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The detail requires a minimum 6"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with 1" of
ceramic fiber damming on each side of the seal to be installed
within the plane of the barrier. The overall seal depth for both the
tested and detail configurations is 8", which is supported by
penetrations 4 and 10 of test 7001. These penetrations were
tested with 7" of silicone foam and 1" of damming, however the
detail seal is expected to perform better than the test seals due to
the additional 1" of damming provided in the detail. Based on the
performance of damming material in other penetrations, 1" of
damming will provide better fire resistance than 1" of foam.
Therefore, the detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The permanent damming
material required by the typical detail is a minimum 1" of ceramic
fiber damming on each side of the seal. As discussed above in
the Seal Material and Depth section, the tested configurations
only contained damming on the exposed side of the assembly.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform better than the tested
configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in
a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall
configurations provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical
detail requires permanent damming and is a symmetrical
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configuration regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical
detail will perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail C1 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.4 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail C1

Typical Seal Detail C1 Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) l l

DETAIL C1

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL
INTERNAL FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL INSIDE

OPEN ENDED CONDUIT INSIDE ELECTRICAL BOARDS

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-1

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

0'-8" (min.) Concrete Barrier

B. Maximum 6" diameter conduit
Opening Size

C. Maximum 6" diameter conduit
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 100% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 6" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material 1" ceramic fiber dammng required
and Depth on each side of assembly

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests 1CF0277001 and
1 CS0879002. This seal is installed in the plane of
the barrier and provides a seal for the entire barrier.

L

End
Rev
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TABLE 3.2.b.4 - Detail C1 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding ISFire Test C0879002 ICF0277001
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 4 and 10

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 0'-8" Concrete
0.087 ft2  0.20 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (4" diameter conduit sleeve) (6" dia. sleeve)

Maximum Free Area N/A N/A

Maximum Spacing N/A N/A

Minimum Spacing N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of
Penetrants Cables Cables

Cable Fill and Type 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
. PE/PVC PE/PVC

Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 7" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber
Thickness (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

Comments
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3.2.b.5 Typical Seal Detail C2-2

Detail C2-2 consists of an internal seal for a condulet fitting. The
seal consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming material on each side of
the penetration seal. The fire rating of this detail is justified by
comparison with the following tested configurations: 1) Penetrations
6.1 and 6.2 from test CTP-1001A which tested an internal conduit
seal consisting of 6" of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with 1" of
alumina-silica damming material on the bottom. Penetration 6.1
contained 100% visual fill of Polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed
cable and Penetration 6.2 contained no cables; 2) Penetration 1 of
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0386023
(hereinafter referred to as 6023) which tested a 2" and a 4" conduit
with condulets on each end. The condulets on each end of the 2"
and 4" conduits were filled to full depth with Dow Corning 3-6548
silicone foam and 1" of damming; 3) Penetrations 4 and 10 of Factory
Mutual Research test ICF0277001 (hereinafter referred to as 7001).
Penetrations 4 and 10 were constructed identically in an 8" thick slab
with each penetration being sealed with 7" of Dow Corning 3-6548
silicone foam and 1" of damming material Each penetration
contained 100% visual fill of Polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed
cable.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires the barrier to
have a 3 hour fire rating. This is based on the fact that the seal is
inside the conduit and is not significantly affected by the
construction of the barrier.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of a 6" diameter condulet fitting which for fire testing
purposes is essentially the same as a 6" diameter conduit. This
opening size is qualified by penetration 6.2 of CTP-1001A which
tested a 6" depth silicone foam seal with 1" of damming in a 6"
diameter conduit with no penetrants. The concern addressed by
maximum opening size is the ability for the seal to structural
support itself. Although the ASTM E814 temperature requirement
for penetration 6.2 was exceeded, the conduit did not allow the
passage of flame or water and is therefore adequate for
justification of the maximum opening size allowed by the detail.

C. Maximum Free Area: The maximum free area allowed by the
typical detail (6" diameter) is the same as the maximum opening
size tested in penetration 6.2 of CTP-1001A. Based on the
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discussion contained in "Maximum Opening Size", the typical
detail will perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 100% visual fill. This is based on the testing of 100%
cable fill in penetrations 4 and 10 in test 7001. Although the
ASTM E814 temperature limit was exceed during the test,
Penetration 6.2 in CTP-1001A with 6" of silicone foam and 1" of
damming qualifies 0% cable fill based on the following discussion.

Since Penetration 6.2 contained no cabling it was subjected to the
acceptance criteria of ASTM E814 for mechanical penetration
seals. Penetration 6.2 achieved a temperature of 4460 F on the
unexposed surface of the seal which was 31'F in excess of the
4150 F limit (3250F plus 900F initial temp.). However, if only a
single cable were installed inside the conduit, it would then have
been subject to the limiting endpoint temperature of 7000F
required by IEEE 634 which it would have passed with significant
margin (7000F - 4440F = 254 0F). To compensate for the
temperature rise exhibited by penetration 6.2, the detail requires
an additional 1" of damming material. This additional damming is
expected to more than compensate for the 310F temperature
excess of penetration 6.2.

G. Seal Material and Depth: Fire sealed conduits at WBNS are
required to be sealed using a single seal in accordance with
detail C2-2 if the seal is installed within the plane of the barrier. If
the seal is not installed within the plane of the barrier then a seal
in accordance with detail C2-2 is to be installed on each side of
the barrier at the first available opening.

The detail C2-2 seal configuration installed within the bairier is
supported by penetrations 4 and 10 of test 7001. These
penetrations were tested with 7" of silicone foam and 1" of
damming. The typical detail requires a minimum 6" thickness of
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with 1" of ceramic fiber
damming on each side of the seal. The seal depth for both the
tested and detail configurations is 8" however the detail seal is
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expected to perform better than the test seals due to the
additional 1" of damming provided in the detail. Based on the
performance of damming material in other penetrations, 1" of
damming will provide better fire resistance than 1" of foam.

The detail configuration with a detail C2-2 seal on each side of
the barrier is supported by penetrations 6.1 and 6.2 of test CTP-
1001A which qualified 6" of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV
foam with 1" of damming as an internal conduit seal installed 2'-6"
above the unexposed side of the barrier. The typical detail
requires permanent damming on both sides of the penetration
compared to tested configurations which only had damming on
the exposed side of the seal assembly. Based on this, the typical
detail is expected to perform better than the tested configurations.
The detail configuration is further supported by the sealed
condulets tested in penetration 1 of test 6023. These condulets
although they were smaller than the condulet allowed by the
detail (2" and 4"), were configured similar to the detail in that
each conduit had condulets and seals on both the exposed and
unexposed side of the test assembly. The maximum temperature
achieved by either of the unexposed side condulets was 1300F.
Since this temperature is significantly below the 7000 F limit, it is
expected that the temperatures would not be significantly higher if
these condulets were increased to 6" diameter. The fact that the
detail requires an additional 1" of damming material not found in
the 6023 configurations further supports the adequacy of the
detail design.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The permanent damming
material required by the typical detail is a minimum 1" of ceramic
fiber damming on each side of the barrier. As discussed above in
the Seal Material and Depth section, the tested configurations
only contained damming on the exposed side of the assembly.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform better than the tested
configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in
a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall
configurations provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical
detail requires permanent damming in a symmetrical configuration
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regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail C2-2 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.5 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail C2-2

Typical Seal Detail C2-2 I Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) t

CABLES

RTV SILICONE

APPROX 1" DEPTH
KAOWOOL FIBER

"C" CONDULET

APPROX 1" DEPTH
KAOWOOL FIBER

DETAIL 02-2

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL
INTERNAL FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL INSIDE

VERTICAL CONDULET FITTING

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-2

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Any 3 Hour Fire Rated Barrier

B. Maximum 6" diameter condulet
Opening Size

C. Maximum Same as Maximum
Free Area Opening Size

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 100% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 6" (min.) Dow Coming 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material 1" ceramic fiber dammng required
and Depth on each side of assembly

I. Orientation Horizontal or Vertical

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests CTP-1001A,
1CF0277001 and 1CC0386023
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TABLE 3.2.b.5 - Detail C2-2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test CTP-1001A CTP-1001A -CF0277001 ICC0386023
Parameters Assembly Pen. 6.1 Pen. 6.2 Pen. 4 and 10 Pen. 1

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1 '-0" Concrete 0'-8" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.20 ft 0.20 ft 0.20 ft 0.78 ft

Maximum Opening Size (6" dia. conduit) (6" dia. conduit) (6" dia. sleeve) (12" dia. corebore)

Maximum Free Area N/A 0.20 ft2  N/A 0.67 ft2

M. mm00 ft2  NA NMaximum Spacing N/A 0.20 ft2  N/A N/A

Minimum Spacing N/A 0.20 ft2 N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants Multiple None Multiple 2

Types and Sizes of .Two conduits w/ condulet
Penetrants Cables N/A Cables on each end

(2" and 4")
0 - 100% Visual Fill

Cable Fill and Type Inside Conduit N/A 0 - 100% Visual Fill 50% Visual Fill
PE/PVC PE/PVC PEJPVC

-12" (min.) ICMS Product 50
Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 7" (min.) DC Silicone Foam (44.7 pcf) inside corebore

-Full depth D.C. silicone
foam inside each condulet

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber
Thickness (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) inside each condulet

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Conduit installed in unlined 1) Conduit installed in unlined 1) Corebore was unlined.

Comments 12" x 54" blockout. 12" x 54" blockout.
2) Limited "T" Rating
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3.2.b.6 Typical Seal Detail G1

This detail is not used at WBN for sealing penetrations and is
therefore not evaluated as part of this engineering report. If, in the
future, the need arises to install penetration seal configurations in
accordance with detail G1 then an engineering review of this detail
and supporting fire tests must be conducted.
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Figure 3.2.b.6 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail G1

Typical Seal Detail G1 Bounding Parameter

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

B. Maximum
Opening Size

C. Maximum
Free Area

D. Number, Type and
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill
and Type

G. Seal Material
and Depth

H. Damming Material
and Depth

I. Orientation

Comments:
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TABLE 3.2.b.6 - Detail G1 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test
Parameters Assembly

Barrier Const./Thk.

Maximum Opening Size .

Maximum Free Area

Maximum Spacing

Minimum Spacing

Number of Penetrants

Types and Sizes of
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type

Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and
Thickness

Orientation

Comments
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3.2.b.7 Typical Seal Detail J2

This detail is not used at WBN for sealing penetrations and is
therefore not evaluated as part of this engineering report. If, in the
future, the need arises to install penetration seal configurations in
accordance with detail J2 then an engineering review of this detail
and supporting fire tests must be conducted.
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Figure 3.2.b.7 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail J2

Typical Seal Detail J2 Bounding Parameter

4 1

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

B. Maximum
Opening Size

C. Maximum
Free Area

D. Number, Type and
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill
and Type

G. Seal Material
and Depth

H. Damming Material
and Depth -

Orientation

Comments:

I
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TABLE 3.2.b.7 - Detail J2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test
Parameters Assembly

Barrier Const./Thk.

Maximum Opening Size

Maximum Free Area

Maximum Spacing

Minimum Spacing

Number of Penetrants

Types and Sizes of
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type

Seal Material and Depth

Damming Material and
Thickness

Orientation

Comments

Eno
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3.2.b.8 Typical Seal Detail K1

Detail K1 consists of an internal seal for a open ended conduit.
When the seal assembly can be installed within the plane of the
barrier, only one seal assembly is required. Otherwise, a seal
assembly is required on both sides of the barrier. The seal consists
of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and 1" of ceramic fiber damming material on each side of the
penetration seal. The fire rating of this detail is justified by
comparison with the following tested configurations: Penetration 3 of
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICS879002
(hereinafter referred to as 9002). and Penetrations 4 and 10 of
Factory Mutual Research test ICF0277001 (hereinafter referred to as
7001). Penetration 3 from test 9002 tested a 4" diameter embedded
sleeve with 100% visual cable fill sealed with a 6" thickness of Dow
Corning 3-6548 silicone foam and 1" of damming material in a 12"
thick slab. Penetrations 4 and 10 from test 7001 tested 6" diameter
embedded sleeves each were constructed identically in an 8" thick
slab with each penetration being sealed with 7" of Dow Corning 3-
6548 silicone RTV foam and 1" of damming material Each
penetration contained 100% visual fill of Polyethylene insulated/PVC
jacketed cable.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 0'-8" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were performed in
both 0'-8" hollow core and 1-0" thick solid concrete slabs with the
entire seal thickness within the plane of the barrier. Based on
this, the typical detail will perform the same as the tested
configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of a 6" diameter conduit. This opening size is qualified by
penetrations 4 and 10 of test 7001.

C. Maximum Free Area: The maximum free area allowed by the
typical detail is 0.20 ft2 (6" dia.). This free area is qualified by test
7001, and ANI guidance, which provides that a qualified conduit
penetration seal of 100% cable fill of PE/PVC qualifies conduit
penetration seals to 0% cable fill. Based on this the typical detail
is expected to perform the same as the tested configurations.
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 100% visual fill. This is based on the testing of 100%
cable fill in penetrations 4 and 10 in test 7001, Penetration 3 in
test 9002 and ANI guidance per the discussion above under
"Free Area". Based on this, the typical detail will perform the
same as the tested configurations.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The detail requires a minimum 6"
thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with 1" of
ceramic fiber damming on each side of the seal. A single seal
assembly is required when installed within the plane of the
barrier. Otherwise a seal assembly is required on both sides of
the barrier. The overall seal depth for both the tested and detail
configurations is 8", which is supported by penetrations 4 and 10
of test 7001. These penetrations were tested with 7" of silicone
foam and 1" of damming, however the detail seal is expected to
perform better than the test seals due to the additional 1" of
damming provided in the detail. Based on the performance of
damming material in other penetrations, 1" of damming will
provide better fire resistance than 1" of foam. Therefore, the
detail will perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The permanent damming
material required by the typical detail is a minimum 1" of ceramic
fiber damming on each side of the seal. As discussed above in
the Seal Material and Depth section, the tested configurations
only contained damming on the exposed side of the assembly.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform better than the tested
configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in
a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall
configurations provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical
detail requires permanent damming in a symmetrical configuration
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regardless of orientation Based on this, the typical detail will
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail K1 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.8 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail K1

Typical Seal Detail K1 Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) .

RIGID OR FLEX CONDUIT

6" MIN. DEPTH RTV FOAM

KAOVWOOL FIBER
APPROXIMATELY 1" DEPTH

BUSHING

- CABLES

KAOWOOL FIBER
APPROXIMATELY 1" DEPTH

DETAIL K1

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL
INTERNAL FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL INSIDE

OPEN ENDED CONDUIT

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-1

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

0'-8" (min.) Concrete barrier

B. Maximum 6" diameter conduit
Opening Size

C. Maximum Same as Maximum
Free Area Opening Size

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 100% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 6" (min.) Dow Corning 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material 1" ceramic fiber dammng required
and Depth on each side of assembly

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests 1CF0277001 and
1 CS0879002. If this seal is installed in the plane of
the barrier, it provides a seal for the entire barrier.
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TABLE 3.2.b.8 - Detail K1 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICS0879002 ICF0277001
Parameters Assembly Pen. 3 Pen. 4 and 10

Barrier Const.[Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 0'-8" Concrete
0.087 ftl 0.20 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (4" diameter conduit sleeve) (6" dia. sleeve)

Maximum Free Area N/A N/A

Maximum Spacing N/A N/A

Minimum Spacing N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of
Penetrants Cables Cables

Cable Fill and Type 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
PE/PVC PE/PVC

Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 7" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Fiber 1' Ceramic Damming Fiber
Thickness (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

Comments
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3.2.b.9 Typical Seal Detail L2

Detail L2 consists of a steel lined circular opening (conduit sleeve)
through a concrete barrier. This detail is for use in sealing sleeves
with a single penetrating conduit or radiax cable. The seal material
consists of a 12" minimum depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam with no permanent damming. The fire rating of this detail
is justified by comparison with the tested configurations identified as
Penetration 3 from test IC01091035, Penetration 1 from test
ICC0286016, Blockout 1 from test ICC0483032, Penetration 6.1.17
from test CTP-1076 and Penetration 2 from test 748-49. Penetration
3 from test IC01 091035 tested a 14" steel sleeve with no penetrating
items sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone
RTV Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 1 from test
ICC0286016 tested a 12" steel sleeve with a 2" diameter pipe
penetrant sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming. Blockout 1 from
test ICC0483032 tested a 28" x 8" unlined blockout with 24" x 6"
ladder back cable tray filled with 100% visual fill of cabling. The
blockout was sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent damming. Penetration 6.1.17
from test CTP-1076 tested a 9" thick silicone foam seal with no
damming material. The opening was a 12" diameter sleeve and the
penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The pipe was positioned in the
sleeve such that it was touching the sleeve on one side and had a
10" nominal annulus on the other side. Penetration 2 from test 748-
49 tested a 12" steel sleeve with an 8" diameter pipe penetrant
sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV
Foam and no permanent damming.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations were all performed
in a 1-0" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal thickness
within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the typical detail is
expected to perform the same as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 36" diameter. This limitation is based on the maximum
spacing allowed by this detail (14") in conjunction with the
maximum penetrant size allowed (8"). If these two conditions
exist in a conduit or radiax cable through sleeve application
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where the conduit or radiax cable and sleeve are concentric, the
resulting opening size is 36" in diameter (7.07 ft2). Successful
testing of configurations which support the 14" maximum spacing
and 8" maximum penetratnt size (discussed below) substantiate
this design. Therefore, the typical detail is expected to perform
similar to the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The maximum free area allowed by the
typical detail is 1.07 ft2 (154 In2 ). This is based on the maximum
free area tested in IC01091035, Penetration 3. Based on this, the
typical detail is expected to perform similar to the tested
configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: A single penetrating
conduit or radiax cable up to 8" in diameter is allowed by the
typical detail. This is supported by the tested configuration from
test report 748-49, Penetration 2, in which the penetrant, a 8" dry
pipe provides a conservative basis for allowed penetrating items
by the detail, as conduit larger than 6" in diameter and radiax
cable larger than 2" typically are not routed through conduit
sleeves. Based on this, the typical detail is expected to perform
similar to the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum spacing allowed between
the penetrating item and the sleeve is 14". This is supported by
the 14" diameter empty sleeve tested in IC01091035. The tested
configuration demonstrates that the 14" unsupported span of
material maintains sufficient structural integrity under test
conditions. The minimum spacing allowed between the
penetrating item and the sleeve is 0". This is supported by
Penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 which tested a 9" thick
silicone foam seal with no damming material. The opening was a
12" diameter sleeve and the penetrating item was a 2" pipe. The
pipe was positioned in the sleeve such that it was touching the
sleeve on one side and had a 10" nominal annulus on the other
side. No special sealing techniques were used in the areas with
no clearance in order to demonstrate that silicone foam, as
typically installed, is adequate for sealing penetrations with no
clearance between the penetration and penetrating items. Based
on this, the typical detail is expected perform similar to the tested
configurations.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable fill in the tested configuration
was 100% visual fill of polyethylene insulated/ PVC jacketed
(PE/PVC) cabling. ANI guidelines state that PE/PVC cable is the
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most combustible 'type of cabling available and that the use of
PE/PVC cabling in fire testing qualifies the use of any other type
of cable. Therefore, the detail allows up to 100% visual fill of any
type of cable.

G. Seal Material and Depth:The detail requires a minimum 12"
thickness of Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no
permanent damming. This is qualified by the 12" thickness of
Dow Corning DC 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and no permanent
damming for the referenced tested configurations. Based on this,
the typical detail is expected perform similar to the tested
configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
material is required by the typical detail. This is consistent with
the tested configurations. Based on this, the typical detail is
expected to perform the same as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provide the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
no permanent damming in a symmetrical configuration regardless
of orientation Based on this, the typical detail is expected to
perform the same as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail L2 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.9 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail L2

Typical Seal Detail L2 Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) , |

12" DOW CORNING 3-6548
RTV SILICONE FOAM

SMALLER CONDUIT
OR RADIAX RUN
THROUGH SLEEVE

CONDUIT SLEEVE THROUGH
CONCRETE OR CONCRETE
BLOCK WALLS & CONCRETE
FLOORS

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT SLEEVE WITH
CONDUIT OR RADIAX CABLE(S)

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-2

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Lined opening in a 1'-0" (min.)
barrier

B. Maximum 36" diameter
Opening Size

C. Maximum 14" annulus
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Single conduit or cable up to 8" in
Size of Penetrants diameter

E. Spacing of 14" maximum
Penetrants 0" minimum

F. Cable Fill 0% to 100% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 12" (min.) Dow Coming DC 3-6548
and Depth Silicone RTV Foam

H. Damming Material
and Depth

Orientation

Comments:

No Permanent Damming

Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Supported by Fire Tests ICC0483032,
ICC01091035, ICC0286016, CTP-1 076 and 748-49.

Engiq
Revis

DETAIL L2
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TABLE 3.2.b.9 - Detail L2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICC0483032 ICC01091035 ICC0286016 CTP-1076
Parameters Assembly Pen. 1 Pen. 3 Pen. 1 Pen. 6.1.17

Barrier Const./Thk. 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.55 ft' 1.07 fly 0.79 ft2  0.79 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (8" x 28" blockout') (1 4" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve) (12" diameter sleeve)
1.07 ft

Maximum Free Area 28 in2  (1 4" diameter sleeve) 5" annulus 10" annulus

Maximum spacing 2" 14" 5" 10"

Minimum Spacing 1" 14" 5" 0"

Number of Penetrants Single None Single Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray None (1) 2" dia. Pipe (1) 2" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

100% Visual Fill Inside Cable
Cable Fill and Type Tray N/A N/A N/A

12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam
Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 1/16"nom. Versilube G-351 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam,

applied to pipe,

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
i: Thickness :_ _ _ _ __:-

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Blockout opening was not 1) Opening was an empty 1) Bond-breaker material 1) No special sealing

Comments lined. sleeve. installed to allow axial techniques were used in
pipe movement. areas with small

clearances.
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TABLE 3.2.b.9 - Detail L2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test 748-49
Parameters I Assembly Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
0.79 ftW

Maximum Opening Size (12" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 2" annulus

Maximum Spacing 2"

Minimum Spacing 2"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 8" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation- Floor/Ceiling

Comments
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3.2. b.D Typical Seal Detail L4-1

Detail L4-1 consists of an internal seal for a conduit. The seal
consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning 170 Silicone
Elastomer and a 1" thickness of ceramic fiber temporary damming
material. The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with
the following tested configurations: Penetrations 1 and 2 from
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICCO386021
(hereinafter referred to as 6021) which tested 6" long 6" diameter
embedded sleeves with cable bundles utilizing a seal consisting of 6"
of Dow Corning 170 Silicone Elastomer with temporary damming
material. Penetration 1 contained 25% cross sectional (62.5%
visual) cable fill and Penetration 2 contained 50% cross sectional
(125% visual) cable fill and Penetration 1 from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0286018 (hereinafter
referred to as 6018) which tested a seal in a 12" long 6" diameter
embedded sleeve without any penetrants and was sealed with 6" of
Dow Corning 170 Silicone Elastomer.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 6" of concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations in test 6021 were
performed in a 6" thick solid concrete slab with the entire seal
thickness within the plane of the barrier. Based on this, the
typical seal detail will perform the same as the tested
configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 0.20 ft2 (6" diameter ). This is qualified by penetration 1 of
test 6018 which tested a seal in a 6" diameter embedded sleeve.
Penetration 1 had no penetrants and was sealed with 6" of
silicone elastomer. The concern addressed by maximum opening
size is the ability for the seal to structurally support itself. The
seal did not allow the passage of flame or water and is therefore
adequate for justification of the maximum opening size allowed by
the detail.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum free
area allowed by the typical detail (a 6" conduit) is justified by the
maximum opening size tested in Penetration 1 of test 6018.
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D. Number, Size and TVpe of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Soacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 125% visual fill. This is based on the testing of 0% in
penetration 1 of test 6018 and 125% cable fill in penetration 2 of
test 6021.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The typical seal detail requires conduits
to be sealed with a minimum 6" thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard
170 Silicone Elastomer within the plane of the barrier. Note this
seal detail is not for installations outside the plane of the barrier.

The seal material and depth is the same as penetrations 1 and 2
from test 6021 and penetration 1 from test 6018. Therefore, the
detail seal will perform the same as the test ed confurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: Permanent damming
material is not required. Where damming material remains in
place a 1" minimum of ceramic fiber is required.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in
a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall
configurations provided the assembly is symmetrical.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail L4-1 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.10 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail L4-1

Typical Seal Detail L4-1 Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) _

CABLES

6" MIN. DEPTH
SILICONE
ELASTOMER

1" CARBORUNDUM
FIBERFRAX

DETAIL L4-1

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL
INTERNAL FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL INSIDE THE BARRIER

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-2

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

6" (min.) concrete barrier

B. Maximum 6" diameter conduit
Opening Size

C. Maximum 6" diameter conduiUsleeve
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 125% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 6" (min.) Dow Corning Sylgard 170
and Depth Silicone Elastomer

H. Damming Material 1" ceramic fiber damming
and Depth (temporary)

1. Orientation Horizontal or Vertical

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests,
1CC0286018 and 1CC0386021
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TABLE 3.2.b.10 - Detail L4-1 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICC0286018 ICC0386021 ICC0386021
Parameters Assembly Pen. 1 Pen. I Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 0'-6" Concrete 0'-6" Concrete
0.20 ftl 0.20 ft 0.20 ftl

Maximum Opening Size (6" dia. sleeve) (6" dia. sleeve) (6" dia. sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 0.20 ft2  N/A N/A

Maximum Spacing 0.20 ft2  N/A N/A
.2

Minimum Spacing 0.20 ft2  N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants None Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of
Penetrants N/A Cables Cables

Cable Fill and Type 0% Filllnside Sleeve 25%Cross Sectional 50%Cross Sectional
(62.5% Visual Fill) (125% Visual Fill)

Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone
Elastomer Elastomer Elastomer

Damming Material and Temporary Damming Temporary Damming Temporary Damming
Thickness-

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

Comments
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3.2.b.11 Typical Seal Detail L4-2

Detail L4-2 consists of an internal seal for a conduit. The seal
consists of a 6" minimum depth of Dow Corning 170 Silicone
Elastomer and a 1" thickness of ceramic fiber temporary damming
material. The fire rating of this detail is justified by comparison with
the following tested configurations: Penetrations 1 and 2 from
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICCO386021
(hereinafter referred to as 6021) which tested 6" long 6" diameter
steel sleeves with cable bundles utilizing a seal consisting of 6" of
Dow Corning 170 Silicone Elastomer with temporary damming
material. Penetration 1 contained 25% cross sectional (62.5%
visual) cable fill and Penetration 2 contained 50% cross sectional
(125% visual) cable fill. Penetrations 1 and 6 from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0286018 (hereinafter
referred to as 6018). Penetration 1 tested a 12" long 6" diameter
embedded sleeve without any penetrants and was sealed with 6" of
Dow Corning 170 Silicone Elastomer. Penetration 6 tested a 5' long
6" diameter embedded steel conduit containing a 50% cross
sectional (125% visual) cable fill and was sealed at both ends with 4"
of Dow Corning 170 Silicone Elastomer and a 1" thickness of glass
fiber permanent damming material (Pittsburg Corning's Temp- Mat).

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The barrier may be of any (ASTM
E-1 19) rated configuration up to 3 hour maximum. This is
acceptable based on the typical detail configuration (i.e. seals are
internal conduit seals and seals are outside the plane of the
barrier).

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 0.20 ft2 (6" dia.). This is qualified by penetration 1 of test
6018. Penetration 1 had no penetrants and was sealed with 6" of
silicone elastomer. The concern addressed by maximum opening
size is the ability for the seal to structurally support itself. The
seal did not allow the passage of flame or water and is therefore
adequate for justification of the maximum opening size allowed by
the detail.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free area characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail (a 6" conduit) is justified by
the maximum opening size tested with penetration 1 of test 6018.
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. -Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 125% visual fill. This is based on the testing of 125%
cable fill in penetrations 2 & 6 of tests 6021 & 6018, respectively
and 0% in penetration 1 of test 6018.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The typical seal detail requires
conduits to be sealed with a minimum 6" thickness of Dow
Corning Sylgard 170 Silicone Elastomer on each side of the
barrier at the first available opening. Note this detail is not for
installations within the plane of the barrier.

The seal material and depth is the same as penetrations 1 and 2
from test 6021 and penetration 1 from test 6018. Penetration 6
from test 6018 was tested at a depth of 4" with a seal on both
sides of the slab. This configuration successfully passed the fire
test, therefore bounding the 6" minimum depth and two (2) seals
of the typical detail. Therefore, the detail seal will perform better
than the tested configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: Permanent damming
material is not required. Where damming material remains in
place a 1" minimum of ceramic fiber is required.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in
a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall
configurations provided the assembly is symmetrical.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail L4-2 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.11 - Limiting Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail L4-2

Typical Seal Detail L4-2 Limiting Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

CABLES -

CONDUIT -

6" MIN. DEPTH
SILICONE
ELASTOMER -

1" CARBORUNDUM
FIBERFRAX
DAMMING

DETAIL L4-2

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL
INTERNAL FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL OUTSIDE THE BARRIER

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-2

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

Any Fire Rated Barrier
Up To 3 HR.

B. Maximum 6" diameter conduit
Opening Size

C. Maximum 6" diameter
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 125% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 6" (min.) each side with Dow
and Depth Corning 170 Silicone Elastorner

H. Damming Material 1" ceramic fiber damming
and Depth (temporary)

Horizontal or Vertical
I. Orientation

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests 1CC0286018 and
1 CC0386021

A
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TABLE 3.2.b.11 - Detail L4-2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Limiting Fire Test ICC0286018 ICCO286018 ICC0386021 ICCO386021
Parameters I Assembly Pen. 1 Pen. 6 Pen. 1 Pen. 2

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 0'-6" Concrete 0'-6" Concrete
0.20 ft 0.20 ft2  0.20 ft2  0.20 ftl

Maximum Opening Size (6" dia. sleeve) (6" dia. conduit) (6" dia. sleeve) (6" dia. sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 0.20 ft2  N/A N/A N/A

Maximum Spacing 0.20 ft2  N/A N/A N/A

Minimum Spacing 0.20 ft2  N/A N/A N/A

Number of Penetrants None Multiple Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of
Penetrants None Cables Cables Cables

Cable Fill and Type 0% FillInside Sleeve 50% Cross Sectional 25% Cross Sectional 50% Cross Sectional
(125% Visual Fill) (62.5% Visual Fill) (125% Visual Fill)

Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) DC Silicone 4" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone 6" (min.) DC Silicone
Elastomer Elastomer with one seal on Elastomer Elastomer

each side of the slab

Damming Material and Temporary Damming 1" Glass Fiber Temporary Damming Temporary Damming
Thickness Damming

(Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) 5' long embedded conduit

Comments sealed on both sides of
the test slab
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3.2.b.12 Typical Seal Detail N4-1

Detail N4-1 consists of an internal seal for a conduit. The seal
consists of a 2" minimum depth of Dow Corning 96-081 RTV
Adhesive/Sealant or Dow Corning 732 RTV Adhesive/Sealant Caulk
and a 1" thickness of ceramic fiber damming material (on each side
of caulk, vertical requires bottom side only). The fire rating of this
detail is justified by comparison with the following tested
configurations: Penetration 6 from Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICS879002 (hereinafter referred to as 9002)
and Penetration 4 from Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL)
test ICC1088024 (hereinafter referred to as 8024). Penetration 6 of
test 9002 tested a 12" long, 4" diameter embedded steel conduit.
The conduit was penetrated by 100% visual loading of cable and
sealed with 2" of Dow Corning 96-081 RTV Adhesive Sealant and 1"
thickness of Carborundum Fiberfrax Durablanket. Penetration 4 of
test 8024 tested a 12" long 3" diameter steel sleeve penetrated by
three (3) 0.375" instrument lines positioned along the inside surface
of the sleeve and sealed with 2" of Dow Corning 795 RTV Adhesive
Sealant and 1" thickness of Carborundum Fiberfrax Durablanket.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 12" of concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
and maintain the minimum required seal thickness inside the
plane of the barrier. The tested configurations in test 9002 and
8024 were performed in a 12" thick solid concrete slab with the
entire seal thickness within the plane of the barrier. Based on
this, the typical seal detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum 4"
diameter conduit. This is qualified by Penetration 6 from test
9002.

C. Maximum Free Area: The maximum free area allowed by the
typical detail is 0.087 ft (4" diameter conduit). This free area is
qualified by tests 9002, 6015 and 6017. Industry testing and ANI
guidance support the position that conduit penetration seals with
cable fills, represent a worse case configuration and qualify like
configurations with the same or lesser fill. Restated, a qualified
conduit penetration seal of 100% cable fill of PE/PVC qualifies
conduit penetration seals to 0% cable fill. Penetration 4 of test
8024 demonstrates the structural integrity of the subject seal
configuration in a configuration that typifies an empty conduit
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sleeve to 3" diameter. Based on this the typical detail will perform
at least as well as the tested configurations

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 100% Visual Fill. This is based on the testing of 100%
visual cable fill in penetration 6 of test 9002 and the discussion
above in "Free Area". The tested cabling was PVC jacketed
which is very similar to WBN cabling with respect to fuel
contribution and auto-ignition temperature. The tested cable type
and fill therefore bound the cable type and fill allowed by the
detail. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least as
well as the tested configuration.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The typical detail requires conduits to
be sealed with a minimum 2" thickness of Dow Corning 96-081 or
732 RTV Adhesive/Sealant with 1" ceramic fiber damming
material installed on each side of the seal material for wall or
ceiling, bottom only for floor orientation with the seal assembly
installed within the plane of the barrier. This is the same as
tested by Penetration 6 of test 9002. Based on this, the typical
detail will perform at least as well as the tested configuration.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The detail requires 1"
ceramic fiber damming material to be installed on the bottom in
floor orientations and on both sides of the seal material in wall
orientations. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least
as well as the tested configuration.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in
a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall:
configurations provided the assembly is symmetrical. The detail
requires that damming material be installed on both sides of the
seal material when installed in other than a floor orientation.
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Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail N4-1 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.12 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail N4-1

Typical Seal Detail N4-1 Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration) _

CABLES

DETAIL N4-1
ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL

INTERNAL (FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL) INSIDE THE BARRIER
UTILIZING CAULK

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-4

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

12" concrete barrier

B. Maximum 4" diameter conduit
Opening Size

C. Maximum 4" diameter conduitsleeve
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 100% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 2" (min.) Dow Corning 96-081 or
and Depth 732 RTV Adhesive/Sealant

H. Damming Material 1 " ceramic fiber damming (on
and Depth each side of caulk, floor requires

bottom side only)

i. Orientation Horizontal or Vertical

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests, 1CS879002 and
1CC1088024. This seal is installed in the barrier
and provides a seal for the entire barrier.
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TABLE 3.2.b.12 - Detail N4-1 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICS879002 ICC1088024
Parameters Assembly Pen. 6 Pen. 4

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.087 ft 0.049 ft'

Maximum Opening Size (4" diameter conduit sleeve) (3" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area N/A 0.047 ft2

Maximum Spacing N/A 2.625"

Minimum Spacing N/A N/Al

Number of Penetrants Multiple Three

Types and Sizes of 3/8" instrument lines
Penetrants Cables

Cable Fill and Type 100% Visual Fill N/A
PVC Jacket

Seal Material and Depth Dow Corning 96-081 Dow Corning 795
2" Thickness 2" Thickness

Damming Material and Carborundum Fiberfrax Carborundum Fiberfrax
-.Thickness Durablanket Durablanket

- 1" Thickness 1" Thickness

Orientation Floor Floor
1) Electrical conduit sleeve 1) Not available from test

Comments flush with barrier, seal was review.
installed flush with barrier
on unexposed side.
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3.2.b.13 Typical Seal Detail N4-2

Detail N4-2 consists of an internal seal for a conduit. The seal
consists of a 2" minimum depth of Dow Corning 96-081 RTV
Adhesive/Sealant or Dow Corning 732 RTV Adhesive/Sealant Caulk
and a 1" thickness of ceramic fiber damming material (on each side
of caulk, vertical requires bottom side only). The fire rating of this
detail is justified by comparison with the following tested
configurations: Penetration 6 from Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) test ICS879002 (hereinafter referred to as 9002),
Penetration 4 from Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test
ICC0386017 (hereinafter referred to as 6017), Penetration 4 from
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC0186015
(hereinafter referred to as 601 5) and Penetration 4 from Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) test ICC1088024 (hereinafter
referred to as 8024). Penetration 6 of test 9002 tested a 12" long, 4"
diameter embedded steel conduit. The conduit was penetrated by
100% visual loading of cable and sealed with 2" of Dow Corning 96-
081 RTV Adhesive Sealant and 1" thickness of Carborundum
Fiberfrax Durablanket. Penetration 4 from test 6017 tested an 8"
sleeved opening penetrated by a 4" diameter steel flexible conduit
with 50% cross sectional (125% visual) cable fill. Each end of the
conduit was sealed outside the plane of the slab with a 2" thickness
of Dow Corning 732 adhesive/sealant and Pittsburg Corning Temp-
Mat damming material. Penetration 4 from test 6015 tested a 12"
sleeved opening penetrated by a 4" rigid steel conduit. The conduit
was sealed at both ends with 2" of Dow Corning 732 RTV
adhesive/sealant and a 1" thickness of glass fiber permanent
damming material (Pittsburg Corning's Temp- Mat). Penetration 4 of
test 8024 tested a 12" long, 3" diameter steel sleeve penetrated by
three (3) 0.375" instrument lines positioned along the inside surface
of the sleeve and sealed with 2" of Dow Corning 795 RTV Adhesive
Sealant and 1" thickness of Carborundum Fiberfrax Durablanket.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The barrier may be of any
(ASTM E-1 19) rated configuration up to 3 hour maximum. This is
acceptable based on the typical detail configuration (i.e. seals are
internal conduit seals and seals are outside the plane of the
barrier). The construction of the barrier has little affect on these
internal conduit seals as they are installed outside the plane of
the barrier.
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B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum 4"
diameter conduit. This is qualified by referenced tests 9002,
6015 and 6017.

C. Maximum Free Area: The maximum free area allowed by the
typical detail is 0.087 ft2 (4" diameter conduit). This free area is
qualified by tests 9002, G015 and 6017. Industry testing and ANI
guidance support the position that conduit penetration seals with
cable fills, represent a worse case configuration and qualify like
configurations with the same or lesser fill. Restated, a qualified
conduit penetration seal of 100% cable fill of PE/PVC qualifies
conduit penetration seals to 0% cable fill. Penetration 4 of test
8024 demonstrates the structural integrity of the subject seal
configuration in a configuration that typifies an empty conduit
sleeve to 3" diameter. Based on this the typical detail will perform
at least as well as the tested configurations

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Allowable penetrants are
cable. See "Cable Fill and Type".

E. Spacing of Penetrants: Maximum spacing is not applicable to
this typical detail since it is an internal conduit seal and only
contains cable.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable loading allowed by the detail
is 0% to 125% Visual Fill. This is based on the testing of 125%
visual cable fill in penetration 4 of test 6017 and the discussion
above in "Free Area". The tested cabling was PVC jacketed
which is very similar to WBN cabling with respect to fuel
contribution and auto-ignition temperature. The tested cable type
and fill therefore bound the cable type and fill allowed by the
detail. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least as
well as the tested configurations.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The typical seal detail requires
conduits to be sealed with a minimum 2" thickness of Dow
Corning 96-081 RTV Adhesive/Sealant or Dow Corning 732 RTV
Adhesive/Sealant Caulk on each side of the barrier at the first
available opening. Note this tyical detail is not for installations
within the plane of the barrier.

The seal material and depth is supported by the referenced
tested configurations in test 6017. Therefore, the detail seal will
perform at least as well as the tested configuration.
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H. Damming Material and Thickness: The detail requires 1"
ceramic fiber damming material to be installed on the bottom in
floor orientations and on both sides of the seal material in wall
orientations. Based on this, the typical detail will perform at least
as well as the tested configurations.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a vertical or horizontal orientation. This is acceptable
based on the fact that the tested configurations were all tested in
a floor orientation which is accepted as the worst case
configuration. Industry guidance allows configurations tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation to be used as a basis to support wall
configurations provided the assembly is symmetrical. Damming is
required on each side in wall applications which creates a
symmetrical configuration. The detail will therefore perform at
least as well as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail N4-2 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.13 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail N4-2

Typical Seal Detail N4-2 IBounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

CABLES

CONDUIT MAYBE
OPENDED, CONDULET
OR EYS

2" MIN. DEPTH
D.C. 96-08 1 OR
D.C. 732 RTV
ADHESIVE/SEALANT
CAULK

1' CARBORUNDUM
F IBE RFRAX

DETAIL N4-2

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SEAL
INTERNAL (FIRE AND PRESSURE SEAL) OUTSIDE THE BARRIER

AT THE FIRST AVAILABLE OPENING UTILIZZING CAULK

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-4

A. Barrier Construction
Thickness

/ Any Fire Rated Barrier
Up to 3 hr.

B. Maximum 4" diameter conduit
Opening Size _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

C. Maximum 4" diameter
Free Area

D. Number, Type and Cable
Size of Penetrants _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

E. Spacing of Not Applicable
Pen et rants

F. Cable Fill 0% to 125% Visual Fill of WBN
and Type Cabling

G. Seal Material 2" (min.) each side Dow Corning
and Depth 96-081 or Dow Corning 732 RTV

Adhesive/Sealant Caulk

H. Damming Material 1 " ceramic fiber damming on each
and Depth side of caulk, floor/vertical

____ requires bottom side only)

1.Orientation Horizontal or Vertical

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests , 1CS879002
1CC0386017, 1CC0186015 and 1CC1088024.

En g i W
Revision: ()

I
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TABLE 3.2.b.13 - Detail N4-2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test ICS879002 ICC0386017 ICC0186015 ICC1088024
Parameters Assembly Pen. 6 Pen. 4 Pen. 4 Pen. 4

Barrier Const./Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0' Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
0.087 ft' 0.087 ftl 0.087 ftl 0.049 ftW

Maximum Opening Size (4" dia. conduit sleeve) (4" dia. flexible conduit) (4" dia. conduit) (" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area N/A N/A N/A .0.047 ft2

Maximum Spacing N/A N/A N/A 2.625"

Minimum Spacing N/A N/A N/A N/A1

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple 41 Three

Types and Sizes of 3/8" instrument lines
Penetrants Cables Cables Cables

50% Cross Sectional
Cable Fill and Type 100% Visual Fill (125% Visual Fill) N/A

PVC Jacket PVC Jacket PVC Jacket

Seal Material and Depth Dow Corning 96-081 (2) Dow Corning 732 (2) Dow Corning 732 Dow Corning 795
2" Thickness 2" Thicknesses 2" Thicknesses 2" Thickness

Damming Material and Carborundum Fiberfrax Pittsburg Corning Pittsburg Corning Carborundum Fiberfrax
Thickness Durablanket Temp-MAT, 1" Thickness Temp-MAT Durablanket

1" Thickness 1" Thickness

Orientation : Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Electrical conduit sleeve 1) Flexible conduit 1) Rigid conduit penetrated a 1) Not available from test

Comments flush with barrier, seal was penetrated a sealed sealed opening and was review.
installed flush with barrier opening and was sealed sealed on exposed and
on unexposed side. on exposed and unexposed sides.

unexposed sides.
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3.2.b.14 Typical Seal Detail P4

Detail P4 consists of a spare conduit sleeve in a concrete barrier.
The spare conduit sleeve is sealed with steel conduit plugs/caps on
both sides of the barrier. The fire rating of this detail is justified by
comparison with the tested configurations identified as Penetrations
5 and 27 from fire test TS-TP-0006-12-77 and Penetration 9 from test
ICC01091035. Penetration 5 was a 4" diameter spare conduit sleeve
sealed with plugs on both sides of 24" thick test slab. Penetration 27
was also a 4" diameter spare conduit sleeve sealed with plugs on
both sides, but penetration 27 passed through an 8" thick section of
the test slab. Penetration 9 from test ICC01091035 was a 6"
diameter spare conduit sleeve sealed with plugs on both sides of a
12" thick test slab.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: The detail requires a minimum
barrier thickness of 1-0" concrete to achieve a 3 hour fire rating
for 6" diameter spare sleeves, and a minimum 8" thick concrete
barrier to achieve a 3 hour fire rating for 4" diameter spare
sleeves and smaller. These limitations are based on the tested
configurations referenced above and the justifications provided
below in the Seal Material and Depth section. Based on this, the
typical detail will perform at least as well as the tested
configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The detail allows a maximum opening
size of 6" diameter spare conduit sleeves for 1-0" thick barriers
and 4" diameter for 8" thick barriers. These limitations are based
on the tested configurations referenced above and the
justifications provided below in the Seal Material and Depth
section. Based on this, the typical detail is expected to perform
similar to the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: As identified in section 3.1 of this report,
the maximum free are characteristic for pipe/sleeve penetrations
is expressed in terms of maximum annulus. The maximum
annulus allowed by the typical detail is the same as the maximum
opening size. This is based on the opening sizes tested and the
fact that no penetrating items are allowed by the typical detail.
Based on the discussion contained in the Maximum Opening Size
section above, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configurations.
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: No penetrating items are
allowed as this detail is for sealing spare conduit sleeves. This is
consistent with the supporting fire tested configurations, and is
therefore acceptable.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The maximum and minimum spacing
limitations are not applicable to this typical detail as no
penetrating items are allowed.

F. Cable Fill and Type: The cable fill limitation is not applicable
to this design, since the typical detail is for sealing spare conduit
sleeves.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The detail requires steel conduit
plugs/caps to be installed on both sides of the barrier. This
design is consistent with the tested configurations referenced
above. As for the limitations regarding spare conduit size and
minimum barrier thickness, both 4" and 6" diameter sleeves are
addressed below.

The 4" diameter tested configurations from TS-TP-0006-12-77
provide unexposed side temperature points at three hours for 12"
and 24" thick barriers. Based on the favorable limiting endpoint
temperature of the 4" sleeve in the 12" barrier (2800F at 3 hours),
it is reasonable to expect limiting endpoint temperatures in an 8"
barrier to be in the range of 4000 F if tested for three hours.
Unexposed side temperatures above 4000F would still be
acceptable based on the discussions provided below for 6"
diameter spare sleeves in 12" barriers. Therefore, the limiting
parameters for 4" sleeves in 8" barriers are considered
acceptable.

The tested configuration of a 6" spare sleeve in a 12" test slab
demonstrates that the passage of flame, smoke, hot gas and hose
stream is not a concern for spare conduit sleeves sealed in
accordance with this typical detail. However, applying ASTM E-
814-83 limiting endpoint criteria, the test shows that the
configurations fails the T rating requirements based on the 5490F
average unexposed surface temperature at 3 hours. WBN
acceptance of this typical detail is based on applying IEEE 634-
1978 temperature limits (7000F) to spare conduit sleeve seals.
The justification for this approach is that this configuration by
design excludes any combustible material from passing through
the penetration. The components of the seal assembly are also
non-combustible. Therefore, the nearest source of combustible
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material in this configuration as it appears in the plant
environment would be exposed cabling penetrating non-spare
conduits in the general vicinity of the spare conduit -sleeve.
Therefore, applying the IEEE 634-1978 temperature criteria to
spare conduit sleeves is an acceptable approach. Based on this
position, the typical detail will perform at least as well as the
tested configurations.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: There is no permanent
damming material associated with this design. This is consistent
with the supporting fire tested configurations, and is therefore
acceptable.

I. Orientation: The detail allows the seal to be installed in
either a wall or floor/ceiling orientation. This is acceptable based
on the fact that the tested configurations were tested in a floor
orientation which is accepted as the worst case configuration.
Industry guidance allows configurations tested in the floor/ceiling
orientation to be used as a basis to support wall configurations
provided the assembly is symmetrical. The typical detail requires
conduit plugs to be installed on both sides of the barrier
regardless of orientation. Based on this, the typical detail will
perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Based on the comparisons with tested configurations
and the justifications provided, typical detail P4 is considered to be
qualified for a fire endurance rating of 3 hours.
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Figure 3.2.b.14 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail P4

Typical Seal Detail P4 1Bounding Parameter
(3 Hour Configuration)

CAPPED ON EACH END WITH METAL CAPS
OR (CROUSE-HINDS TYPE PLG PLUG).

DETAIL P4
ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PENETRATION SSEAL
VERTICAL / HORIZONTAL THREADED PLUG

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-4

A. Barrier Construction /
Thickness

1-0" (min.) Concrete for
6" dia. spares

8" (min.) Concrete for
4" and smaller spares

B. Maximum 6" diameter or 4" diameter as
Opening Size determined by barrier thickness

C. Maximum 6" diameter or 4" diameter as
Free Area determined by barrier thickness

D. Number, Type and No penetrating items allowed
Size of Penetrants

E. Spacing of Not applicable based on no
Penetrants allowable penetrating items

F. Cable Fill Not applicable based on no
and Type allowable penetrating items

G. Seal Material Steel Conduit Plugs/Caps installed
and Depth on both sides of the barrier

H. Damming Material No Permanent Damming
and Depth

- Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling

Comments: Supported by Fire Tests TS-TP-0006-12-77 and
ICC01 091035.
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TABLE 3.2.b.14 - Detail P4 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test TS-TP-0006-12-77 TS-TP-0006-12-77 ICCO1091035
Parameters Assembly Pen. 5 Pen. 27 Pen. 9

Barrier Const.fThk. 2'-0" Concrete 1-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete

Maximum Opening Size 4" diameter 4" diameter 6" diameter

Maximum Free Area 4" diameter 4" diameter 6" diameter

Maximum Spacing N/A1  N/Al N/Al

Minimum Spacing N/A1  N/A1  N/A1

Number of Penetrants None Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of
Penetrants None None None

Cable Fill and Type None None None

Seal Material and Depth Steel Conduit Plugs/Caps Steel Conduit Plugs/Caps Steel Conduit Plugs/Caps
Both Side of Barrier Both Side of Barrier Both Side of Barrier

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

1) Not Applicable to this 1) Not Applicable to this 1) Not Applicable to this
Comments configuration. configuration. configuration.
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3.3 TYPE 13 TYPICAL DETAILS

Details in this section have been revised with an enhanced format
to aid presentation of additional data and evaluations to support
qualification of the typical details.

3.3.a. Mechanical

There were no WBN mechanical details identified as type
B Typical Details.

3.3.b. Electrical

This section includes electrical details, identified as Type
B Typical Details which require additional data and
evaluation to support qualification of the detail.
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Figure 3.3.b.1 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail Al

Typical Seal Detail Al I
(Rated for 3 Hours in a 3 Hour Rated Barrier) I Parameter Qualified by Test I WBN Configuration

1" THICK KAOWOOL FIBER
AND/OR BLANKET

DETAIL Al

ELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY PENETRATION SEAL
WITH OR WITHOUT CABLE TRAY INSIDE BARRIER

A.

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-1
Comments:

Barrier
Construction/

Thickness
Lined opening in a
12' concrete barrier

Unlined opening in a
12' (3 hr) concrete

barrier

B. Maximum 6" x 20' cable slot 5' x 20' cable slot
Opening Size (120 in2) (100 in2 )

C. Maximum N/A N/A
Free Area

D. No., Size, Type N/A N/A
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A N/A
Penetrants

30% for V4N5
F. Cable Fill 100% Visual Fill 60% V1PI2N3

of tray area:

G. Seal Material 12" (min) silicone 12" (min) silicone
and Depth foam foam

Damming 1" ceramic fiber board 1' ceramic fiber board
H. Material each side each side

and Depth

I. Orientation Wall Wall

Primary Fire Test IC01091035 (PSS4) for 3 hour
J. Qualifying applications

Test(s)
Additional

K. Supporting Fire Test IC01091035 (PSS1 and PSS2)
Information

Engq
Revis
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3.3.b.1 Typical Seal Detail Al

Detail Description: Detail Al consists of an unlined cable
slot in a concrete or concrete block wall. The cable tray on
each side of the wall may extend into the barrier, however,
in no case does the tray run continuously through the
barrier. The seal material consists of a 12" minimum depth
of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and 1" of non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming board on each side of
the penetration. In addition to the two (2) damming boards,
WBN installations of this typical detail have a third
component of damming on the backside of the silicone RTV
foam seal when the wall thickness is 18" or greater. This
additional damming material is 1" thick non-combustible
ceramic fiber blanket and/or ceramic fiber board. This
additional damming material was used to dam the opening
prior to installation of the seal material and was left in place.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is
qualified by comparison with the following tested
configurations:

* Tested configuration PSS4 from test IC01091035 which
used 12" silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming
board on the exposed side of the penetration. This test
did not have a cable tray in the cable tray penetration
slot.

* Tested configuration PSS2 from test IC01091035 which
used 12" silicone foam and no permanent damming.
While this tested configuration had high temperatures on
the unexposed side at the power cables, the results can
be used in conjunction with PSS4 from the same test to
demonstrate the significant increase in seal performance
when a single damming board is added to the exposed
side of the penetration.

* Tested configuration PSS1 from test IC01091035 which
used 9" silicone foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming
board on both sides of the penetration.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot
lined with 1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill
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equal to 100% visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling.
PSS4 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The cable slot
identified as PSS4 was seated with 12" of silicone foam and
1" of refractory ceramic fiber board (Carborundum
Duraboard LD) damming.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS2) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot
lined with 1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill
equal to 100% visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling.
PSS2 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The cable slot
identified as PSS2 was sealed with 12" of silicone foam and
no permanent damming.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS1) tested a 24" x 24" blockout
lined with 1/4" steel. The blockout was subdivided into two
12" x 24" openings with an 18 GA sheet steel divider. Each
subdivided opening contained a 4" x 18" cable tray (one
solid back and one ladder back) with 134% visual (67%
actual) loading of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS1 was tested
in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as PSS1
was sealed with an 8-3/4" (+/- 1/8") depth of silicone foam
and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board (Carborundum
Duraboard LD) damming on each side of the penetration.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding
parameters for typical detail Al based on the supporting fire
tested configurations.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire
tested configurations were tested in a 12" poured
concrete slab. Cable slots at WBN which are sealed
with typical detail Al penetrate poured concrete walls
which are a minimum of 12" thick for 3 hour
applications.

Fire tested configurations included cable slots which
were lined with 1/4" thick steel. Cable slots which are
seal with typical detail Al at WBN are unlined
openings. Penetrations in unlined openings provide
superior performance compared to similar
configurations installed in lined openings. Therefore,
WBN applications perform better than tested
configurations.
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Each of the tested configurations was tested as a
single opening, while WBN applications are either
single cable slots or arrays of single cable slots. WBN
arrays of single cable slots are bounded by the
successful tested configurations and the following.

WBN arrays of cable slots range from single slots to
three (3) by four (4) arrays of twelve individual cable
slots. Arrays of cable slots are separated by a 6" width
of concrete between the short side of the slots and a 7"
width of concrete between the long sides of the slots.
The more severe condition is the 7" width of concrete
which separates the long side of the cable slots due
the length of this area and the concentration of
combustible cable jacketing on both sides of the area.
WBN arrays of multiple cable slots are bounded by
PSS1 from test IC01091035. As described earlier,
PSS1 tested a 24" x 24" blockout with two (2) 18" x 4"
cable trays each loaded with 134% visual fill of WBN
specific cabling. The trays were positioned inside the
blockout with 8" of silicone foam in between the- long
sides of the trays. The entire blockout was sealed with
an 8-3/4" depth of silicone foam and 1" of refractory
ceramic fiber board damming on each side of the
penetration. Unexposed side temperatures recorded
by three (3) thermocouples in the area between the
cable trays were significantly below the 7000 F limiting
endpoint temperature at the end of the three hour fire
endurance test (195 0F, 2490 F and 2850F).

Comparing the PSS1 test assembly to WBN
configurations of cable slot arrays, there are
enhancements inherent in the WBN design which
increase the fire resistance of the assembly, such as:

. WBN configurations with a 7" width of concrete
installed between cable slots provides a superior
heat sink compared to the 8" width of silicone foam
material between cable trays in the tested
configuration.

* WBN damming boards installed on the face of both
sides of the barrier overlap the edge of the cable
slot, thus shielding the concrete and seal. This
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separates the cable slots from direct flame
irnpingement.

Therefore, based on the acceptable temperatures
between cable trays in test IC01091035 (PSS1) and
considering the additional benefits of the WBN
configurations as identified above, WBN arrays of
cable slots will perform better than the tested
configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size:- Fire test configurations include
6" x 20" cable slots and a 24" x 24" blockout which was
subdivided into two (2) 12"x 24" openings. Cable slots
sealed with detail Al are 5" x 20", which is smaller than
the tested configurations. Tested penetrations of a
specific size bound similar configurations of equal or
smaller sizes. Therefore, WBN applications will perform
better than the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The bounding parameter for
maximum free area is not applicable to configurations
where the only penetrating item is cabling.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: This bounding
parameter is addressed by the bounding parameter for
cable fill and type (Refer to item F. below).

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The bounding parameter for
spacing of penetrants is not applicable to this typical
detail configuration. Spacing of penetrants for
configurations with cabling is addressed by the Cable Fill
and Type characteristic.

F. Cable Fill and Type: Fire tested configurations included
two (2) different percentages of cable fill. The cable
trays tested in PSS1 each had an 18" x 4" (3' usable)
cable tray which contained 134% visual fill (68.5%
actual; 36.99 in2 of cabling). The cable slots tested in
PSS2 and PSS4 each contained actual fill equal to
51.24% of the cross-sectional area of the cable slot
(61.489 in2 of cabling). WBN design guides for
installation of power cables (voltage level V4N5) have a
design limit which equals 30% of the allowable tray area,
20.25 in2 of cabling for a 18" x 4" tray (3.75" usable).
WBN design guides for installation of cables other than
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power cables (voltage level V1N2N3) have a design
limit which equals 60% of the allowable tray area, 40.50
in2 of cabling for a 18" x 4" tray (3.75" usable). Using
tested configurations of a specific percentage of cable fill
and type to bound similar configurations containing the
same or smaller percentages of cable fill is acceptable.
Therefore, WBN installations are bounded by the tested
configurations.

Cable types tested were PVC jacketed. This cable jacket
material is similar to the cable jacket materials used at
WBN with respect to auto-ignition temperature, and
therefore bound WBN configurations.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material
and depth is based on fire tested configurations
consisting of assemblies with 8-3/4" silicone foam (1"
dam on each side), 12" silicone foam (1" dam on
exposed side) and 12" silicone foam (without damming).
The density of the silicone foam for each of these
configurations was within the acceptable density range
allowed at WBN. WBN installations require a minimum
12" depth of silicone foam in conjunction with 1" of
ceramic fiber damming board on each side of the
penetration. Justification for the acceptability of WBN
installations is provided in the primary qualifying test
section (item J.) and the additional supporting
information section (item K.) below.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The configuration of
the damming for each tested penetrations is described in
the seal material section (item G.) above.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in
the floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this
typical detail are used in wall installations only.
Configurations which have been successfully tested in
the floor/ceiling (horizontal) orientation can be used to
bound wall (vertical) configurations. Therefore, WBN
installations will perform better than tested
configurations.

J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the
qualification of this typical detail is PSS4 from test
IC01091035 for 3 hour applications.
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Fire test IC01 091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot
lined with 1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill
equal to 100% visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed
cabling. PSS4 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The
cable slot identified as PSS4 was sealed with 12" of
silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
damming. The seal was positioned such that 4" of the
silicone foam and the 1" ceramic fiber damming board
were inside the furnace and exposed on all four sides.
This configuration successfully passed the 3 hour fire
endurance test and hose stream test. The highest
temperature recorded on the unexposed side of the
penetration was 504'F as measured on the 250 MCM
cable. The acceptable results of this test. in conjunction
with enhancements in the WBN installations which wil
improve the performance of PSS4 serve as the basis for
determining the acceptability of WBN installations of
typical detail Al.

Enhancements in the WBN installations which improve
the performance of PSS4 include the following:

The tested configuration was installed with 4" of the
silicone foam seal material installed in an extension
with its sides exposed to the fire. WBN installations
are installed with all seal material within the barrier.
Since the WBN installations do not allow the foam to
be challenged from the side as in the tested
configuration, the seal assembly will perform better.

WBN configurations have damming on both sides of
the barrier as compared to the tested configuration
which only had damming on the exposed side. The
additional piece of damming on the opposite side
further increases the fire resistivity of the seal
assembly.

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by
this tested configuration and have the enhancements
discussed above are qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3
hour rated barriers.
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K. Additional Supporting Information: Additional tested
configurations which support this typical detail include
PSS1 and PSS2 from test IC01091035. Configuration
PSS1 supports the application of typical detail Al in
barriers with arrays of single cable slots, as discussed
above (section A.). PSS2 demonstrated that exceeding
the cold side temperature acceptance criteria by a
substantial margin (approximately 2000F) did not result
in auto-ignition of the cabling. Additionally, comparing
PSS2 and PSS4, it is demonstrated that by adding a
single piece of damming on the exposed side of a 12"
silicone foam seal significantly increases the
performance of the seal.

The performance of each of these additional
considerations, in conjunction with the primary qualifying
tested configuration discussed above support the rating
of the WBN configuration which is designed to perform
better than the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Typical detail Al is qualified for a 2 hour rating
in 2 hour barriers. This conclusion is based on 3 hour
testing that showed that there was no flame through and
highest unexposed side temperatures at 2 hours were well
below the testing standard acceptance limit of 7000F. The
WBN penetration seals have 1" of non-combustible ceramic
fiber damming board on both sides of the penetration. The
tested configuration only used damming board on the
exposed side. Thus the WBN 2 hour rated penetrations
have an increased level of protection and will outperform the
tested configuration.

Typical detail Al is also qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3
hour barriers. This conclusion is based on qualifying tests
and design features used at WBN that improve the
performance of the WBN seals as compared to the tested
configurations. WBN penetrations have at least two non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming boards and a minimum
of 12" of foam. Thus the WBN configurations provide a
substantial increase in protection against flame through and
in insulation capability as compared to the tested
configurations. The greater insulating capability in the WBN
configurations will result in lower unexposed side
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temperatures when compared to the tested configurations.
WBN specific configurations will perform better than the
tested configurations and thus it has been established that
this typical is qualified for use in a 3 hour barrier.
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TABLE 3.3.b.1 - Detail Al Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035 IC01091035 IC01091035
Parameters Assembly PSSl PSS2 PSS4

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier,

4.00 ft2  0.83 ft 2  0 83 ft.
Maximum Opening Size (24" x 24" blockout) (6" x 20" cable slot) (6" x 20" cable slot)

0.67 ft2

Maximum Free Area (4" x 24") N/A2  N/A2

Maximum Spacing 4" N/A2  N/A2

Minimum Spacing 3" N/A 2  N/A 2

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray
Solid Bottom Cables Cables

(1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray Ladder
Back

134% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable

Seal Material and Depth 8-3/4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12' (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(23.7 pcf) (22.6 pcf) (23.3 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Dammi-ng Board
Thickness (Each Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
Limiting endpoint temp. Limiting endpoint temp. Maximum temp. reached at 3

Limiting Endpoint exceeded at 178 minutes (max. exceeded at 152 minutes (max. hours was 504'F.
Temperatures temp. was 706'F) temp. was 904'F)

1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined
Comments with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel.

2) Not applicable to this 2) Not applicable to this
configuration. configuration.
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Figure 3.3.b.2 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail A4

Typical Seal Detail A4
(Rated for 2 Hours in a 2 Hour Rated Barrier and 3 Hours in a 3 Hour Rated Barrier) Parameter Qualified by Test WBN Configuration

Barrier Lined opening in a 12" Lined opening in a 12"
A. Construction/ concrete barrier (2 hr or 3 hr) concrete

Thickness barrier.

B. Maximum 42" x 26" blockout 5" x 20" cable slot (100
Opening Size (1092 in2) in2)

CENTERLINE CABLE SLOT
C. Maximum 1092 in2  100 in2

7 Free Area (7.58 fl2) (0.69 H2)

D. No., Size, Type N/A None
WALL of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A N/A
CENTERLINE Penetrants
CABLE SLOT

F. Cable Fill 100% Visual Fill N/A
< 77/8 ~~~~~~~~1 KA0WOOL BOARD -________________

NOTE 19
-AL Di NOTES 182AND 34 G. Seal Material 12" (min) 11.5" (min)

and Depth silicone foam silicone foam
1" ceramic fiber board

Damming on exposed side for 1" ceramic fiber board
DETAIL A4 H. Material floor/ceiling and both each side

and Depth sides for wallELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY PENETRATION SEAL
STEEL LINED SPARE CABLE SLOT applications

REFERENCE [)RAWING 45W883-4 i. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling Wall or Floor/Ceiling
FOR NOTES AND DETAILS

Primary Fire Test CTP-1002 (Blockout 2) and Fire Test
J. Qualifying IC01091035 (PSS4) for 2 and 3 hour applications

Test(s)
Additional Fire Tests iC01091035 (PSS2)

K. Supporting
Inform ation

Paae 4 554
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3.3.b.2 Typical Seal Detail A4

Detail Description: Detail A4 consists of a spare cable slot (steel
lined) in a concrete or concrete block barrier. The typical detail
requires a minimum 11" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV
foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board on
each side of the penetration. In addition to the two (2) damming
boards, WBN installations of this typical detail have a third
component of damming on the backside of the silicone RTV foam
seal when the wall thickness is 18" or greater. This additional
damming is 1" thick non-combustible ceramic fiber blanket and/or
ceramic fiber board. This additional damming material was used to
dam the opening prior to installation of the seal material and was left
in place.

The attached package provides information on a typical installation
detail for cable tray penetration in a wall. This detail can be used for
either a 2 hour or 3 hour configuration. The use of the 2 hour
configuration at WBN is supported by existing test data as described
in the package. Three hour penetrations of this configuration that
exist in the plant are being modified, if necessary, to include a
minimum of 11 inches of foam and 3 damming boards. The
modifications are not described or provided in this package. The test
discussed for the 3 hour configurations are the existing tests that
support this configuration. TVA is including several penetrations of
this type of configuration in the additional testing to be performed in
the near term.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is qualified by
comparison with the following tested configurations:

• Tested configuration PSS4 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration. This test did not have a cable
tray in the penetration.

* Tested configuration Blockout 2 from test CTP-1002 which used
4" of silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration with no penetrants. This
configuration is used only to support the structural adequacy of
silicone foam and damming board without penetrating items.

* Tested configuration PSS2 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam without damming material. This test is used only as
a baseline for comparison with configuration PSS4 to
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demonstrate the increased fire resistance provided by damming
material.

Tested configuration PSS1 from test IC01091035 which used 9"
silicone foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on both
sides of the penetration. This test is used to support the WBN
arrays of multiple cable slots.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual
(50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.

Blackout 2 from fire test CTP-1002 tested an 42" x 26" steel unlined
cable slot without penetrating items. The penetration was sealed
with a 4" depth of silicone foam installed over a 1" thickness of
ceramic fiber damming board. Blockout 2 was oriented in a
floor/ceiling orientation.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS2) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" thick steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100%
visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS2 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS2 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam without damming material.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS1) tested a 24" x 24" blockout lined with
1/4" steel. The blockout was subdivided into two 12" x 24" openings
with an 18 GA sheet steel divider. Each subdivided opening
contained a 4" x 18" cable tray (one solid back and one ladder back)
with 134% visual (67% actual) loading of PVC jacketed cabling.
PSS1 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as
PSS1 was sealed with an 8-3/4" (+1- 1/8") depth of silicone foam and
1" of refractory ceramic fiber board (Carborundum Duraboard LD)
damming on each side of the penetration.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding parameters
for typical detail A4 based on the supporting fire tested
configurations.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire tested
configurations were tested in a 12" poured concrete slab.
Cable slots at WBN which are sealed with typical detail A4
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penetrate poured concrete walls which are a minimum of 12"
thick for both 2 and 3 hour applications. Installation of this
seal in a poured concrete barrier thicker than 12" is
acceptable.

Fire tested configurations included cable slots which were
lined with 1/4" thick steel, as well as an unlined blockout.
Cable slots sealed with typical detail A4 are in lined openings.
Therefore, WBN applications will perform at least as well as
the tested configurations.

Each of the tested configurations was tested as a single
opening, while WBN applications are either single cable slots
or arrays of single cable slots. WBN arrays of single cable
slots are bounded by the successful tested configurations and
the following.

WBN arrays of cable slots range from single slots to three (3)
by four (4) arrays of twelve individual cable slots. Arrays of
cable slots are separated by a 6" width of concrete between
the short side of the slots and a 7" width of concrete between
the long sides of the slots. The more severe condition is the
7" width of concrete which separates the long side of the
cable slots due the length of this area and the concentration of
combustible cable jacketing on both sides of the area. WBN
arrays of multiple cable slots are bounded by PSS1 from test
IC01091035. As described earlier, PSS1 tested a 24" x 24"
blockout with two (2) 18" x 4" cable trays each loaded with
134% visual fill of WBN specific cabling. The trays were
positioned inside the blockout with 8" of silicone foam in
between the long sides of the trays. The entire blockout was
sealed with an 8-3/4" depth of silicone foam and 1" of
refractory ceramic fiber board damming on each side of the
penetration. Unexposed side temperatures recorded by three
(3) thermocouples in the area between the cable trays were
significantly below the 7000F limiting endpoint temperature at
the end of the three hour fire endurance test (195 0F, 2490F
and 2850F).

Comparing the PSS1 test assembly to WBN configurations of
cable slot arrays, there are enhancements inherent in the
WBN design which increase the fire resistance of the
assembly, such as:
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. WBN configurations with a 7" width of concrete installed
between cable slots provides a superior heat sink
compared to the 8" width of silicone foam material between
cable trays in the tested configuration.

* WBN damming boards installed on the face of both sides
of the barrier overlap the edge of the cable slot and shield
the concrete which separates cable slots from direct flame
impingement.

Therefore, based on the favorable temperatures between
cable trays in test IC01091035 (PSS1) and considering the
additional benefits of the WBN configurations as identified
above, WBN arrays of cable slots will perform better than the
tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: Fire test configurations include 6" x 20"
cable slots, a 42" x 26" blockout and a 24" x 24" blockout which
was subdivided into two (2) 12"x 24" openings. Cable slots
sealed with detail A4 are 5" x 20" which is smaller than the tested
configurations. Tested penetrations of a specific size bound
similar configurations of equal or smaller sizes. Therefore, WBN
applications will perform better than the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The maximum free area supported by
testing was 42" x 26" (7.58 ft2), Blockout 2 in test CTP-1002. This
penetration had no penetrating items and was sealed with only a
4" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV foam and 1" of
ceramic fiber damming board on the exposed side. The tested
configuration did not allow the passage of flame, smoke, hot
gases or water during the fire endurance and hose stream tests.
This demonstrates the structural adequacy of this configuration
for a 3 hour F rating using 4" of foam and 1" of damming. The
largest free area of a WBN detail A4 configuration is 5" x 20"

f2)(0.69 ft ), which is significantly smaller than the tested free area.
Since a smaller free area constitutes less of a structural
challenge, testing of larger free areas bounds smaller free areas.
Based on the smaller free area and the thicker seal depth, 11"
WBN (min.) vs. 4" (tested), WBN Detail A4 configurations will
perform better than the tested configurations with regard to free
area.

D. Number. Size and Type of Penetrants: Fire tested configurations
included configurations with 100% visual fill of cable as well as a
configuration with no penetrants. As discussed in item "C" above,
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the absence of penetrants is bounded structurally by the large
maximum free area tested in CTP-1002, Blockout 2. From a
thermal/heat transfer perspective, the configuration tested in
PSS4 which contained 100% visual fill of WBN specific cabling
would bound Detail A4 for no penetrating items. This is based on
the fact that an increase in cable fill increases the cross-sectional
area of through metallic components in the seal. This increase
causes an increase in the rate of foam degradation as well as an
increase in the rate at which heat is transferred to the unexposed
side of the seal. Based on this, penetration seal configurations
with no penetrants will perform better than seals with penetrants.
Therefore, WBN Detail A4 configurations will perform better than
the tested configurations.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The bounding parameter for spacing of
penetrants is not applicable to this typical detail configuration
since it contains no penetrants.

F. Cable Fill. Size and Type: The bounding parameter for cable fill
and type is not applicable to this typical detail configuration since
it contains no penetrants.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material and depth
is based on fire tested configurations consisting of assemblies
with 8-3/4" silicone foam (1" dam on each side), 4" silicone foam
(1" dam on exposed side), 12" silicone foam (1" dam on exposed
side) and 12" silicone foam (without damming). The density of
the silicone foam for each of these configurations was within the
acceptable density range allowed at WBN. WBN installations
contain a minimum 11" depth of silicone foam in conjunction with
1" of ceramic fiber damming board on each side of the
penetration. Justification for the acceptability of WBN
installations is provided in the primary qualifying test section (item
J.) and the additional supporting test section (item K.) below.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The configuration of the
damming for each tested penetrations is described in the seal
material section (item G.) above.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in the
floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this typical detail
are allowed in both wall and floor/ceiling installations.
Configurations which have been successfully tested in the
floor/ceiling (horizontal) orientation can be used to bound wall
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(vertical) configurations. Therefore, WBN installations will
perform equal to the tested configurations.

J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the qualification
of this typical detail are Blockout 2 from test CTP-1002 and
penetration PSS4 from test IC01091035 for both 2 and 3 hour
applications.

Blockout 2 from fire test CTP-1002 tested an 42" x 26" steel
unlined cable slot without penetrating items. The penetration was
sealed with a 4" depth of silicone foam installed over a 1"
thickness of ceramic fiber damming board. Blockout 2 was
oriented in a floor/ceiling orientation. This tested configuration
supports the maximum free area of WBN Detail A4 configurations
as discussed in Item C above.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined
with 1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to
100% visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was
tested in a horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4
was sealed with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic
fiber board (Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.

Test assembly PSS4 had 12" of silicone foam where the
minimum depth of detail A4 configurations in either 2 or 3 hour
barriers is 11". Although the WBN configurations are constructed
with 1" less silicone foam than the tested configuration, there are
additional features of the WBN seals which result in increased
performance compared to the test configurations. Enhancements
in the WBN installation which improve the performance of PSS4
include the following:

* The tested configuration had cable which penetrated
completely through the barrier. WBN installations of this detail
do not have penetrants which pass through the barrier. The
absence of the through metallic component (cable or cable
tray) in WBN configurations will result in lower unexposed side
temperatures.

* WBN installations, although using 1" less foam than the tested
configuration, have an additional 1" of damming on the
unexposed side which will increase the fire resistivity of the
assembly over the tested configuration.
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In conjunction with the above item, WBN configurations in
barriers 18" and greater have a third component of damming
on the backside of the silicone RTV foam seal. The additional
damming material is in the form of a 1" thickness of ceramic
fiber blanket and/or ceramic fiber board. This additional
damming material was used to dam the opening prior to
installation of the seal material and was left in place.

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by these
tested configurations and have the enhancements discussed
above are qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour rated barriers and
a 3 hour rating in 3 hour rated barriers.

K. Additional Supporting Information: Since the principal tested
configuration used to support WBN applications has slightly more
silicone foam (1") than the WBN configurations, additional tests
were examined to assess the qualification of the A4 typical detail.

An additional tested configuration which supports this typical
detail is PSS2 from test IC01091035. PSS2 demonstrated that
12" silicone foam seals without permanent damming board on
either side of the penetration adequately prevents the passage of
flame. PSS4 demonstrated that a 12" silicone foam seal with a 1'"
ceramic fiber damming board on the exposed side of the
penetration achieves a 3 hour rating in accordance with IEEE
634-1978, even with 4" of the 12" seal extending inside the
furnace. The endpoint temperature of PSS4 was 5040F.
Comparison of these two configurations demonstrates the
significant improvement in performance by adding a single layer
of damming board to the same depth of seal material.

The performance of each of these additional considerations, in
conjunction with the primary qualifying tested configuration
discussed above support the rating of the WBN configuration
which is designed to perform better than the tested
configurations.

Conclusion: Typical detail A4 is qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on 3 hour testing that showed that
there was no flame through and highest unexposed side
temperatures at 2 hours was approximately 500OF which is well
below the testing standard acceptance limit of 7000F. The WBN
penetration seals have 1 inch of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on both sides of the penetration and no penetrating
items. The tested configuration only used damming board on the
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exposed side and had 100% visual cable fill. Thus the WBN 2 hour
rated penetrations have an increased level of protection and will
outperform the tested configuration.

Typical detail A4 is also qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on qualifying tests and design
features used at WBN that improve the performance of the WBN
seals as compared to the tested configurations. For WBN,
penetrations in 36 inch walls contain at least 9 inches of foam and
have three sets of damming material with a large air gap between
two of the sets of damming material as opposed to two damming
boards used in the primary qualifying tests. In walls that are less
than 36 inches thick, WBN penetrations have at least two non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming boards and a minimum of 11
inches of foam. Thus the WBN configurations provide a substantial
increase in protection against flame through and in insulation
capability as compared to the tested configurations. In addition Detail
A4 is a spare cable slot with no penetrating items, this will relult in
less mechanism for heat transfere through the seal as compared to
the tested configurations. The greater insulating capability and lack
of penetrating items in the WBN configurations will result in lower
unexposed side temperatures when compared to the tested
configurations. WBN specific configurations will perform significantly
better that the tested configurations and thus it has been established
that this typical is qualified for use in a 3 hour barrier.
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TABLE 3.3.b.2 - Detail A4 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035 IC01091035 IC01091035 CTP-1002
Parameters Assembly PSS1 PSS2 PSS4 Blockout 2

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Unlined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier, 1'-0' Concrete Barrier, 1'-0" Concrete Barrier

4.00 ft2  0.83 ft2  0.83 ft2  7.58 ft2
Maximum Opening Size (24" x 24" blockout) (6" x 20" cable slot) (6" x 20" cable slot) (42" x 26" blockout)

0.67 ft' 7.58 ft2
Maximum Free Area (4" x 24") N/A 2  N/A 2  (42" x 26")

Maximum Spacing 4 N/A 2  N/A 2  N/A1

Minimum Spacing 3" N/A 2  N/A 2  N/A1

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple None

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray
Solid Bottom Cables Cables N/A1

(1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray Ladder
Back

134% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable N/A1

Seal Material and Depth 8-3/4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(23.7 pcf) (22.6 pcf) (23.3 pcf) (14.1 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Damming Board (2) 1/2" Ceramic Damming
Thickness (Each Side) (Exposed Side) Board

(Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
Limiting endpoint temp. Limiting endpoint temp. Maximum temp. reached at 3 Limiting endpoint temp.

Limiting Endpoint exceeded at 178 minutes (max. exceeded at 152 minutes (max. hours was 504'F. exceeded at 93 minutes (max.
Temperatures temp. was 706'F) temp. was 904'F) temp. was 612'F)

1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Not applicable to this
Comments with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. configuration.

2) Not applicable to this 2) Not applicable to this
configuration. configuration.

So Paqne 436 of 59.54
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Figure 3.3.b.3 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail A4-A

Typical Seal Detail A4-A
(Rated for 2 Hours in a 2 Hour Rated Barrier and 3 Hours in a 3 Hour Rated Barrier) Parameter Qualified by Test WBN Configuration

Barrier Unlined opening in a Unlined opening in a
A. Construction/ 12" concrete barrier 12' (2 hr or 3 hr)

Thickness concrete barrier.

B. Maximum 42" x 26" blockout 5" x 20- cable slot
Opening Size (1092 in ) (100 in2

APPROX I' 1 (kw M"A) C. Maximum 1092 in2  100 in 2

SI|,CONER1VFONM Free Area (7.58 ft2) (0.69 fl2)

A D. No., Size, Type N/A None
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A N/A
Penetrants

F. Cable Fill 100% Visual Fill N/A

KAOWOOL. F1BER AND"O K.A0WOOL BOARD MTP)
' KAOWOOL &MIXET OR BOARD

G. Seal Material 12" (min) 11.5' (min)
and Depth silicone foam silicone foam

A 1" ceramic fiber board
\ Damming on exposed side for 1' ceramic fiber board

H. Material floor/ceiling and both each side
and Depth sides for wall

applications

DETAILA4A I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling Wall or Floor/Ceiling

ELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY PENETRATION SEAL
UNLINED SPARE CABLE SoT Primary Fire Test CTP-1 002 (Blockout 2) and Fire Test

J. Qualifying iC01091035 (PSS4) for 2 and 3 hour applications
REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-4 Test(s)

Additional Fire Tests IC01091035 (PSS2)
K. Supporting

Information
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3.3.b.3 Typical Seal DetaiI A4-A

Detail Description: Detail A4-A consists of a spare cable slot
(unlined) in a concrete or concrete block barrier. The typical detail
requires a minimum 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV
foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board on
each side of the penetration. In addition to the two (2) damming
boards, WBN installations of this typical detail have a third
component of damming on the backside of the silicone RTV foam
seal when the wall thickness is 18" or greater. This additional
damming is 1" thick non-combustible ceramic fiber blanket and/or
ceramic fiber board. This additional damming material was used to
dam the opening prior to installation of the seal material and was left
in place.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is qualified by
comparison with the following tested configurations:

. Tested configuration PSS4 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration. This test did not have a cable
tray in the penetration.

* Tested configuration Blockout 2 from test CTP-1002 which used
4" of silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration with no penetrants. This
configuration is used only to support the structural adequacy of
silicone foam and damming board without penetrating items.

* Tested configuration PSS2 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam without damming material. This test is used only as
a baseline for comparison with configuration PSS4 to
demonstrate the increased fire resistance provided by damming
material.

* Tested configuration PSS1 from test IC01091035 which used 9"
silicone foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on both
sides of the penetration. This test is used to support the WBN
arrays of multiple cable slots.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual
(50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4 was sealed
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with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.

Blockout 2 from fire test CTP-1002 tested an 42" x 26" steel unlined
cable slot without penetrating items. The penetration was sealed
with a 4" depth of silicone foam installed over a 1" thickness of
ceramic fiber damming board. Blockout 2 was oriented in a
floor/ceiling orientation.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS2) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" thick steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100%
visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS2 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS2 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam without damming material.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS1) tested a 24" x 24" blockout lined with
1/4" steel. The blockout was subdivided into two 12" x 24" openings
with an 18 GA sheet steel divider. Each subdivided opening
contained a 4" x 18" cable tray (one solid back and one ladder back)
with 134% visual (67% actual) loading of PVC jacketed cabling.
PSS1 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as
PSS1 was sealed with an 8-3/4" (+1- 1/8") depth of silicone foam and
1" of refractory ceramic fiber board (Carborundum Duraboard LD)
damming on each side of the penetration.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding parameters
for typical detail A4-A based on the supporting fire tested
configurations.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire tested
configurations were tested in a 12" poured concrete slab.
Cable slots at WBN which are sealed with typical detail A4-A
penetrate poured concrete walls which are a minimum of 12"
thick for both 2 and 3 hour applications. Installation of this
seal in a poured concrete barrier thicker than 12" is
acceptable.

Fire tested configurations included cable slots which were
lined with 1/4" thick steel, as well as an unlined blockout.
Cable slots sealed with typical detail A4-A are in unlined
openings. Penetrations in unlined openings provide superior
performance compared to similar configurations installed in
lined openings. Therefore, WBN applications will perform
better than the tested configurations.
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Each of the tested configurations was tested as a single
opening, while WBN applications are either single cable slots
or arrays of single cable slots. WBN arrays of single cable
slots are bounded by the successful tested configurations and
the following.

WBN arrays of cable slots range from single slots to three (3)
by four (4) arrays of twelve individual cable slots. Arrays of
cable slots are separated by a 6" width of concrete between
the short side of the slots and a 7" width of concrete between
the long sides of the slots. The more severe condition is the
7" width of concrete which separates the long side of the
cable slots due the length of this area and the concentration
of combustible cable jacketing on both sides of the area.
WBN arrays of multiple cable slots are bounded by PSS1
from test IC01091035. As described earlier, PSS1 tested a
24" x 24" blockout with two (2) 18" x 4" cable trays each
loaded with 134% visual fill of WBN specific cabling. The
trays were positioned inside the blockout with 8" of silicone
foam in between the long sides of the trays. The entire
blockout was sealed with an 8-3/4" depth of silicone foam and
1" of refractory ceramic fiber board damming on each side of
the penetration. Unexposed side temperatures recorded by
three (3) thermocouples in the area between the cable trays
were significantly below the 7000F limiting endpoint
temperature at the end of the three hour fire endurance test
(1 951F, 249IF and 2851F).

Comparing the PSS1 test assembly to WBN configurations of
cable slot arrays, there are enhancements inherent in the
WBN design which increase the fire resistance of the
assembly, such as:

. WBN configurations with a 7" width of concrete installed
between cable slots provides a superior heat sink
compared to the 8" width of silicone foam material
between cable trays in the tested configuration.

* WBN damming boards installed on the face of both sides
of the barrier overlap the edge of the cable slot and shield
the concrete which separates cable slots from direct flame
impingement.

Therefore, based on the favorable temperatures between
cable trays in test IC01091035 (PSS1) and considering the
additional benefits of the WBN configurations as identified
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above, WBN arrays of cable slots will perform better than the
tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: Fire test configurations include 6" x 20"
cable slots, a 42" x 26" blockout and a 24" x 24" blockout which
was subdivided into two (2) 12"x 24" openings. Cable slots
sealed with detail A4-A are 5" x 20" which is smaller than the
tested configurations. Tested penetrations of a specific size
bound similar configurations of equal or smaller sizes. Therefore,
WBN applications will perform better than the tested
configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The maximum free area supported by
testing was 42" x 26" (7.58 ft2), Blockout 2 in test CTP-1002.
This penetration had no penetrating items and was sealed with
only a 4" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV foam and 1"
of ceramic fiber damming board on the exposed side. The tested
configuration did not allow the passage of flame, smoke, hot
gases or water during the fire endurance and hose stream tests.
This demonstrates the structural adequacy of this configuration
for a 3 hour F rating using 4" of foam and 1" of damming. The
largest free area of a WBN detail A4-A configuration is 5" x 20"
(0.69 ft'), which is significantly smaller than the tested free area.
Since a smaller free area constitutes less of a structural
challenge, testing of larger free areas bounds smaller free areas.
Based on the smaller free area and the thicker seal depth, 11.5"
WBN (min.) vs. 4" (tested), WBN Detail A4-A configurations will
perform better than the tested configurations with regard to free
area.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: Fire tested configurations
included configurations with 100% visual fill of cable as well as a
configuration with no penetrants. As discussed in item "C"
above, the absence of penetrants is bounded structurally by the
large maximum free area tested in CTP-1002, Blockout 2. From
a thermal/heat transfer perspective, the configuration tested in
PSS4 which contained 100% visual fill of WBN specific cabling
would bound Detail A4-A for no penetrating items. This is based
on the fact that an increase in cable fill increases the cross-
sectional area of through metallic components in the seal. This
increase causes an increase in the rate of foam degradation as
well as an increase in the rate at which heat is transferred to the
unexposed side of the seal. Based on this, penetration seal
configurations with no penetrants will perform better than seals
with penetrants. Therefore, WBN Detail A4-A configurations will
perform better than the tested configurations.
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E. Spacing of Penetrants: The bounding parameter for spacing of
penetrants is not applicable to this typical detail configuration
since it contains no penetrants.

F. Cable Fill, Size and TVpe: The bounding parameter for cable fill
and type is not applicable to this typical detail configuration since
it contains no penetrants.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material and
depth is based on fire tested configurations consisting of
assemblies with 8-3/4" silicone foam (1" dam on each side), 4"
silicone foam (1" dam on exposed side), 12" silicone foam (1"
dam on exposed side) and 12" silicone foam (without damming).
The density of the silicone foam for each of these configurations
was within the acceptable density range allowed at WBN. WBN
installations contain a minimum 12" depth of silicone foam in
conjunction with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on each side
of the penetration. Justification for the acceptability of WBN
installations is provided in the primary qualifying test section
(item J.) and the additional supporting test section (item K.)
below.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The configuration of the
damming for each tested penetrations is described in the seal
material section (item G.) above.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in the
floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this typical detail
are allowed in both wall and floor/ceiling installations.
Configurations which have been successfully tested in the
floor/ceiling (horizontal) orientation can be used to bound wall
(vertical) configurations. Therefore, WBN installations will
perform equal to the tested configurations.

J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the
qualification of this typical detail are Blockout 2 from test CTP-
1002 and penetration PSS4 from test IC01091035 for both 2 and
3 hour applications.

Blockout 2 from fire test CTP-1002 tested an 42" x 26" steel
unlined cable slot without penetrating items. The penetration
was sealed with a 4" depth of silicone foam installed over a 1"
thickness of ceramic fiber damming board. Blockout 2 was
oriented in a floor/ceiling orientation. This tested configuration
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supports the maximum free area of WBN Detail A4-A
configurations as discussed in Item C above.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined
with 1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to
100% visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was
tested in a horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4
was sealed with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic
fiber board (Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.

Test assembly PSS4 had 12" of silicone foam and the minimum
depth of detail A4-A configurations in either 2 or 3 hour barriers is
12". Additionally, WBN configurations are constructed with
additional features which result in increased performance
compared to the test configurations. Enhancements in the WBN
installation which improve the performance of PSS4 include the
following:

* The tested configuration had cable which penetrated
completely through the barrier. WBN installations of this
detail do not have penetrants which pass through the barrier.
The absence of the through metallic component (cable) in
WBN configurations will result in lower unexposed side
temperatures.

. WBN installations have an additional 1" of damming on the
unexposed side which will increase the fire resistivity of the
assembly over the tested configuration.

. In conjunction with the above item, WBN configurations in
barriers 18" and greater have a third component of damming
on the backside of the silicone RTV foam seal. The additional
damming material is in the form of a 1" thickness of ceramic
fiber blanket and/or ceramic fiber board. This additional
damming material was used to dam the opening prior to
installation of the seal material and was left in place.

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by these
tested configurations and have the enhancements discussed
above are qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour rated barriers
and a 3 hour rating in 3 hour rated barriers.

K. Additional Supporting Information: An additional tested
configuration which supports this typical detail is PSS2 from test
IC01091035. PSS2 demonstrated that 12" silicone foam seals
without permanent damming board on either side of the
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penetration adequately prevents the passage of flame. PSS4
demonstrated that a 12" silicone foam seal with a 1" ceramic fiber
damming board on the exposed side of the penetration achieves
a 3 hour rating in accordance with IEEE 634-1978, even with 4"
of the 12" seal extending inside the furnace. The endpoint
temperature of PSS4 was 504'F. Comparison of these two
configurations demonstrates the significant improvement in
performance by adding a single layer of damming board to the
same depth of seal material.

The performance of each of these additional considerations, in
conjunction with the primary qualifying tested configuration
discussed above support the rating of the WBN configuration
which is designed to perform better than the tested
configurations.

Conclusion: Typical detail A4A is qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2
hour barriers. This conclusion is based on 3 hour testing that
showed that there was no flame through and highest unexposed side
temperatures at 2 hours was approximately 5001F which is well
below the testing standard acceptance limit of 7000F. The WBN
penetration seals have 1 inch of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on both sides of the penetration and no penetrating
items. The tested configuration only used damming board on the
exposed side and had a 100% visual cable fill. Thus the WBN 2
hour rated penetrations have an increased level of protection and
will outperform the tested configuration.

Typical detail A4A is also qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on qualifying tests and design
features used at WBN that improve the performance of the WBN
seals as compared to the tested configurations. For WBN,
penetrations in 36 inch walls contain at least 9 inches of foam and
have three sets of damming material with a large air gap between
two of the sets of damming material as opposed to two damming
boards used in the primary qualifying tests. In walls that are less
than 36 inches thick, WBN penetrations have at least two non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming boards and a minimum of 11
inches of foam. The tests were performed in the horizontal
configurations using steel lined slots while typical A4A is only used
in unlined configurations. Thus the WBN configurations provide a
substantial increase in protection against flame through and in
insulation capability as compared to the tested configurations. In
addition Detail A4A is a spare cable slot with no penetrating items,
this will relult in less mechanism for heat transfere through the seal
as compared to the tested configurations. The greater insulating
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capability and lack of penetrating items in the WBN configurations
will result in lower unexposed side temperatures when compared to
the tested configurations. WBN specific configurations will perform
significantly better that the tested configurations and thus it has been
established that this typical is qualified for use in a 3 hour barrier.
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TABLE 3.3.b.3- Detail A4-A Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035 IC01091035 IC01091035 CTP-1002
Parameters Assembly PSS1 PSS2 PSS4 Blockout 2

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Unlined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0 Concrete Barrier1  1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier

4.00 ft2  0.83 ft2  0.83 ft 7.58 ftl
Maximum Opening Size (24" x 24" blockout) (6" x 20" cable slot) (6" x 20" cable slot) (42" x 26" blockout)

0.67 ft2  7.58 ft2

Maximum Free Area (4" x24") N/A2 N/A2 (42" x 26")

Maximum Spacing 4" N/A2 N/A2 N/A1

Minimum Spacing 3" N/A2 N/A2 N/A1

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple None

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray
Solid Bottom Cables Cables N/A1

(1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray Ladder
Back

134% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable N/A1

Seal Material and Depth 8-3/4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 4' (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(23.7 pcf) (22.6 pcf) (23.3 pcf) (14.1 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Damming Board (2) 1/2" Ceramic Damming
Thickness (Each Side) (Exposed Side) Board

(Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
Limiting endpoint temp. Limiting endpoint temp. Maximum temp. reached at 3 Limiting endpoint temp.

Limiting Endpoint exceeded at 178 minutes (max. exceeded at 152 minutes (max. hours was 504'F. exceeded at 93 minutes (max.
Temperatures temp. was 706'F) temp. was 904'F) temp. was 612'F)

1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Not applicable to this
Comments with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. configuration.

2) Not applicable to this 2) Not applicable to this
configuration. configuration.

Engihl
Revis F 46 of 554
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Figure 3.3.b.4 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail B1

Typical Seal Detail B1
(Rated for 2 Hours in a 2 Hour Rated Barrier3 Hours in a 3 Hour Rated Barrier) Parameter | Qualified by Test WBN Configuration

DETAIL B1

ELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY PENETRATION SEAL
VERTICAL (FLOOR) CABLE TRAY SLOT

PRESSURE SEAL AND RIRESTOP
REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-1

FOR NOTES

A.
Barrier

Construction/
Thickness

Lined opening in a
12" concrete barrier

Lined opening in a
12"(min.), (2 hr or 3
hr) concrete barrier

B. Maximum 6" x 20' cable slot 5" x 18" cable slot
Opening Size (120 in2) (90 in 2)

C. Maximum N/A N/A
Free Area

D. No., Size, Type N/A N/A
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A N/A
Penetrants

30% for V4IV5
F. Cable Fill 100% Visual Fill 60% V1/V21V3

of tray area

G. Seal Material 12' (min) 12' (min)
and Depth silicone foam silicone foam

Damming 1" ceramic fiber board 1' ceramic fiber board
H. Material exposed side each side

and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

Primary Fire Test IC01091035 (PSS1 and PSS4) for 2
J. Qualifying hour and 3 hour applications

Test(s)
Additional Fire Test IC01091035 (PSS1 and PSS2)

K. Supporting
Information--

Comments: 1) 12" max silicone foam depth applies to applications
with voltage level V4N5 cable. Additional seal depth
allowed for other voltage cables.

En g i ne ii
Revision: 0

SUCONE RTV
FOAM 1r
*'/ 0' DEPTH
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3.3.b.4 Typical Seal Detail B1

Detail Description- Detail B1 consists of an unlined cable slot in a
concrete floor. The cable tray on each side of the wall may extend
into the barrier, however, in no case does the tray continue
completely through the barrier. The seal material consists of a 12"
minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and 1" of
damming board on each side of the penetration.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is qualified by
comparison with the following tested configurations:

e Tested configuration PSS1 from test IC01091035 which used 9"
silicone foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on both
sides of the penetration.

* Tested configuration PSS4 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration. This test did not have a cable
tray in the cable tray penetration slot.

* Tested configuration PSS2 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam and no permanent damming. While this tested
configuration had high temperatures on the unexposed side at the
power cables, the results can be used in conjunction with PSS4
from the same test to demonstrate the significant increase in seal
performance when a single damming board is added to the
exposed side of the penetration.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS1) tested a 24" x 24" blockout lined with
.1/4" steel. The blockout was subdivided into two 12" x 24" openings
with an 18 GA sheet steel divider. Each subdivided opening
contained a 4" x 18" cable tray (one solid back and one ladder back)
with 134% visual (67% actual) loading of PVC jacketed cabling.
PSS1 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as
PSS1 was sealed with an 8-3/4" (+/- 1/8") depth of silicone foam and
1" of refractory ceramic fiber board (Carborundum Duraboard LD)
damming on each side of the penetration.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual
(50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4 was sealed
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with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS2) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual
(50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS2 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS2 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam and no permanent damming.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding parameters
for typical detail B1 based on the supporting fire tested
configurations.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire tested
configurations were tested in a 12" poured concrete slab.
Cable slots at WBN which are sealed with typical detail B1
penetrate poured concrete floors which are a minimum of 12"
thick for 3 hour applications and 18" thick for 2 hour
applications.

Fire tested configurations included cable slots which were
lined with 1/4" thick steel. Cable slots which are sealed with
typical detail B1 at WBN are also steel lined openings.
Therefore, WBN applications perform equivalent to tested
configurations.

Each of the tested configurations was tested as a single
opening, while WBN applications are either single cable slots
or arrays of single cable slots. WBN arrays of single cable
slots are bounded by the successful tested configurations and
the following.

WBN arrays of cable slots range from single slots to three (3)
by four (4) arrays of twelve individual cable slots. Arrays of
cable slots are separated by a 6" width of concrete between
the short side of the slots and a 7" width of concrete between
the long sides of the slots. The more severe condition is the
7" width of concrete which separates the long side of the cable
slots due the length of this area and the concentration of
combustible cable jacketing on both sides of the area. WBN
arrays of multiple cable slots are bounded by PSS1 from test
IC01091035. As described earlier, PSS1 tested a 24" x 24"
blockout with two (2) 18" x 4" cable trays each loaded with
134% visual fill of WBN specific cabling. The trays were
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positioned inside the blockout with 8" of silicone foam in
between the long sides of the trays. The entire blockout was
sealed- with an 8-3/4" *depth of silicone foam and 1" of
refractory ceramic fiber board damming on each side of the
penetration. Unexposed side temperatures recorded by three
(3) thermocouples in the area between the cable trays were
significantly below the 700'F limiting endpoint temperature at
the end of the three hour fire endurance test (195 0F, 2490F
and 2850F).

Comparing the PSS1 test assembly to WBN configurations of
cable slot arrays, there are enhancements inherent in the
WBN design which increase the fire resistance of the
assembly, such as:

* WBN configurations with a 7" width of concrete installed
between cable slots provides a superior heat sink
compared to the 8" width of silicone foam material between
cable trays in the tested configuration.

. WBN non-combustible ceramic fiber damming boards
installed on the face of both sides of the barrier overlap the
edge of the cable slot, thus shielding the concrete and
seal. This separates cable slots from direct flame
impingement.

Therefore, based on the favorable temperatures between
cable trays in test IC01091035 (PSS1) and considering the
additional benefits of the WBN configurations as identified
above, WBN arrays of cable slots will perform better than the
tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: Fire test configurations include 6" x 20"
cable slots and a 24" x 24" blockout which was subdivided into
two (2) 12"x 24" openings. Cable slots sealed with detail B1 are
5" x 18", which is smaller than the tested configurations. Tested
penetrations of a specific size bound similar configurations of
equal or smaller sizes. Therefore, WBN applications will perform
better than the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The bounding parameter for maximum free
area is not applicable to configurations where the only
penetrating item is cabling.
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: This bounding parameter
is addressed by the bounding parameter for cable fill and type
(Refer to item F. below).

E. S acing of Penetrants: The bounding parameter for spacing of
penetrants is not applicable to this typical detail configuration.
Spacing of penetrants for configurations with cabling is addressed
by the Cable Fill and Type characteristic.

F. Cable Fill, Size and Type: Fire tested configurations included two
(2) different percentages of cable fill. The cable trays tested in
PSS1 each had an 18" x 4" (3" usable) cable tray which contained
134% visual fill (68.5% actual; 36.99 in' of cabling). The cable
slots tested in PSS2 and PSS4 each contained actual fill equal to
51.24% of the cross-sectional area of the cable slot (61.489 In2 of
cabling). WBN design guides for installation of cables other than
power cables (voltage level V1N21V3) have a design limit which
equals 60% of the allowable tray area, 40.50 In of cabling for a
18" x 4" tray (3.75" usable). The additional 3.51 in2 of cabling
allowed for cables other than power cables is acceptable based
on the smaller amount of copper conductor in these types of
cables as compared to the copper conductors in power cables
and the favorable temperatures recorded on instrument and
control cables in test IC01 901035, PSS1 (1650F to 607'F). Using
tested configurations of a specific percentage of cable fill, size
and type to bound similar configurations containing the same or
smaller is acceptable. Large cable fills are more challenging to
penetration seals than smaller fills. This is based on the fact that:
1) Large fills of large cables with their greater copper content will
conduct more heat through the penetration, 2) Large fills of
smaller cables with their increased amount of jacket and
insulation will provide more of a challenge for burn through, 3)
The greater the cable fill, the less volume for penetration sealant
material. Large cable fills, regardless of cable size, provide an
increased combustible loading from cable jackets and insulation
over smaller tray fills. Larger fills, regardless of cable size, also
increase the amount of copper available to transfer heat through
the penetration seal. Therefore, WBN installations are bounded
by the tested configurations.

Cable types tested were either PVC jacketed, neoprene jacketed
or Hypolon (chlorosulfonated polyethylene) jacketed. These
cable jacket materials are similar to the cable jacket materials
used at WBN with respect to fuel contribution and auto-ignition
temperature, and therefore bound WBN configurations.
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G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material and depth
is based on fire tested configurations consisting of assemblies
with 8-3/4" silicone foam (1" dam on each side), 12" silicone foam
(1" dam on exposed side) and 12" silicone foam (without
damming). The density of the silicone foam for each of these
configurations was within the acceptable density range allowed at
WBN. WBN installations require a minimum 12" depth of silicone
foam in conjunction with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on
each side of the penetration. Justification for the acceptability of
WBN installations is provided in the primary qualifying test
section (item J.) and the additional supporting information section
(item K.) below.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The configuration of the
damming for each tested penetrations is described in the seal
material section (item G.) above.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in the
floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this typical detail
are also installed in a floor/ceiling orientation. Therefore, WBN
installations will perform .at least as well as the tested
configurations.

J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the qualification
of this typical detail is PSS4 from test IC01091035 for both 2 and
.3 hour applications.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined
with 1/4" steel that extended 4" into the furnace. The cable slot
contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual (50% actual) of PVC
jacketed cabling. PSS4 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The
cable slot identified as PSS4 was sealed with 12" of silicone foam
and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board damming. The seal was
positioned inside the sleeve such that 4" of the silicone foam seal
were inside the sleeve where it extended into the furnace. This
configuration successfully passed the 3 hour fire endurance test
and hose stream tests. The highest temperature recorded on the
unexposed side of the penetration was 504'F as measured on the~
250 MCM cable. The favorable results of this test stand alone to
qualify WBN detail B1 however, WBN configurations have an
additional 1" thickness of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming
board on the unexposed side of the barrier which was not
included in the tested configuration. This additional damming
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enhances the fire resistance of this detail and allow it to perform
better than the tested configuration (see item K).

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by this tested
configuration and have the enhancements discussed above are
qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour rated barriers and a 3 hour
rating in 3 hour rated barriers.

K. Additional Supporting Information: Additional tested
configurations which support this typical detail include PSS1 and
PSS2 from test IC01091035. Configuration PSS1 supports the
application of typical detail B1 in barriers with arrays of single
cable slots, as discussed above (section A.). PSS2 demonstrated
that exceeding the cold side temperature acceptance criteria by a
substantial margin (approximately 200 0F) did not result in auto-
ignition of the cabling. Additionally, comparing PSS2 and PSS4,
it is demonstrated that by adding a single piece of damming on
the exposed side of a 12" silicone foam seal significantly
increases the performance of the seal.

The performance of each of these additional considerations, in
conjunction with the primary qualifying tested configuration
discussed above supports the rating of the WBN configuration
which is designed to perform better than the tested
configurations.

Conclusion: Typical detail B1 is qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on 3 hour testing that showed that
there was no flame through and highest unexposed side
temperatures at 2 hours were well below the testing standard
acceptance limit of 700cF. The WBN penetration seals have 1" of
non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board on both sides of the
penetration. The tested configuration only used damming board on
the exposed side. Thus the WBN 2 hour rated penetrations have an
increased level of protection and will outperform the tested
configuration.

Typical detail B1 is also qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on qualifying tests and design
features used at WBN that improve the performance of the WBN
seals as compared to the tested configurations. WBN penetrations
have at least two non-combustible ceramic fiber damming boards
and a minimum of 12" of foam. Thus the WBN configurations provide
a substantial increase in protection against flame through and in
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insulation capability as compared to the tested configurations. The
greater insulating capability in the WBN configurations will result in
lower unexposed side temperatures when compared to the tested
configurations. WBN specific configurations will perform better than
the tested configurations and thus it has been established that this
typical is qualified for use in a 3 hour barrier.
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TABLE 3.3.b.4 - Detail B1 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035 IC01091035 IC01091035
Parameters Assembly PSS1 PSS2 PSS4

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier, 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1  1'-0' Concrete Barrier,

4.00 ft2  0.83 ft2  0.83 ft2
Maximum Opening Size (24" x 24" blockout) (6" x 20".cable slot) (6" x 20" cable slot)

0.67 ft
Maximum Free Area (4" x 24") N/A2  N/A2

Maximum Spacing 4' N/A 2  N/A 2

Minimum Spacing 3" N/A2  N/A2

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray
Solid Bottom Cables Cables

(1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray Ladder
Back

134% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable

Seal Material and Depth 8-3/4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12' (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(23.7 pcf) (22.6 pcf) (23.3 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness (Each Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Flocr/Ceiling
Limiting endpoint temp. Limiting endpoint temp. Maximum temp. reached at 3

Limiting Endpoint exceeded at 178 minutes (max. exceeded at 152 minutes (max. hours was 504'F.
Temperatures temp. was 706'F) temp. was 904'F)

1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined
Comments with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel.

2) Not applicable to this 2) Not applicable to this
configuration. configuration.
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Figure 3.3.b.5 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail D2

Typical Seal Detail D2 I
(Rated for 2 Hours in a 2 Hour Rated Barrier & Rated for 3 Hours in a 3 Hour Rated Barrier) Parameter I Qualified by Test I WBN Configuration

1" >12"

., -~

1" KAOWOOL
BOARD (TYP)_X

KAOWOOL FIBER AND/OR
KAOWOOL BLANKET

,- CONDUIT

-SILICONE
RTV FOAM

DETAIL D2

ELECTRICAL CABLE SLOT PENETRATION SEAL
WITH CONDUIT FOR FUTURE CABLE INSTALLATION

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-2

A.
Barrier

Construction/
Thickness

At ,--

Unlined opening in a
12" concrete barrier

Unlined opening in a
12" concrete barrier for

3 hr Rnnfircationn.

I

EngiI
RevislE 0 0 Pans ny Acr.f AdaA I

I

B. Maximum 12' x 24" blockout 5" x 20" cable slot (100
Opening Size (288 in2) in2 )

C. Maximum N/A N/A
Free Area

D. No., Size, Type Multiple conduits Four (4) conduits
of Penetrants up to 6" dia. up to 4" dia.

E. Spacing of 0" min. Unlimited Max.
Penetrants 0" min.

F. Cable Fill Not Applicable Not Applicable

G. Seal Material - 12" (min) 12' (min)
and Depth silicone foam silicone foam

1" ceramic fiber board
Damming 1" ceramic fiber board each side plus I'

H. Material exposed side ceramic fiber
and Depth blanket/board as dam

for silicone foam

I. Orientation Wall Wall

Primary Fire Test CTP-1001A (Blockout 6), fire test CTP-
J. Qualifying 1076 (6.1.17)

Test(s)
Additional

K. Supporting Fire Tests IC01091035 (PSS1)
Information
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3.3.b.5 Typical Seal Detail D2

Detail Description: Detail D2 consists of an unlined cable slot in a
concrete wall with single or multiple conduit penetrants. The seal
inside the conduit(s) is covered by conduit sleeve typical details and
is not addressed by this detail qualification. The seal material for the
cable slot consists of a 12" minimum depth (and a maximum 12"
depth in applications for ampacity concerns with voltage level V4N5
cables) of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and 1" of non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming board on each side of the
penetration. In addition to the two (2) non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming boards, WBN installations of this typical detail have a third
component of damming on the backside of the silicone RTV foam
seal when the wall thickness is 18" or greater. This additional
damming material is 1" thick non-combustible ceramic fiber blanket
and/or ceramic fiber board. This additional damming material was
used to dam the opening prior to installation of the seal material and
was left in place.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is qualified by
comparison with the following tested configurations:

Tested configuration PSS1 from test IC01091035 which used 9"
silicone foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on both
sides of the penetration.

Tested configuration blockout 6 from test CTP-1001A which used
6" silicone foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming
board on the exposed side of the penetration. This configuration
is used to qualify the presence of conduits within detail D2
applications.

Tested configuration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1076 which used 9" of
silicone foam without damming to demonstrate the adequacy of
silicone foam to seal between penetrants with 0" spacing.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS1) tested a 24" x 24" blockout lined with
1/4" steel. The blockout was subdivided into two 12" x 24" openings
with an 18 GA sheet steel divider. Each subdivided opening
contained a 4" x 18" cable tray (one solid back and one ladder back)
with 134% visual (67% actual) loading of PVC jacketed cabling.
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PSS1 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The blackout identified as
PSS1 was sealed with an 8-3/4" (+1- 1/8") depth of silicone foam and
1" of refractory ceramic fiber board (Carborundum Duraboard LD)
damming on each side of the penetration.

Blockout 6 from fire test CTP-1001A tested a 54" x 12" unlined
blockout which contained (2) 6" dia. conduits, (2) 3" dia. conduits and
(1) 4" x 4" wireway. The seal material consisted of 6" of Dow Corning
3-6548 silicone RTV foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on
the exposed side. Blockout 6 was tested in a horizontal furnace.

Penetration 6.1.17 from fire test CTP-1076 tested a 2" diameter steel
pipe installed eccentrically in a 12" diameter steel sleeve such that
the clearance between the pipe and sleeve was 0". The penetration
was sealed with a 9" depth of silicone foam and no permanent
damming material. Penetration 6.1.17 was oriented in a floor/ceiling
orientation.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding parameters
for typical detail D2 based on the supporting fire tested
configurations.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire tested
configurations were tested in a 12" poured concrete slab. Cable
slots at WBN which are sealed with typical detail D2 penetrate
poured concrete walls which are a minimum of 12" thick.
Installation of this seal in a poured concrete barrier thicker than
12" is acceptable.

Fire tested configurations included cable slots which were lined
with 1/4" thick steel, as well as unlined cable slots. Cable slots
which penetrate walls (not floors) at WBN are unlined openings.
Penetrations in unlined openings provide superior performance
compared to similar configurations installed in lined openings.
Therefore, WBN applications perform better than tested
configurations.

Each of the tested configurations was tested as a single opening,
while WBN applications are either single cable slots or arrays of
single cable slots. WBN arrays of single cable slots are bounded
by the successful tested configurations and the following.

WBN arrays of cable slots range from single slots to three (3) by
four (4) arrays of twelve individual cable slots. Arrays of cable
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slots are separated by a 6" width of concrete between the short
side of the slots and a 7" width of concrete between the long sides
of the slots. The more severe condition is the 7" width of concrete
which separates the long side of the cable slots due the length of
this area and the concentration of combustible cable jacketing on
both sides of the area. WBN arrays of multiple cable slots are
bounded by PSS1 from test IC01091035. As described earlier,
PSS1 tested a 24" x 24" blockout with two (2) 18" x 4" cable trays
each loaded with 134% visual fill of WBN specific cabling. The
trays were positioned inside the blockout with 8" of silicone foam
in between the long sides of the trays. The entire blockout was
sealed with an 8-3/4" depth of silicone foam and 1" of refractory
ceramic fiber board damming on each side of the penetration.
Unexposed side temperatures recorded by three (3)
thermocouples in the area between the cable trays were
significantly below the 7000F limiting endpoint temperature at the
end of the three hour fire endurance test (195 0F, 2490 F and
2850F).

Comparing the PSS1 test assembly to WBN configurations of
cable slot arrays, there are enhancements inherent in the WBN
design which increase the fire resistance of the assembly, such
as:

. WBN configurations with a 7" width of concrete installed
between cable slots provides a superior heat sink compared to
the 8" width of silicone foam material between cable trays in
the tested configuration.

* WBN non-combustible ceramic fiber damming boards installed
on the face of both sides of the barrier overlap the edge of the
cable slot, thus shielding the concrete and seal. This
separates the cable slots from direct flame impingement.

Therefore, based on the acceptable temperatures between cable
trays in test IC01091035 (PSS1) and considering the additional
benefits of the WBN configurations as identified above, WBN
arrays of cable slots will perform better than the tested
configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: The primary fire tested configuration
was a 54" x 12" blockout. Cable slots sealed with detail D2 are 5"
x 20" which is smaller than the tested configuration. Tested
penetrations of a specific size bound similar configurations of
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equal or smaller sizes. Therefore, WBN applications will perform
better than the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The bounding parameter for maximum free
area is not applicable to this configuration. The cable slots which
are sealed with this detail are 5" x 20" and contain cables and
conduit sleeves as penetrating items. Due to the type of
penetrating items found in detail D2 and the limited opening size
for WBN cable slots, large unsupported spans of seal material are
not a concern.

D. Number. Size and Type of Penetrants: The tested configuration
in Blockout 6 of fire test CTP-1001A included (2) 6" conduits, (2)
3" conduits and (1) 4" x 4" wireway in a 54" x 12" blockout sealed
with only a 6" depth of silicone foam and 1" of ceramic fiber
damming board. WBN detail D2 is limited to a maximum of four
conduits up to 4" in diameter since the maximum opening size is
5" x 20". Conduits of a particular size bound conduits of the same
size and smaller. Therefore, WBN detail D2 applications will
perform better than the tested configuration. Also refer to item F.
below which addresses cable fill, size and type.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The tested configuration in penetration
6.1.17 of fire test CTP-1076.6 tested minimum spacing between a
penetrant and a sleeve of 0". This demonstrates the ability of the
silicone foam material to successfully flow around penetrants with
0" spacing. WBN detail D2 minimum spacing between penetrants
or between penetrants and the opening is also 0". Therefore,
WBN applications will perform at least as well as the tested
configuration. Maximum spacing is not a concern since the actual
opening size of WBN detail D2 configurations is smaller than the
maximum free area qualified by testing.

F. Cable Fill, Size and Type: Cable fill, size and type
requirements are not applicable to this penetration seal detail.
This detail address sealing the cable slot external to the conduits.
Cable type and fill is addressed by other typical details governing
internal conduit seals.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material and depth
is based on fire tested configurations consisting of assemblies
with 6" silicone foam (1" dam on exposed side), 9" silicone foam
(without damming). The density of the silicone foam for each of
these configurations was within the acceptable density range
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allowed at WBN. WBN installations require a minimum 12" depth
of silicone foam in conjunction with 1" of non-combustible ceramic
fiber damming board on each side of the penetration. Justification
for the acceptability of WBN installations is provided in the primary
qualifying test section (item J.) and the additional supporting test
section (item K.) below.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The configuration of the
damming for each tested penetrations is described in the seal
material section (item G.) above.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in the
floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this typical detail are
limited to wall installations only. Configurations which have been
successfully tested in the floor/ceiling (horizontal) orientation can
be used to bound wall (vertical) configurations. Therefore, WBN
installations will perform better than tested configurations.

J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the qualification
of this typical detail is blockout 6 from test CTP-1001A and
penetration 6.1.17 from test CTP-1 076.

Blockout 6 from fire test CTP-1001A tested a 54" x 12" unlined
blockout which contained (2) 6" dia. conduits, (2) 3" dia. conduits
and (1) 4" x 4" wireway. The seal material consisted of 6" of Dow
Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV foam with 1" of ceramic fiber
damming board on the exposed side. Blockout 6 was tested in a
horizontal furnace.

Penetration 6.1.17 from fire test CTP-1076.6 tested a 2" diameter
steel pipe installed eccentrically in a 12" diameter steel sleeve
such that the clearance between the pipe and sleeve was 0". The
penetration was sealed with a 9" depth of silicone foam installed
over without damming material. Penetration 6.1.17 was tested in
a horizontal furnace.

Penetration 6.1.17 and Blockout 6 qualify the use of up to four, 4"
diameter conduits spaced at a minimum distance of 0". WBN
detail D2 is designed to perform better than these tested
configurations based on the following:

Blockout 6 tested four conduits up to 6" in diameter with 6" of
silicone foam and 1" of damming material on the exposed side
only. WBN Detail D2 limits conduit size to 4" and increases
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seal material depth to 12" of silicone foam with 1" of non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming board on each side of the
penetration.

Penetration 6.1.17 tested a 2" diameter pipe, which essentially
is the same as a conduit, with 0" clearance between the pipe
and the opening edge. The opening was sealed using 9" of
silicone foam and no damming to demonstrate that silicone
foam can be installed in areas with small clearances. WBN
detail D2 uses an additional 3" of silicone foam and 1" of non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming board on each side of the
penetration.

* The tested configuration was installed in a 12" barrier oriented
in the floor/ceiling position. WBN installations which used a
12" seal depth were installed in a 36" wall with the damming
material being installed on the face of each barrier. Therefore,
an air space of approximately 23" was created which further
lessens the amount of heat transferred to the opposite side of
the penetration.

* In conjunction with the above item, WBN configurations have a
third component of damming on the backside of the silicone
RTV foam seal. The additional damming material is in the
form of a 1" thickness of ceramic fiber blanket and/or ceramic
fiber board. This additional damming material was used to
dam the opening prior to installation of the seal material and
was left in place.

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by these
tested configurations and have the enhancements discussed
above are qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3 hour rated barriers.

K. Additional Supporting Information: Additional tested configurations
which support this typical detail include PSS1 from test
IC01091035. Configuration PSS1 supports the application of
typical detail D2 in barriers with arrays of single cable slots, as
discussed above (section A.).

The performance of each of this additional consideration, in
conjunction with the primary qualifying tested configurations
discussed above support the rating of the WBN configuration
which is designed to perform better than the tested configurations.
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Conclusion: Typical detail D2 is qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on qualifying tests and design
features used at WBN that improve the performance of the WBN
seals as compared to the tested configurations. For WBN,
penetrations in 18 -inch walls contain at least 12 inches of foam and
have three sets of damming material with a large air gap between
two of the sets of damming material as opposed to single damming
board used in the primary qualifying test. In walls that are less than
18 inches thick, WBN penetrations have at least two non-combustible
ceramic fiber damming boards and a minimum of 12 inches of foam.
Thus the WBN configurations provide a substantial increase in
protection against flame through and in insulation capability as
compared to the tested configurations. The greater insulating
capability in the WBN configurations will result in lower unexposed
side temperatures when compared to the tested configurations. The
tests were performed in the horizontal configurations using steel lined
and unlined openings while typical D2 is only used in an unlined wall
configuration. WBN specific configurations will perform significantly
better that the tested configurations and thus it has been established
that this typical is qualified for use in a 3 hour fire rated barrier.
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TABLE 3.3.b.5 - Detail D2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035 CTP-1076 CTP-1001AParameters Assembly PSSi Penetration 6.1.17 Blockout 6
Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Unlined Opening through aBarrier Const. &Thk. 1 '-0" Concrete Barrier, 1-0" Concrete Barrier, 1'-0" Concrete Barrier,

4.00 ft 0.79 ftl 4.50 flMaximum Opening Size (24" x 24" blockout) (12" diameter sleeve) (54" x 12" blockout)
0.67 ft'

Maxrmum Free Area (4" x 24") 10" max. annulus N/A2
A. ; ;. i : -. . . .. . .... -, -.: i--.....

Maximum Spacing 4" 10" N/A2pa i g ,.: . 4' 1- 0E1,...

Minimum Spacing 3" 0" N/A2

Number of Penetrants Multiple Single Multiple

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray (2) 6" dia. conduits
Solid Bottom (1) 2" dia. Pipe (2) 3" dia. conduits

(1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray Ladder (1) 4" x 4" wireway
-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : - . _ . - _ _ _ _B ack

134% Visual Fill 0-100% visual fill
Cable Fill and Type PE/PVC Cable N/A (inside conduit)

(50% inside wireway)

Seal Material and Depth--.... 8-3/4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 9" (min.) DC Silicone Foam (23.3 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(:2:3 : -23.7 pcf) pcf) (15.1 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Damming BoardThickness (Each Side) (Exposed Side)

: Orientation. Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
Limiting endpoint temp. Maximum temp. reached at 3 Maximum temp. reached at 3.Limiting Endpoint exceeded at 178 minutes (max. hours was 366"F. hours was 290'F.-Temperatures temp. was 706°F)
1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Opening was a 12" diameter 1) Blockout opening was not

dComments-irr......-I with 1/4" steel. steel sleeve. lined.
2) Cannot be determined from

test data.
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Figure 3.3.b.6 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail G2

Typical Seal Detail G2 I
(Rated for 2 Hours in a 2 Hour Rated Barrier) Parameter - Qualified by Test [ WBN Configuration
ic--- 2'- -"

4 SPACES @ 6 1/2" = 2' - 2" !

STAINLESS STEEL STUD
WASHER AND WING NUT (TYP)

CONDUIT (TYP) MAY OR MAY NOT
EXIST WITHIN SEAL

~ .

CENTERLINE
rWALL OPENING

i I- i

1" KAOWOOL BOARD (TYP)

CENTERLINE WALL OPENING

DETAIL G2

ELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY PENETRATION SEAL
WITH MULTIPLE CABLE TRAYS / CONDUITS

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W883-2

A.
Barrier

Construction/
Thickness

Lined opening in a
8' concrete barrier with

sleeve extension

Lined or Unlined
opening in an 8" (2 hr)
concrete barrier. 8"
barriers require Z-I

barrier extension.

B. Maximum 46" x 42- blockout 64" x 24" Blockout
Opening Size (1932 in 2) (1536 in2)

C. Maximum Unlimited Unlimited
Free Area

Multiple Multiple
D. No., Size, Type Cable Trays to 36" x 4" Cable Trays to 18" x 4"

of Penetrants Conduits up to 6" dia. Conduits up to 6" dia.
Unlimited for Conduits Unlimited for Conduits

E. Spacing of 3" (min.) required 3" (min.) required
Penetrants between multiple trays between multiple trays

F. Cable Fill 100% Visual Fill 60% V1/V2N/3
of tray area

G. Seal Material 10' (min) 10" (min)
and Depth silicone foam silicone foam

Damming 1" ceramic fiber board 1" ceramic fiber board
H. Material exposed side each side

and Depth

I. Orientation Floor/Ceiling Wall

Primary Fire Test CTP1001A Blockouts 1, 2 and 6 and fire
J. Qualifying test ICC1182009 (Penetration 2)

Test(s)
Additional Fire Tests IC01091035 (PSS2 and PSS4)

K. Supporting
Information

Comments:
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3.3.b.6 Typical Seal Detail G2

Detail Description: Detail G2 consists of a blockout containing
multiple cable trays in a concrete or concrete block wall. The seal
material consists of a 10" minimum depth of Dow Corning 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on each side of the penetration. This detail is
allowed only in 2 hour rated barriers.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is qualified by
comparison with the following tested configurations:

Tested configuration blockout 1 from test CTP-1001A which used
10" silicone foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on the exposed side of the penetration. This
configuration is used to qualify multiple cable trays with 0-100%
cable fill.

* Tested configuration blockout 2 from test CTP-1001A which used
10" silicone foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on the exposed side of the penetration. This
configuration is used to qualify multiple large (36" wide) cable
trays.

* Tested configuration blockout 6 from test CTP-1 001A which used
6" silicone foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on the exposed side of the penetration. This
configuration is used to qualify the presence of conduits within
detail G2 applications.

e Tested configuration Penetration 2 from test ICC1182009 which
used 9" of silicone foam with 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on the exposed side of the penetration in
conjunction with a barrier extension to represent the installation of
a seal assembly in a barrier thinner than the required seal depth.

* Tested configuration Blockout 2 from test CTP-1002 which used
4" of silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration with no penetrants. This
configuration is used only to support the structural adequacy of
silicone foam and damming board without penetrating items.

* Tested configuration PSS2 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam without damming material. This test is used only as
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a baseline for comparison with configuration PSS4 to
demonstrate the increased fire resistance provided by damming
material.

Tested configuration PSS4 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration. This test did not have a cable
tray in the cable tray penetration slot.

Fire test CTP-1001 A (blockout 1) tested a 46" x 42" unlined blockout.
The opening contained a total of eight (8), 4" x 18" cable trays (four
each solid back and ladder back). Each type of tray (ladder back
and solid back) was filled with 0%, 1 layer, 50% and 100% visual
loading of polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed cabling. Blockout 1
was tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as
blockout 1 was sealed with an 10" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548
silicone RTV foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board damming
on the exposed side of the penetration.

Fire test CTP-1001A (blockout 2) tested a 26" x 42" unlined blockout.
The opening contained two (2), 36" x 4" cable trays (one solid back
and one ladder back). Each tray was filled with 100% visual loading
of polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed cabling. Blockout 2 was
tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as blockout 2
was sealed with an 10" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV
foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board damming on the
exposed side of the penetration.

Fire test CTP-1001A (blockout 6) tested a 54" x 12" unlined blockout.
The opening contained (2) 6" conduits, (2) 3" conduits and (1) 4" x 4"
wireway. Blockout 6 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The
blockout identified as blockout 6 was sealed with an 6" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber
board damming on the exposed side of the penetration.

Penetration 2 from fire test ICC1182009 each tested an 8" x 28" steel
lined (1/4" thick) cable slot with a 24" x 6" ladderback cable tray. The
tray contained a 100% visual fill of 350 MCM-XHHW power cable,
14/2 XLP-Neoprene TC cable and 16/2 TC 600V cable. The
penetration was sealed with a 9" depth of silicone foam installed over
a 1" ceramic fiber damming board. Penetration 2 was oriented with a
barrier extension on the exposed side of the test slab which allowed
part of the seal to extend beyond the barrier.
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Blockout 2 from fire test CTP-1002 tested an 42" x 26" unlined cable
slot without penetrating items. The penetration was sealed with a 4"
depth of silicone foam installed over a 1" thickness of ceramic fiber
damming board. Penetration 2 was oriented in a floor/ceiling
orientation.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS2) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" thick steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100%
visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS2 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS2 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam without damming material.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual
(50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding parameters
for typical detail G2 based on the supporting fire tested
configurations.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire tested
configurations were tested in a 12" poured concrete slab.
Cable penetrations at WBN which are sealed with typical
detail G2 penetrate concrete block and poured concrete walls
which are a minimum of 8" thick. Installation of this seal in a
concrete block or poured concrete barrier thicker than 8" is
acceptable.

WBN installation of typical detail G2 in 8" thick barriers rated
for 2 hours, use a 16 GA minimum sheet steel barrier
extension to install the required seal depth. The extension is
installed in accordance with WBN detail Z-1 1 (drawing WB-X-
00-01). The use of the Z-1 1 barrier extension for 2 hour rated
applications is acceptable based on the maximum temperature
recorded in test ICC1182009 (Penetrations 2) at time = 2
hours (4961F on 350 MCM cable).

Fire tested configurations included blackouts which were
unlined. Multiple cable tray blackouts at WBN are both steel
lined and unlined openings. Penetrations in unlined openings
perform better than similar configurations installed in lined
openings. Although the lined openings at WBN are not then
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directly supported by testing, the presence of a steel liner is
not expected to significantly affect the rating of the
configuration. When a steel liner or sleeve is present, it is in
contact with the barrier which acts as a heat sink to limit the
amount of heat transferred through the seal. Based on this
and the fact that detail G2 configurations have additional
damming not found in the test, detail G2 configurations will
perform as well as the tested configurations.

B. Maximum Opening Size: Fire test configurations included 46" x
42", 42" x 26" and 54" x 12" blackouts. Cable tray penetration
blackouts sealed with detail G2 are 24" x 64" which smaller than
the largest tested configuration. Tested penetrations of a specific
size bound similar configurations of equal or smaller sizes.
Therefore, WBN applications will perform better than the tested
configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: Maximum free area is of concern in
penetration seal qualification for structural integrity of the seal
material. The structural capacity of maximum free area supported
by testing was the 42" x 26" (7.58 ft2) blockout in Blockout 2 of
test CTP-1002. This penetration had no penetrating items and
was sealed with only a 4" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone
RTV foam and 1" of damming board. The tested configuration did
not allow the passage of flame, smoke, hot gases or water during
the fire endurance and hose stream tests which demonstrates the
structural adequacy of a silicone foam seal for a 3 hour F rating
with as little as 4" of foam and 1" of damming. The maximum free
area allowed by WBN Detail G2 is unlimited. This is based on
the successful configurations tested in CTP-1001A and CTP-
1002, the limitation placed on the opening size, and the fact that
the typical detail is only required to provide a two (2) hour fire
rating in wall applications. The tested configurations were all
qualified for three (3) hour applications in the floor/ceiling
orientation. Limiting this detail to wall applications results in a
less severe exposure than the tested configurations as discussed
below under Item I. Additionally, the typical detail requires
damming material on both sides of the barrier which enhances the
structural stability of the field applications as compared to the
tested configurations. Based on these variations, the typical
detail will perform at least as well as the tested configurations.

D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: The tested configuration
in Blockout 6 of fire test CTP-1001A included (2) 6" conduits, (2)
3" conduits and (1) 4" x 4" wireway in a 54" x 12" blockout sealed
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with only a 6" depth of silicone foam and 1" of damming board.
The tested configuration in Blockouts 1 and 2 of fire test CTP-
1001A included multiple cable trays 18" and 36" wide, sealed with
a 10" depth of silicone foam and 1" of damming board. WBN
detail G2 allows multiple cable trays (both solid back and ladder
back) up to 36" in width. Detail G2 also allows multiple conduits
up to 6" in diameter. Conduits and cable trays of a particular size
bound conduits and cable trays of the same size and smaller.
Based on the fact that the seal depth (including required
damming) in WBN detail G2 is greater than that in the tested
configurations, these applications will perform better than the
tested configurations. Also refer to item F. below.

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The tested configurations had maximum
spacing up to 6" and minimum spacing of 3" on the large cable
trays. The maximum spacing allowed by the typical detail is
unlimited. This is based on the successful configurations tested
in CTP-1001A and CTP-1002, the limitation placed on the
opening size, and the fact that the typical detail is only required to
provide a two (2) hour fire rating in wall applications. The tested
configurations were all qualified for three (3) hour applications in
the floor/ceiling orientation. Limiting this detail to wall
applications results in a less severe exposure than the tested
configurations as discussed below under Item I. Additionally, the
typical detail requires damming material on both sides of the
barrier which enhances the structural stability of the field
applications as compared to the tested configurations. Based on
these variations, the typical detail will perform at least as well as
the tested configurations.

The minimum spacing allowed between cable trays is 3" based
the tested configuration in CTP-1001A (blockout 2) wilh this
clearance between metallic components. Conduits and single
cable trays which partially or completely penetrate the barrier are
not restricted by the minimum spacing value based on the ability
of the material to flow around cabling as demonstrated in the test.
Based on this, the typical detail will perform the same as the
tested configurations.

F. Cable Fill, Size and Type: Fire tested configurations included
various percentages of cable fill ranging from a 0% to 100%
visual fill of cabling. WBN design guides for installation of cables
other than power cables (voltage level V1N2N3) have a design
limit which equals 60% of the allowable tray area, 40.50 in2 of
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cabling for a 18" x 4" tray (3.75" usable). Using tested
configurations of a specific percentage of cable fill, size and type
to bound similar configurations containing the same or smaller is
acceptable. Large cable fills are more challenging to penetration
seals than smaller fills. This is based on the fact that: 1) Large
fills of large cables with their greater copper content will conduct
more heat through the penetration, 2) Large fills of smaller cables
with their increased amount of jacket and insulation will provide
more of a challenge for burn through, 3) The greater the cable fill,
the less volume for penetration sealant material. Large cable fills,
regardless of cable size, provide an increased combustible
loading from cable jackets and insulation over smaller tray fills.
Larger fills, regardless of cable size, also increase the amount of
copper available to transfer heat through the penetration seal.
Therefore, WBN installations are bounded by the tested
configurations.

Cable types tested were PVC jacketed. These cable jacket
materials are similar to the cable jacket materials used at WBN
with respect to fuel contribution and auto-ignition temperature,
and therefore bound WBN configurations.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material and depth
is based on fire tested configurations consisting of assemblies
with 10" silicone foam (1" dam on exposed side), 6" silicone foam
(1" dam on exposed side). The density of the silicone foam for
each of these configurations was within the acceptable density
range allowed at WBN. WBN installations require a minimum 10"
depth of silicone foam in conjunction with 1" of non-combustible
ceramic fiber damming board on each side of the penetration.
Justification for the acceptability of WBN installations is provided
in the primary qualifying test section (item J.) and the additional
supporting test section (item K.) below.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The configuration of the
damming for each tested penetrations is described in the seal
material section (item G,) above.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in the
floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this typical detail
are limited to wall installations only. Configurations which have
been successfully tested in the floor/ceiling (horizontal)
orientation can be used to bound wall (vertical) configurations.
Therefore, WBN installations will perform better than tested
configurations.
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J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the qualification
of this typical detail are Blockouts 1, 2 and 6 from test CTP-1 001 A
and Penetration 2 from fire test ICC1 182009.

Fire test CTP-1001A (blockout 1) tested a 46" x 42" unlined
blockout. The opening contained a total of eight (8), 4" x 18"
cable trays (four each solid back and ladder back). Each type of
tray (ladder back and solid back) was filled with 0%, 1 layer, 50%
and 100% visual loading of polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed
cabling. Blockout 1 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The
blockout identified as blockout 1 was sealed with an 10" depth of
Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV foam and 1" of refractory
ceramic fiber board damming on the exposed side of the
penetration.

Fire test CTP-1001A (blockout 2) tested a 26" x 42" unlined
blockout. The opening contained two (2), 36" x 4" cable trays (one
solid back and one ladder back). Each tray was filled with 100%
visual loading of polyethylene insulated/PVC jacketed cabling.
Blockout 2 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout
identified as blockout 2 was sealed with an 10" depth of Dow
Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV foam and 1" of refractory ceramic
fiber board damming on the exposed side of the penetration.

Blockouts 1 and 2 of fire test CTP-1001A qualify multiple cable
trays in a large blockout sealed with 10" of silicone foam with a
single 1" layer of ceramic fiber damming material. WBN
applications of detail G2 have an additional 1" thickness of non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming board on the unexposed side
of the penetration and will therefore perform better than the tested
configurations.

Fire test CTP-1001A (blockout 6) tested a 54" x 12" unlined
blockout. The opening contained (2) 6" conduits, (2) 3" conduits
and (1) 4" x 4" wireway. Blockout 6 was tested in a horizontal
furnace. The blockout identified as blockout 6 was sealed with an
6" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV foam and 1" of
refractory ceramic fiber board damming on the exposed side of
the penetration.

Blockout 6 of fire test CTP-1001A qualifies the existence of
multiple conduits up to 6" in diameter within the detail G2
blockout. WBN detail G2 seals contains a minimum of 10" of
silicone foam and 1" of damming on each side of the penetration.
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The additional 4" of silicone foam and 1" of damming found in the
detail configurations allows detail G2 applications to perform
better than tested.

Penetration 2 from fire test ICC1182009 tested an 8" x 28" steel
lined (1/4" thick) cable slot with a 24" x 6" ladderback cable tray.
The tray contained a 100% visual fill of 350 MCM-XHHW power
cable, 14/2 XLP-Neoprene TC cable and 16/2 TC 600V cable.
The penetration was sealed with a 9" depth of silicone foam
installed over a 1" ceramic fiber damming board. Penetration 2
was oriented with a barrier extension on the exposed side of the
test slab which allowed part of the seal to extend beyond the
barrier.

Favorable unexposed side temperatures at two (2) hours into the
test for Penetration 2 serves as the basis for accepting WBN
installations in 2 hour rated barriers. The type of barrier
extension used in test IM11182009 are representative of the Z-11
barrier extension detail used at WBN. Additionally, WBN
installations have non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board
on both sides of the penetration compared to the tested assembly
which had damming board on the exposed side only. Therefore,
WBN applications in two (2) hour rated barriers will perform better
than the tested configuration. The tested configurations
contained less seal material than is required by WBN detail G2
and were able to pass 3 hour fire endurance tests. WBN
applications have more seal material than tested and are only
required to provide 2 hours of fire resistance.

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by these
tested configurations and have the enhancements discussed are
qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour rated barriers.

K. Additional Supporting Information: To provide additional
assurance that the WBN installed applications will perform better
than the tested configurations, additional tests were examined to
assess the qualification of the G2 typical detail.

Additional tested configurations which support this typical detail
are PSS2 and PSS4 from test IC01091035. PSS2 demonstrated
that 12" silicone foam seals without permanent damming board on
either side of the penetration adequately prevents the passage of
flame although endpoint temperatures reached 9040F. PSS4
demonstrated that a 12" silicone foam seal with a 1" ceramic fiber
damming board on the exposed side of the penetration achieves
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a 3 hour rating in accordance with IEEE 634-1978, even with 4" of
the 12" seal extending inside the furnace. In fact the endpoint
temperature of PSS4 was 504'F which was a full 4000 F less than
the temperatures in PSS2. Comparison of these two
configurations demonstrates the significant positive impact of
adding a single layer of damming board to the same depth of seal
material.

Conclusion: Typical detail G2 is qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2
hour barriers. This conclusion is based configurations that
successfully passed 3 hour testing and would therefore be
acceptable for 2 hours. The WBN penetration seals have 1" of non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming board on both sides of the
penetration. The tested configuration only used damming board on
the exposed side. Thus the WBN 2 hour rated penetrations have an
increased level of protection and will outperform the tested
configuration.
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TABLE 3.3.b.6 - Detail G2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test CTP-1001A CTP-1001A CTP-1001A CTP-1002
Parameters Assembly Blockout 1 Blockout 2 Blockout 6 Blockout 2

Unlined Opening through a Unlined Opening through a Unlined Opening through a Unlined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0' Concrete 8arrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier

13.42 ft 7.58 ft2  4.50 ft' 7.58 ftn
Maximum Opening Size (46" x 42" blockout1 ) (42" x 26" blockout,) (54" x 12" blockout1 ) (42" x 26" blockout)

1.75 ft 1.08 ft
Maximum Free Area (6" x 42" blockout) (6" x 26" blockout) N/A 2  7.58 ft2

Maximum Spacing 6" 6" N/A 2  N/A1

Minimum Spacing 1" 3" N/A 2  N/A1

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple None
(4) 18" x 4" Cable Trays (1) 36" x 4" Cable Tray

Types and Sizes of Penetrants Solid Bottom Solid Bottom (2) 6" dia. Conduits
(4) 18" x 4" Cable Trays Ladder (1) 36" x 4" Cable Tray Ladder (2) 3" dia. Conduits N/Al

Back Back (1) 4" x 4" Wireway
0 - 100% Visual Fill 0 - 100% Visual Fill 0 - 100% Visual Fill

Cable Fill and Type Inside Cable Tray Inside Cable Tray Inside Conduit N/Al
(50% inside Wireway)

Seal Material and Depth 10" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 10" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 6" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(14.1 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board (2) 1/2" Ceramic Damming
Thickness (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) Board

(Exposed Side)

Orientation i Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
Maximum temp. reached at 3 Maximum temp. reached at 3 Maximum temp. reached at 3 Maximum temp. reached at 3

Limiting Endpoint hours was 6450 F. hours was 580'F. hours was 290'F. hours was 612'F.
Tem peratures _____ _____ ____ ___': _-_'

1) Blockout opening was not 1) Blockout opening was not 1) Blockout opening was not 1) Not applicable to this
Comments lined. lined. lined. configuration.

2) Cannot be determined from
test data.
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TABLE 3.3.b.6 - Detail G2 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations (Cont.)

Bounding Fire Test ICC1182009 IC01091035 IC01091035
Parameters Assembly Pen. 2 PSS2 PSS4

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1-0' Concrete Barrier, 1 -0" Concrete Barrier, 1'-0' Concrete Barrier,

1.56 ft2  0.83 ft2  0.83 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (8' x 28" cable slot) (6" x 20" cable slot) (6" x 20" cable slot)
0.39 ft2

Maximum Free Area (2" x 28") N/A 2  N/A2

Maximum Spacing 4" N/A2  N/A2

Minimum Spacing 0" N/A 2  N/A 2

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 24' x 6" Cable Tray
Ladder Back Cables Cables

100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type 100% Visual Fill PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable

Seal Material and Depth 9" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12' (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(17.06 pcf) (22.6 pcf) (23.3 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness . (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
Maximum temp. reached at 2 Limiting endpoint temp. Maximum temp. reached at 3

Limiting Endpoint hours was 496"F. At 3 hours exceeded at 152 minutes (max. hours was 504'F.
Temperatures was 564"F. Flaming at 2 hrs temp. was 904'F)

and 55 min. on unexposed side.
1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined

Comments with 1/4" steel. Barrier with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel.
extension installed on 2) Not applicable to this 2) Not applicable to this
exposed side. configuration. configuration.

Enginq
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Figure 3.3.b.7 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail HI

Typical Seal Detail HI _____

(Rated for 2 Hours in a 2 Hour Rated Barrier and 3 Hours in a 3 Hour Rated Barrier) Parameter I Qualified by Test WBN Configuration
I

SILICONE RTV FOAM

1" KAOWOOL
BOARD (TYP.)

CI

-II

- - - i

CABLES

KAOWOOL FIBER

DETAIL Hi

ELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY PENETRATION SEAL
WITH OR WITHOUT CABLE TRAY INSIDE BARRIER

FOR UNLINED OPENINGS
PIRCf:DC:Klr'r nDAAttlKIr At-\/Q- d. .- , - - 4 t .IV00 I.

A.
Barrier

Construction/
Thickness

Lined opening in a
12" concrete barrier

Unlined opening in a
12' (3 hr) or 8" (2 hr)
concrete barrier. 8"
barriers require Z-1 1

barrier extension

B. Maximum 12" x 24' blockout 5' x 24" cable slot (120
Opening Size (288 in2) in2)

C. Maximum N/A N/A
Free Area

D. No., Size, Type N/A N/A
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A N/A
Penetrants

30% for V4N5
F. Cable Fill 100% Visual Fill 60% V1N'2N3

-_ of tray area
9" (min) - 12" (max)

G. Seal Material 9" (min) - 12' (max) silicone foam (see
and Depth silicone foam comments)

1" ceramic fiber board
Damming 1' ceramic fiber board each side plus 1"

H. Material each side ceramic fiber
and Depth blanket/board as dam

for silicone foam

I. Orientation Wall Wall

Primary Fire Test IC01 091035 (PSS1) for 3 hour
J. Qualifying applications and fire test ICC1182009

Test(s) (Penetration 2) for 2 hour applications
Additional Fire Tests IC01091035 (PSS2 and PSS4) and

K. Supporting ICC0483010 (Penetration A)
Information

Comments: 1) 12" max. silicone foam depth applies to applications
with voltage level V41V5 cable. Additional seal depth
allowed for other voltage levels.

Engird
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3.3.b.7 Typical Seal Detail H1

Detail Descripin: Detail H1 consists of an unlined cable slot in a
concrete or concrete block wall. The cable tray on each side of the
wall may extend into the barrier, however, in no case does the tray
continue completely through the barrier. The seal material consists
of a 9" minimum depth (and a maximum 12" depth in applications for
ampacity concerns with voltage level V4N5 cables) of Dow Corning
3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on each side of the penetration. In addition to the
two (2) non-combustible ceramic fiber damming boards, WBN
installations of this typical detail have a third component of damming
on the backside of the silicone RTV foam seal when the wall
thickness is 18" or greater. This additional damming is 1" thick non-
combustible ceramic fiber blanket and/or ceramic fiber board. This
additional damming material was used to dam the opening prior to
installation of the seal material and was left in place.

The attached package provides information on a typical installation
detail for cable tray penetration in a wall. This detail can be used for
either a 2 hour or 3 hour configuration. The use of the 2 hour
configuration at WBN is supported by existing test data as described
in the package. Three hour penetrations of this configuration that
exist in the plant are being modified, if necessary, to include a
minimum of 11 inches of foam and 3 damming boards. The
modifications are not described or provided in this package. The test
discussed for the 3 hour configurations are the existing tests that
support this configuration. TVA is including several penetrations of
this type of configuration in the additional testing to be performed in
the near term.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is qualified by
comparison with the following tested configurations:

* Tested configuration PSS1 from test IC01091035 which used 9"
silicone foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming
board on both sides of the penetration.

* Tested configuration Penetration A from ICC0483010 which used
9" silicone foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming
board on the exposed side of the penetration.
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* Tested configuration PSS4 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam with 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming
board on the exposed side of the penetration. This test did not
have a cable tray in the cable tray penetration slot.

* Tested configuration Penetration 2 from test ICC1182009 which
used 9" of silicone foam with 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on the exposed side of the penetration in
conjunction with a barrier extension to represent the installation of
a seal assembly in a barrier thinner than the required seal depth.
This configuration is used to support two (2) hour rated
applications only.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS1) tested a 24" x 24" blockout lined with
1/4" steel. The blockout was subdivided into two 12" x 24" openings
with an 18 GA sheet steel divider. Each subdivided opening
contained a 4" x 18" cable tray (one solid back and one ladder back)
with 134% visual (67% actual) loading of PVC jacketed cabling.
PSS1 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as
PSS1 was sealed with an 8-3/4" (+1- 1/8") depth of silicone foam and
1" of refractory ceramic fiber board (Carborundum Duraboard LD)
damming on each, side of the penetration.

Penetration A from ICC0483010 tested an 8" x 28" unlined cable slot
with a 4" diameter cable bundle as the penetrating item. The cable
bundle was unique in that a Kellem grip was included with the
bundle. The cable loading of the 4" diameter bundle was a
combination of neoprene jacketed and Hypolon (chlorosulfonated
polyethylene) jacketed cabling. Penetration A was sealed with a 9"
depth of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum HotBoard) damming on the exposed side of the
penetration.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual
(50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.

Penetration 2 from fire test IM10182009 tested an 8" x 28" steel lined
(1/4" thick) cable slot with a 24" x 6" ladderback cable tray. The tray
contained a 100% visual fill of 350 MCM-XHHW power cable, 14/2
XLP-Neoprene TC cable and 16/2 TC 600V cable. The penetration
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was sealed with -a 9" depth of silicone foam installed over a 1"
ceramic fiber damming board. Penetration 2 was oriented with a
barrier extension on the exposed side of the test slab.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding parameters
for typical detail H1 based on the supporting fire tested
configurations.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire tested
configurations were tested in a 12" poured concrete slab.
Cable slots at WBN which are sealed with typical detail H1
penetrate poured concrete walls which are a minimum of 12"
thick for 3 hour applications and 8" thick for 2 hour
applications. Installation of this seal in a poured concrete
barrier thicker than 12" is acceptable.

WBN installation of typical detail H1 in 8" thick barriers rated
for 2 hours use a 16 GA minimum sheet steel barrier extension
to install the required seal depth. The extension is installed in
accordance with WBN detail Z-11 (drawing WB-X-00-01). The
use of the Z-1 1 barrier extension for 2 hour rated applications
is acceptable based on the maximum temperature recorded in
test ICC1182009 (Penetrations 2) at time = 2 hours (4960F on
350 MCM cable).

Fire tested configurations included cable slots which were
lined with 1/4" thick steel, as well as unlined cable slots. Cable
slots which penetrate walls (not floors). at WBN are unlined
openings. Penetrations in unlined openings provide superior
performance compared to similar configurations installed in
lined openings. Therefore, WBN applications perform better
than tested configurations.

Each of the tested configurations was tested as a single
opening, while WBN applications are either single cable slots
or arrays of single cable slots. WBN arrays of single cable
slots are bounded by the successful tested configurations and
the following.

WBN arrays of cable slots range from single slots to three (3)
by four (4) arrays of twelve individual cable slots. Arrays of
cable slots are separated by a 6" width of concrete between
the short side of the slots and a 7" width of concrete between
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the long sides of the slots. The more severe condition is the
7" width of concrete which separates the long side of the cable
slots due the length of this area -and the concentration of
combustible cable jacketing on both sides of the area. WBN
arrays of multiple cable slots are bounded by PSS1 from test
IC01091035. As described earlier, PSS1 tested a 24" x 24"
blockout with two (2) 18" x 4" cable trays each loaded with
134% visual fill of WBN specific cabling. The trays were
positioned inside the blockout with 8" of silicone foam in
between the long sides of the trays. The entire blockout was
sealed with an 8-3/4" depth of silicone foam and 1" of
refractory ceramic fiber board damming on each side of the
penetration. Unexposed side temperatures recorded by three
(3) thermocouples in the area between the cable trays were
significantly below the 7000F limiting endpoint temperature at
the end of the three hour fire endurance test (1950F, 2490F
and 2851F).

Comparing the PSS1 test assembly to WBN configurations of
cable slot arrays, there are enhancements inherent in the
WBN design which increase the fire resistance of the
assembly, such as:

. WBN configurations with a 7" width of concrete installed
between cable slots provides a superior heat sink
compared to the 8" width of silicone foam material between
cable trays in the tested configuration.

. WBN non-combustible ceramic fiber damming boards
installed on the face of both sides of the barrier overlap the
edge of the cable slot, thus shielding the concrete and
seal. This separates the cable slots from direct flame
impingement.

Therefore, based on the acceptable temperatures between
cable trays in test IC01091035 (PSS1) and considering the
additional benefits of the WBN configurations as identified
above, WBN arrays of cable slots will perform better than the
tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: Fire test configurations include 6" x 20"
cable slots, 8" x 28" cable slots and a 24" x 24" blockout which
was subdivided into two (2) 12"x 24" openings. Cable slots
sealed with detail H1 are 5" x 20" and 5" x 24", both of which are
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smaller than or equal to the tested configurations. Tested
penetrations of a specific size bound similar configurations of
equal or smaller sizes. Therefore, WBN applications will perform
better than the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The bounding parameter for maximum free
area is not applicable to configurations where the only penetrating
item is cabling.

D. Number. Size and Type of Penetrants: This bounding parameter
is addressed by the bounding parameter for cable fill and type
(Refer to item F. below).

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The bounding parameter for spacing of
penetrants is not applicable to this typical detail configuration.
Spacing of penetrants for configurations with cabling is addressed
by the Cable Fill and Type characteristic.

F. Cable Fill. Size and Type: Fire tested configurations included
various percentages of cable fill ranging from a 4" diameter cable
bundle to a 18" x 4" (3" usable) cable tray which contained 134%
visual fill (68.5% actual; 36.99 in2 of cabling). WBN design guides
for installation of power cables (voltage level V4N5) have a
design limit which equals 30% of the allowable tray area, 20.25 in2
of cabling for a 18" x 4" tray (3.75" usable). WBN design guides
for installation of cables other than power cables (voltage level
V1N2N3) have a design limit which equals 60% of the allowable
tray area, 40.50 in2 of cabling for a 18" x 4" tray (3.75" usable).
The additional 3.51 in2 of cabling allowed for cables other than
power cables is acceptable based on the smaller amount of
copper conductor in these types of cables as compared to the
copper conductors in power cables and the favorable
temperatures recorded on instrument and control cables in test
IC01901035, PSS1 (1650F to 6070F). Using tested configurations
of a specific percentage of cable fill, size and type to bound
similar configurations containing the same or smaller is
acceptable. Large cable fills are more challenging to penetration
seals than smaller fills. This is based on the fact that: 1) Large
fills of large cables with their greater copper content will conduct
more heat through the penetration, 2) Large fills of smaller cables
with their increased amount of jacket and insulation will provide
more of a challenge for burn through, 3) The greater the cable fill,
the less volume for penetration sealant material. Large cable fills,
regardless of cable size, provide an increased combustible
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loading from cable jackets and insulation over smaller tray fills.
Larger fills, regardless of cable size, also increase the amount of
copper available to transfer heat through the penetration seal.
Therefore, WBN installations are bounded by the tested
configurations.

Cable types tested were either PVC jacketed, neoprene jacketed
or Hypolon (chlorosulfonated polyethylene) jacketed. These
cable jacket materials are similar to the cable jacket materials
used at WBN with respect to fuel contribution and auto-ignition
temperature, and therefore bound WBN configurations.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material and depth
is based on fire tested configurations consisting of assemblies
with 8-3/4" silicone foam (1" dam on each side), 9" silicone foam
(1" dam on exposed side), 9" silicone foam (1" dam on exposed
side with barrier extensions for 2 hour applications), 12" silicone
foam (1" dam on exposed side) and 12" silicone foam (without
damming). The density of the silicone foam for each of these
configurations was within the acceptable density range allowed at
WBN. WBN installations require a minimum 9" depth (and a
maximum 12" depth in applications with voltage level V4N5
cables due to ampacity concerns) of silicone foam in conjunction
with 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board on each
side of the penetration. Thicker seal applications are acceptable
for other voltage levels. Justification for the acceptability of WBN
installations is provided in the primary qualifying test section (item
J.) and the additional supporting test section (item K.) below.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The configuration of the
damming for each tested penetrations is described in the seal
material section (item G.) above.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in the
floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this typical detail are
limited to wall installations only. Configurations which have been
successfully tested in the floor/ceiling (horizontal) orientation can
be used to bound wall (vertical) configurations. Therefore, WBN
installations will perform better than tested configurations.

J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the qualification
of this typical detail are Penetrations 2 from test ICC1 182009 for 2
hour applications and penetration PSS1 from test IC01091035 for
3 hour applications.
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Penetration 2 from fire test IM11182009 each tested an 8" x 28"
steel lined (1/4" thick) cable slot with a 24" x 6" ladderback cable
tray. The tray contained a 100% visual fill of 350 MCM-XHHW
power cable, 14/2 XLP-Neoprene TC cable and 16/2 TC 600V
cable. The penetration was sealed with a 9" depth of silicone
foam installed over a 1" ceramic fiber damming board.
Penetration 2 was oriented with a barrier extension on the
exposed side of the test slab which allowed part of the seal to
extend beyond the barrier.

Favorable unexposed side temperatures at two (2) hours into the
test for Penetration 2 serves as the basis for accepting WBN
installations in 2 hour rated barriers. The type of barrier extension
used in test ICC1182009 are representative of the Z-11 barrier
extension detail used at WBN. Additionally, WBN installations
have non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board on both sides
of the penetration compared to the tested assembly which had
damming board on the exposed side only. Therefore, WBN
applications in two (2) hour rated barriers will perform better than
the tested configuration.

PSS1 tested a 24" x 24" blockout lined with 1/4" thick steel plate.
The blockout was subdivided into two (2) 12" x 24" openings with
an 18 GA sheet steel divider. Each subdivided opening contained
a 4" x 18" cable tray (one solid back and one ladder back) with
134% visual (68.5% actual or 36.99 in2 of cable based on test
reference to 3" x 18" usable area of the tray) loading of PVC
jacketed cabling. PSS1 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The
blockout identified as PSS1 was sealed with an 8-3/4" (+/- 1/8")
depth of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming on each side of the
penetration.

Test assembly PSS1 had a single thermocouple reading which
exceeded the IEEE 634-1978 limiting endpoint temperature of
700'F. All of the remaining thermocouples remained below
700'F. Thermocouple 31, which monitored temperatures on the
250 MCM cable at the unexposed side surface of the test slab,
exceeded 7000 F at 178 minutes (2 hours 58 minutes). At the
conclusion of the three hour fire endurance test, thermocouple 31
recorded a maximum temperature of 7060F. While this
temperature is above the 7000 F limit imposed by IEEE 634-1978,
the WBN configurations are constructed and orientated in a
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manner which will provide better results than the conservatively
designed test configuration. Enhancements in the WBN
installation which improve the performance of PSS1 include the
following:

e The tested configuration had cable trays which penetrated
completely through the barrier. WBN installations do not have
cable trays which pass through the barrier. The absence of
the through metallic component (cable tray) in WBN
configurations will result in lower unexposed side
temperatures.

* The tested configuration was 8-3/4" of silicone foam while
WBN configurations require a minimum of 9" of silicone foam.

* The tested configuration was installed in a 12" barrier oriented
in the floor/ceiling position. WBN installations which used a 9"
seal depth were installed in a 36" wall with the damming
material being installed on the face of each barrier. Therefore,
an air space of approximately 23" was created which further
lessens the amount of heat transferred to the opposite side of
the penetration.

e In conjunction with the above item, WBN configurations have a
third component of damming on the backside of the silicone
RTV foam seal. The additional damming material is in the
form of a 1" thickness of ceramic fiber blanket and/or ceramic
fiber board. This additional damming material was used to
dam the opening prior to installation of the seal material and
was left in place.

. WBN installations contain a minimum of 11" of silicone foam
for wall thickness less than 36" which require a 3 hour rating.

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by this tested
configuration and have the enhancements discussed above are
qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour rated barriers and a 3 hour
rating in 3 hour rated barriers.

K. Additional Supporting Information: Since .the principal tested
configuration used to support three (3) hour applications slightly
exceeded the cold side limits and the test used cable trays that
passed through the barrier, unlike the WBN configurations,
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additional tests were examined to assess the qualification of the
Hi typical detail.

Additional tested configurations which support this typical detail
include PSS2 and PSS4 from test IC01091035 and Penetration A
from test ICC0483010. Configurations PSS2 and PSS4 from test
IC01091035 substantiate the acceptability of 12" silicone foam
details with 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board
on the exposed side of the penetration for use in 3 hour
applications in which the cable slot contains 50% actual fill of PVC
jacketed cabling. PSS2 demonstrated that a 12" silicone foam
seals without permanent damming board on either side of the
penetration adequately prevents the passage of flame.
Additionally PSS2 demonstrated that exceeding the cold side
temperature acceptance criteria by a substantial margin
(approximately 200 0F) did not result in auto-ignition of the cabling.
PSS4 demonstrated that a 12" silicone foam seal with a 1"
ceramic fiber damming board on the exposed side of the
penetration achieves a 3 hour rating in accordance with IEEE
634-1978, even with 4" of the 12" seal extending inside the
furnace. Penetration A from ICC0483010 demonstrated that a 9"
silicone foam seal using 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed..side- of the-- penetration provides a 3 hour rated
configuration when the penetrating item is a 4" diameter cable
bundle.

The performance of each of these additional considerations, in
conjunction with the primary qualifying tested configuration
discussed above support the rating of the WBN configuration
which is designed to perform better than the tested configurations.

Conclusion: Typical detail HI is qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on 3 hour testing that showed that
there was no flame through and highest unexposed side
temperatures at 2 hours was approximately 500OF which is well
below the testing standard acceptance limit of 7000F. The WBN
penetration seals have 1 inch of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on both sides of the penetration. The tested
configuration only used damming board on the exposed side. Thus
the WBN 2 hour rated penetrations have an increased level of
protection and will outperform the tested configuration.

Typical detail Hi is also qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3 hour barriers.
This conclusion is based on qualifying tests and design features used
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at WBN that improve the performance of the WBN seals as
compared to the tested configurations. For WBN, penetrations in 36
inch walls contain at least 9 inches of foam and have three sets of
damming material with a large air gap between two of the sets of
damming material as opposed to two damming boards used in the
primary qualifying tests. In walls that are less than 36 inches thick,
WBN penetrations have at least two non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming boards and a minimum of 11 inches of foam. Thus the
WBN configurations provide a substantial increase in protection
against flame through and in insulation capability as compared to the
tested configurations. The greater insulating capability in the WBN
configurations will result in lower unexposed side temperatures when
compared to the tested configurations. The tests were performed in
the horizontal configurations using steel lined slots while typical H1 is
only used in an unlined wall configuration. WBN specific
configurations will perform significantly better that the tested
configurations and thus it has been established that this typical is
qualified for use in a 3 hour barrier.
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TABLE 3.3.b.7 - Detail H1 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding. Fire Test IC01091035 IC01091035 IC01091035 ICC0483010
Parameters Assembly PSS1 PSS2 PSS4 Pen. A

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Unlined Opening through a
.Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier1  1'-0" Concrete Barrier

4.00ftz0.83 ft2 0.83 ft 1.56ft-
Maximum Opening Size (24" x 24" blockout) " x 20" cable slot) (6" x 20" cable slot) (8" x 28" cable slot)

0.67 ft"
:,:.:::.: Maximum Free Area (4" x 24") N/A2  N/A2  N/A,......... . 4.NA

Maximu m Spacing 4 N N/A2  N/A1

Minimum Spacing 3" N/A2  N/A2  N/A,

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray (1) 4' diameter Cable Bundle
Solid Bottom Cables Cables w/Kellem grip

(1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray Ladder (1) 3" diameter Cable Bundle
-_ __ ; :Back

134% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill PVC, Neoprene, and Hypolon
Cable Fill and Type PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable Jacketed Cables

Seal Material and Depth 8-3/4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 9" (min.) DC Silicone Foam (16.7
(23.7 pcf) (22.6 pcf) (23.3 pcf) Pc)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming BoardThickness, (Each Side)__ (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation::: . Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
.Limiting endpoint temp. Limiting endpoint temp. Maximum temp. reached at 3 Maximum temp. reached at 3

Limiting Endpoint exceeded at 178 minutes (max. exceeded at 152 minutes (max. hours was 504'F. hours was 295"F.
::E- Temperatures :-temp. was 706'F) temp. was 904'F)

1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Not applicable to this
- .. . .Comments with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. configuration.

2) Not applicable to this 2) Not applicable to this
configuration. configuration.
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TABLE 3.3.b.7 - Detail H1 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations (Cont.)

Bounding Fire Test ICC1182009
Parameters Assembly Pen. 2

Lined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier,

1.56 fti
Maximum Opening Size (8" x 28" cable slot)

0.39 ft-
Maximum Free Area (2" x 28")

. . . ..... a . .: . - ..- : -S. n g ,4.g-t';','Maxim-um .Spacing, '--.......... 4"

Minimum Spacing 0"

Number of Penetrants Multiple

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 24" x 6" Cable Tray
Ladder Back

Cable Fill and Type 100% Visual Fill

Seal Material and Depth 9" (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(1 7.06 pc)

:,::-:---yDamming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board
::D::..,i Thickness-- .:' :--:(Exposed Side) -

Orien tation . Floor/Ceiling . -
Maximum temp. reached at 2

Limiting Endpoint : hours was 496°F. At 3 hours
Temperatures was 564°F. Flaming at 2 hrs

__..._i;.;;ji_--.,-__..__.....- and 55 min. on unexposed side.
1) Blockout opening was lined

, Comments ' with 1/4" steel. Barrier
extension installed on

_______________________________ -exposed side.
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Figure 3.3.b.8 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail LI

Typical Seal Detail LI
(Rated for 2 Hours in a 2 Hour Rated Barrier and 3 Hours in a 3 Hour Rated Barrier) I Parameter Qualified by Test |WBN Configuration

CABLES

I.

(MltE 9 SILICONE
FOAM NOT TO
EXCEED 12 -

,i a,

I n g CABLE TRAY

-0 - 1IKAOWOOL

O ! ARD

1 ii `i - -i t/
FINISHED FLOOR

PACK APPROXIMATELY I OF
KAOWOOL FIBER AROUND CABLES
AND IN VOIDS BETWEEN KAOWOOL
BOARD SECTIONS

DETAIL LI

ELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY PENETRATION SEAL
VERTICAL (FLOOR) CABLE TRAY SLOT

PRESSURE SEAL AND FIRESTOP

REFERENCE DRAWING 45W&83-1

A.
Barrier

Construction/
Thickness

Lined opening in a
12" concrete barrier

Unlined opening in a
12" (min.) (2 or 3 hr)

concrete barrier.

B. Maximum 12' x 24" blockout 5" x 24" cable slot (120
Opening Size (288 in2) in 2)

C. Maximum N/A N/A
Free Area

D. No., Size, Type N/A N/A
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A N/A
Penetrants

30% for V4N5
F. Cable Fill 100% Visual Fill 60% V1,'V2N3

of tray area
9" (min-2 hr)/12" (m'n-

G. Seal Material 9" (min) - 12" (max) 3 hr) - 12" (max)
and Depth silicone foam silicone foam (see

comments)
1" non-combustible

Damming 1" ceramic fiber board ceramic fiber damming
H. Material each side board each side

and Depth

I. Orientation Wall or Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling

Primary Fire Test ICC1182009 (Penetration 2) for 2 hour
J. Qualifying applications and Fire Test IC01091035 (PSS4) for.

Test(s) 3 hour applications
Additional Fire Tests IC01091035 (PSS2 and PSS4) and

K. Supporting ICC0483010 (Penetration A)
Information

L

Comments: 1) 12" max. silicone foam depth applies to applications
with voltage level V41V5 cable. Additional seal depth
allowed for other voltage levels.

Pszins AlQ nf AdaA
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3.3.b.8 Typical Seal Detail L1

Detail Description: Detail Li consists of a steel lined cable slot in a
concrete floor/ceiling. The cable tray on each side of the wall may
extend into the barrier, however, in no case does the tray continue
completely through the barrier. The seal material for 2 hour
applications consists of a 9" minimum depth (and a maximum 12"
depth in applications for ampacity concerns with voltage level V4N5
cables) of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and 1" of non-
combustible ceramic fiber damming board on each side of the
penetration. The seal material for 3 hour applications consists of a
12" minimum depth (and a maximum 12" depth in applications for
ampacity concerns with voltage level V4N5 cables) of Dow Corning
3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam and 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on each side of the penetration.

The attached package provides information on a typical installation
detail for cable tray penetration in a wall. This detail can be used for
either a 2 hour or 3 hour configuration. The use of the 2 hour
configuration at WBN is supported by existing test data as described
in the package. Three hour penetrations of this configuration that
exist in the plant are being modified, if necessary, to include a
minimum of 11 inches of foam and 3 damming boards. The
modifications are not described or provided in this package. The test
discussed for the 3 hour configurations are the existing tests that
support this configuration. TVA is including several penetrations of
this type of configuration in the additional testing to be performed in
the near term.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is qualified by
comparison with the following tested configurations:

. Tested configuration PSS1 from test IC01091035 which used 9"
silicone foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on both
sides of the penetration.

* Tested configuration Penetration 2 from test ICC1182009 which
used 9" of silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board
on the exposed side of the penetration in conjunction with a
barrier extension to represent the installation of a seal assembly
in a barrier thinner than the required seal depth. This
configuration is used to support two (2) hour rated applications
only.
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Tested configuration PSS4 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration. This test did not have a cable
tray in the cable tray penetration slot.

* Tested configuration PSS2 from test IC01091035 which used 12"
silicone foam and no permanent damming. While this tested
configuration had high temperatures on the unexposed side at the
power cables, the results can be used in conjunction with PSS4
from the same test to demonstrate the significant increase in seal
performance when a single damming board is added to the
exposed side of the penetration.

* Tested configuration Penetration A from ICC0483010 which used
9" silicone foam and 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS1) tested a 24" x 24" blockout lined with
1/4" steel. The blockout was subdivided into two 12" x 24" openings
with an 18 GA sheet steel divider. Each subdivided opening
contained a 4" x 18" cable tray (one solid back and one ladder back)
with 134% visual (67% actual) loading of PVC jacketed cabling.
PSS1 was tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as
PSS1 was sealed with an 8-3/4" (+/- 1/8") depth of silicone foam and
1" of refractory ceramic fiber board (Carborundum Duraboard LD)
damming on each side of the penetration.

Penetration 2 from fire test IM11182009 tested an 8" x 28" steel lined
(1/4" thick) cable slot with a 24" x 6" ladderback cable tray. The tray
contained a 100% visual fill of 350 MCM-XHHW power cable, 14/2
XLP-Neoprene TC cable and 16/2 TC 600V cable. The penetration
was sealed with a 9" depth of silicone foam installed over a 1"
ceramic fiber damming board. Penetration 2 was oriented with a
barrier extension on the exposed side of the test slab.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual
(50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.
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Fire test IC01091035 (PSS2) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined with
1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100% visual
(50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS2 was tested in a
horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS2 was sealed
with 12" of silicone foam and no permanent damming.

Penetration A from ICC0483010 tested an 8" x 28" unlined cable slot
with a 4" diameter cable bundle as the penetrating item. The cable
bundle was unique in that a Kellem grip was included with the
bundle. The cable loading of the 4" diameter bundle was a
combination of neoprene jacketed and Hypolon (chlorosulfonated
polyethylene) jacketed cabling. Penetration A was sealed with a 9"
depth of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber board
(Carborundum HotBoard) damming on the exposed side of the
penetration.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding parameters
for typical detail Li based on the supporting fire tested
configurations.

A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire tested
configurations were tested in a 12" poured concrete slab.
Cable slots at WBN which are sealed with typical detail Li
penetrate poured concrete floor/ceilings which are a minimum
of 12" thick for both 2 and 3 hour applications. Installation of
this seal in a poured concrete barrier thicker than 12" is
acceptable.

Fire tested configurations used for primary support of detail Li
included cable slots which were lined with 1/4" thick steel.
Cable slots which penetrate floors at WBN are also lined
openings, therefore WBN applications perform equivalent to
the tested configurations.

Each of the tested configurations was tested as a single
opening, while WBN applications are either single cable slots
or arrays of single cable slots. WBN arrays of single cable
slots are bounded by the successful tested configurations and
the following.

WBN arrays of cable slots range from single slots to three (3)
by four (4) arrays of twelve individual cable slots. Arrays of
cable slots are separated by a 6" width of concrete between
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the short side of the slots and a 7" width of concrete between
the long sides of the slots. The more severe condition is the
7" width of concrete which separates the long side of the cable
slots due the length of this area and the concentration of
combustible cable jacketing on both sides of the area. WBN
arrays of multiple cable slots are bounded by PSS1 from test
IC01091035. As described earlier, PSS1 tested a 24" x 24"
blockout with two (2) 18" x 4" cable trays each loaded with
134% visual fill of WBN specific cabling. The trays were
positioned inside the blockout with 8" of silicone foam in
between the long sides of the trays. The entire blockout was
sealed with an 8-3/4" depth of silicone foam and 1" of
refractory ceramic fiber board damming on each side of the
penetration. Unexposed side temperatures recorded by three
(3) thermocouples in the area between the cable trays were
significantly below the 7000F limiting endpoint temperature at
the end of the three hour fire endurance test (195 0F, 2490F
and 2850F).

Comparing the PSS1 test assembly to WBN configurations of
cable slot arrays, there are enhancements inherent in the
WBN design which increase the fire resistance of the
assembly, such as:

e WBN configurations with a 7" width of concrete installed
between cable slots provides a superior heat sink
compared to the 8" width of silicone foam material between
cable trays in the tested configuration.

. WBN non-combustible ceramic fiber damming boards
installed on the face of both sides of the barrier overlap the
edge of the cable slot, thus shielding the concrete and
seal. This separates cable slots from direct flame
impingement.

Therefore, based on the favorable temperatures between
cable trays in test IC01091035 (PSS1) and considering the
additional benefits of the WBN configurations as identified
above, WBN arrays of cable slots will perform better than the
tested configuration.

B. Maximum Opening Size: Fire test configurations include 6" x 20"
cable slots, 8" x 28" cable slots and a 24" x 24" blockout which
was subdivided into two (2) 12"x 24" openings. Cable slots
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sealed with detail Li are 5".x 18", 5" x 20" and 5" x 24", all of
which are smaller than or equal to the tested configurations.
Tested penetrations of a specific size bound similar configurations
of equal or smaller sizes. Therefore, WBN applications will
perform better than the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The bounding parameter for maximum free
area is not applicable to configurations where the only penetrating
item is cabling.

D. Number. Size and Type of Penetrants: This bounding parameter
is addressed by the bounding parameter for cable fill, size and
type (Refer to item F. below).

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The bounding parameter for spacing of
penetrants is not applicable to this typical detail configuration.
Spacing of penetrants for configurations with cabling is addressed
by the Cable Fill, Size and Type characteristic.

F. Cable Fill. Size and Type: Fire tested configurations included
various percentages of cable fill ranging from a 4" diameter cable
bundle to a 18" x 4" (3" usable) cable tray which contained 134%
visual fill (68.5% actual; 36.99 in2 of cabling). WBN design guides
for installation of power cables (voltage level V4N5) have a
design limit which equals 30% of the allowable tray area, 20.25 in2

of cabling for a 18" x 4" tray (3.75" usable). WBN design guides
for installation of cables other than power cables (voltage level
V1N2N3) have a design limit which equals 60% of the allowable
tray area, 40.50 in2 of cabling for a 18" x 4" tray (3.75" usable).
The additional 3.51 in2 of cabling allowed for cables other than
power cables is acceptable based on the smaller amount of
copper conductor in these types of cables as compared to the
copper conductors in power cables and the favorable
temperatures recorded on instrument and control cables in test
IC01901035, PSS1 (1650 F to 6070F). Using tested configurations
of a specific percentage of cable fill and type to bound similar
configurations containing the same or smaller is acceptable.
Large cable fills are more challenging to penetration seals than
smaller fills. This is based on the fact that: 1) Large fills of large
cables with their greater copper content will conduct more heat
through the penetration, 2) Large fills of smaller cables with their
increased amount of jacket and insulation will provide more of a
challenge for burn through, 3) The greater the cable fill, the less
volume for penetration sealant material. Large cable fills,
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regardless of cable size, provide an increased combustible
loading from cable jackets and insulation over smaller tray fills.
Larger fills, regardless of cable size, also increase the amount of
copper available to transfer heat through the penetration seal.
Therefore, WBN installations are bounded by the tested
configurations.

Cable types tested were either PVC jacketed, neoprene jacketed
or Hypolon (chlorosulfonated polyethylene) jacketed. These
cable jacket materials are similar to the cable jacket materials
used at WBN with respect to fuel contribution and auto-ignition
temperature, and therefore bound WBN configurations.

G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material and depth
is based on fire tested configurations consisting of assemblies
with 8-3/4" silicone foam (1" dam on each side), 9" silicone foam
(1" dam on exposed side), 12" silicone foam (1" dam on exposed
side), 12" silicone foam (without damming), 9" silicone foam (1"
dam on exposed side with barrier extensions for 2 hour
applications). The density of the silicone foam for each of these
configurations was within the acceptable density range allowed at
WBN.. For 2 hour applications WBN installations require a
minimum 9" depth (and a maximum 12" depth in applications with
voltage level V4N5 cables due to ampacity concerns) of silicone
foam in conjunction with 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board on each side of the penetration. For 3 hour
applications WBN installations require a minimum 12" depth (and
a maximum 12" depth in applications with voltage level V4N5
cables due to ampacity concerns) of silicone foam in conjunction
with 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board on each
side of the penetration. Thicker seal applications are acceptable
for other voltage levels. Justification for the acceptability of WBN
installations is provided in the primary qualifying test section (item
J.) and the additional supporting test section (item K.) below.

H. Damming Material and Thickness: The configuration of the
damming for each tested penetrations is described in the seal
material section (item G.) above.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in the
floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this typical detail are
installed in floor/ceiling positions. Therefore, WBN installations
will perform at least as.well as tested configurations.
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J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the qualification
of this typical detail are Penetrations 2 from test IM10182009 for 2
hour applications and penetration PSS4 from test IC01091035 for
3 hour applications.

Penetration 2 from fire test IM10182009 tested an 8" x 28" steel
lined (1/4" thick) cable slot with a 24" x 6" ladderback cable tray.
The tray contained a 100% visual fill of 350 MCM-XHHW power
cable, 14/2 XLP-Neoprene TC cable and 16/2 TC 600V cable.
The penetration was sealed with a 9" depth of silicone foam
installed over a 1" ceramic fiber damming board. Penetration 2
was oriented with a barrier extension on the exposed side of the
test slab which allowed part of the seal to extend beyond the
barrier.

Favorable unexposed side temperatures at two (2) hours into the
test for Penetration 2 serves as the basis for accepting WBN
installations in 2 hour rated barriers. Additionally, WBN
installations have non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board
on both sides of the penetration compared to the tested assembly
which had damming board on the exposed side only. Therefore,
WBN applications in two (2) hour rated barriers will perform better
than the tested configuration.

Fire test IC01091035 (PSS4) tested a 6" x 20" cable slot lined
with 1/4" steel. The cable slot contained a cable fill equal to 100%
visual (50% actual) of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS4 was tested in
a horizontal furnace. The cable slot identified as PSS4 was
sealed with 12" of silicone foam and 1" of refractory ceramic fiber
board (Carborundum Duraboard LD) damming.

Test assembly PSS4 had 12" of silicone foam which is the same
minimum depth required by detail Li for configurations in 3 hour
barriers. Because the WBN configurations have the same
minimum depth of seal material and damming as PSS4 it would
be expected that detail Li configurations would perform the same
as tested. However, WBN installations have an additional 1" of
non-combustible ceramic fiber damming board on the unexposed
side which will increase the fire resistivity of the assembly (see
item K below) and allow the WBN seals to perform better than the
tested configuration.

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by this tested
configuration and have the enhancements discussed above are
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qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour rated barriers and a 3 hour
rating in 3 hour rated barriers.

K. Additional Supporting Information: To demonstrate the benefit of
adding a layer of damming material to a penetration seal,
additional tests were examined to enhance the qualification of the
Li typical detail.

Additional tested configurations which support this typical detail
include PSS2 and PSS4 from test IC01091035 and Penetration A
from test ICC0483010. Configurations PSS2 and PSS4 from test
IC01091035 substantiate the acceptability of 12" silicone foam
details with 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the exposed
side of the penetration for use in 3 hour applications in which the
cable slot contains 50% actual fill of PVC jacketed cabling. PSS2
demonstrated that a 12" silicone foam seals without permanent
damming board on either side of the penetration adequately
prevents the passage of flame. Additionally PSS2 demonstrated
that exceeding the cold side temperature acceptance criteria by a
substantial margin (approximately 200'F) did not result in auto-
ignition of the cabling. PSS4 demonstrated that a 12" silicone
foam seal with a 1" ceramic fiber damming board on the exposed
side of the penetration achieves a 3 hour rating in accordance
with IEEE 634-1978, even with 4" of the 12" seal extending inside
the furnace. The difference in temperature was 4000F less in
PSS4 with the 1" of damming than in PSS2 without damming.
Comparison of these two configurations demonstrates the
significant improvement in performance by adding a single layer
of damming board to the same depth of seal material.

Penetration A from ICC0483010 demonstrated that a 9" silicone
foam seal using 1" of ceramic fiber damming board on the
exposed side of the penetration provides a 3 hour rated
configuration when the penetrating item is a 4" diameter cable
bundle. Due to the additional 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber
damming board in WBN installations, this test further supports the
acceptability of cable bundles in a 9" silicone foam seal.

The performance of each of these additional considerations, in
conjunction with the primary qualifying tested configurations
discussed above support the rating of the WBN configuration
which is designed to perform better than the tested configurations.
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Conclusion: Typical detail Li is -qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on 3 hour testing that showed that
there was no flame through and highest unexposed side
temperatures at 2 hours was approximately 500IF which is well
below the testing standard acceptance limit of 7000F. The WBN
penetration seals have 1" of non-combustible ceramic fiber damming
board on both sides of the penetration. The tested configuration only
used damming board on the exposed side. Thus the WBN 2 hour
rated penetrations have an increased level of protection and will
outperform the tested configuration.

Typical detail Li is also qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3 hour barriers.
This conclusion is based on qualifying tests and design features used
at WBN that improve the performance of the WBN seals as
compared to the tested configurations. WBN penetrations have at
least two non-combustible ceramic fiber damming boards and a
minimum of 12" of foam. Thus the WBN configurations provide a
substantial increase in protection against flame through and in
insulation capability as compared to the tested configurations. The
greater insulating capability in the WBN configurations will result in
lower unexposed side temperatures when compared to the tested
configurations. WBN specific configurations will perform better than
the tested configurations and thus it has been established that this
typical is qualified for use in a 3 hour barrier.
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TABLE 3.3.b.8 - Detail LI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035 IC01091035 IC01091035 ICC0483010
Parameters Assembly PSS1 PSS2 PSS4 | Pen. A

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Unlined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier,1  -0" Concrete Barrier, 1'-0" Concrete Barrier, 1'-0 Concrete Barrier

4.00 ft2  0.83 ft' 0.83 ft :1.56 ft
Maximum Opening Size (24" x 24" blockout) (6" x 20" cable slot) (6" x 20" cable slot) (8" x 28" cable slot)

0.67 ft'
Maximum Free Area (4" x 24") N/A2  N/A 2  N/A 1

Maximum Spacing 4' N/A 2  N/A 2  N/A1

Minimum Spacing 3' N/A 2  N/A 2  N/Ai

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray (1) 4' diameter Cable Bundle
Solid Bottom Cables Cables w/Kellem grip

(1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray Ladder (1) 3" diameter Cable Bundle

134% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill PVC, Neoprene,- and Hypolon
Cable Fill and Type PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable PEIPVC Cable | Jacketed Cables

Seal Material and Depth. 8-3/4" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12" (min.) DC Silicone Foam 12' (min.) DC Silicone Foam 9" (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(23.7 pcf) (22.6 pcf) (23.3 pcf) (16.7 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness (Each Side) (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
Limiting endpoint temp. Limiting endpoint temp. Maximum temp. reached at 3 Maximum temp. reached at 3

Limiting Endpoint exceeded at 178 minutes (max. exceeded at 152 minutes (max. hours was 504F. hours was 295'F.
Temperatures temp. was 706'F) temp. was 904'F)

1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Not applicable to this
Comments with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. with 1/4" steel. configuration.

2) Not applicable to this 2) Not applicable to this
configuration. configuration.
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TABLE 3.3.b.8 - Detail LI Supporting Fire Tested Configurations (Cont.)

Bounding IFire Test CC1182009
Parameters Assembl Pen. 2

Lined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier,

1.56 ft
Maximum Opening Size (8" x 28" cable slot)

0.39 ft4

Maximum Free Area (2" x 28")

Maximum Spacing 4"

Minimum Spacing 0"

Number of Penetrants Multiple

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 24" x 6" Cable Tray
Ladder Back

Cable Fill and Type 100% Visual Fill

Seal Material and Depth 9" (min.) DC Silicone Foam
(17.06 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
Maximum temp. reached at 2

Limiting Endpoint hours was 4960 F. At 3 hours
Temperatures was 5640F. Flaming at 2 hrs

and 55 min. on unexposed side.
1) Blockout opening was lined

Comments with 1/4" steel. Barrier
extension installed on
exposed side.

Pace 502 of 554
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Figure 3.3.b.9 - Bounding Parameters for Fire Rated Typical Detail M4

Typical Seal Detail M4 I Paraete___Quaifidb Test _______Configuratio

(Rated for 3 Hours in a 3 Hour Rated Barrier) Parameter Qualified by Test WBN Configuration

DETAIL I.14

ELECTRICAL CABLE TRAY PENETRATION SEAL
WITH OR WITHOUT CABLE TRAY INSIDE BARRIER

PRESSURE SEAL AND FIRESTOP
REFERENCE DRAWING 45WV83-4

A.
Barrier

Construction/
Thickness

Unlined opening in a
12' concrete barrier

Unlined opening in a
8- (2 hr or 3 hr)
concrete barrier

B. Maximum 30' x 30' cable slot 10" x 18 cable slot
Open ing Size (900 in2 ) (180 in2)

C. Maximum N/A N/A
Free Area

D. No., Size, Type N/A N/A
of Penetrants

E. Spacing of N/A N/A
Penetrants

60% V1N2N3,
F. Cable Fill 100% Visual Fill 30% V4N5

of tray area

G. Seal Material 6" (min) silicone 6' (min) silicone
and Depth elastomer elastomer

Damming No Permanent No Permanent
H. Material Damming Damming

and Depth

- Orientation Wall Wall

Primary Fire Test ICC0483032 (PSS No. 2) for both 2
J. Qualifying hour and 3 hour applications

Test(s)
Additional

K. Supporting Fire Test ICC0985011 (NMP2-PSS2)
Information -

Comments:
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3.3.b.9 Typical Seal Detail M4

Detail Description: Detail M4 consists of an unlined cable slot in a
concrete wall. The cable tray on each side of the wall. may extend
into the barrier, however, in no case does the tray run continuously
through the barrier. The seal material consists of a 6" minimum
depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer.

Tested Configurations: The fire rating of this detail is qualified by
comparison with the following tested configurations:

. Tested configuration PSS No. 2 in Construction Technologies
Laboratories (CTL) Test Report ICC0483032 which tested a 6"
thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer without
damming.

* Tested configuration NMP2-PSS2 in Construction Technologies
Laboratories (CTL) Test Report ICC0985011 which tested a 6"
thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer without
damming.

PSS No. 2 in Fire Test Report ICC0483032 tested a 28" x 8" blockout
lined with 1/4" steel. The blockout contained a 6" x 24" ladder back
cable tray with 100% visual (50% actual) loading of Cross-Linked
Polyethylene (XLPE) and PVC jacketed cabling. PSS No. 2 was
tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as PSS No. 2
was sealed with a 6" depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone
elastomer (80.6 pcf) without damming.

NMP2-PSS2 in Fire Test Report ICC0985011 tested a 30" x 30"
unlined blockout. The blockout contained a 4" x 12" solid back cable
tray with 100% visual (50% actual) loading of Ethylene-Propylene
Rubber (EPR) and Cross-Linked Polyethylene (XLPE) jacketed
cabling and a 4" x 18" ladder back cable tray with 100% visual (50%
actual) loading of EPR and XLPE jacketed cabling, NMP2-PSS2 was
tested in a horizontal furnace. The blockout identified as NMP2-
PSS2 was sealed with a 6" depth of Dow Corning Sylgard 170
silicone elastomer (77.29 pcf) without damming.

Bounding Parameters: The following are the bounding parameters
for. typical detail M4 based on the supporting fire tested
configurations.
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A. Barrier Construction/Thickness: All supporting fire tested
configurations were tested in a 12" poured concrete slab. Cable
slots at WBN which are sealed with typical detail M4 penetrate
poured concrete walls which are a minimum of 8" thick for both 2
and 3 hour applications. The installation of typical detail M4 in a
barrier thinner than the 12" concrete test slab is considered
acceptable based on the 6" minimum depth of elastomer
necessary to achieve a 3 hour rating. Since the depth of seal
material can be installed completely within an 8" thick barrier, the
reduced barrier thickness will not impact the performance of the
seal assembly.

Fire tested configurations included openings which were both
lined with 1/4" thick steel and unlined. Cable slots which are
sealed with typical detail M4 at WBN are unlined openings.
Penetrations in unlined openings provide superior performance
compared to similar configurations installed in lined openings.
Therefore, WBN applications perform better than tested
configurations.

The tested configuration in NMP2-PSS2 included (2) cable trays
within the same blockout. The temperatures on the seal surface
were acceptable throughout the test with a maximum temperature
between the trays of 1640F. Tested configuration PSS No. 2
included two 28" x 8" cable tray slots in close proximity to one
another within the same 4' x 4' slab. These tests would represent
the typical cable slot array configuration of WBN cable slots.
WBN arrays of cable slots are bounded by the tested
configurations based on the acceptable temperatures between
cable trays in test ICC0985011 (NMP2-PSS2) and the success of
PSS No. 2 in test ICC0483032.

B. Maximum Opening Size: Fire tested configurations included an
8" x 28" cable slot and a 30" x 30" blockout. Cable slots sealed
with detail M4 are a maximum of 10" x 18" but typically 5" x 20" or
5" x 24", each of which is smaller than the tested configurations.
Tested penetrations of a specific size bound similar
configurations of equal or smaller sizes. Therefore, WBN
applications will perform better than the tested configurations.

C. Maximum Free Area: The bounding parameter for maximum free
area is not applicable to configurations where the only
penetrating item is cabling.
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D. Number, Size and Type of Penetrants: This bounding parameter
is addressed by the bounding parameter for cable fill, size and
type (Refer to item F. below).

E. Spacing of Penetrants: The bounding parameter for spacing of
penetrants is not applicable to this typical detail configuration.
Spacing of penetrants for configurations with cabling is addressed
by the Cable Fill, Size and Type characteristic.

F.. Cable Fill, Size and Type: Fire tested configurations included two
(2) different percentages of cable fill. The cable trays tested in
NMP2-PSS2 (one 12" x 4" solid back and one 18" x 4" ladder
back) each had 100% visual fill (50% actual; 24.7 in2 of cabling in
the 12" x 4" tray and 35.93 in of cabling in the 18" x 4" tray). The
cable tray tested in PSS No. 2 contained 100% visual fill of
cabling (assumed actual fill of approximately 50% of the cross-
sectional area of the cable tray; approximately 72 in2 of cabling).
WBN design guides for installation of cables other than power
cables (voltage level V1N2N3) have a design limit which equals
60% of the allowable tray area, 40.50 in2 of cabling for a 18" x 4"
tray (3.75" usable). WBN design guides for installation of power
cables (voltage level V4N5) have a design limit which equals
30% of the allowable tray area, 20.25 in2 of cabling for a 18" x 4"
tray (3.75" usable). Using tested configurations of a specific
percentage of cable fill and type to bound similar configurations
containing the same or smaller percentages of cable fill is
acceptable. Large cable fills are more challenging to penetration
seals than smaller fills. This is based on the fact that: 1) Large
fills of large cables with their greater copper content will conduct
more heat through the penetration, 2) Large fills of smaller cables
with their increased amount of jacket and insulation will provide
more of a challenge for burn through, 3) The greater the cable fill,
the less volume for penetration sealant material. Large cable fills,
regardless of cable size, provide an increased combustible
loading from cable jackets and insulation over smaller tray fills.
Larger fills, regardless of cable size, also increase the amount of
copper available to transfer heat through the penetration seal.
The cable fill in PSS No. 2 bounds the cable fills allowed by the
WBN design guides, therefore, WBN installations will perform
equal to or better than the tested configuration.

Cable types tested in PSS No. 2 were XLPE and PVC jacketed.
These cable jacket materials are similar to the cable jacket
materials used at WBN with respect to fuel contribution and auto-
ignition temperature, and therefore bound WBN configurations.
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G. Seal Material and Depth: The acceptable seal material and depth
is based on fire tested configurations consisting of assemblies
with 6" of silicone elastomer without damming. The density of the
silicone elastomer for each of these configurations was within the
acceptable density range allowed at WBN. WBN installations
require a minimum 6" depth of silicone elastomer. Justification for
the acceptability of WBN installations is provided in the primary
qualifying test section (item J.) and the additional supporting
information section (item K.) below.

H. Damming -Material and Thickness: No permanent damming
materials were used in the tested configurations. This is
consistent with the typical detail design requirements.

I. Orientation: Fire tested configurations were all tested in the
floor/ceiling orientation. WBN applications of this typical detail
are used in wall installations only. Configurations which have
been successfully tested in the floor/ceiling (horizontal)
orientation can be used to bound wall (vertical) configurations.
Therefore, WBN installations will perform better than tested
configurations.

J. Primary Qualifying Test(s): The primary basis for the qualification
of this typical detail is PSS No. 2 from test ICC0483032 for both 2
and 3 hour applications.

PSS No. 2 in Fire Test Report ICC0483032 tested 28" x 8" lined
cable slot. The cable slot contained a 6" x 24" ladder back cable
tray with 100% visual (50% actual) loading of XLPE and PVC
jacketed cabling. PSS No. 2 was tested in a horizontal furnace.
The blockout identified as PSS No. 2 was sealed with an 6" depth
of silicone foam (80.6 pcf) without damming. This configuration
successfully passed the 3 hour fire endurance test and hose
stream tests. The highest temperature recorded on the
unexposed side of the penetration was 5200F as measured on a
350 MCM cable. The acceptable results of this test in conjunction
with the following attributes of WBN configurations provide a
basis for determining the acceptability of WBN installations of
typical detail M4.

These attributes provide additional assurance that the WBN
detail M4 configurations will perform better than the tested
configurations.
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. WBN detail M4 installations are only installed walls which
present a less severe exposure than that tested configurations
which were oriented horizontally.

. The tested configurations had cable trays which extended
completely through the penetration. Cable trays in WBN
detail M4 applications do not extend through the barrier. With
this reduction in the cross-sectional area of through-metallic-
component there is a subsequent reduction in the amount of
heat transferred to the unexposed side of the penetration.

Therefore, WBN installations that are encompassed by this tested
configuration and have the enhancements discussed above are
qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour rated barriers and a 3 hour
rating in 3 hour rated barriers.

K. Additional Supporting Information: Additional tested
configurations which support this typical detail include NMP2-
PSS2 from test ICC098501 1. Configuration NMP2-PSS2
supports the application of typical detail M4 in barriers with arrays
of single cable slots, as discussed above (section A.). NMP2-
PSS2 further demonstrates the ability of cable tray penetrations
sealed with 6" of silicone elastomer without damming to
successfully pass 3 hour fire endurance and hose stream tests.

The performance of each of these additional considerations, in
conjunction with the primary qualifying tested configuration
discussed above, support the rating of the WBN configuration
which is designed to perform better than the tested
configurations.

Conclusion: Typical detail M4 is qualified for a 2 hour rating in 2 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on 3 hour testing that showed that
there was no flame through and highest unexposed side temperature
at 2 hours was approximately 414IF which is well below the testing
standard acceptance limit of 7000F. The WBN penetration seals do
not have cable trays that extend completely through the barrier. The
tested configuration had cable trays that extended completely
through the barrier providing an additional means for heat transfer to
the unexposed side of the penetration. Thus the WBN 2 hour rated
penetrations have an increased level of protection and will
outperform the tested configuration.

Typical detail M4 is also qualified for a 3 hour rating in 3 hour
barriers. This conclusion is based on qualifying tests and design
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features used that improve the performance of the WBN seals as
compared to the tested configurations. WBN penetrations are
installed in walls only as opposed to the tested configurations which
were tested in a more severe horizontal orientation. Additionally, the
WBN penetration seals do not have cable trays that extend
completely through the barrier. The tested cable tray configurations
had cable trays that extended completely through the barrier
providing an additional means for heat transfer to the unexposed
side of the penetration. This reduction in mass of through-metallic
components in the WBN configurations will result in lower unexposed
side temperatures when compared to the tested configurations.
WBN specific configurations will perform better than the tested
configurations and thus it has been established that this typical is
qualified for use in a 3 hour barrier.
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TABLE 3.3.b.9 - Detail M4 Supporting Fire Tested Configurations

Bounding .. Fire Test ICC0483032 ICC0985011
Parameters Assembly PSS No. 2 NMP2-PSS2

Lined Opening through a Unlined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1-0" Concrete Barrier 1'-0" Concrete Barrier

1.552ft 6.25 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (8" x 28" blockout) (30" x 30" blockout)

Maximum Free Area 28 in2 1.66 ft2

Maximum Spacing 2" 8"

Minimum Spacing 1" 6"

Number of Penetrants Single Multiple
(1) 4" x 12" Cable Tray

Types and Sizes of Penetrants (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray Ladder Solid Back
Back (1) 4" x 18" Cable Tray Ladder

B ack__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type Inside Cable Tray Inside Cable Tray

Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) DC Silicone Elastomer 6" (min.) DC Silicone Elastomer
(80.6 pcf) (77.29 pcf)

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness.

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
Max. temp. was 5250F Max. temp. was 629"F

Limiting Endpoint
Temperatures -

1) Blockout opening was lined
Comments with 1/4" steel.

Eng
Rev
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4.0 FIRE TESTS

4.1 Development of the Fire Test Review Standard Checklist and
Basis

Attachment 1 to information notice 88-04 provides a summary of
staff guidance related to fire barrier penetration seals. Included
in this guidance is a discussion that the fire resistance rating of
a penetration seal should be determined by a standard fire test
(i.e., ASTM E-1 19, ASTM E-814, or IEEE-634).

ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978 are the industry accepted
testing standards which Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN)
penetration seal fire tests must meet. This section of the report
develops a standard checklist and a basis for this checklist using
ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978 requirements. The
standard checklist developed in this section will be used during
the penetration seal fire test reviews documented in section 6.0
of this report. This method of review results in documentation
consistent with the guidance provided by the staff in
information notice 88-04.

4.1.1 Assumptions/Limitations

The base structures at WBN in which fire rated
penetration seals are installed have been previously
qualified as fire resistant barriers.

4.1.2 Methods

The basic method used to develop the "Standard
Checklist" is as follows:

4.1.2.1 Perform a section-by-section review of ASTM E-
814-83 and IEEE 634-1978.

4.1.2.2 Determine whether or not each section is to be
included in the "Standard Checklist".

4.1.2.3 Provide a basis for the determination made in
4.1.2.2 above.
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4.1.3 Results

The results of the method used above are provided below
for testing standards ASTMI E-814-83 and IEEE 634-
1978.

4.2 TEST SUMMARIES FOR TYPE B TYPICAL DETAILS

This section includes test summaries for fire tests which support
Type B Typical Penetration Seal Details. These summaries are to
provide summarized test descriptions, parameters, identifications
of "lessons learned" and disposition of anomalies or unique
concerns. Fire test review checklists which provide further detail
are included in this report in Appendix C.
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4.2.1 Penetration Seal Fire Test Summary for IC01091035

TITLE: "3 Hour Fire Resistance Evaluation of Ten Different Fire Penetration
Seal Designs" (T49 920128 801)

TEST DATE: October 9 & 10, 1991

REPORT DATE: November 11, 1991

TEST LABORATORY: -Omega Point Laboratories

PROJECT NUMBER: 11200-92180

TEST SPONSOR: Insulation Consultants & Management Services, Inc. (ICMS)

TEST DURATION: 3 hour

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS USED/EVALUATED: PSS1, PSS2, PSS3, PSS4,
PSS5,PSS7,PSS9

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS NOT USED: PSS6, PSS8, PSS10

TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:

Ten (10) penetration seal assemblies separately containing electrical cabling
(both with and without cable trays) and mechanical penetrants (e.g., piping,
empty conduit sleeves and empty pipe sleeves) were subjected to an ASTM E-
119 fire exposure for a 3 hour duration. 12" thick horizontally oriented concrete
slabs were utilized to evaluate the penetration seal assemblies as floor/ceiling
configurations. Following fire exposure, the penetration seal assemblies were
subjected to two (2) separate hose stream tests. First, a 300 spray exposure
based on IEEE 634-1978 was applied, followed by a solid stream test based on
ASTM E-1 19/ASTM E-814/ANI criteria. Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
was used for the electrical and empty 14" diameter sleeve penetrations. Dual
layer boot assemblies constructed using Carborundum Fibersil 36-400-U and
Arlon 56493F031 fabric were installed on the piping penetrations.
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TABLE 4.2.1 - Fire Tested Configurations from IC01091035

Bounding Fire Test IC010911035 IC01091035 IC01091035 IC01091035
Parameters Assembly PSSI PSS2 PSS3 PSS4

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1 '-0" Concrete Barrier, 1 -0" Concrete Barrier, 1 -0" Concrete Barrier, 1-0" Concrete Barrier,

4.00 ft 0.83 ft2  1.07 ft2  0.83 ft2
Maximum Opening Size (24" x 24' blockout) (6" x 20" cable slot) (14" diameter) (6" x 20" cable slot)

0.67 ft2  1 .07 ft'
Maximum Free Area (4" x 24") N/A2  (14" diameter) N/A2

Maximum Spacing 4" N/A2  14" N/A2

Minimum Spacing 3" N/A2  14" N/A 2

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple None Multiple

Types and Sizes of (1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray
Penetrants Solid Bottom Cables None Cables

(1) 18" x 4" Cable Tray
Ladder Back

134% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill 100% Visual Fill
Cable Fill and Type PE/PVC Cable PE/PVC Cable N/A PE/PVC Cable

Seal Material and Depth 8-3/4" (min.) Dow Corning 12" (min.) Dow Corning 12" (min.) Dow Corning 12" (min.) Dow Corning
Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam

(23.7 pcf) (22.6 pcf) (19.5 pcf) (23.3 pcf)

Damming Material and 1 Ceramic Damming Board No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness (Each Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
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TABLE 4.2.1 - Fire Tested Configurations from IC01091035

1) Blockout opening was 1) Blockout opening was 1) Steel lined pipe sleeve. 1) Blockout opening was
Comments lined with 1/4" steel. lined with 1/4" steel. 2) Opening was an empty lined with 1/4" steel.

2) Maximum temp. reached 2) Not applicable to this pipe sleeve. 2) Maximum temp. reached
was 7060F on 250 MCM configuration. 3) Maximum temp. reached was 504TF, recorded on
power cable. 3) Maximum temp. reached was 393TF, recorded on 250 MCM power cable.

was 9040F on 250 MCM sleeve; 126TF on
power cable. unexposed surface. 3

hour F and T rated.
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TABLE 4.2.1 - Fire Tested Configurations from IC01091035

Bounding Fire Test IC01091035 IC01091035 IC01091035
Parameters Assembly PSS5 PSS7 PSS9

Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a Lined Opening through a
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete Barrier, 1'-0" Concrete Barrier, 1-0" Concrete Barrier1

1.07 ftl 0.79 ftl 6" diameter
Maximum Opening Size (14" diameter) (12" diameter) spare conduit

6" diameter
Maximum Free Area 8" annulus 4.81" annulus spare conduit

Maximum Spacing 8" 4.81 N/A

Minimum Spacing 3.62" 4.81 N/A

Number of Penetrants Single Single None
Types and Sizes of

Penetrants (1) 2" diameter steel pipe (1) 2" diameter steel pipe None

Cable Fill and Type N/A N/A N/A
2 layer boot (both side of 2 layer boot (both side of

Seal Material and Depth barrier), Carborundum barrier), Carborundum Steel Conduit Plugs/Caps
Fibersil 36-400-U and Arlon Fibersil 36-400-U and Arlon (both sides of barrier)

56493F031 Fabric 56493F031 Fabric
Damming Material and

Thickness No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Steel lined pipe sleeve. 1) Steel lined pipe sleeve. 1) Steel spare conduit

Comments 2) Limiting endpoint 2) Limiting endpoint sleeve.
temperatures were not temperatures were not 2) Maximum temp. reached
exceeded. 3 hour F and T exceeded. 3 hour F and T was 589"F, recorded on
rated. rated. recessed portion of

conduit plug. 3 hour rated
electrical seal.
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LESSONS LEARNED:

* For 12" silicone foam electrical penetrations, addition of 1" of permanent damming
on the exposed side of the barrier is required to achieve a 3 hour rating compared to
similar configurations with no permanent damming, which fail endpoint
temperatures.

* For 9" silicone foam electrical penetrations, addition of 1" of permanent damming on
the unexposed side of the barrier is required in addition to the 1" damming on the
exposed side of the barrier to achieve a 3 hour rating compared to similar
configurations with only damming on the exposed side, which fail endpoint
temperatures.

* For mechanical penetrations, 2 layer boot seal assemblies are adequate to provide
a 3 hour F rating , but would not be expected to obtain a T rating for penetrant sizes
larger than 2" diameter.

* Sheet steel dividers should not be used to segregate silicone foam blockout seals
as failure occurred during (solid) hose stream test.

TEST STANDARD REVIEW:

This fire test was evaluated using a "standardized checklist" to ensure compliance with
WBN testing standard requirements. Appendix C of this report documents the results of
this review and demonstrates that WBN fire test requirements have been satisfied.

SPECIAL DISPOSITIONS:

PSS1: The penetration seal assembly successfully passed the first hose stream test
(300 spray nozzle). However, during the second test (solid stream), failure
occurred at the sheet steel divider. Typically, more seal material is consumed
around the cable bundles due to combustible cable jacketing.

PSS2: 250 MCM cable reached an unexposed side temperature of 904'F. While this
temperature is approximately 50F -above the auto-ignition temperature of the
PVC cable jacketing, no flaming occurred on the unexposed side of the
penetration.

ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED DESIGN ATTRIBUTES:

None
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4.2.2 Penetration Seal Fire Test Summary for CTP-1001A

TITLE: "Three Hour Fire Qualification Test, 10" and 6" Depth Silicone RTV For
Electrical and Mechanical Penetration Seals"
(RIMS No.: later)

TEST DATE: May 20, 1980

REPORT DATE: July 25, 1980

TEST LABORATORY: Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

PROJECT NUMBER: 03-6004-006

TEST SPONSOR: B&B Insulation, Inc.

TEST DURATION: 3 hour

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS USED/EVALUATED: Blockout 1 (Penetrations 1.1
through 1.8), Blockout 2
(Penetrations 2.1 and 2.2),
Blockout 6 (Penetrations 6.1 and
6.2)

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS NOT USED: Penetration 4.1 through 4.4, Penetrations
5.1 and 5.2, Blockout 3 (Penetrations 3.1
through 3.5) and Penetrations 6.3 through
6.5 in Blockout 6

TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:

Twenty (20) penetration seal assemblies arranged within four (4) blackouts and six (6)
individual penetration seal assemblies (without blackouts) were subjected to an ASTM
E-119 fire exposure for a 3 hour duration. Blockouts 1 and 2 contained 18" x 4" solid
bottom and ladder back cable trays with various cable fills. Blockout 6 contained 5
conduit penetrations of various sizes and cable fills. A 12" thick horizontally oriented
concrete slab was utilized to evaluate the penetration seal assemblies as floor/ceiling
configurations. Following fire exposure, the penetration seal assemblies were
subjected to a 150 spray stream, applied in accordance with IEEE 634 and NEL-
PIA/MAERP criteria. Blockouts 1 and 2 were sealed with a 10" depth of Dow Corning 3-
6548 Silicone RTV Foam with 1" of alumina-silica damming board on the exposed side.
Blockout 6 was sealed with a 6" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam with
1" of alumina-silica damming board on the exposed side. A 6" depth of Dow Corning 3-
6548 Silicone RTV Foam with 1" of alumina-silica damming material was used to
internally seal the two 6" diameter conduits serving as Penetrations 6.1 and 6.2
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TEST ITEMS AND RESULTS:

The fire tested configurations and results (maximum temperatures reached during the
test) are provided in the following table.
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TABLE 4.2.2 - Fire Tested Configurations from CTP-1001A

Bounding Fire Test CTP-1001A CTP-1001A CTP-1001A CTP-1001A
Parameters Assembly Blockout 1 Blockout 2 Penetration 6.1 Penetration 6.2

Barrier Const. & Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
13.42 fly 7.58 ftW 0.20 ft2  0.20 ft 2

Maximum Opening Size (46" x 42; blackout1 ) (42" x 26" blockout,) (6" dia. conduit) (6" dia. conduit)
1.75 ft2  1.08 ft"

Maximum Free Area (6" x 42" blockout) (6" x 26" blockout) N/A 0.20 ft

Maximum Spacing 6" 6" N/A 0.20 ft2

Minimum Spacing 1" 3" N/A 0.20 ft2

Number of Penetrants Multiple Multiple Multiple None

Types and Sizes of (4) 18" x 4" Cable Trays Solid (1) 36" x 4" Cable Tray Solid Cables N/A
Penetrants Bottom Bottom

(4) 18" x 4" Cable Trays (1) 36" x 4" Cable Tray
Ladder Back Ladder Back

0-100% Visual Fill Inside Cable 0-100% Visual Fill Inside Cable 0-100% Visual Fill Inside
Cable Fill and Type Tray Tray Conduit (PE/PVC) N/A

Seal Material and Depth 10" (min.) Dow Corning 10" (min.) Dow Corning 6" (min.) Dow Corning Silicone 6" (min.) Dow Coming
Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam 3-6548 RTV Foam Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
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TABLE 4.2.2 - Fire Tested Configurations from CTP-1001A

1) Blockout opening was not 1) Blockout opening was not 1) Conduit installed in 1) Conduit installed in
Comments lined. lined. unlined 12' x 54" unlined 12" x 54"

2) Maximum temperature 2) Maximum temperature blockout. blockout.
was 6480F at interface. was 5800 F at interface. 2) Maximum temperature 2) Maximum temperature

3) Satisfactory hose stream 3) Satisfactory hose stream was 2900 F for blackout. was 2900 F for blockout.
test results. test results. 3) Maximum conduit seal 3) Maximum conduit seal

temperature was 1450 F. temperature was 4460 F.
4) Satisfactory hose stream 4) F rating for 180 min. and

test results. T rating for 175 min.
obtained.
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LESSONS LEARNED:

* A 10" depth of silicone foam with 1' of permanent damming on the exposed side of
the barrier installed in a blockout (with multiple cable tray penetrants) is adequate to
achieve a 3 hour rating.

* A 6" depth of silicone foam with 1" of permanent damming on the exposed side of
fire barrier installed in a blockout (with multiple conduit penetrants) is adequate to
achieve a 3 hour rating.

For internal conduit seal applications (with cable fill), a 6" depth of silicone foam
with 1" of permanent damming is adequate to achieve a 3 hour rating.

For internal conduit seal applications (without cable fill), a 6" depth of silicone foam
with, 1" of permanent damming is adequate to achieve an F rating for 180 minutes
and a T rating for 175 minutes.

TEST STANDARD REVIEW:

This fire test was evaluated using a "standardized checklist" to ensure compliance with
WBN testing standard requirements. Appendix C of this report documents the results
of this review and demonstrates that WBN fire test requirements have been satisfied.

SPECIAL DISPOSITIONS:

None

ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED DESIGN ATTRIBUTES:

None
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4.2.3 Penetration Seal Fire Test Summary for CTP-1002

TITLE: "3 Hour Fire Qualification Test- HDLE & Radflex Radiation Seals and Flexible
Boot Seals for Electrical and Mechanical Penetration Seals"

TEST DATE: May 27, 1980

REPORT DATE: July 25, 1980

TEST LABORATORY: Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

PROJECT NUMBER: 03-6004-004

TEST SPONSOR: B&B Insulation, Inc.

TEST DURATION: 3 hour

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS USED/EVALUATED: Penetration 2.1, Penetration 5,
Penetration 6

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS NOT USED: Penetrations 1.1 through 1.7, 3.1 through
3.4, Penetration 4 and Penetrations 7
through 1 1.

TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:

Twenty (20) penetration seal assemblies separately containing electrical penetrants
(cable trays, conduits and air drop cables), mechanical penetrants (piping) and an
empty blockout were subjected to an ASTM E-1 19 fire exposure for a 3 hour duration.
A 12" thick horizontally oriented concrete slab was utilized to evaluate the penetration
seal assemblies as floor/ceiling configurations. Following fire exposure, the
penetration seal assemblies were subjected to a 15 degree spray stream, applied in
accordance with IEEE 634 criteria. B&B 150 lb. Hi-Density Matrix (silicone elastomer)
was utilized for cable tray, internal conduit, cable air drop and piping seal applications.
Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam was utilized in empty blockout and internal
conduit seal applications. Flexible boots. in conjunction with 150 lb. B&B Hi-Density
Matrix or B&B 150 lb. RAD-FLEX materials were used for piping penetrations.

TEST ITEMS AND RESULTS:

The fire tested configurations and results (maximum temperatures reached during the
test) are provided in the following table.
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TABLE 4.2.3 - Fire Tested Configurations from CTP 1002

Bounding. Fire Test CTP-1002 CTP-1002 CTP-1 002
Parameters Assembly Penetration 2.1 Penetration 5 Penetration 6

1'-0" Concrete
Barrier Const. &Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete

7.58 ftl 0.78 ftl 0.78 ft'
Maximum Opening Size (42" x 26" blackout) (12" diameter sleeve) (12' diameter sleeve)

7.58 ftW
Maximum Free Area (42" x 26" blockout) 9.75" annulus 3f annulus

Maximum Spacing N/A 9.75" 3"

Minimum Spacing N/A 9.75" 3"

Number of Penetrants None Single Single
(1) 4" diameter pipe (1) 6' dia. pipe

Types and Sizes of None
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type - N/A N/A N/A

Seal Material and Depth 4" (min.) Dow Corning 6" (min.) Dow Corning 12" thickness Kaowool
Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam Blanket and Silicone Boot

Keene grade 56493F031
Boot assembly required on

both sides of the barrier

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness (Exposed Side) (Exposed Side) N/A

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
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TABLE 4.2.3 - Fire Tested Configurations from CTP 1002

1) Blockout opening was not 1) F and T rating for 180 min. 1) Flexible Boots assembled
Comments lined. was obtained. using Dow Corning 732

2) Not applicable to this Silicone RTV
configuration. Adhesive/Sealant and

3) Met hose stream criteria stainless steel bands.
and obtained F rating for 2) F and T rating for 180 min.
180 min. and T rating for obtained
93 min. was obtained.
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LESSONS LEARNED:

A 4" depth of silicone foam with 1" of permanent damming on the exposed side of
the barrier installed in a blockout (without penetrants) is adequate to achieve a F
rating for 3 hours.

A 6" depth of silicone foam with 1" of permanent damming on the exposed side of
the barrier installed in a 12" diameter pipe sleeve (with 4" diameter piping
penetrant) is adequate to achieve a F and T rating for 3 hours.

A 12" thickness of Kaowool Blanket in conjunction with Silicone Boot Keene grade
56493F031 boot assemblies on both sides of the barrier (for a 6" diameter piping
penetrant installed in a 12" diameter sleeve), is adequate to achieve a F and T
rating for 3 hours.

TEST STANDARD REVIEW:

This fire test was evaluated using a "standardized checklist" to ensure compliance with
WBN testing standard requirements. Appendix C of this report documents the results
of this review and demonstrates that WBN fire test requirements have been satisfied.

SPECIAL DISPOSITIONS:

None

ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED DESIGN ATTRIBUTES:

None
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4.2.4 Penetration Seal Fire Test Summary for CTP-1076

TITLE: "Three Hour Qualification Test, HDSE, HDSE/HDLE Comparison,
RadflexlFoam Composite Seal, Adhesive Sealant Conduit Seal, Nine Inch
Silicone Foam W/O Damming and RadflexlRadflex B Comparison for Electrical
and Mechanical Penetration Seals"
(RIMS No.: later)

TEST DATE: October 10, 1984

REPORT DATE: March 28, 1985

TEST LABORATORY: Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)

PROJECT NUMBER: 01-7900-016b

TEST SPONSOR: Progressive Materials and Technologies, Inc. (PROMATEC)

TEST DURATION: 3 hour

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS USED/EVALUATED: Penetration 6.1.17

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS NOT USED: Blockout No. 3, including Penetrations
6.1.3.1 through 6.1.3.8

Blockout No. 4, including Penetrations
6.1.4.1 through 6.1.4.7

Penetrations 6.1.12 through 6.1.16 and
6.1.18

TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:

Two (2) blackouts measuring 42" x 46" x 12" and seven (7) embedded sleeves were
arranged within a 12" thick concrete slab. Each blockout contained numerous electrical
and mechanical penetrants. Each embedded sleeve contained a single electrical or
mechanical penetrant. The test slab was horizontally oriented to evaluate the
penetration seal assemblies as floor/ceiling configurations. Only one (1) penetration
seal assembly associated with this test (Penetration 6.1.17) is used to substantiate seal
designs at WBN. Penetration 6.1.17 consisted of a 12" diameter steel sleeve with a 2"
diameter steel piping penetrant. The sleeve was sealed with 9" of Dow Corning 3-6548
Silicone RTV Foam without permanent damming. The test slab, containing all
penetration seal assemblies was subjected to an ASTM E-119 fire exposure for a 3
hour duration. Following fire exposure, the penetration seal assemblies were subjected
to three (3) separate hose stream tests. First, the seal assemblies received a 168
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second hose stream exposure delivered by a 30° spray nozzle from a distance of 10
feet based on IEEE 634 criteria. Next, a hose stream delivered by a 150 spray nozzle
from a ten foot distance was applied for a 168 second duration based on ANI (Hose
Stream Test No. 2) methodology. Last, a solid stream, delivered by a 1-1/8' standard
playpipe from a distance of 20 feet was applied for a 168 second duration based on
ASTM E-1 19 test methodology.

TEST ITEMS AND RESULTS:

The fire tested configurations and results (maximum temperatures recorded during the
test) are provided in the following table.
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TABLE 4.2.4 - Fire Tested Configurations from CTP-1076

Bounding Fire Test CTP-1076
Parameters Assembly Penetration 6.1.17

Lined Opening through a 1-0"
Barrier Const. & Thk. Concrete Barrier,

0.79 ft2
Maximum Opening Size (12" diameter sleeve)

Maximum Free Area 10" max. annulus

Maximum Spacing 10"

Minimum Spacing 0"

Number of Penetrants Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 2" dia. Pipe
Penetrants

Cable Fill and Type N/A
9" (min.) Dow Corning Silicone

Seal Material and Depth 3-6548 RTV Foam (23.3 pcf)

Damming Material and : No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling

Limiting Endpoint Maximum temp. reached at 3
Temperatures hours was 3660F.

1) Opening was a 12"
Comments diameter steel sleeve.

2) Satisfied F and T criteria for
a 3 hour rating.

I~nrin r)Q rf rrA
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LESSONS LEARNED:

A 9" depth of silicone foam installed within a 12" diameter steel sleeve (without
permanent damming) containing a 2" diameter steel piping penetrant is adequate to
achieve a 3 hour rating.

TEST STANDARD REVIEW:

This fire test was evaluated using a "standardized checklist" to ensure compliance with
WBN testing standard requirements. Appendix C of this report documents the results
of this review and demonstrates that WBN fire test requirements have been satisfied.

SPECIAL DISPOSITIONS:

None

ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED DESIGN ATTRIBUTES:

None
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4.2.5 Penetration Seal Fire Test Summary for ICC0985011

TITLE: "Fire and Hose Stream Tests for Penetration Seal Systems" (NMP2-PSS2)
(RIMS No.: later)

TEST DATE: September 12, 1985

REPORT DATE: October 1985

TEST LABORATORY: Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL)

PROJECT NUMBER: CR-5808

TEST SPONSOR: Insulation Consultants and Management Services, Inc. (ICMS)

TEST DURATION: 3 hour

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS USED/EVALUATED: Blockout

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS NOT USED: N/A

TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:

A 30" x 30" blockout, contained within a 4' x 4' x 1' thick concrete slab, sealed with 6" of
Dow Corning 170 RTV Silicone Elastomer, was subjected to an ASTM E-119 fire
exposure for a 3 hour duration. The blockout contained one (1) 4" x 12" solid back and
one (1) 4" x 12" ladder back galvanized steel cable tray, each loaded with 100% visual
fill of power, control and instrumentation cables. The slab was horizontally oriented to
evaluate the penetration seal assembly as a floor/ceiling configuration. Following fire
exposure, the penetration seal assembly was subjected to three (3) separate hose
stream tests. First, the seal assembly received a 24 second hose stream exposure
delivered by a 300 spray nozzle from a distance of 10 feet based on IEEE 634 criteria.
Next, a hose stream delivered by a 15° spray nozzle from a 10 foot distance was
applied for a 24 second duration based on ANI (Hose Stream Test No. 2) methodology.
Last, a solid stream, delivered by a 1-1/8" standard playpipe from a distance of 20 feet
was applied for a 24 second duration based on ASTM E-1 19 test methodology.

TEST ITEMS AND RESULTS:

The fire tested configurations and results (maximum temperatures recorded during the
test) are provided in the following table.
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TABLE 4.2.5 - Fire Tested Configurations from ICC0985011

Bounding Fire Test ICC0985011
Parameters Assembly Blockout

Barrier Const. & Thk. 1'-0" Concrete
6.25 ft

Maximum Opening Size (30" x 30" blockout')
1.66 ft

Maximum Free Area (8" x 30" blockout)

Maximum Spacing 8"

Minimum Spacing 6"

Number of Penetrants Multiple

Types and Sizes of (1) 4" x 12" Cable Tray - Solid
Penetrants Back -

(1) 4" x 18" Cable Tray -
Ladder Back

100% Visual Fill Inside Cable
Cable Fill and Type Trays

Seal Material and Depth 6" (min.) Dow Corning Silicone
170 RTV Elastomer

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming
Thickness -

Orientation Floor/Ceiling
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TABLE 4.2.5 - Fire Tested Configurations from ICC0985011

1) Blockout opening was not
Comments lined.

2) Satisfied IEEE 634 and
ASTM E-814 criteria for 3
hour rating.

3) Maximum temperature on
unexposed surface was
2460F. .
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LESSONS LEARNED:

A 6" depth of silicone elastomer without permanent damming installed in a blackout
(with 2 cable tray penetrants each containing a 100% visual fill of power, control and
instrumentation cables) is adequate to achieve a 3 hour rating.

TEST STANDARD REVIEW:

This fire test was evaluated using a "standardized checklist" to ensure compliance with
WBN testing standard requirements. Appendix C of this report documents the results
of this review and demonstrates that WBN fire test requirements have been satisfied.

SPECIAL DISPOSITIONS:

None

ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED DESIGN ATTRIBUTES:

None
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4.2.6 Penetration Seal Fire Test Summary for ICC0483010

TITLE: "Fire and Hose Stream Tests For Penetration Seal Systems"
(RIMS No.: later)

TEST DATE: April 4, 1983

REPORT DATE: May 1983

TEST LABORATORY: Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL)

PROJECT NUMBER: N/A

TEST SPONSOR: Insulation Consultants and Management Services, Inc. (ICMS)

TEST DURATION: 3 hour

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS USED/EVALUATED: Penetration A (PSS No. 1)

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS NOT USED: Penetration B (PSS No. 2)

TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:

A 28" x 8" unlined blockout within a 4' x 4' x 1' thick concrete slab, sealed with 1" of
Carborundum Hotboard and 9" of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam was
subjected to an ASTM E-1 19 fire exposure for a 3 hour duration. The blockout
contained a 4" diameter x 12" long Kellum Grip and a 3" diameter thermocoupled cable
bundle. The slab was horizontally oriented to evaluate the penetration seal assembly
as a floor/ceiling configuration. Following fire exposure, the penetration seal assembly
received a 14 second hose stream exposure delivered by a 30° spray nozzle from a
distance of 10 feet based on IEEE 634 criteria. Next, a hose stream delivered by a 15°
spray nozzle from a 10 foot distance was applied for a 14 second duration based on
ANI (Hose Stream Test No. 2) methodology. Last, a solid stream, delivered by a 1-1/8"
standard play pipe from a distance of 20 feet was applied for a 14 second duration
based on ASTM E-1 19 test methodology. .

TEST ITEMS AND RESULTS:

The fire tested configurations and results (maximum temperatures recorded during the
test) are provided in the following table.
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TABLE 4.2.6 - Fire Tested Configurations from ICC00483010

Bounding Fire Test ICC0483010
Parameters Assembly Penetration A

Unlined Opening through a
: Barrier Const. & Thk. V-0" Concrete Barrier,

1.56 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (8' x 28" cable slot)

Maximum Free Area N/A1

Maximum Spacing N/Al

Minimum Spacing N/Al

Number of Penetrants Multiple

Types and Sizes of (1) 4" diameter Cable
Penetrants Bundle w/Kellem grip

(1) 3" diameter Cable
Bundle
PVC, Neoprene, and

Cable Fill and Type Hypolon Jacketed Cables

Seal Material and Depth 9" (min.) DOW CORNING
Silicone Foam

(16.7 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness (Exposed Side)

Orientation Floor/Ceiling .

Limiting Endpoint Maximum temp. reached at 3
Temperatures hours was 2950 F.
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TABLE 4.2.6 - Fire Tested Configurations from ICC1182009

1) Not applicable to this
Comments configuration.

2) Maximum seal surface
temp. was 325 0F.

3) Satisfied IEEE 634
criteria for 3 hour rating.
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LESSONS LEARNED:

A 9" depth of silicone foam with 1" of ceramic board installed as permanent damming
on the exposed side in a blockout (with 4" diameter cable bundle) is adequate to
achieve a 3 hour rating.

TEST STANDARD REVIEW:

This fire test was evaluated using a "standardized checklist" to ensure compliance with
WBN testing standard requirements. Appendix C of this report documents the results
of this review and demonstrates that WBN fire test requirements have been satisfied.

SPECIAL DISPOSITIONS:

None

ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED DESIGN ATTRIBUTES:

None
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4.2.7 Penetration Seal Fire Test Summary for ICC0483032

TITLE: "Fire and Hose Stream Tests for Penetration Seal Systems"
(RIMS No.: later)

TEST DATE: April 4, 1983

REPORT DATE: May 1983

TEST LABORATORY: Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL)

PROJECT NUMBER: N/A

TEST SPONSOR: Insulation Consultants and Management Services, Inc. (ICMS)

TEST DURATION: 3 hour

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS USED/EVALUATED: Penetration 1, Penetration 2

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS NOT USED: N/A

TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:

Two (2) penetration seal assemblies, each installed in 8" x 28" openings in a 4' x 4' x 1'
thick concrete slab containing 6" x 24" steel ladder back cable trays were subjected to
an ASTM E-1 19 fire exposure for a 3 hour duration. The slab was horizontally oriented
to evaluate the penetration seal assemblies as floor/ceiling configurations. Each cable
tray contained a 100% visual load of power, control and instrumentation cables. One
penetration was sealed with a 12" depth of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
and the other with a 6" depth of Dow Corning 170 RTV Silicone Elastomer. Following
fire exposure, the penetration seal assemblies were subjected to three (3) separate
hose stream tests. First, the seal assemblies received a 14 second hose stream
exposure delivered by a 300 spray nozzle from a distance of 10 feet based on IEEE 634
criteria. Next, a hose stream delivered by a 150 spray nozzle from a 10 foot distance
was applied for a 14 second duration based on ANI (Hose Stream Test No. 2)
methodology. Last, a solid stream, delivered by a 1-1/8" standard playpipe from a
distance of 20 feet was applied for a 14 second duration based on ASTM E-1 19 test
methodology.

TEST ITEMS AND RESULTS:

The fire tested configurations and results (maximum temperatures recorded during the
test) are provided in the following table.
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TABLE 4.2.7 - Fire Tested Configurations from ICC0483032

Bounding Fire Test ICC0483032 ICC 0483032
Parameters Assembly Penetration I Penetration 2

Barrier Const. & Thk. 1'-0" Concrete 1'-0" Concrete
1.55 ft2  1.55 ft2

Maximum Opening Size (8" x 28" blockout') (8" x 28" blockout')

Maximum Free Area 28 in2  28 in2

Maximum Spacing 2" 2"

Minimum Spacing 1"1"

Number of Penetrants Single Single

Types and Sizes of (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray (1) 6" x 24" Cable Tray
Penetrants

100% Visual Fill Inside Cable 100% Visual Fill Inside Cable
Cable Fill and Type Tray Tray .

Seal Material and Depth 12" (min.) Dow Corning 6" (min.) Dow Corning Silicone
. Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam 170 RTV Elastomer

Damming Material and No Permanent Damming No Permanent Damming
Thickness

Orientation Floor/Ceiling Floor/Ceiling
1) Blockout opening was lined 1) Blockout opening was lined

Comments with 1/4" steel plate. with 1/4" steel plate.
2) Maximum temperature was 2) Maximum temperature was

508'F (recorded on a 525"F (recorded on a
power cable). power cable).

3) Satisfied IEEE 634 criteria 3) Satisfied IEEE 634 criteria
for 3 hour rating. for 3 hour rating.
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LESSONS LEARNED:

. A- 12" depth of silicone foam without permanent damming installed in a blockout
(with single cable tray containing 100% visual fill of power, control and
instrumentation cables) is adequate to achieve a 3 hour rating.

* A 6" depth of silicone elastomer without permanent damming installed in a blockout
(with single cable tray containing 100% visual fill of power, control and
instrumentation cables) is adequate to achieve a 3 hour rating.

TEST STANDARD REVIEW:

This fire test was evaluated using a "standardized checklist" to ensure compliance with
WBN testing standard requirements. Appendix C of this report documents the results
of this review and demonstrates that WBN fire test requirements have been satisfied.

SPECIAL DISPOSITIONS:

None

ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED DESIGN ATTRIBUTES:

None
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4.2.8 Penetration Seal Fire Test Summary for ICC1182009

TITLE: "Fire and Hose Stream Tests For Penetration Seal Systems and Seismic Gap"
(RIMS No.: later)

TEST DATE: November 12, 1982

REPORT DATE: December 1982

TEST LABORATORY: Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL)

PROJECT NUMBER: N/A

TEST SPONSOR: Insulation Consultants and Management Services, Inc. (ICMS)

TEST DURATION: 3 hour

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS USED/EVALUATED: Penetration 2

TESTED CONFIGURATIONS NOT USED: Penetration 1, Penetration 3

TEST DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:

A 28" x 8" steel lined blockout within a 4' x 4' x 1' thick concrete slab, sealed with a 1"
thickness of Carborundum Hotboard and 9" of Dow Corning 3-6548 Silicone RTV Foam
was subjected to an ASTM E-119 fire exposure for a 3 hour duration. The blockout
contained one (1) 24" x 6" galvanized steel ladder back cable tray loaded with 100%
visual fill of power, control and instrumentation cables. The slab was horizontally
oriented to evaluate the penetration seal assembly as a floor/ceiling configuration.
Following fire exposure, the penetration seal assembly was subjected to three (3)
separate hose stream tests. First, the seal assembly received a 14 second hose
stream exposure delivered by a 300 spray nozzle from a distance of 10 feet based on
IEEE 634 criteria. Next, a hose stream delivered by a 150 spray nozzle from a 10 foot
distance was applied for a 14 second duration based on ANI (Hose Stream Test No. 2)
methodology. Last, a solid stream, delivered by a 1-1/8" standard play pipe from a
distance of 20 feet was applied for a 14 second duration based on ASTM E-119 test
methodology.

TEST ITEMS AND RESULTS:

The fire tested configurations and results (maximum temperatures recorded during the
test) are provided in the following table.
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TABLE 4.2.8 - Fire Tested Configurations from ICC1 182009

Bounding Fire Test ICC1182009
Parameters Assemby Penetration 2

Lined Opening through a
Barrier Const. & Thk. 1-0" Concrete Barrier,

1.56 fti
Maximum Opening Size (8' x 28" cable slot)

0.39 ft2
Maximum Free Area (2" x 28")

Maximum Spacing 4"

Minimum Spacing 0"

Number of Penetrants Multiple

Types and Sizes of (1) 24" x 6" Cable Tray
Penetrants Ladder Back

Cable Fill and Type 100% Visual Fill

Seal Material and Depth 9" (min.) Dow Corning
Silicone 3-6548 RTV Foam

(1 7.06 pcf)

Damming Material and 1" Ceramic Damming Board
Thickness (Exposed Side)

..Orientation Floor/Ceiling

Limiting Endpoint Maximum temp. reached at 2
:Temperatures::..: hours was 4960F. At 3 hours

was 5640F. Flaming at 2 hrs
and 55 min. on unexposed

_ _ _ _ _ __:_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _::. _ _ _ _:. _ sid e . .

Pprip r43 f .5.q4
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TABLE 4.2.8 - Fire Tested Configurations from ICC1182009

1) Blockout opening was
Comments lined with 1/4" steel.

Barrier extension installed
on exposed side.

2) Maximum seal surface
temp. was 564 0F.

3) Flamethrough occurred
on unexposed side at 2
hrs. and 55 min.

4) Satisfied iEEE 634 and
ASTM E-814 criteria for 2
hour rating.

Pace 544 of 554
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LESSONS LEARNED:

A 9" depth of silicone foam with 1" of ceramic board installed as permanent damming
on the exposed side in a blockout (with a 24" x 6" cable tray penetrant containing a
100% visual fill of power, control and instrumentation cable) is adequate to achieve a 2
hour rating.

TEST STANDARD REVIEW:

This fire test was evaluated using a "standardized checklist" to ensure compliance with
WBN testing standard requirements. Appendix C of this report documents the results
of this review and demonstrates that WBN fire test requirements have been satisfied.

SPECIAL DISPOSITIONS:.

This test is used to substantiate the acceptability of similar WBN seal designs for a 2
hour rating.

ADDITIONAL QUALIFIED DESIGN ATTRIBUTES:

None
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5.0 ENGINEERING EVALUATIONS (86-10's)

5.1 Methodology for Evaluating NonTypical Configurations:

The majority of configurations which fall outside typical detail
parameters at WBN, are penetrations with larger bore penetrating
items than those specifically tested. WBN's approach to
addressing these unbounded configurations, as well as other types
of unbounded configurations, is to apply NRC guidance as stated
in Generic Letter 86-1 0.

Generic Letter 86-10 states the term "fire area" as used in
Appendix R means an area sufficiently bounded to withstand
the hazards associated with the area and, as necessary, to
protect important equipment within the area from a fire
outside the area. Further guidance provided in the NUREG
0800, defines "fire rating" as the endurance period of a fire
barrier or structure, and notes that the rating defines the
period of resistance to a standard fire exposure before the
first critical point in behavior is observed (see NFPA 251).
Therefore, the fire rating of a barrier must consider the fire
resistance ratings associated with each of the individual
components which comprise the barrier.

The primary component is the barrier structure itself. The
fire resistance rating of the barrier structure is generally
substantiated by testing to a fire exposure in accordance
with ASTM E-119. Other fire barrier components, such as
fire doors, fire dampers and penetration seals, are
individually rated based on acceptance criteria specific to
each of the components. Guidance related to the rating of
fire doors is contained in NFPA 252. Fire damper rating
requirements are defined in ANSI/UL 555. Penetration seal
fire resistance rating criteria may be found in a number of
different standards including, but not limited to, ASTM E-
814, IEEE 634 and ANSI/UL 1479.

Penetration seals are required to be rated to preserve the
fire barrier integrity. Their primary function is to prevent the
spread.of fire beyond the barrier to adjacent fire areas. The
use of rated components provides reasonable assurance
that the effects of a fire are limited to discrete fire areas.
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Several industry standards have been developed in order to
consistently determine the adequacy of fire barrier
penetration seals. The WBN Fire Protection Report
specifies the applicability of two such standards; ASTM E-
814-83 for mechanical penetration seals and IEEE 634-78
for electrical penetration seals.

ASTM E-814 provides two methods for rating penetration
seals. One classification provides an F rating to ensure the
penetration seal prevents the passage of flames and hot
gasses through the opening. The other classification
provides a T rating to ensure that in addition to preventing
the passage of flame (F rating), the unexposed side
temperature is sufficiently low to preclude ignition where
combustible construction, interiors, etc. are present. This is
not the case for a nuclear power plant where types of
construction, finish and combustibles are adequately
controlled. The intent of ASTM E-814 in developing both a T
and F rating for penetration seals was to allow the option for
either or both types of ratings to be applied depending upon
facility level of fire resistance construction and occupancy.
The F rating is acceptable for applications with non-
combustible construction on the unexposed side. As such
the F rating is appropriate for use in the vast majority of
nuclear plant applications, particularly where large bore
piping penetrations occur. Large pipes may carry fluids
which ensures that other plant equipment is located a safe
distance from the piping and associated penetrations. In
these situations it would be impractical to invoke the T rating
temperature limits on the unexposed side of the penetration
due to the nature of the penetrant being a large, metal heat
conductor. Therefore, as discussed in the WBN Fire
Protection Report, large bore piping penetrations which are
>8 inches in diameter (for most WBN typical details) and <
12 inches in diameter will not be required to meet T ratings,
but rather the F rating which corresponds with the hourly
rating of the associated barrier.

This approach is consistent with other assemblies within fire
rated barriers including fire doors and fire dampers. ASTM
E-814, Appendix X1 describes fire doors and dampers as
being items similar to penetration seals when comparing
their role in maintaining the integrity of fire rated barriers.
Acceptance criteria for fire rated doors and fire dampers do
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not consider unexposed side temperature as a condition of
acceptance.

As discussed above, large bore piping penetrations
generally do not pass criteria for a T rating due to the
extensive heat conduction path inherent with such
penetrants. This would be the case even if large penetrants
are cast or grouted in place. In this example, a T criteria is
not invoked on the unexposed side of the barrier in the
vicinity of the penetration. Combine this unavoidable
condition with the conservatism of test assembly designs as
compared to typical field conditions where 1) the pipe is
capped in the furnace without extending further beyond the
fire exposure as would be in a typical plant scenario. 2) no
internal thermal mass from fluids, etc. 3) the conservative,
direct heat exposure to the Standard Time Temperature
Curve from the furnace with the seal in a horizontal plane,
and invoking the requirements of a T rating becomes
impractical. This supports establishing an F rating as being
a reasonable and consistent measure to ensure barrier
integrity.

1. In conclusion, considering the above referenced
testing and justifications for the WBN large bore
piping penetrations, the following criteria apply. It is
important to note that this criteria applies to the
majority of the WBN typical seal details. For piping 8
in. diameter and smaller, testing in conjunction with
engineering analysis is utilized to qualify typical
details and as-built configurations for a 3 hour
duration based on the F and T rating acceptance
criteria documented in the .WBN Fire Protection
Report.

2. For piping >8 inches in diameter through 12 inches in
diameter, testing in conjunction with engineering
analysis will be utilized to qualify typical details and
as-built configurations for a 3 hour duration based on
an F rating in accordance with the acceptance criteria
documented in the WBN Fire Protection Report.

3. For as-built piping exceeding 12 inches in diameter,
as-built specific 86-10 evaluations will be performed
to substantiate that the installed penetration seal
configuration is commensurate with the hazards of
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the area. In performing these evaluations the
following will be considered:

Level 1 evaluations - Evaluations for specific penetration
seal as-built installations considering:

a) Fluid internal to pipe
b) As-built seal depth
c) Insulated / Non-insulated penetrants

Level 2 evaluations -Penetrations not bounded by Level 1
evaluations will be evaluated using the following additional
information:

a) Proximity of insitu combustibles
b) Fire Protection features
c) SSD Equipment

There are typical details where this criteria does not apply
because the seal material and configuration is supported by
successful testing for larger configurations (e.g., ICMS P-90
seals installed to a 12" depth). Additionally, there are some
cases where 8 inch diameter penetrants are not rated for T.
but rather only for F (e.g., elastomer seals installed to a 6"
depth which have a T rating limit of 6" diameter penetrants).
In all cases the WBN position regarding the penetrant size
for F and T ratings is detail specific and based on
conservative interpretations of actual tested configurations.

Other types of unbounded configurations, such as
configurations which are similar to typical detail
configurations, except that certain bounding parameters are
exceeded, will either be modified in accordance with an
approved typical seal detail configuration or evaluated using
the Level 1 and Level 2 evaluation methodology defined
above. Detailed methodology for performing walkdowns and
evaluations are included in Project Instruction 00006-
00922.000, "Performance of WBN Penetration Seal
Engineering Evaluations."

Engineering Evaluations utilized to support WBN
penetration seal installations are included as separate
documents in Appendix F of this report.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS

This report documents a comprehensive assessment of the WBN
penetration seal program. Specifically, the report supports the following
conclusions:

. The industry fire endurance testing standards as delineated in the
WBN FPR establish an adequate basis for qualification of penetration
seal designs at WBN.

* A conclusive body of independent fire endurance test data and results
exist to bound the typical penetration seal designs utilized at WBN.
Additionally, these fire endurance tests were performed in accordance
with applicable requirements of standards as committed by WBN.

. For the minor quantity of penetration seal assemblies not directly
bounded by existing fire endurance tests, engineering evaluations
have been completed which document the acceptability of these
assemblies.
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qj 3 Designation: E 814 - 83

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS
1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103

Reprinted from the Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Copyright ASTM
If not listed in the currant combined index, will appear in the next edition.

Standard Method of
FIRE TESTS OF THROUGH-PENETRATION FIRE STOPS'

This standard is issued under the fixed designation E 814 the number immediately following the designation indicates the
scar of onginal adoption or. in the case of revision, the sear of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year
of last rrapproval. A superscnpt epsilon (it indicates an editonal change since the last revision or reapproval.

INTRODUCTION

Characteristically fire spreads from one building compartment to another by the
collapse of a barrier. or by openings through which flames or hot gases may pass, or by
transfer of sufficient heat to ignite combustibles beyond the barrier. ASTM Methods
E 119. Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials.' describe the method to be
used to measure the fire-resistive performance of these barriers.

However, various techniques of providing for the distribution of services within a
structure sometimes require that openings be made in fire-resistive walls and floors to
allow the passage of such penetrating items as cables, conduits, pipes, trays, and ducts
through to the adjacent compartment. Fire-stop material is installed into these openings
to resist the spread of fire.

The performance of through-penetration fire stops should be measured and specified
according to a common standard that describes the method of fire exposure and rating
criteria.

1. Scope

1.1 This method is applicable to through-
penetration fire stops of various materials and
construction. Fire stops are intended for use in
openings in fire-resistive walls and floors that
are evaluated in accordance with Methods
E 119.

1.2 Tests conducted in conformance with
this method will record fire-stop performance
during the test exposure; but such tests shall
not be construed to determine suitability of the
fire stop for use after test exposure.

1.3 This method considers the resistance of
fire stops to an external force stimulated by a
hose stream. However. this method s'hall not
be construed as determining the performance
of the fire stop during actual fire conditions
when subjected to forces such as failure of
cable support systems and falling debris.

1.4 The intent of this method is to develop
data to assist others in determining the suita-
bility of the fire stops for use where fire resist-
ance is required.

1.5 This standard should be used to measure
and describe the properties and materials, prod-
ucts. or assemblies in response to heat and flame
under controlled laboratory conditions and
should not be used to describe or appraise thefire
hazard or fire risk of materials, products, or
assembliesunder actualire conditions. However.
results of this test may be used as elements of a
fire risk assessment which takes into account all
of thefactors which are pertinent to an assess-
ment of thefire hazard of a particular end use.

2. Applicable Document

2.1 ASTM Standard:
E 119 Methods of Fire Tests of Building

Construction and Materials2

This method is under the junisdiction of Committee E-5 on
Fire Standards and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee
E05. 11 on Building Construction.

Current edition approved May 27. 1983. Published July
1983. Oninasly published X E 51441. Last previous editi
E 814-81.

93 IW nnuad Bok of s.4ST o-Stanards. Vol 04.07.
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E 814

3. Summary of Method
3.1 This method of testing through-penetra-

tion fire stops exposes fire stops to a standard
temperature-time fire, and to a subsequent ap-
plication of a hose stream.

3.2 Ratings are established on the basis of
the period of resistance to the fire exposure,
pnor to the first development of through open-
ings. flaming on the unexposed surface, limiting
thermal transmission criterion. and acceptable
performance under application of a hose
stream.

4. Significance and Use
4.1 This method is used to determine the

performance of a fire stop with respect to
exposure to a standard temperature-time fire
test and hose stream test. The performance of
a fire stop is dependent upon the specific
assembly of materials tested including the
number. type. and size of penetrations and the
floors or walls in which it is installed.

4.2 Two ratings are established for each fire
stop. An F rating is based upon flame occur-
rence on the unexposed surface. while the T
rating is based upon the temperature rise as
well as flame occurrence on the unexposed side
of the fire stop. These ratings. together with
detailed performance data such as the location
of through-openings and temperatures of pen-
etrating items arc intended to be one factor in
assessing performance of fire stops.

5. Terminology
5.1 Definition:
5.1.1 fire stop-a through-penetration fire

stop is a specific construction consisting of the
materials that fill the opening around penetrat-
ing items such as cables. cable trays. conduits.
ducts, and pipes and their means of support
through the wall or floor opening to prevent
spread of fire.

5.2 Descriptions of Terms Specific to this
Method:

5.2.1 test sample-the fire stop being tested.
5.2.2 test assembly-the wall or floor into

which the test sample(s) is (are) mounted or
installed.

6. Control of Fire Tests
6.1 Temperature-Time Curve-The fire en-

vironment within the furnace shall be in ac-
cordance with the standard temperature-time

curve shown by Fig. 1. The points on the curve
that determine its character are:

Ambient at 0 min
10000F(5380C) at 5 min
1300 0F(704'C)at O min
1550'F18430C)at 30 min
1700'F(9270C) at 60 min
1850OF(1010 0C) at 120 min
2000F( 10930C) at 240 min
23000 F(12600 C) at 480 min or over

6.2 Furnance Temperatures.
6.2.1 The temperature fixed by the curve

%hall be the average temperature obtained from
the readings of thermocouples symmetrically
disposed and distributed within the test furnace
to show the temperature near all parts of the
assembly. Use a minimum of three thermocou-
ples, with not fewer than five thermocouples
per 100 ft2 (9.29 M2) of floor surface. and not
fewer than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 (9.29
m2) of wall specimen surface.

6.2.2 Enclose the thermocouples in sealed
protection tubes of such materials and dimen-
sions that the time constant of the protected
thermocouple assembly lies within the range'
from 300 to 400 s. The exposed length of the
pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the fur-
nace chamber shall be not less than 12 in. (300
mm). Other types of protection tubes of pyrom-
eters may be used provided that temperature
measurementsobtained in accordance with Fig.
I are within the limit of accuracy that applies
for furnace temperature measurements.

6.2.3 For floors. place the junction of the
thermocouples 12 in. (300 mm) away from the
exposed face of the assembly. In the case of
walls, place the thermocouples 6.0 in. (150 mm)
away from the exposed face.

6.2.4 Read the temperature at intervals not
exceeding 5 min during the first 120 min.
Thereafter. the intervals may be increased to
not more than 10 min.

6.2.5 The accuracy of the furnace control
shall be such that the area under the tempera-
ture-time curve. obtained by averaging the

A typical thermocouple meeting these time-constant re-
quirements may be fiabncated by fusion-welding the twisted
ends of No. 18 B and S gage s0.640 in.) (1.02 mm) Chromel-
Alumel wires, mounting the leads in porcelain insulators and
inserting the assembly so the thermocouple bead is 0.50 in.

13 mm) from the sealed end of a standard weight, nominal
,, in. iron, steel or Inconel pipe. The time constant for this

and for severai other thermocouple assemblies was measured
in 1976 The time constant may also be calculated from
knowledge of its physiCal and thermal properties. See Re-
search Reporn RR E5-101. available from ASTM Head-
quarters.
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results from the pyrometer or thermoelectric
device readings, is within 10% of the corre-
sponding area under the standard temperature-
time curve shown in Fig. I for fire tests of 60
min or less duration. within 7.5 % for those
over 60 min and not more than 120 min: and
within 5 % for tests exceeding 120 min in du-
ration.

6.3 Unexposed Surface Temperatures:
6.3.1 Make at least one measurementat each

of the following locations on the unexposed
surface of the test sample and floor or wall
assembly as shown in Fig. 2.

6.3.2 Additional temperature measurements
may be made at the discretion of the testing
agency to obtain representative information of
the performance of the fire stops.

6.3.3 Measure temperatures on the surface
of the fire stop and assembly with thermocou-
ples placed under flexible pads specified in
Annex A2. The pads shall be held firmly
against the surface; they shall fit closely about
the thermocouples. The thermocouple junction
shall be located under the center of the pads.
The thermocouple leads under the pads shall

be not heavier than No. 18 B and S gage (0.040
in.) (1.02 mm) and shall be electrically insu-
lated with heat-resistant moisture-resistant cov-
erinp.

6.3.4 Measure temperatures of each type
and size of penetrating item with at least one

thermocouple located 1.0 in. (25.4 mm) from
the unexposed surface of the fire-stop material.
The thermocouple bead shall be held firmly
against the penetrating item. The thermocou-
ple leads shall not be heavier than No. 22 B
and S gage (0.025 in.) (0.635 mm) and shall
be electrically insulated with heat-resistant and
moisture-resistant coverings. The pads as de-
scribed above shall be held firmly against the
penetrating item and shall fit closely about the
thermocouples.

6.3.5 Read temperatures at intervals not ex-
ceeding 15 min'until a reading exceeding 212'F
(100 0 C) has been obtained at any one point.
Thereafter, the readings may be taken more
frequently at the discretion of the testing body,
but the intervals need not be less than 5 min.

6.4 Diferential Pressure.

6.4.1 Measure the pressure differential be-
tween the exposed and unexposed surfaces of
the test assembly required in 9.2 at three points
0.78 in. (20 mm) from the surface and locate as
follows:

6.4.1.1 Walls-At the center and quarter
points on the vertical center line.

6.4.1.2 Floors-At the center and quarter
points along the longitudinal center line.

6.4.2 The pressure-measuring probe tips
shall be as shown in Fig. 3. manufactured from
stainless steel or other suitable material.

6.4.3 Measure the pressure by means of a
manometer or equivalent transducer. The ma-
nometer or transducer shall be capable of read-
ing 0.01-in. H20 (2.5-Pa) increments.

7. Test Sampk
7.1 Construction and Sizrn
7.1.1 The coeantion of the teat fure s

shall be of sufficient saw and include ag w-
duits. pipe cabma OJacois tysin aw ecodue.
tot type perment fib, requird support or
other through-penet" mems so as to pro-
duce a uny rarmustm id am" for which-
evaluation is desired. Fire stops shall be in-
stalled and tested in each construction type for
which ratings are desired.

7.1.2 Through-penetrating items shall be in-
stalled so that they extend 12 in. (300 mm) on
the exposed side and 36 in. (900 mm) on the
unexposed side. The extended portion of the
cables on the unexposed side shall be supported
in the same manner as methods employed in
field installation. The individual ends of the

through-penetrating items shall be covered and
sealed by suitable means to prevent excessive
transfer of gases through the items between the
furnace and the laboratory environment.

7.1.3 The periphery of the fire stop shall not
be closer than I V2 times the thickness of the test
assembly or a minimum of 12 in. (300 mm) to
the furnace edge, whichever is greater.'

K Protection and Conditioning
8.1 Prior to fire test, condition the floor

or wall assembly and fire stops to provide.
within a reasonable time. a moisture condition
approximately representative of that likely to
exist in similar construction in buildings. This
moisture condition is considered as that which
would be established at equilibrium resulting
from drying in an ambient atmosphere of 50 %
relative humidity at 730F (230C). However.
with some assemblies and fire stops it may be
difficult or impossible to achieve the equilib-

' The distance between fire stop periphery and furnace

edge may be reduced if the teing agency demonstraa and
reports that the edge effects do not affect the resulu.

-0
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rium moisture condition' within a reasonable
period of time. Therefore. floor or wall assem-
blies and fire stops may be tested when their
dampest portion has achieved a moisture con-
tent corresponding to drying to equilibnum
with air in the range from 50 to 75 % relative
humidity at 73 ± 5C (23 ± 3YC). If the
assembly or fire stops dried in a heated building
fail to meet these requirements after a 12-
month conditioning period. or if the nature of
the construction is such that drying of the
assembly or fire stop interior will be prevented
by hermetic sealing, these requirements may be
waived, except as to attainment of the required
strength as described in 9.1. and the assembly
or fire stop may be tested in the condition in
which it then exists.

8.2 Protect the testing equipment. sample.
and assembly undergoing the fire test from any
condition of wind or weather that might lead
to abnormal results. The ambient air tempera-
ture at the beginning of the test shall be within
the range from 50 to 901F (10 to 320C). The
velocity of air across the unexposed surface
measured just before the test begins shall not
exceed 4.4 ft/s (1.3 m/s) as determined by an
anemometer placed at right angles to the unex-
posed surface. If mechanical ventilation is em-
ployed during the test. an air stream shall not
be directed across the surface of the sample.

9. Conduct of Tests

9.1 Time of Testing-The test sample shall
not be tested until the test assembly has devel-
oped sufficient strength to retain the fire stops
securely in position.

9.2 Fire Test:
9.2.1 Control the differential pressure be-

tween the exposed and unexposed surfaces of
the test assembly within ±20 % of the intended
pressure during the duration of the test (exclud-
ing the first 10 min). The differential pressure
employed is intended to be that pressure which
will be applicableJlevaluate the fire stop with
respect to its field installation. A discussion
concerning the selection of pressure is con-
tained in Annex A3.

9.2.2 Continue the test until the desired eval-
uation period is reached or until the rating
criteria of Section 10 are satisfied.

9.3 Hose Stream Tesr.
9.3.1 Subject a duplicate sample to a fire

exposure test for a period equal to one half of
that indicated as the resistance period in the
fire test. but not more than 60 min. immediately
after which subject the sample to the impact.
erosion, and cooling effects of a hose stream as
described in Table I directed first at the middle
and then at all parts of the exposed face, with
changes in direction being made slowly.

9.3.2 The test sponsor may elect, with the
advice and consent of the testing body. to have
the hose stream test made on the sample sub-
jected to the fire test and immediately following
the fire test.

9.3.3 The stream shall be delivered through
2Vt-in. (63.5-mm) hose and discharged through
a National Standard playpipe of corresponding
size equipped with a I W/6-in. discharge tip of the
standard-taper, smooth-bore pattern wtihout a

shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and
duration of application shall be as specified in
Table 1.

9.3.4 The nozzle orifice shall be 20 ft (6.1 m)
from the center of the exposed surface of the
test specimen if the nozzle is so located that.
when directed at the center, its axis is normal
to the surface of the test specimen. If otherwise
located, its distance from the center shall be
less than 20 ft (6.1 m) by an amount equal to
I ft (300 mm) for each 10° of deviation from
the normal.

10. Rating Criteria
10.1 F Rating:
10.1.1 A fire stop shall be considered as

meeting the requirements for an F rating when
it remains in the opening during the fire test
and hose stream test within the following limi-
tations.

10.1.2 The fire stops shall have withstood
the fire test for the rating period without per-
mitting the passage of flame through openings.
or the occurrence of flaming on any element of
the unexposed side of the fire stops.

10.1.3 During the hose stream test. the fire
stop shall not develop any opening that would

A method for determining the relative humidity within

a hardened concrete specimen with electric sensing elements
is described in Appendix I of a paper by Card A. Menzel. A

Method for Determining the Moisture Condition of

Hardened Concrete in Terms of Relative Humidity." Pro.

ceedngi. Am. Soc. Testing Mat.. Vol 55. 1955. p. 1083. A
similar procedure with electric relative humidity within fire
test assemblies and fire stops taut with other materials.
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permit a projection of water from the stream
beyond the unexposed side.

10.2 T Rating
10.2.1 A fire stop shall be considered as

meeting the requirements for the T rating when
it remains in the opening during the fire test
and hose stream test within the following limi-
tations:

10.2.1.1 The transmission of heat through
the fire stops during the rating period shall not
have been such as to raise the temperature of
any thermocouple on the unexposed surface of
the fire stop or on any penetrating item more
than 325'F (I 63C) above its initial temperature.
Also, the fire stops shall have withstood the fire
test during the rating period without permitting
the passage of flame through openings, or the
occurrence of flaming on any element of the
unexposed side of the fire stops.

10.2.1.2 During the hose stream test, the fire
stop shall not develop any opening that would
permit a projection of water from the stream
beyond the unexposed side.

I1. Report
I 1.1 Results shall be reported in accordance

with the performance in the tests prescribed in
this method. They shall be expressed in time
periods of resistance to passage of flame to the
nearest integral minute. Reports shall include
the following:

11.1.1 Description of the assembly, mate-
rials, and penetrating itmes of the test fire stop
shall be identified and described. Drawings
depicting geometry, exact size (length. width.
thickness). and location of fire stops within the
test assembly shall be recorded.

I. 1.2 The relative humidities of the test as-
sembly and fire stop materials, if applicable,
shall be recorded.

11.1.3 The furnace and the unexposed side
temperatures shall be recorded for the duration
of the standard fire test.

I .1.4 The F and T ratings for each fire stop
shall be reported in the time period of resist-
ance.

11.1.5 The measurementof differential pres-
sure between fttt exposed and unexposed test

E 814

assembly surfaces shall be recorded during the
fire test and the basis for the chosen pressure
shall be stated.

11.1.6 Observations of significant details of
the behavior of the fire stops during the test
and after the furnace fire is extinguished shall
be recorded. These shall include cracks. defor-
mation, flaming. and smoke issuance. Also,
these include continued burning within the fire
stop after termination of the fire test.

11.2 When the indicated, fire stop rating
period is 60 min or over, a correction shall be
applied for variation of the furnace exposure
from the prescribed, where it will affect the
rating, by multiplying the indicated period by
two thirds of the difference in area between the
curve of average furnace temperature and the
standard curve for the first three fourths of the
period and dividing the product by the area
between the standard curve above a base line
of 680F (200C) for the same part of the indi-
cated period. the latter area increased by 54°F
h or 300C.h (3240 0F min or 1800C. min). to
compensate for the thermal lag of the furnace
thermocouples during the first part of the test.
For fire exposure in the test higher than stand-
ard, the indicated rating period shall be in-
creased by the amount of the correction and be
similarly decreased for fire exposure below sur-
face. The correction can be expressed as fol-
lows:

21(A - A.)

3(A. + L)

where:
C - correction in the same units as 1,
I - indicated fire-resistance period,
A - area under the curve of indicated average

furnace temperature for the first three
fourths of the indicated period.

A. - area under the standard furnace curve for
the same part of the indicated period. and

L - lag correction in the same units as A and
A. (540F-h or 300C.h: 3240 0F min or
17820 C * min).

12. Precision and Accuracy
12.1 The precision and accuracy of this

method have not been determined.
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TABLE I Prer a Duradoe-Hos. Stream Tesrt

Water Prcs- Duration ofW er Appbcation.
Resistance Period sure at Base Seconds Per

of N4ozz~le. Ps' t (m)l of Ex-
(kPa) posed Area

240 nin and over if less 45(310) 3.032)
than 480 min

120 nun and over if less 30(210) 1 5(16)
than 240 mun

90 min and over if less than 30(210) 0.90(10)
120 nin

60 min and over if less than 30(210) 0.60(6)
90 mIA

Less than 60 min if desired 30(210) 0.60(6)

A When a single fire stop is tested, calculation of the area
to be exposed to the hose stream may include more than the
outside dimensions of the fire stop if the hose stream uni-
formly traverses that ae. Where multiple test fire stops are
tested in the same wall or floor assembly. the rectangular
area encompasaing all of the fire itops shall be considered as
the exposed area since the hose stream must traverse this
calculated area during is application.

D

Floor Assembly-Plan View
Wall Assembly-Elevation View

1;~600 -
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J1200 -600

E'000 . -
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Time, h

NOTE-For a closer definition of the temperature-time
curve. see Annex Al.
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Floor Assembly-4 levation View
Wall Assemblv-Plan View

Leged'

A-At a point on the surface of the fire stop I in. (25 mm) from one through-penetratingitem for each type of penetrating
item employed in the field of the fire stop. If the grouping of penetrating items through the test sample prohibits placement
of the thermocouple pad. the thermocouple shall not be required.

B-At a point on the fire stop surface at the periphery of the fire stop.
C-At a minimumof three points on the fire stop surface approximately equidistant from a penetrating item or group of

pcnetrting items in the field of the fire stop and the periphery.
D-At one point on any frame that is installed about the penmeter of the opening.
E-At one point on the uneaposed surface of the wall or floor that is a minimum of 12 in. (305 mm) from any opening.
F-At one point on each type of throush-penetrating item.
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ON ELEVATION

FIG. 3 Static Presiure-Measurng Device DMwuskws in MUIHlb-tes

The American Society for resting and Materials takes no position respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in

connecuion with anv item mentioned in this standard Uers of this standard are exprrssly advued that determination ofthe validity

of aiiv such patent rights. and the risk of infringement of such rights. are entirelv their own responsibility.

This standard is subject to revision at any time by the responsible technical commtee and mst be reviewed every flv years

and if not revised. euher reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments are invited etuherfor revion of thui standard or/or additional
standards and should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters Your comments will receive careful consideration at a meeting of the
responsible technical committee, which vou may attenA I/youeel thai our comments have not receiveedafair heaing you should
make vour views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards. 1916 Race St.. Phdadrlphia. Pa. 19103.
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ANNEXES

Al. STANDARD TEMPERATURE-TIME CURVE FOR CONTROL OF FIRE TESTS

Temperature, Area Above 68'F BaseTime

h:min

0:00
0:05
0:10
0:15
0:20
0:25
0:30
0:35
0:40
0:45
0:50
0:55
1.00

1:05
1:10
1:15
1:20
1:25
1:30
1:35
1:40
1:45
1.50
1:55
2:00

2: 10
2:20
2.30
2:40
2.50
3:00

3:10
3:20
3:30
3.40
3:50
4:00

4.10
4 20
430
4:40
4:50
5:00

5:10
5 20
5:30
5 40
5 50
6:00

6:10
6:20
6:30

r

68
1 000
1 300
1 399
1 462
1 510
1 550
1 584
1 613
1 638
1 661
1 681
1 700

1 718
1 735
1 750
1 765
1 779
1 792
1 804
1 815
1 826
1 835
1 843
I 850

1 862
1 875
1 888
1 900
1 912
1 925

1 938
1 950
1 962
1 975
1 988
2 000

2 012
2 025
2 038
2 050
2 062
2 075

2 088
2 100
2 112
2 125
2 133
2 150

2 162
2 175
2 188

°F-min

0O
2330
7 740

14 150
20 970
28 050
35 360
42 860
S0 510
58 300
66 200
74 220
82 330

90 540
98 830

107 200
115 650
124 180
132 760
141 420
150 120
158 890
167 700
176 550
185 440

203 330
221 330
239 470
257 720
276 110
294 610

313 250
332 000
350 890
369 890
389 030
408 280

427 670
447 180
466 810
486 560
506 450
526 450

546 580
566 840
587 220
607 730
625 360
649 120

670 000
691 010
712 140

'F-h

0
39

129
236
350
468
589
714
842
971

1 103
1 237
1 372

1509
1 647
1 787
1 928
2 070
2 213
2357
2 502
2648
2 795
2 942
3091

3389
3 689
3 991
4 295
4 602
4 910

5 221
5533
5848
6 165
6 484
6 805

7 128
7 453
7 780
8 110
8441
8 774

9 110
9 447
9 787

10 129
10 473
10 819

i1 167
1 1517
I 1869

Temperature.
Sc

20
538
704
760
795
821
843
862
878
892
905
916
927

937
946
955
963
971
978
985
991
996

1001
1006
1 010

1 017
1 024
1 031
1 038
1 045
1 052

1 059
1066
1 072
1 079
1 086
1 093

1100
1 107
1 114
1 121
1 128
1 135

1 142
1 149
I 156
1 163
1 170
I l7?

I 184
1 191
1 19I

Area Above 20'C Bue

'C-min 'C-h

00 0
1 290 22
4300 72
7860' 131

11 650 194
15 590 260
19 650 328
23 810 397
28 060 468
32 390 540
36 780 613
41 230 687
45 740 762

50 300 838
54 910 915
59 560 993
64 250 1071
68 990 1150
73 760 1229
78 560 1309
83 400 1390
88 280 1471
93 170 1 553
98 080 1635

103 020 1 717

112 960 1882
122 960 2049
133 040 2217
143 180 2386
153 390 2 556
163 670 2 728

174 030 2900
184 450 3074
194 940 3249
205 500 3 425
216 130 3602
226 820 3780

237 590 3960
2484 30 4140
259 340 4322
270 310 4 505
281 360 4 689
292 470 4 874

303 660 5061
314 910 5248
326 240 5 437
337 630 5 627
349 090 5818
360 620 6010

372 230 6204
383 900 6398
395 640 6594
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A2. REQUIREMENTS FOR THERMOCOUPLE PADS

A2.1I The pads used in measurements of temper-
ature of unexposed surfaces of specimens shall be of
suitable inorganic material and shall exhibit the fol-
lowing properties:

A21.1 Length and Width-2I00 ± 0.04 in. (50.8
± I mm).

A2.1.2 Thaickness-0.40 ± 0.05 in. (10 ± I mm).

A2.l.3 Densitts-31.2 - 0.6 lb/ft' (500 t 10 kg/

A2.1.4 Thermal Conductivitv at 1500F-0.380 +
0.027 Btu in./h ft' °F(0.055 - 0.003 W/m.K).

A2.2 The pads shall be sufficiently soft so that
without breaking. they may be shaped to contact over
the whole surface against which they are placed.

A3. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SELECTION

A3. I The differential pressure employed in testing type of installation for which the test is proposed. (3)

should be determined by either (I) code require- t e test sponsor. or (4) other circumstances.
ments. (2) the design pressure that may occur in the

APPENDIX

Xl. DISCUSSION OF SEVERAL ITEMS OF THE METHOD

XIA. Introduction
XI. I. I nwritingthisstandard various comments

and enginneeng points of view were considered. The
method was written to reflect the broadest possible
consensus of these comments.

XI. 1.2 This appendix provides a brief discussion
of several significant items that were considered. It is
intended that the basis for the items included in the
method as well as conflicting points of view, be
presented in this discussion.

X11 Applicability
X 1.2.1 This method is applicable to through-pen-

etration fire stops of various materials and construc-
tion. These fire stops are intended for use in openings
in fire resistive walls and floors.

X1.2.2 This method does not apply to termination
devices intended to provide electrical, communica-
tion. or other circuitry at the surface of the assembly,
and which are evaluated as an integral part of an
assembly in accordance with Methods E 119.

X13 Critera
X 1.3.1 General-This fire method for fire stops is

intended to be concerned with evaluating protection
provided for openings created in walls or floors which
otherwise have a fire resistance rating established in
accordance with Method E 119. Presently fire doors
and windows, which are similar items, are evaluated
by other ASTM standards. Accordingly. the objective
of this method is to assure that the use of such fire
stops would not jeopardize the required fire resistance
performance of the %1 or floor assembly. The rating
criteria are accordingly predicated on those condi-
tions relevant to ratings of walls and floors by Method
E 119. modified to the extend necessary to take cog-
nizance of the special conditions represented by the
occurrence of the fire stops including the penetrating
items. In Method E 119. conditions of acceptance
include (I) passage of flame and hot gases. (2) unex-

posed surface temperature rise. (3) ignition of cotton
waste. and (4) hose stream.

X 1.3.2 Passage of Flame and Hot Gases and Igni-
tion of Cotton Waste-In Method E 119 one criterion
of acceptance of a floor-ceiling or wall is that the
assembly shall have withstood the fire endurance test
without passage of flame or gases hot enough to
ignite cotton waste. The object of this criterion is to
minimize the potential for igniting combustible ma-
terial that might be placed in contact with the unex-
posed surface. In this method. the use of cotton waste
is excluded and the judgment shall be based only
upon visual observation and surface temperatures.

X 1.3.3 In Method E 119. visual observation of the
passage of flames and hot ases is supplemented with
the use of cotton waste. The cotton waste serves as
an additional indicator where visual observations are
insufficient to determine whether passage of hot gases
is occurring. In this method the cotton waste criterion
was excluded for the following reasons: (/) the
through-penetrating items of a fire stop which con-
tinue beyond the wall or floor surface often constitute
the combustibles at the unexposed surface, while at
the same time minimize the opportunity for other
combustibles to come in contact with the wall or floor
at the vicinity of the penetration and (2) the through-
penetrating items may be of a nature that they inhibit
placement of the cotton waste on the protection
material surface, while at the same time often being
of sufficient temperature that contact with the cotton
waste would ignite the cotton waste. thus giving a
false indication of fire stop surface ignition.

XI.3.4 Unexposed Surface Temperatures-It has
been argued that temperatures on the unexposed
surface should not be considered in determining the
performance of the fire stops. since the fire stops will
be instaulled in such places where they will not be in
contact with wood, carpeting. plastic. or other such
materials which may ignite at relatively low temper-
atures. It is further argued a temperature limitation
should not be imposed on frames about the opening
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of fire stop devices or systems since they represent a
direct path for heat to flow through to the unexposed
surface.

Xi.3.5 While these arguments mav be valid for
some installations. it will be true that the fire stop
devices will also be used in areas where they will
come in contact with wood, dust. carpeting, paint.
wall coverings, or other such materials.

XI.3.6 Further, there are cases where rigorous
regulations prohibit combustibles, other than the ma-
tenal that passes through the wall or floor. from the
area in which the fire stops are located. However, the
record clearly establishes that combustible materials
such as dust accumulation. workman's clothing items.
miscellaneous building and repair items may well be
found in such locations.

X 1.3.7 It has been argued that the use of temper-
ature limitation as described in Method E 119 must
be retained if the overall character of the fire-resist-
ance rating is to be retained.

Xl.3.8 In order to satisfy both positions this
method provides two ratings: a T rating incorporating
temperature and flame limitation. and an F rating
predicated only on observation of passage of flame
or hot gases.

X1.3.9 The F rating is based upon observation of
passage of flame. The T rating is based upon passage
of flame and a maximum individual temperature
limitation of 325F (1810C) above ambient. There-
fore. depending upon the construction, the authority
havingjurisdiction may choose the rating that is most
appropriate to fulfill the particular needs of the build-
ing.

X1.3.10 Placement of thermocouples as specified
by the method is predicated on obtaining tempera-
tures representative of the various fire-stop items,
and the difference in heat transmission through the

fire-stop material at various locations.
XI.3.11 A location of approximately 1.0 in. (25

mm) from a penetrating item on the unexposed sur-
face of the fire stop would represent a hot point on
fire-stop surface. The distance of 1.0 in. (25 mm) was
obtained since one size of standard thermocouple
pads is 2.0 by 2.0 in. (50 by 50 mm). and the ther-
mocouple junctions shall be at the center of the pad.
This fixes 1.0 in. (25 mm) as the closest permitted
spacing from penetrating items.

X 1.3.12 A location at a point on the surface at the
penphery of the fire-stop material and at a point
approximately equidistant from penetrating items in
the field of the fire stop and the periphery would
obtain temperature information helpful in evaluating
the thermal transmission through the fire stop.

XI.3.13 Also, temperatures of any frame about
the opening and the temperatures of penetrating
items (that is. cable conductor. conduit) shall be
recorded in evaluating the thermal transmission per-

formance ofTe fire stop.

XI.3.14 The method indicates that the use of ad-
ditional thermocouples may be required as deter-
mined for individual fire stops.

XI.3.15 Hose Stream Test-Passage of the hose
stream test was included as an acceptance cnterion
since it is an indicator of the integrity of the fire stop
durin fire exposure and the overall reliability of the
material to perform its intended function. The hose
stream test method as outlined in Method E 119 is
considered as applicable to the fire stops.

X1.3.16 Not to conduct a hose stream test without
applying any design live load to the test assemblies.
would be fire testing the assemblies while ignoring
their integntyf It is important that an indication of
the integnty of performance be obtained for the fire

stops. Failure of the integrity of the fire stops would
aid the spread of fire by causing passages for the
flames and hot gases.

Xl.3.17 However, it was argued that conducting
the hose stream test may be difficult to perform at
various testing facilities without significant modifi-
cations to equipmenL

X1.3.18 It was proposed that the hose stream test
be included as an option only. Also, it was argued
that different hose streams (pressure spray, dur-
tions) be included as an option.

X1.3.19 Although the hose stream tests provide a
measure of the structural performance of the fire stop
material, it should not be construed as a measure of
the load carrying ability of the fire stop tested.

X 1.3.20 Also, the hose stream test is not intended
to evaluate the structural performance of the floor or
wall after the inclusion of the various fire stops.

XI.4 Test Sanple

X1.4.1 The cables, conduits, pipes and other pen-
etrating items used in the rem stops shall be repre-
sentative of the fire stop for which evaluation is
desired. It is intended that the data and information
provided by the testing of the Gri stops with various
penetrating items would be used to determine ac-
ceptability of a specific fire stop in the construction.

X L.4.2 Extension of cables, conduits, and pipes 3
ft (0.9 m) beyond the unexposed surface, as shown
by previous testing. satisfactorily represents continu-
ous cables and conduit as would be encountered in
the field condition.

XIS Conduct of Tests

XI.5.1 The method specifies that pressure in the
furnace chamber with respect to the unexposed sur-
face shall be that pressure which will be applicable
to evaluate the fire stop with respect to its field
installation. This pressure shall be determined by a
specific code requirement. by the special design pres-
sums in the building in which the fire stop is to be
installed, or by the test sponsor requesting a special

environment to evaluate the fire stop sample.
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Foreword

(This Foreword is not a part of IEEE Std 634-1978, Cable Penetration Fire Stop Qualification Test.)

This standard provides qualification test procedures for type testing cable penetration fire stops

when mounted in rated fire barriers.
In the course of construction of all types of buildings, cables in raceways penetrate barriers such

as walls, floors, or floor-ceiling assemblies of that building. If these barriers are rated as fire resistive

barriers, the penetrations should be as resistant to fire as required of the barriers. Thus, in order to

test the penetration and rate it, the penetration should be mounted in a rated wall, floor, or floor

ceiling assembly as it would be used in practice and the combination exposed to the same standard

fire as used for the wall, floor, or floor-ceiling assembly.

Rating of a Fire Resistive Barrier, with No Penetrations

This rating is expressed in hours and represents the ability of that barrier to withstand, without

failure, exposure to a standard fire for that length of time. A fire rating for a barrier may be arrived

at by testing it according to the procedure outlined in ANSI A2.1-1972, Methods of Fire Tests of

Building Construction and Materials (ASTM E119-1971) (ISO 834).
A barrier achieves its rating if, during the specified time, it contains the fire, and its surface un-

exposed to the fire does not heat up sufficiently to ignite cotton waste or the temperature does not

exceed 250° F above ambient. In addition, following the fire, the barrier is required to withstand a

specified standard fire hose test on the hot face.

Caution Re: ANSI A2.1-1972, Limitations

ANSI A2.1-1972 cautions that its results give only a relative measure of fire performance of

comparable barriers (see 2.2), that it does not measure degree of control or limitation of smoke

or products of combustion through the assembly (see 2.4.3), and does not consider the effect of

conventional openings, that is, electrical receptacle outlets or plumbing pipe, etc (see 2.4.6).

Standard Fire in ANSIA2.1-1972

The standard fire is defined by a time-temperature relationship which must be produced by the

test furnace. The seven defined points on this curve are given as follows:

1000'F (5380 C) at 5 min
1300°F (704°C) atlOmin
15500 F (843°C) at30min
1700'F (9270 C) atlhr
18500 F (1,0100C) at 2 hr
20000 F (1,0930 C) at 4 hr
23000 F (1,2600 C) at 8 hr or more

A more detailed description is given in ANSI A2.1-1972, Appendix Al which lists intervening

points and tabulates the integrated area under the time-temperature curve as a function of time.

The same standard fire is usm on the cable penetration fire stop qualification test.

Fundamental Difference Between a Fire Test on a
Barrier Alone and a Penetration-Barrier Combination

The fire resistive barrier described above has a relatively low thermal conductivity so that it can

maintain a 1300- 16000 F temperature difference between the face exposed to the fire and the

opposite face. A cable penetration has a metallic electrical conductor which has a very high thermal

conductance. It may have many large copper conductors and steel trays or conduits or metal parts

of the penetration, all of which pass through the barrier. On the cool side of the barrier, these metal

parts are necessarily at a higher temperature than the wall adjacent to the penetration. The stop

material filling the interstices between cables or between cables and the barrier should give com-

parable thermal conductance to the barrier itself, in addition to resisting the fire.
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Thus the higher temperature rise of the metallic parts of the penetration presents a new and dif-

ferent problem and may make it impossible to use the same pass-fail criteria as for the barriers. An

obvious failure occurs when sufficient heat is transmitted so that the insulation of the cable on the

cold side burts into flame. This is discussed further in 2.3.

Maximum Allowable Cable Penetration Fire Stop Face Temperature

If one examines the temperatures across the unexposed face of the cable penetration fire stop

near the end of a 3 h test, the temperatures will vary widely depending on the distance from a cable

or a raceway. The temperature of the unexposed face of the cable penetration fire stop material at a

point away from the cable or the raceway will also depend on the thermal conductivity of the cable

penetration fire stop material. The maximum temperature on that face is the important one. If this

temperature is at the interface between the cable jacket and the cable penetration fire stop material,

and if this temperature rises to the self-ignition temperature of the cable jacket or the stop material,

a fire may result.
Thus, the test procedure finds the maximum temperature on the unexposed cable penetration fire

stop face and compares it with a maximum allowable temperature. The maximum allowable tem-

perature is defined as one at which the insulation systems expected to be used should not ignite.

The maximum allowable temperature is arrived at by an examination of the known ignition tem-

peratures of insulating materials. Ignition temperature is measured by a procedure in ANSI K65.111-

1971, Method of Test for the Ignition Properties of Plastics (ASTM D129-1968). This is described

as a hot-air ignition furnace. The values obtained represent the lowest ambient air temperature that

will cause ignition of the material under the conditions of test. Measured properties are "flash-ignition

temperature" where an igniting source is present (small gas flame) and "self-ignition temperature,"

where ignition occurs spontaneously.
For ignition, there must be adequate temperature; the combustible gses released from the hot

insulation must be mixed with the correct proportion of air.

The required temperature to cause ignition would be much higher than the ASTM value because

the hot gases released are swept away by air drafts, and a higher temperature is needed to produce a

higher rate of release of gases so that an ignitable gas-air ratio can be attained. Thus, there is a good

factor of safety in the assigned maximum allowable temperature.
Typical values of the ignition temperatures as determined in ANSI K65.111-1971 are given below

in degrees Fahrenheit:

Material Flash-Ignition Self-Ignition

Cotton 446-511 490

Newspaper 445 445
Pine shavings 406-507 500

Wool 401

Polyethylene 645 660

Polyvinyl chloride 735 850

Polytetrafluroethylene 986

Polyvinyl chloride-acetate 608-644 815-1035

Pory-styrene 635-680 910-925

Nylon 66 750-790 788-806

The maximum allowable temperature selected for a cable penetration fire stop should be based on

the self-ignition temperature of the outer cable covering the fire stop materials, or materials in con-

tact with the cable penetration fire stop, whichever has the lower self-ignition temperature.. For

cable penetration fire stops the self-ignition temperatures of the outer cable covering and fire stop

materials are generally above 7000 F.
The maximum allowable temperature is the actual measured temperature on the unexposed side

and not temperature rise. This is because the ignition of a given material occurs at a specific temper-

ature of degrees Fahrenehit.
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What This Standard Does Not Do, and Problems Yet to Be Covered

Pressure Seals

A penetration fire stop and the fire barrier itself should, in some locations, function as a seal to

maintain any existing pressure difference and should not pass through hot gase or smoke. It should

maintain that ability for the duration of the rating test. While this problem is recognized, the present

standard does not address it, nor does the ANSI A2.1-1972 test. This should be a future task.

If it is desired by the user of this standard, he can specify an added test, outside the scope of this

standard and supplementing the information it provides, which would require a check of the ability

of the penetration to maintain a differential pressure before, during, and after the fire test. There

has been no standard method yet proposed and accepted for checking this seal during a fire test.

Ampacity Derating Due to Penetration Stops

It is recognized that the thermal insulating characteristics of a penetration fire stop may have an

effect on the ampacity of the cables passing through the penetration. Design of the fire stop should

address this effect. However, ampacity considerations are not a part of the qualification test and,

consequently, are not within the scope of this standard.

Adequacy of Test Furnace

Furnaces used in these rating tests are sometimes operated at lower than atmospheric pressure,

and thus hot gases or smoke would not tend to leak outward, but cold air would tend to flow in-

ward toward the fire. This test may not represent a typical situation in a real fire and should be the

subject of future investigations.

Test Limitation and Cautions

Just as in the case of the fire barrier in ANSI A2.1-1972, this test is run with a specific standard

fire. This fire may or may not be as severe as fires actually experienced and hence may not predict

the performance of the cable penetration fire stop barrier combination in actual service. It is the

judgment of those experienced in the field that relative performance is accurately portrayed, and

the relative values may be used as a basis for engineering judgment in a particular design situation.

The test, as already pointed out, gives no information on the necessity, if any, for ampacity de-

rating of cables within the cable penetration, nor does it give any indication of the capability of the

stop to maintain a pressure differential between the opposing faces of the barrier before, during, or

after a fire test.
Furthermore, the user must consider the higher temperature of those components emerging from

the face of the barrier not exposed to fire, for example, the conductors and metallic elements, such

as the tray, conduit, or structural parts of the penetration. These higher temperatures must be

considered by the designer who will perform a hazards analysis and will take steps necessary to

counter these hazards if any are found.

Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures

Electric penetration assemblies in containment structures are not covered in this standard. For

guidance in this area, refer.o IEEE Std 317-1976, Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment

Structures for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

Seismic, Radiation, Aging, and LOCA

Although it is recognized that seismic, radiation, aging, and LOCA conditions may be required to

be considered and evaluated for nuclear power plants, these effects are not within the scope of this

standard. For guidance in these areas, refer to IEEE Std 344-1975, Rcommended Practices for

Seismic Qualification of Class lE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations, and IEEE Std

323-1974, Qualifying Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.
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IEEE Standard Cable Penetration
Fire Stop Qualification Test

1. Scope

This standard provides direction for establish-
ing type tests for qualifying the performance of
cable penetration fire stops when mounted in
rated fire barriers.

2. Purpo.

The purpose of this standard is to establish
type tests to assure that cable penetration fire
stops meet the required fire rating.

2.1 GeneraL The requirements presented in-
clude the principles and procedures for testing.
These test requirements, when met, will con-
firm the adequacy of the cable penetration.
fire stop design under fire conditions tested.

2.2 Applicability. Cable penetration fire stops
that meet the requirements outlined herein are
intended for use in power-generating stations
including nuclear-generating stations, as well as
other applicable commercial and industrial in-
stallations. Among the categories of cables
covered, but not limited to, are those used for
power, control, and instrumentation services.

2.3 Method of Approach When a cable pene-
tration is used in a rated fire-resistive barrier,
the fire stop should remain intact and prevent
the spread of fire and restrict the passage of
hot gases through that barrier for the required
rated time. A fire barrier meeting the require-
ments of ANSI A2.1-1972, Methods of Fire
Tests of Building Construction and Materials
(ASTM E119-1971)1 (ISO 834), must limit the

'ANSI documenU ame avaiLable from American Na-
tional Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10018.

flow of heat or gases through from the fire side
as indicated by a relatively cool surface, one
whose temperature will not ignite gases, cotton
waste, or National Fire Prevention Association
Class A materials which require a temperature
of approximately 4000F (in ANSI A2.1-1972
this is expressed as 250° F above ambient).
With a fire stop, however, there are always
metallic conductors and perhaps structural
portions of the penetration which present good
thermal conduction paths through the fire stop
and whose temperatures at the point of exit
may exceed markedly the approximately 400° F
expected of the unpenetrated wall. The tem-
perature can be such that the insulation and
jacket on the cable may ignite, indicating a
failure of the stop. These higher temperatures
of the metallic through-portions of the penetra-
tion must be considered and evaluated by the
user/designer.

3. Defnitions

These definitions establish the meanings of
words in the context of their use in this standard.

cable penetration. An assembly or group of
assemblies for electrical conductors to enter
and continue through a fire-rated structural
wall, floor, or floor-ceiling assembly.

cable penetration ftre stop. Material devices,
or an assembly of parts providing cable pene-
trations through fire-ated walls, floors, or
floor-ceiling assemblies, and maintaining their
required fire rating.

fire rating. The term applied to cable penetra-
tion fire stops to indicate the endurance in time
(hours and minutes) to the standard time-
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temperature curve in ANSI/ASTM E119-76,
while satisfying the acceptance criteria specified
in this standard.

fire resistive barrier. A wall, floor, or floor-
ceiling assembly erected to prevent the spread
of fire. (To be effective, fire barriers must have
sufficient fire resistance to withstand the effects
of the most severe fire that may be expected to
occur in the area adjacent to the fire barrier
and must provide a complete barrier to the
spread of fire.)

fire resistive barrier rating. This is expressed in
time (hours and minutes) and indicates that the
wall, floor, or floor-ceiling assembly can with-
stand, without failure, exposure to a standard
fire for that period of time. The test fire pro-
cedure and acceptance criteria are defined in
American National Standard A2.1-1972.

module. An opening in a fire resistive barrier
so located and spaced from adjacent modules
(openings) that its respective cable penetration
fire stop's performance will not affect the
performance of cable penetration fire stops in
any adjacent module. A module may take on
any shape to permit the passage of cables from
one or any number of raceways.

raceway. Any channel that is designed and
used expressly for supporting or enclosing
wires, cable, or bus bars. Raceways consist
primarily of, but are not restricted to, cable
trays and conduits.

unexposed side. The side of a fire-rated wall,
floor-ceiling assembly, or noor which is opposite
to the fire side. Also referred to as cold side.

4.-References

The following standards were used as refer-
ences in preparing this guide and may be useful
in interpretation of its meaning:

[1] ANSI A2.1-1972, Methods of Fire Tests of
Building Construction and Materials (ASTM
E119-1971) (ISO 834).

[21 ASTM E84-1976a, Test for Surface Burn-
ing Characteristics of Building Materials.

[31 ASTM D2863-1976, Measuring of Test for
Flammability of Plastics Using Oxygen
Index Method.

[41 IEEE Std 317-1976, Electric Penetration
Assemblies in Containment Structures for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

[5] ANSI K65.111-1971, Methods of Test for
the Ignition Properties of Plastics (ASTM
D 1929-1968).

5. Test Description

5.1 GeneraL This ection describes the methods
for testing cable penetration fire stops around
cables penetrating a fin resistive barrier.

5.1.1 Applkabilt. These methods shall be
applicable to assemblies or groups of cables and
materials or components which comprise the
fire stop that will be installed in a fire resistive
barrier wall, floor, or floor-ceiling assembly. It
is not the intent of this standard to test the
wall, floor, floor-ceiling assembly or other
structural members of the fire resistive barrier.
Therefore, no simulated structural loading is
required.

5.1.2 Penentrtion Fire Stop Componenti -
Excluding Cable. Individual components of
the fire stop system shall have a flame spread
rating of 25 or less in accordance with Ref [21.
Components to which the test in Ref [21 are
not applicable shall be tested in accordance
with Ref [31 and shall have a minimum limit-
ing oxygen index of 25.

5.1.3 Method of Terting. Qualification shall
be by type testing of an actual full-sized cable
penetration fire stop or module indicative of
installed conditions

5.1.4 Test Experience. Cable penetration fire
stops or modules or both that have successfully
functioned under test can be considered quali-
fied for equal or les severe fire rating. Testing
in the floor-ceiling position qualifies the cable
penetration fire stops for either floor or wall
penetration provided the cable penetration fire
stop under test is constructed symmetrically so
as to provide equal resistance to fire from either
side. For unsymmetrical design, refer to 5.3.5.

5.2 TeA Specimen
5.2.1 Ge leva The type tests specified shall

be for power, control, and instrumentation

IEEE
SWd 634-1978
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Including signal and COmmunications) cables.
The cable penetration fire stop shall be installed
in modules or openipp through fire-rated
barriers, which may be lined with metallic
components. Cables may penetrate these
openings either directly without a raceway or
within a metallic raceway depending on the
intended installed configuration.

5.2.2 Cable Selection and Raceway FU. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and mate-
nals of the cables and cable penetration opening
fill to be used in the test shall be representative
of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions.

The cable sizes and cable penetration fire
stop fill listed in Table 1 may be used. If these
sizes, constructions, or fills are not indicative
of the actual installed conditions, more suitable
selections shall be used. It is not the intent that
different construction types, that is, instru-
mentation and medium voltage power cable, be
installed in the same test cable penetration un-
less this is indicative of actual conditions.

In order to asse the design of cable penetra-
tion fire stops by type testing, similar designs
with maximum and minimum, or zero, percent
cable fills shall be tested.

When large modules in the fire resistive barrier
are used to permit several cable systems to pas
through, intermediate percent fills as well as
minimum and maximum should be tested in
the openings. If these designs are successfully
tested, then all designs within these extremities
of fill also are qualified. For further guidance,
refer to Appendix A2.

5.2.3 Cable Peneiratlon Fir Stop Opening
Dimensions and Type. The opening dimen-
sions and type of cable penetration fire stops
to be tested shall be representative of the type
to be used. In order to facilitate the selection
of test specimens where several variations of
the same type penetration are used, the sizes
and type of cable pene~'etion fire stop open-
ings listed in Table 2 may be used as a basis
for selection.

If these sizes or types are not indicative of
the actual installed condition, more suitable
selections shall be used.

In order to assess the design of the cable
Penetration fire stop by type testing, the largest
module or opening or both shall be tested and
the cable selected in accordance with 5.2.2.

If the largest cross-soctional module deign

is successfully tested, then all designs of the
same type and size module or smaller modules
are also qualified. Likewise, arrays of openings
or modules which are successfully tested shall
qualify similar arrays with the same or larger
spacing.

The user of cable penetration fire stops and
modules qualified by themselves shall demon-
strate that the influence of adjacent cable
penetration fire stops or modules or both does
not compromise their qualification. For further
guidance, refer to Appendix A2.

5.3 Fire Test Facility and Procedure
5.3.1 Test Room. The fire test shall be con-

ducted in a suitable room or area as defined in
American National Standard A2.1-1972, 10.1.

5.3.2 System Test. The cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested a a complete system.
The raceway mounting and anchoring to the
fire stop assembly, the cable arrangement, in-
cluding attachment to raceway and the race-
way fill, shall be representative of the actual
installed conditions

5.3.3 Cable Instailatio. The cable within
the penetration shall protrude 3 ft to 5 ft on
the unexposed side and the ends capped. The
cable on the side to which the flame is to be
applied shall protrude a minimum of 1 ft.
Vertical cables in floor penetration tests shall
be supported on the unexposed side to simulate
continuous cables in an actual installation.

5.3.4 Raceway Installation. If the penetra-
tion under test is to simulate an actual pene-
tration in which the raceway passes through
the fire barrier, the test raceway shall protrude
3 ft to 5 ft on the unexposed side and a mini-
mum of 1 ft on the exposed side.

5.3.5 Orientation. Testing in the floor-ceiling
position qualifies the cable penetration fire stop
for either a floor or wall penetration. Cable
penetration fire stops that are symmetrical with
respect to design and location in the wall-floor
need only be fire tested on one side. Cable
penetration fire stop designs wiich are unsym-
metrical in design or location may require test-
ing on both sides for qualification. For example
of unsymmetrical designs and location, refer
to Appendix A2.

5.3.6 77me- Temperature Curve. The test pen-
etration module shall be subjected to the
standard time-temperature curve in ANSI A2.1-
1972 (reproduced in Appendix Al) for the time
necessary to obtain the required fire rating.
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Table 2
Su-sted Representatie

Peneumdan Opening D b-meio

Cable Fire C
Stop Penetration

TM - Structural

Round - No metal Sloee;
cables pa- through without
raceway

Round - No metal sleebe
cables pam through In
metal raceway

Round -Metal sle1;
cablee pam through without
raceway

Round- Metal sleeve;
cables pa- through in

Rectangglar - No metal
aleav; cables pow through
without raceway

Rectangular - No metal
sleee; cablee pa through
in metal racway

Rectangular - Metal
slc"; cablee pas through
without raceway

Rectangular - Metal
sleev; cab po througk
in raceway

Irows~ectioul Stab
Dimensions Thickness

(Inche) (Inches)

6(diameter) 12 ar6

6(8disteter) 12or6

6 (dlaueter) 12 or 6

6 (diameter) 12 or

8x 42or48 12orS

8x 42cr4S 12or6

8x 42or48 12orG

Sx 42or 4 12or6

MU STANDARD CABLL PENErRATION

Table 1
Sugested Representative Cables and Cable

Pen.trtion Fire Stop Opening Fill for Typ Te

Cable Fir Stop Frection of Total
Penetration Size Cable and FMi for Each
Type Cable Construction Penetration Type

Medium voltage 3/C No 6 AWy
powe (2 15 kV) 3/C No 2/0

31C No 4/0

Low voltage 3/C No 6 AWy
power 3/C No 2)0

3/C No 4/0

Control and 7/C No 12
instrumentation 1 pr No 16 AWO %

shielded

*Total fill is the total quantity of cabl to be ilN e in the
tea penetration. For example, tbhi could be 40 pF It of the

crow-au ctional am of the raucewn peatbon or rMOeM
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5.3.7 Exposed Side Test Instrumenration.
The temperature fixed by the curve shall be
deemed to be the average temperature obtained
from the readings of not less than three thermo-
couples symmetrically disposed and distributed
to show the temperature for each cable penetra-
tion fire stop. Additional thermocouples shall
be used, as necessary, for larger test specimens.
The thermocouples shall be enclosed in sealed
porcelain tubes ". in (19 mm) in outside dia-
meter and 1/8 in (3 mm) in wall thickness, or, as
an alternative in the case of base metal thermo-
couples, enclosed in sealed, standardweight, '
in (13 mm), black wrought steel or black
wrought iron pipe. The exposed length of the
pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the flame
area shall be not less than 12 in (305 mm).
Other types of protecting tubes or pyrometers
may be used that, under test conditions, give
the same indications as the above standard. For
cable penetrations through floors or floor-ceiling
assemblies, the junction of the thermocouples
shall be placed 12 in away from the exposed
face of the test penetration at the beginning of
the test and, during the test, shall not touch the
sample as a result of its deflection. In the case
of cable penetration through walls, the thermo-
couples shall be placed 6 in (152 mm) away
from the exposed face of the test penetration
at the beginning of the test and shall not touch
the test penetration during the test, in the
event of deflection.

5.3.8 Exposed Side Temperature Reading
Intervals. The temperatures shall be read at
intervals not exceeding 5 min during the ftit
2 h, and thereafter the intervals may be in-
creased to not more than 10 min.

5.3.9 Flame Source Accuracy. The accuracy
of the flame source control shall be such that
the area under the time-temperature curve,
obtained by averaging the results from the
pyrometer readings, is within the following
tolerances, or exceeds the corresponding area
under the standard time:%mperature curve in
Appendix Al.

Fire Test Tolerance
Duration (%)

1 h or less
Over 1 h to 2 h
Over 2 h

10
7.5
5

5.3.10 Unexposed Side Temperature. Tem-
peratures on the penetration cold side surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples. A mini-

mum of three thermocouples shall be located
on the surface of each fire stop under test. The
maximum temperature on the face of the cable
penetration fire stop shall be measured. As a
minimum, temperature shall be measured at
the cable acket, cable penetration fire stop
interface, the interface between the fire stop,
and through metallic components, other than
the insulated cable conductor, and on the sur-
face of the fire stop material.

5.3.11 Unexposed Side Temperature Reading
Intervals. Temperature readings shall be taken
at intervals not exceeding 15 min until a reading
exceeding 2120F (1000C) has been obtained at
any one point. Thereafter, the readings may be
taken more frequently at the discretion of the
tester, but the intervals need not be less than
5 min.

5.3.12 How Steam Test. A hose stream test
shall be conducted immediately following the
end of the fire endurance test and removal, if
necessary, of the test slab.

For power-generating stations including.
nuclear-generating stations, a 1'A in hose dis-
charging through a nozzle approved, for use on
fires in electrical equipment producing a long-
range-narrow-angle (30-90' set at 30° included
angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.
The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed
side. The water pressure shall be 75 p/in2 , cal-
culated, at the base of the nozzle and minimum
flow of 75 gal/min with a duration of applica-
tion of 2½ min per 100 fti of test slab. The
nozzle distance shall be 10 ft from the center
of the exposed surface of the test specimen.

For other applicable industrial and commer-
cial establishments, the hose stream shall be
applied to the exposed surface for a period
calculated on a basis of 2% min per 100 ft2 of
test slab. The stream shall be delivered through
a 2½A in national standard playpipe equipped
with 11/, in tip, nozzle pressure of 30 p/in-
calculated, located 20 ft from the exposed face.

6. Evaluation of Test Results

Cable penetration fire stops which allow
cables or fire stop materials on the unexposed
side to ignite, or allow thermocouples on the
unexposed side to exceed the temperature limits
specified. or any visible flame on the unexposed
side, within the specified fire rating time, or
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the hose stream to cause through-openings, fail
the test.

6.1 Accepts The test can be considered
acceptable and the cable penetration fire stop
suitable for use in accordance with the fire
rating, provided the following is met:

6.1.1 The cable penetration fire stop shall
have withstood the fire endurance test u

specified without passage of flame or gases
hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire
stop material on the unexposed side for a
period equal to the required fire rating.

6.1.2 Transmission of heat through the cable
penetration fire stop shall not raise the temper-
ature on its unexposed surface above the self-
ignition temperature as determined in ANSI
K65.111.1971 of the outer cable covering, the
cable penetration fire stop material, or material
in contact with the cable penetration fire stop,
when measured in accordance with 5.3.10 and
5.3.11. For power generating station, the max-
imum temperature is 700 F.

6.1.3 The fire stop shall have withstood the
hose stream test without the hose stream caus-
ing an opening through the test specimen.

7. Documentation of Testing

Following the procedures outlined in this
standard, provide data necessary to document
satisfactory compliance. Type test data derived
from tests shall be organized to present the re-
sults in an orderly manner so as to be easily
understood and located.

Specifically, the following data shall be

recorded:
(1) Manufacturer of cable
(2) Manufacturer's designation for cable and

generic name of materials used
(3) Temperature, current, and voltage rating

of cable
(4) Physical dimensions including conductor

size insulation and jacket thickness
(5) Miscellaneous construction details in-

cluding type of raceway, etc
(6) M anufacturer of fire stop materials or

devices
(7) Manufacturer of fire stop designation

and generic name of materials or devices or both
(8) Environmental conditions, such as air

ambient, air currents
(9) Details of hose stream test
(10) CompleW description of materials sur-

rounding the fire stop, including test results of
5.1.2

(11) The temperature and time readings taken
The test equipment shall be described in

detail, supplemented with record of fuel supply,
photographs, dimensioned drawings, and writ-
ten specifications with not loes data than that
necessary to reproduce accurately the same
test.

The results, pan or fall, shall be recorded and
supplemented with photographs and a state-
ment of the conclusions drawn made by those
conducting the test.

Engineering data and references to other
publications which were used to make the test
and select the equipment shall be included in
the documentation.

Installation methods shall be described in.
cluding any Quality Assurance data applicable
to the specific materials and installation
methods used.

IEEE
Std 634.1978
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Appendix

Al. Standard Time-Temperature Curve for Control of Fire Tests

Time Temperature Area Above 6r F Bas Tempeatur Area Above 20 C BsE

(h:min) (.F) (-Fmin) (-Fh) (-C) (C-min) (-Ch)

0:00
0:05
0:10
0:15
0:25
0:30
0:35
0:40
0:45
0:50
0:55
1:00

1:05
1:10
1:15
1:20
1:25
1:30
1:35
1:40
1:45
1:50
1:55
2:00

2:10
2:20
2 30
2:40
2:50
3:00

3:10
3:20
3:30
3:40
3:50
4:00

4:10
4:20
4:30
4:40
4:50
5:00

5:10
5:20
5 30
5:40
5:50
6:00

6:10
6:20
6:30

68
1 000
1 300
1 399
1 510
1 550
1 584
.1 613
1 638
1 661
1 681
1 700

1 718
1 735
1 750
1 765
1 779
1 792
1 804
1 815
1 826
1 835
1 843
1 850

1 862
1 875
1 888
1 900
1 912
1 925

1 938
1 950
1 962
1 975
1 988
2 000

2 012
2 025
2 038 -
2 050
2 062
2 075

2 08
2 100
2 112
2 125
2 138
2 150

2 162
2 175
2 188

00
2 330
7 740

14 150
28 050
35 360
42 860
50 510
58 300
66 200
74 220
82 330

90 540
98 830

107 200
115 650
124 180
132 760
141 420
150 120
158 890
167 700
176 550
185 440

203 330
221 330
239 470
257 720
276 110
294 610

313 250
332 000
350 890
369 890
389 030
406 280

427 670
447 i80
464 810
486 560
506 450
526 460

546 580
566 840
587 220
607 730
628 360
649 120

670 000
691 010
712 140

0
39

129
236
468
589
714
842
971

1 103
1 237
1 372

1 509
1 647
1 787
1 928
2 070
2 213
2 357
2 502
2 648
2 795
2 942
3 091

3 389
3 689
3 991
4 295
4 602
4 910

5 221
5 533
5 848
6 165
6 484
6 805

7 128
7 453
7 780
8 110
8 441
8 774

9 110
9 447
9 787

10 129
10 473
10 819

11 167
11 517
11 "5

20
538
704
760
821
843
862
878
892
905
916
927

937
946
955
96
971
978
985
991
996

1 001
1 006
1 010

1 017
1 024
1 081
1 038
1 045
1 002

1 059
1 0"
1 072
1 079
1 O0
1 093

1 100
1 107
1 114
1 121
1 128
1 135

1 142
1 149
1 15U
1 163
1 170
1 177

1 154
1 191
1196

00
1 290
4 300
7 860

15 590
19 650
23 810
28 060
32 390
36780
41 230
46 740

50 300
54 910
59 560
64 250
68 990
73760
78 560
83 400
88 280
93 170
98 080
O1 020

112 960
122 960
133 040
143 180
153 390
163 670

174 030
184 450
194 940
205 500
216 1SO
226 820

237 590
248 430
259 340
270 310
281 360
292 470

303 6"0
314 910
326 240
337 630
349 090
360 620

372 230
383 900
395 640

0
22
72

131
260
328
397
468
540
613
687
762

838
915
993

1 071
1150
1 229
1 309
1 390
1 471
1 553
1 635
1 717

1 882
2 049
2 217
2 386
2 556
2 728

2 900
3 074
3 249
3 425
3 602
3 780

3 960
4 140
4 322
4 505
4 689
4 874

5 061
5 248
5 437
5 627
5 818
6 010

6 204
6 398
6 594
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A2. Cable Penetration Type Tests

A2.1 Typical Crow Sections

Fig Al
Raceway Pan"
ThM Fir

Raw Baue

Fig A2
Ramey Dow Not
Pai Throulb Fie
Rane Barder

A2.2 Firmple of Singl Type Ted

Fi A3
Four I-ndivlhonam'- 3eh

with Om OPMg

LEEZ
SuW 634-1975
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A2.3 Multiopting Single Modula Type Test Example

IEEE
Std 634-1978

Fig A4
Typical Conduit or Sloee Peetration

MODULE

| Fmn I FUTURE
C lSPACE
TS- A -SL4

X4

I F1 Hu Fme

FUTURE I Fmim I
SPACE

TEST SLAB

Typical Tr Opening Pawaam

NOTW: If to UaUty till peglt. both Gmusopma mie ioduh A*w abo .. hd be Wued AulbneOWY.

MODULE

rEsr SLAS
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A2.4 Example of Modules with NOWYMiec re Stops

A I

I fl T STLAB

A - "Pit -n1

EXPOWtO expo..

SLCTNA-A WC? 0 -

Fig A6
Fire Sthp Non-Symmetrical
with Respect to Location

MA A

MATCRtIA-

Fig A7
Fire Stop Non-Symmetrical
with Respect to Materials

A2.5 Symbol Definition
ST Slab thicomew If minimum slab thickne. is qualified, all larger thicknesses of similar

design e also qualified.

A, BA C Largest dimensions of opening to be qualified. If largest A. B. C dimension is qualified,
all smallr A, B, C of similar design are also qualified.

X, X.X, X Minmum separion to be qualified. if X,, XX Xs is qualified, all lger Xi, X,, X, are
also qualified.

Fmaz Maximum perent cable fill to be qualified.

Fmin Minimum percent cable fill uaed. If design is to be qualified for spa, then Fmi = O

percent.
1 ; Intermediate percent cable f, usualy takes as (Fe + Pbi)/ 2.
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C.0 RESULTS OF FIRE TEST REVIEWS

This section documents the results of a comprehensive review of each fire test
used to support WBN typical penetration seal details.. Each fire test referenced
in Section 1.1 of this report was subjected to a review using a standard checklist
derived from the requirements of testing standards ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE
634-1978. The methodology used to develop the standard checklist, along with
basis for the checklist is contained in Section 4.1 of the report.

A comparative review of each fire test to each standard checklist item was
conducted. Compliance was designated by checking "Yes", "No" or "Meets
Intent" as applicable. A brief dicussion related to the compliance designation
was developed and documented for each response. Additionally, checklist items
designated as "Meets Intent" provide a justification for the acceptability of the
test with respect to the specific review criteria.

Once these fire tests were determined to be acceptable, the fire test results were

used to qualify WBN typical penetration seal details. Refer to Section 4.1 of the
report for the results of typical seal detail reviews.

The following subsections (C.1 through C.31) are the results of the fire test
reviews. At the beginning of each fire test review is a brief description of the
tested configuration(s) which are applicable to WBN typical penetration seal
assemblies. Test summaries were developed for fire tests which support Type B
Penetration Seal Typical Details and are in Section 4.2 of the report.
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C.1 Fire Test ICC0985011

Fire Test Number: ICC0985011

Fire Test Title/Date: Fire And Hose-Stream Test For Penetration Seal

Systems (NMP2-PSS2)

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents the results of a fire test

performed on a test slab containing a single 30"x30" blockout penetration

with penetrating items, 1 12"x 4" solid back cable tray and 1 18"x 4"

ladder back cable tray sealed with a 6 inch depth of Dow Corning 170

RTV Silicone Elastomer.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve

(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE

634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature

obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM

E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer

than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer

than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-

1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable

penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of

the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall

not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples

shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the

sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the

sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,

as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

I1 Yes O No O Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace

temperature was measured by three thermocouples located 12"

below the test slab (Reference section "Fire Test", page 9 of the

test report).

Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the

slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in

Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace

provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to

obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN

test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL. personnel
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documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down

draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x

36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by

three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The

furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the

test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test

furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests

performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux

across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this

information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire

test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by

the fire test.

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding

5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals

may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978)

lE Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of

discrete thermocouple readings provided in the test report listed

furnace temperatures every 5 minutes throughout the first 2 hours of

the test and every 10 minutes thereafter. (Reference Appendix B of

the test report, table "Furnace Atmosphere Temperature").

Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area

under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the

results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the

corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for

fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the

corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for

fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,

and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-

temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.

(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

El Meets Intent (See Justification)1Z1 Yes El No
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area

under the furnace time-temperature curve was calculated to be

within 0.013% of the standard time-temperature curve (Reference

the calculation and graph provided in Appendix D of this

engineering report for fire test ICC0985011). The fire test report

indicates that the percent difference between the area under the

furnace time-temperature curve and the area under the standard

time-temperature curve was 0.0126% (Reference Appendix A of the

fire test report, table "Furnace Atmosphere Temperature").

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces

shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible

pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,

for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration

cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-

814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described

above)

0Z Yes O No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The cold side

surface temperatures were measured with thermocouples. Since

these penetration seals were all electrical seals, the ASTM E-814

requirement for thermocouple pads is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have

been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.

At least three thermocouples shall have recorded

unexposed side surface temperatures, except where

physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was

not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may

have been used to record unexposed side surface

temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple

was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the

entire penetration seal were represented.
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2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken

at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall

include 1) the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than

the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

S Yes El No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Penetration 1

has 30 thermocouples mounted to the unexposed surface of the test

specimen with thermocouples placed at the following locations: 1)

the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface between the fire

stop and through metallic components other than the insulated
cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop material

(Reference Fig 4 Thermocouple Plan of fire test).

Justification: Not Applicable

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not

exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been

obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more
frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

1I Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the report listed
specimen thermocouple temperatures every 5 minutes throughout
the first 2 hours of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, table "Unexposed
Temperature Readings").

Justification: Not Applicable

g. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or
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construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,
including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or

its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of

smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as

necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data
derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an
orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.
Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

ZE Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. As

demonstrated by this test review document, sufficient data was

provided to document satisfactory compliance with the test
standard. Appendix B of the test report includes a section entitled
"Test Comments" in which observations of the test assembly were
documented during and after the fire test and after the hose stream
test.

Justification: Not Applicable

h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance
period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of

the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the
classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM
E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with
checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

[iZ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Not applicable. This checklist item is not applicable
since all penetrations were electrical and therefore not subject to
ASTM E-814 requirements.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual
size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification
is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be

closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a
minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For
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cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration

fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway

mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable

arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,

shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The

selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and

cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be

representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual

installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either

directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending

on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops

which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable

penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided

the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal

resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that

are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

ZEJ Yes E3 No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process

of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to

establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to

support typical seal detail configurations.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is

"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is

desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable

j. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall

be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36

in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these

extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE

634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing

through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed

side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in

floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to

simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-

83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

Co Meets Intent (See Justification)[EN Yes El No
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. All

penetrating items extended 1' minimum on the exposed side of the

slab and 3' minimum on the unexposed side. (Reference "Test

Assembly", page 2 of the fire test report)

Justification: Not Applicable

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until

failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions

for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM

E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

-3 Yes E No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis

of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was

exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate

penetration 1 nor did flaming occur on the unexposed side as a

result of heat conduction. Therefore, the test specimen is

considered to have withstood the fire test conditions without failure.

Justification: Not Applicable

I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen

immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.

(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may

be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced

fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

[i1 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis

of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test, the test

assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to three

hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been

delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National

Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8

inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
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without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration

shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Resistance Period

240 minutes and over if
less than 480 min
120 min and over if
less than 240 min
90 min and over if less
than 120 min
60 min and over if less
than 90 min
less than 60 min if
desired

Water Pressure at Base
of Nozzle, psi

(kPa
45 (310)

30 (210)

I - 4
30 (210)

Duration of Application
Seconds per ft2 (M2) of

Exposed Area
3.0 (32)

1.5 (16)

10) 0.6 (6)

30 (210) 0.6 (6)

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch

hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in

electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-90°

set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.

The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water

pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and

minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.

per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and

IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

[ Yes E No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The test was

subjected to three hose streams in all, each applied for a 24

second duration. The first was through a 1-1/2" diameter hose with

a nozzle set at a 300 angle. The discharge was at a rate of 75 gpm

and a distance of 10'. The second was through a 1-1/2" diameter

hose with a nozzle set at a 150 angle. The discharge was at a rate

of 75 gpm and a distance of 10'. The third test used a standard

playpipe with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of

water at a pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle, at a

distance of 20' from the test specimen. The first hose stream

satisfies the review criteria.

, .
-

I 
.

0.9 (10)
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Justification: Not Applicable

n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have

been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have

been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the

distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been

less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of

deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration

fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.

from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.

(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as

described above)

[Zl Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The first hose

stream test applied to the test specimen used a 1-1/2" diameter

hose with a 30° nozzle angle, discharging at a pressure of 75 psi

and at a distance of 10' from the test specimen for 24 seconds.

Justification: Not Applicable

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have

been within the range of 500F to 900F, and the velocity of air

across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4

ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

E Yes E1 No [E1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.

The ambient temperature on the unexposed surface of the

specimen for this test is assumed to be 750F.

Justification: This value is based on the "Unexposed Temperature

Readings" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report, which

lists the temperature at time 0:00 as 750F for several

thermocouples. Use of the lowest recorded ambient temperature

results in the most conservative limiting endpoint temperatures. As

for the velocity of air across the unexposed surface of the test

specimen, this test was performed at Construction Technology

Laboratories (CTL) in Slokie, Illinois. Because of the limited

description of this facility provided in the test report, it was

necessary to contact CTL to obtain sufficient information to
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determine compliance with the WBN test requirements. Based on

conversations with CTL personnel documented by Record of

Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001 (Reference 7.29), the slab

furnace at CTL is located 'indoors at a conditioned laboratory.

Unexposed side air velocity within the test environment was not

significant, and although actual conditions were not recorded in the

test report, unexposed side laboratory conditions were not

expected to have adversely affected the test results. Based on this

information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire

test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by

the fire test.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have

withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or

gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on

the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for

which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat

through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the

temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000 F or the auto-

ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is

lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

[E Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.

(Reference Summary on pages 11-14 of the fire test report).

Justification: Not Applicable

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly
shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of

flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming

on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that

for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83

requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully

satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the

transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire

endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature
on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3251F above

its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

El Meets Intent (See Justification)El NoEI Yes
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The
maximum temperature achieved by the surface thermocouples on

penetration 1 was 2460F (Reference tables "Thermocouple
Reference Chart" and "Unexposed Temp. Readings" in Appendix B

of the fire test report). The limiting endpoint temperature of 401OF
(3251F plus its initial temperature) was not exceeded.

Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without
passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to
have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a
projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time
during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

ZI Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
on page 1 of the fire test report states that no water projected
beyond the unexposed side of the test assembly at penetration 1
during the three hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a
minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

Z Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The material
used in the construction of the penetration seal specimen
consisted of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 silicone elastomer. Silicone
elastomer has a limiting oxygen index (LOI) of 43.

Justification: Not Applicable
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C.2 Fire Test ICC1185020

Fire Test Number: ICC1185020

Fire Test Title/Date: Penetration Seal Systems in a Concrete Floor Slab

Utilizing a Silicone Elastomer Blockout, November 27, 1985

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents the results of a fire test

conducted on three penetration seal configurations installed in a 30" x 30"

blockout in a single test slab. All of the penetration seal configurations

covered by this test were used to support WBN typical penetration seal

details and will therefore be reviewed. A brief description of each of these

configurations is as follows:

Penetration 1 An 18 in. long RRU 300 Kellum grip filled with cabling

installed within a 6 in. long x 6 in. diameter galvanized pipe sleeve. with 6

in. depth of Dow Corning 170 A&B Silicone Elastomer. Electrical

conductors within the Kellum grip included 19, 16/2 (NJM-01) cables and

8, 12/9 (NJM-38) cables.

Penetration 2 A 5 ft. long x 2 in. diameter rigid conduit with a 6 in. depth

internal conduit seal of Dow Corning 170 A&B Silicone Elastomer,

installed within a 1 ft. long x 6 in. diameter pipe sleeve with 6 in. depth of

Dow Corning 170 A&B Silicone Elastomer. No electrical conductors were

in the rigid conduit.

Penetration 3 A 4 in. diameter mild steel convolute corrugated core

(without stainless steel braid) type flex conduit with an internal conduit

seal consisting of a 4 in. depth of Dow Corning 170 A&B Silicone

Elastomer. Electrical conductors within the flex conduit included 3, 350

MCM (NJM-44) cables, 10, 16/2 (NJM-01) cables and 8, 12/9 (NJM-38)

cables.

Penetration 4 A 30" x 30" blackout in a 48" x 48" horizontal concrete slab

with a 6" depth of Dow Corning 170 A&B Silicone Elastomer and

penetrations 1, 2, and 3 installed in the blockout.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve

(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE

634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature

obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM

E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer

than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer

than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-
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1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable

penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of

the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall

not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples

shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the

sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the

sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,

as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

l23 Yes J No l Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Page 10 of

the test report describes the exposed furnace thermocouples as

"three thermocouples located 12 in. below the test assembly."

Considering a single blockout with the total slab being 16 sq. ft.,

the requirements of ASTM E-813-83 and IEEE 634 have been

satisfied.

Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the

slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in

Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace

provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to

obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN

test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel

documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down

draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x

36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by

three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The

furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the

test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test

furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests

performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux

across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this

information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire

test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by

the fire test.

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding

5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals

may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83

and IEEE 634-1978)

O Meets Intent (See Justification)[i Yes El No
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Item 2 of
Appendix B of the test report documents the furnace temperatures
of the floor test conducted for this report. In this table furnace
temperatures were recorded at intervals not exceeding 5 minutes
for the first 2 hours and not exceeding 10 minutes thereafter.

Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area
under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the
results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,
and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-
temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

0 Yes E No C Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area
under the furnace time-temperature curve for the fire test being
reviewed was within 0.028% of the corresponding area under the
standard time-temperature curve as documented in Item 2 of
Appendix B of the test report and confirmed by the calculations in
Appendix D of this engineering report.

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible
pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,
for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-
814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

E Yes E No [ Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: See Justification
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Justification: The facility used to perform this fire test was

Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in Skokie, Illinois.

Because of the limited information with respect to thermocouple
pads provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to

obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN

test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), it was general practice for CTL to use
thermocouple pads to cover thermocouples placed on the

unexposed side of test specimens. Based on this information in

conjunction with the information contained in the fire test report, the
intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by the fire test.

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have
been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.
At least three thermocouples shall have recorded
unexposed side surface temperatures, except where
physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was

not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may
have been used to record unexposed side surface
temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple
was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the
entire penetration seal were represented.

2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken
at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall
include 1) the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than

the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

EYes [ No O Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: A total of 24 thermocouples are arranged for

measurement of temperatures on the unexposed side of
penetration seal system. This includes three on the unexposed
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surface of the seal material, thermocouples at penetration
interfaces and thermocouples on through penetrating items
(conduits, cablesetc.). In accordance with the WBN FPR
commitments to IEEE 634 and ASTM E-814 as discussed above,
the thermocouple locations documented on page 8, Fig. 4 and in
Appendix B of the test report satisfy this criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not
exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been
obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more
frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

E Yes E No S Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. As
documented in Appendix B of the test report, thermocouple
temperature readings were taken on five minute intervals for the
first 120 minutes and on ten minute intervals for 120 through 180
minutes.

Justification: Not Applicable

9. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or
construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,
including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or
its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of
smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as
necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data
derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an
orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.
Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

[E Yes E No S Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Appendix B
of the test report includes a section entitled "Test Comments" in
which observations of the test assembly were documented during
and after the fire test and after the hose stream test. Additionally,
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pages 13-14 of the test report include post test examination and
summary discussion.

Justification: Not Applicable

h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance
period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of
the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the

classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM
E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with
checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

EYes Cl No Dl Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Since the
furnace accuracy was within the +/-5% required by the review
criteria (refer to item c above), a correction formula need not be
applied to the test.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual
size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification
is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be
closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a
minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For
cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,
shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and
cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be
representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable
penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal
resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that
are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.
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El Yes El No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria except the
periphery of the blackout being 9 in. from the edge of the furnace.
This is further discussed under justifications below. The process of
reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to
establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to
support typical seal detail configuration.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is
"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is
desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: While the periphery of the blockout is actually 9 in.

from the edge of the furnace, the location of the penetrating items

and thermocouples are primarily 12 in. or greater from the edge of
the furnace. Therefore, where thermocouple readings are being
recorded for unexposed side temperatures, there would be minimal
impact from the side of the furnace. In addition, no T or F data
indicated any marginal or failure conditions. This test passed with
substantial margins, given the WBN criteria. The difference
between 9 in and 12 in. from the edge of the blockout to the edge
of the furnace is therefore considered to have had negligible
impact.

Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall
be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36
in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these
extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE
634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing
through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in
floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to
simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-
83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

[ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. As discussed
on page 2 of the test report all penetrating items extend from the
seal 12 in. on the exposed side and 36 in. on the unexposed side.

Justification: Not Applicable
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k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until
failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM
E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[E Yes O No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was
exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate the
seal systems nor did flaming occur on the unexposed side as a
result of heat conduction. Therefore, the test was conducted for a
period equal to that for which classification is desired.

Justification: Not Applicable

I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen
immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may
be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced
fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

i] Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The
synopsis of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test,
the test assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to
three hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been
delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National
Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Water Pressure at Base Duration of Application
Resistance Period of Nozzle, psi Seconds per ft2 (M2) of

(kPa) Exposed Area

240 minutes and over if 45 (310) 3.0 (32)
less than 480 min
120 min and over if 30 (210) 1.5 (16)
less than 240 min
90 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.9 (10)
than 120 min
60 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.6 (6)
than 90 min
less than 60 min if 30 (210) 0.6 (6)
desired

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch
hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in
electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-90°
set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.
The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water
pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and
minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.
per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and
IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

[il Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The test was
subjected to three hose streams in all, each applied for a 24
second duration. The first was through a 1-1/2" diameter hose with
a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was at a rate of 75 gpm
and a distance of 10. The second was through a 1-1/2" diameter
hose with a nozzle set at a 150 angle The discharge was at a rate
of 75 gpm and a distance of 10'. The third test used a standard
playpipe with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of
water at a pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle, at a
distance of 20' from the test specimen. The third hose stream
satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable
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n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have
been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have
been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the
distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been
less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of
deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.
from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

F0 Yes El No C Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The third hose
stream test applied to the test specimen used a standard playpipe
with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of water at a
pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle. The nozzle was at a
distance of 20' from the test specimen and the test was for a
duration of 24 seconds.

Justification: Not Applicable

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have
been within the range of 501F to 901F, and the velocity of air
across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4
ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Z Yes C No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The ambient
temperature rise on the unexposed surface of the specimen for this
test is assumed to be 700F.

Justification: This value is based on the "Unexposed Temperature
Readings" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report, which
lists the temperature at time 0:00 as 700F for several
thermocouples. Use of the lowest recorded ambient temperature
results in the most conservative limiting endpoint temperatures. As
for the velocity of air across the unexposed surface of the test
specimen, this test was performed at Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) in Slokie, Illinois. Because of the limited
description of this facility provided in the test report, it was
necessary to contact CTL to obtain sufficient information to
determine compliance with the WBN test requirements. Based on
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conversations with CTL personnel documented by Record of
Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001 (Reference 7.29), the slab
furnace at CTL is located indoors at a conditioned laboratory.
Unexposed side air velocity within the test environment was not
significant, and although actual conditions were not recorded in the
test report, unexposed side laboratory conditions were not
expected to have adversely affected the test results. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or
gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on
the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for
which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat
through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the
temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000F or the auto-
ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is
lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

E Yes a No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: In reviewing each of the penetrations against this
criteria as electrical penetrations, all requirements were met for 3
hr. T and F ratings.

Justification:Not Applicable

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly
shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of
flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming
on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that
for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83
requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully
satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the
transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire
endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature
on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250F above
its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

Ys Meets Intent (See Justification)[:1 NO0Z2 Yes
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. All

penetrations successfully passed the fire endurance portion of the
test without passage of flame through the penetration or flaming on

the unexposed side of the penetration for a duration of 3 hours
(Reference '"Synopsis" on page 1 of the fire test report).
Penetrations 1 through 4 each therefore achieve an F rating of 3
hours.

The maximum temperature achieved by any of the surface
thermocouples (TC's 20-23) was 112OF (Reference tables
"Thermocouple Reference Chart" and "Unexposed Temp.
Readings" in Appendix B of the fire test report). The limiting

endpoint temperature of 3950F (3250F plus ambient) was not
exceeded (Reference checklist item "o" for a discussion of ambient
temperature). All penetrations therefore achieve a T rating of 3
hours as reviewed for mechanical seal requirements.

Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without
passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to

have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a

projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time
during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Z] Yes E1 No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
on page 1 of the fire test report states that no water projected
beyond the unexposed side of the test assembly during the three
hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a

minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

El Meets Intent (See Justification)Z3 Yes El No
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. As indicated
in Dow Corning product literature, Dow Corning Sylgard 170 (parts
A and B) elastomer (installed in all peryetrations) possesses an
ASTM D2863 limiting oxygen index of 43 which is greater than the
minimum allowable of 25.

Justification:Not applicable
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C.3 Fire Test ICC0386021

Fire Test Number: ICC0386021

Fire Test Title/Date: Fire And Hose Stream Tests For Penetration Seal
Systems (NMP2-PSS12)

Fire Test Summary: This is a 3 hour fire test of two cable penetration seal

systems. The penetration seal systems were installed in a 4' x 4' x 0.5'

concrete slab containing four 6" diameter openings (i.e. 6" I.D. steel

sleeves). Two of the openings (penetrations #1 and #2) were used for the

test and two were designated as spares.Penetration #1 contained a 25%

cable loading and Penetration #2 contained a 50% cable loading.

Penetrations #1 and #2 were both filled with a 6" depth of Dow Corning
170 silicone elastomer.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve

(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE

634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature
obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM
E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer
than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer
than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-
1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable
penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of

the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall

not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples
shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the
sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the
sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,
as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

1 Yes E No U Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace

temperature was measured by three thermocouples located 12"

below the specimen exposed face (Reference section "Fire Test",
page 6 of the test report).

Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the

slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in

Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace

--- A
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provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to
obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN
test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down
draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x
36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by
three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The
furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the
test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test
furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests
performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux
across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding
5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals
may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978)

1 Yes 1I No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Appendix B of Fire Test Report ICC0386021 provides
a table for Penetration # 1 and Penetration # 2. Each of these
tables lists the temperatures for each of the five thermocouple in
increments of 5 minutes for the first two hours and in increments of
10 minutes for the third hour.

Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area
under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the
results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,
and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-
temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)
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Zl Yes L No O Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area
under the furnace time-temperature curve was calculated to be

within 0.015% of the standard time-temperature curve. (Reference
the calculation and graph provided in Appendix D of this
engineering report). The fire test report indicates that the percent
difference between the area under the furnace time-temperature
curve and the area under the standard time-temperature curve was
0.0132%. (Reference Appendix A of the fire test report, Furnace
Atmosphere Temperature table)

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible
pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,
for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-
814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

E Yes El No [il Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: See Justification

Justification: The facility used to perform this fire test was
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in Skokie, Illinois.
Because of the limited information with respect to thermocouple
pads provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to
obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN
test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), it was general practice for CTL to use
thermocouple pads to cover thermocouples placed on the
unexposed side of test specimens. Based on this information in
conjunction with the information contained in the fire test report, the
intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by the fire test.

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have
been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:
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1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.
At least three thermocouples shall have recorded
unexposed side surface temperatures, except where
physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was
not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may
have been used to record unexposed side surface
temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple
was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the
entire penetration seal were represented.

2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken
at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall
include 1) the cable jacketfire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than
the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

E Yes LI No l0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
Penetrations 1 and 2 each had five thermocouples located on the
unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly, three at the
interface of the cable (1 ea. for power, control, and instrument
cables) and seal material, one at the interface of the seal and steel
sleeve and one on the unexposed surface of the seal material.
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, Thermocouple Reference
Chart)

Justification: Penetrations 1 and 2 each satisfy the ASTM E-814
requirement to have three thermocouples record unexposed side
surface temperatures. However, the requirement to have one
thermocouple placed approximately 1 to 3 inches above the
unexposed side surface of the penetration seal is not satisfied.
Although a thermocouple is not placed specifically on the pipe
penetrant 1 to 3 inches from the seal surface, the thermocouple
placement is considered to meet the intent of the review criteria.
This is based on the fact that only the temperature readings from
the thermocouples located on the surface of the seal material are
considered when determining acceptance of a penetration seal
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assembly based on limiting endpoint temperature (Refer to
checklist item "q").

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not
exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been
obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more
frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

lO Yes 0 No U Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the report listed
specimen thermocouple temperatures every 5 minutes throughout
the first 2 hours of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter.
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, Unexposed Temperature
Readings)

Justification: Not Applicable

9. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or
construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,
including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or
its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of
smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as
necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data
derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an
orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.
Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

lZi Yes U No U Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test report provides information which
documents compliance with test criteria such as: behavior of the
material, observation of specific details such as flame through or
lack thereof etc., observations of the test assembly during and after
the fire test, and observations of the hose stream test after the fire
test. (Reference Pages 6 through 12 and Appendix B - "Test
Comments")

Justification: Not ApplicableI
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h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance
period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of

the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the

classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM

E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with
checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

1I3 Yes O No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The furnace
exposure variation from the standard was acceptable therefore this
checklist item is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual
size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification
is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be

closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a

minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For

cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable

arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,

shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The

selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and

cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be

representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable
penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal
resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that
are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

[ Yes L No L Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process
of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to
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establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to
support typical seal detail configuration.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is
"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is
desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable

Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall
be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36
in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these
extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE
634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing
through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in
floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to
simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-
83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

Rx Yes l No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. All
penetrating items extended 1' minimum on the exposed side of the
slab and 3'-6" minimum on the unexposed side. (Reference "Test
Assembly NMP2-PSS12", page 1 of the fire test report)

Justification: Not Applicable

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until
failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM
E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[ Yes O No O Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was
exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate
either penetration 1 or 2 nor did flaming occur on the unexposed
side as a result of heat conduction. Therefore, the test specimen
is considered to have withstood the fire test conditions without
failure.
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* Justification: Not Applicable

The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen
immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.

(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may

be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced
fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

1 Yes El No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test, the test
assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to three
hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been

delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National
Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Water Pressure at Base Duration of Application

Resistance Period of Nozzle, psi Seconds per ft2 (i 2) of
(kPa) Exposed Area

240 minutes and over if 45 (310) 3.0 (32)
less than 480 min
120 min and over if 30 (210) 1.5 (16)

less than 240 min
90 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.9 (10)
than 120 min
60 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.6 (6)

than 90 minm ,
less than 60 min if
desired

30 (210)
i

U.6b (6)
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For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch
hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in
electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-900
set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.
The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water
pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and
minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.
per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and
IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

ZI Yes U No U Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The test was
subjected to three hose streams in all, each applied for a 24
second duration. The first was through a 1-1/2" diameter hose with
a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was at a rate of 75 gpm
and a distance of 10'. The second was through a 1-1/2" diameter
hose with a nozzle set at a 150 angle The discharge was at a rate
of 75 gpm and a distance of 10'. The third test used a standard
playpipe with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of
water at a pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle, at a
distance of 20' from the test specimen. The third hose stream
satisfies the review criteria. See item "r"for test results.

Justification: Not Applicable

n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have
been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have
been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the
distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been
less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of
deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.
from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

lZ Yes U No U Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The third hose
stream test applied to the test specimen used a standard playpipe
with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of water at a
pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle. The nozzle was at a
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distance of 20' from the test specimen and the test was for a
duration of 24 seconds.

Justification: Not Applicable

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have
been within the range of 501F to 901F, and the velocity of air
across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4
ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

E Yes E No lZJ Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
The ambient temperature rise on the unexposed surface of the

specimen for this test is assumed to be 730F.

Justification: This value is based on the "Unexposed Temperature
Readings" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report, which
lists the temperature at time 0:00 as 730F for several
thermocouples. Use of the lowest recorded ambient temperature
results in the most conservative limiting endpoint temperatures. As
for the velocity of air across the unexposed surface of the test
specimen, this test was performed at Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) in Slokie, Illinois. Because of the limited
description of this facility provided in the test report, it was
necessary to contact CTL to obtain sufficient information to
determine compliance with the WBN test requirements. Based on
conversations with CTL personnel documented by Record of
Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001 (Reference 7.29), the slab
furnace at CTL is located indoors at a conditioned laboratory.
Unexposed side air velocity within the test environment was not
significant, and although actual conditions were not recorded in the
test report, unexposed -side laboratory conditions were not
expected to have adversely affected the test results. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or
gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on
the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for
which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat
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through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the

temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000F or the auto-

ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is

lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

[E Yes 2 No 2 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was

exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate

either penetration 1 or 2 nor did flaming occur on the unexposed
side as a result of heat conduction, nor did temperature on the

unexposed surface exceed 7000F. Therefore, the test specimen is

considered to have withstood the fire test conditions without failure.

Justification: Not Applicable

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly

shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of

flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming

on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that

for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83

requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully
satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the

transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire

endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature

on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250 F above

its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

[ Yes 2 No 2 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: This fire test is for two cable penetrations. Therefore

this section is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without

passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to

have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a

projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time

during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)
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! Yes U No U Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Penetration # 2 successfully passed all three hose
stream tests. However, water projected beyond the unexposed
surface through penetration # I during the ASTM El 19 hose
stream test. There were three separate hose stream tests for a
total duration of one minute and 12 seconds which is greater than
the 24 seconds required. Penetration # 1 successfully passed the
first two tests and did not allow water to pass through it until the
third test. Therefore, penetration # 1 is considered adequately
qualified in terms of overall hose stream performance.

Justification: Not Applicable

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a
minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

Z Yes U No U Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The seal material for penetration 1 and 2 is Dow
Corning 170 Silicone Elastomer which has a limiting oxygen index
(LOI) of 43.

Justification: Not Applicable
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C.4 Fire Test ICC0483032

Fire Test Number: ICC0483032

Fire Test Title/Date: Fire And Hose-Stream Tests For Penetration Seal

Systems, 4/4/83

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents a fire test performed on a

test slab containing two penetration seal systems. Each penetration

involved a 6 inch x 24 inch ladderback cable tray containing a 100%

visual load consisting of power, control and instrument cables passing

through 8 inch x 28 inch openings in a 4 foot x 4 foot x 1 foot thick

concrete slab. One penetration was sealed with a 12 inch depth of Dow

Corning 3-6548 RTV Silicone Foam and the other with a 6 inch depth of

Dow Corning 170 RTV Silicone Elastomer.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve

(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE

634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature

obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM

E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer

than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer

than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-

1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable

penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of

the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall

not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples

shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the

sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the

sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,

as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

[E Yes lO No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace

temperature was measured by three thermocouples. Although

specific information was not provided on location of these

thermocouples, similar tests conducted at this facility (ICC1185020

and ICC0386017 indicate that thermocouples were typically

located 12" below the test slab (Reference page 10 of Fire Test

Report #ICC0483032).
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Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the

slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in

Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace

provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to

obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN

test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel

documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down

draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x

36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by

three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The

furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the

test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test

furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests

performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux

across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this

information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire

test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by

the fire test.

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding

5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals

may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83

and IEEE 634-1978)

[E Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 contains a table in

Appendix B related to furnace temperatures. Review of this table

indicates that furnace temperatures were recorded at 5 minute

intervals for the first two hours of the test and 10 minute intervals

thereafter. The fire test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

C. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area

under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the

results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the

corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for

fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the

corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for

fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,

and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-
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temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.

(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

i Yes E No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The area under the furnace time-temperature curve

was within .079% of the corresponding area under the standard
time-temperature curve as documented in Appendix D of this

engineering report. The fire test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible

pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,

for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-

814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

ZI Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The

penetrating items for Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 are electrical

cable trays, therefore, IEEE 634 applies. Page 10 of the fire test

report indicates that thermocouples are used to measure
temperatures on the unexposed side.

Justification: Not Applicable

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have
been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.
At least three thermocouples shall have recorded
unexposed side surface temperatures, except where
physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was
not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may
have been used to record unexposed side surface
temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple
was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the
entire penetration seal were represented.
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2. On. through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken
at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall
include 1 ) the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than
the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

Z Yes El No E1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Page 10 of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 indicates
that 6 thermocouples were mounted to the unexposed surface of
.each specimen. These thermocouples measured temperatures of
the unexposed surface of the seal materials, tray and seal
interfaces, cable and seal interfaces, and seal and concrete
interface. The fire test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not
exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been
obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more
frequently. (ASTMV E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Z~ Yes E No EMeets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion.: .Appendix B of Test Report #ICC0483032 indicates
that temperature readings on the unexposed surface, were taken at
5 minute intervals for the first two hours of the test and at 10
minute intervals for the final hour of the test. The fire test satisfies
the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

g. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or
construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,
including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or
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its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of

smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as

necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data

derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an

orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.

Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.

(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

Zl Yes El No l Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Appendix B

of Test Report #ICC0483032 includes a section entitled "Test

Comments" in which observations of the test assembly were

documented during and after the fire test and after the hose stream

test.

Justification: Not Applicable

h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance

period is 1 hour or over a correcticr shall be applied for variation of

the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the

classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM

E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with

checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

Z1 Yes El No [1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The furnace

exposure variation from the standard was acceptable therefore this

checklist item is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual

size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification

is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be

closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a

minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For

cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration

fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
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arrangement, rincluding attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,
shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and
cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be
representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable
penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal
resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that
are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

IZ1 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process
of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to
establish the validity of the fire tests so that they may be used to
support typical seal detail configurations.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is
"truly representative of construction of which classification is
desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable

Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall
be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36
in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these
extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE
634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing
through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in
floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to
simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-
83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

ZI Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Page 2 of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 indicates
that the penetrating items were 5 feet long and extended 1 foot.on
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the exposed side and 3 feet on the unexposed side. The fire test
satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until
failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM
E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[i Yes 1I No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: As indicated on page 1 of Fire Test Report
#ICC0483032, the classification desired for the tested
configurations was a three hour fire rating. Page 2 of the test
report indicates that the test specimen was exposed to the ASTM
E-1 19 time/temperature curve for a three hour period and that the
fire did not penetrate the test specimen nor did flaming occur on
the unexposed side as a result of heat conduction. Therefore, the
test specimen is considered to have withstood the fire test
conditions without failure. The fire test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen
immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may
be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced
fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

ZI Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Page 12 of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 indicates
that the test assembly was moved from the furnace to an adjacent
location for hose stream tests after the three hour fire exposure
period. The test specimens were exposed to three separate hose
stream tests. IEEE 634 allows for removal of the specimens from
the test furnace prior to conducting the hose stream tests. The fire
test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable
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m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been
delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National
Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Water Pressure at Base Duration of Application
Resistance Period of Nozzle, psi Seconds per ft2 (m2) of

(kPa) Exposed Area

240 minutes and over if 45 (310) 3.0 (32)
less than 480 min
120 min and over if 30 (210) 1.5 (16)
less than 240 min
90 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.9 (10)
than 120 min
60 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.6 (6)
than 90 min
less than 60 min if 30 (210) 0.6 (6)
desired

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch
hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in
electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-900
set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.
The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water
pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and
rminimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.
per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and
IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

Z1 Yes Ii No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Page 12 of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 indicates
that three hose stream tests were conducted on the test specimens
after the three hour fire exposure period. First, the test specimens
were subjected to the IEEE 634-1978 hose stream test for a
duration of 14 seconds. IEEE 634-1978 specifies that the hose
stream be delivered through a 1 1/2" hose discharging through a
nozzle set of 30 degrees and located 10 feet from the test
specimen with a water pressure of 75 PSI and a minimum flow of
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75 GPM. Second, the test specimen was subjected to the ANI
Hose Stream Test No. 2 for a duration of 14 seconds. This test is
identical to the IEEE 634 test except that a 15 degree discharge
angle is used instead of a 30 degree angle. Finally, the ASTM E-
119 hose stream test was performed on the test specimen for a
duration of 14 seconds. This test requires a 1 1/8 inch Standard
Playpipe discharging a solid stream at a pressure of 30 psi, at a
distance of 20 feet for a period of 14 seconds.

None of the three tests were conducted for a 24 second duration
as required by IEEE 634:

2 1/2 min X 60 sec. X 16 sq. ft. 24 sec.
100 sq. ft. 1 min. 1

Even though none of the three individual hose stream tests were
performed for a duration sufficient to satisfy IEEE 634
requirements, the combined duration of the individual hose stream
tests exceeds the IEEE 634 duration requirement (42 seconds
actual vs. 24 seconds required). This position is further supported
by information contained in NRC Information Notice No. 88-04,
"Inadequate Qualification and Documentation of Fire Barrier
Penetration Seals". Specifically, Appendix A of IN 88-04 provides
guidance for conducting hose stream tests and lists three approved
methods for performing hose stream tests. IN 88-04 also states
that the duration of the hose stream test should meet the
requirements of ASTM E-1 19 which are.the same as IEEE 634.
Therefore, since any one of the three specified methods is
acceptable provided the duration requirement is met, it can be
concluded that subjecting a test specimen to a combination of the
three hose stream tests is also acceptable (provided the duration
requirement is met). Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 used a
combination of the three hose stream tests and the duration
requirement was exceeded. The fire test satisfies the review
criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have
been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have
been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the
distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been
less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of
deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
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fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.
from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

E Yes E No E Meets Intent (See Justification).

Discussion: Page 12 of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 indicated
that the IEEE 634 and ANI hose stream was applied using a nozzle
distance of 10 feet from the test specimen and that the ASTM E-
119 hose stream was applied using a nozzle distance of 20 feet
from the test specimen. The fire test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have
been within the range of 500F to 900F, and the velocity of air
across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4
ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

E Yes El No [i Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: > Appendix B of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032
indicates that ambient air temperature on the exposed side at the
beginning of the test (time 0:00) was 69 degrees and the ambient
temperature on the unexposed side varied from 71 to 72 degrees.
These temperatures are within the specified range. The fire test
satisfies the review criteria for ambient temperature.

Justification: As for the velocity of air across the .unexposed
surface of the test specimen, this test was performed at
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in Slokie, Illinois.
Because of the limited description of this facility provided in the test
report, it was necessary to contact CTL to obtain sufficient
information to determine compliance with the WBN test
requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is located indoors at a
conditioned laboratory. Unexposed side air velocity within the test
environment was not significant, and although actual conditions
were not recorded in the test report, unexposed side laboratory
conditions were not expected to have adversely affected the test
results. Based on this information in conjunction with the
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information contained in the fire test report, the intent of this review
criteria has been satisfied by the fire test.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or
gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on
the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for
which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat
through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the

temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000 F or the auto-
ignition temperature of -the outer cable covering, whichever is
lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

[i Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Pages 12 and 13 of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032
indicate that there was no flamethrough or surface burning on the
unexposed surface for either of the penetrations and that the
maximum temperature on the unexposed side thermocouples was
525 degrees or lower, which is less than the 700 degrees specified
by IEEE 634. The fire test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly
shall have withstood\ the fire endurance test without passage of

flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming
on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that
for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83
requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully
satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the
transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire
endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature
on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250F above
its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

Z Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Page 1 of Test Report #ICC0483032 indicates that
this test involves 2 penetration systems both involving 24 inch
cable trays. IEEE 634 applies to this test configuration, therefore
this section is not applicable.
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Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without
passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to

have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a
projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time
during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[1 Yes E1 No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Page 12 of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 indicates
that both penetrations passed the three hose stream tests. The fire
test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
sha!i be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a
minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

[ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Page 6 of Fire Test Report #ICC0483032 indicates
that the materials used in the construction of the penetration seal
specimens consisted of Dow Corning 3-6548 RTV silicone foam
and Dow Corning 170 RTV Silicone Elastomer. Silicone Foam has
a flame spread rating of 15. Silicone Elastomer has a limiting
oxygen index (LOI) of 43. The fire test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable
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C.5 Fire Test ICC0386017

Fire Test Number: ICC0386017

Fire Test Title/Date: Fire and Hose Stream Tests for Penetration Seal

Systems (NMP2-PSS8), dated April 1986

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents the results of a fire test
conducted on 6 penetration seal configurations installed in a single test

slab. A brief description of each of these configurations is as follows:

Penetration 1 was an 8" sleeved opening penetrated by a 4" diameter
steel flexible conduit with 50% cable fill. Seal material inside the sleeve
consisted of a 12" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with no

damming material. Each end of the conduit was sealed outside the slab

with an 8" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam and Pittsburg
Corning Temp-Mat damming material.

Penetration 2 was a 6" sleeved opening penetrated by a cable bundle

inside a 3.26" diameter Kellum Grip. Seal material consisted of a 12"

thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with no damming material.

Penetration 3 was a 6" sleeved opening with 25% cable fill. Seal material
consisted of a 12" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with no

damming material.

Penetration 4 was an 8" sleeved opening penetrated by a 4" diameter

steel flexible conduit with 50% cable fill. Seal material inside the sleeve

consisted of a 10" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam flush
with the top of the slab and a 2" thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170

silicone elastomer. Each end of the conduit was sealed outside the slab
with an 2" thickness of Dow Corning 732 adhesive/sealant and Pittsburg
Corning Temp-Mat damming material.

Penetration 5 was a 6" sleeved opening with 50% cable fill. Seal material
consisted of a 12" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with no

damming material.

Penetration 6 was a 6" sleeved opening with 50% cable fill. Seal material
consisted of a 10" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with no

damming material installed flush with the exposed side of the slab.
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a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve

(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE

634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature

obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM

E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer

than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer

than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-

1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable
penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of

the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall

not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples
shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the

sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the

sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,
as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

.1 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace

temperature was measured by three thermocouples located 12"

below the test slab (Reference Fire Test Section, page 10 of the

fire test report).

Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the

slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in

Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace

provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to

obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN

test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down
draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x

36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by

three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The
furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the

test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test

furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests

performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux
across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this

information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire

test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by

the fire test.
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b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding
5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals
may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978)

11 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the test report listed
furnace temperatures every 5 minutes throughout the first 2 hours
of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter (Reference Appendix B
of the fire test report, table "Furnace Atmosphere Temperature").

Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area
under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the
results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,
and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-
temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[Z] Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area
under the furnace time-temperature curve was calculated to be
within 0.015% of the standard time-temperature curve. (Reference
the calculation and graph provided in Appendix D of this
engineering report). The fire test report indicates that the percent
difference between the area under the furnace time-temperature
curve and the area under the standard time-temperature curve was
0.016% (Reference Appendix A of the fire test report, table
"Furnace Atmosphere Temperature").

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible
pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,
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for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-
814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

Z Yes E1 No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The cold side
surface temperatures were measured with thermocouples. Since
these penetration seals were all electrical seals, the ASTM E-814
requirement for thermocouple pads is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have
been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.
At least three thermocouples shall have* recorded
unexposed side surface temperatures, except where
physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was
not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may
have been used to record unexposed side surface
temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple
was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the
entire penetration seal were represented.

2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken
at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall
include 1) the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than
the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

Zl Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Penetrations
1 through 6 each had a minimum of three thermocouples with at
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least one thermocouple in each of the following locations: 1) the

cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface between the fire

stop and through metallic components other than the insulated

cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop material

(Reference Figure 4, page 9 and Appendix B of the test report,

table "Thermocouple Reference Chart").

Justification: Not Applicable

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not

exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been

obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more

frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

EZl Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire-test satisfies the review criteria. The table of

discrete thermocouple readings provided in the report listed

specimen thermocouple temperatures every 5 minutes throughout

the first 2 hours of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, table "Unexposed
Temperature Readings").

Justification: Not Applicable

9. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include

observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or

construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,

including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or

its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of
smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as

necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data

derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an

orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.

Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.

(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as

described above)

[i Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. As

demonstrated by this test review document, sufficient data was

provided to document satisfactory compliance with the test
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standard. Appendix B of the test report includes a section entitled
"Test Comments" in which observations of the test assembly were
documented during and after the fire test and after the hose stream
test. Also, discussion was provided which detailed remaining seal
material depths for those seals that remained intact following the
test (Reference Appendix B, "Test Comments).

Justification: Not Applicable

h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance
period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of
the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the
classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM
E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with
checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

E Yes l No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Not applicable. This checklist item is not applicable
since all penetrations were electrical and therefore not subject to
ASTM E-814 requirements.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual
size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification
is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be
closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a
minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For
cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
-mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,
shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and
cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be
representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable
penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal
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resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that

are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-

floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

E1l Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process

of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to

establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to

support typical seal detail configuration.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is

"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is

desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable

j. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall

be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36

in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these

extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE

634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing

through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in

floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to

simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-

83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

Z1 Yes El No [ Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. All

penetrating items extended 1' minimum on the exposed side of the

slab and 3' minimum on the unexposed side. (Reference "Test

Assembly", page 1 of the fire test report)

Justification: Not Applicable

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until

failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions

for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM
E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Y Meets Intent (See Justification)El NoZi Yes
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The. synopsis
of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was
exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate any
penetration nor did flaming occur on the unexposed side as a
result of heat conduction. Therefore, the test specimen is
considered to have withstood the fire test conditions without failure
(Reference "Synopsis", page i of the fire test report).

Justification: Not Applicable

i. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen
immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may
be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced
fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

1I1 Yes E No EC Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test, the test
assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to three
hose stream tests (Reference "Synopsis", page i of the fire test
report).

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been
delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National
Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Resistance Period

240 minutes and over if
less than 480 min
120 min and over if
less than 240 min
90 min and over if less
than 120 min
60 min and over if less
than 90 min
less than 60 min if
desired

Water Pressure at Base
of Nozzle, psi

(kPa)
45 (310)

30 (210)
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

30 (210)

Duration of Application
Seconds per ft2 (M2) of

Exposed Area
3.0 (32)

1 (

30 (210) 0.6 (6)

30 (210) 0.6 (6)

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch

hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in

electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-900

set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.

The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water

pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and

minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.

per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and

IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

Z Yes [1 No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The test was

subjected to three hose streams in all, each applied for a 24
second duration. The first was through a 1-1/2" diameter hose with

a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was at a rate of 75 gpm
and a distance of 10'. The second was through a 1-1/2" diameter

hose with a nozzle set at a 150 angle The discharge was at a rate

of 75 gpm and a distance of 10'. The third test used a standard
playpipe with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of

water at a pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle, at a

distance of 20' from the test specimen. The first hose stream

satisfies the review criteria (Reference "Hose Stream Tests", page

12 of the fire test report).

Justification: Not Applicable

0 9 (10)

7

- -I -. L-

I

1.5,(16)
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n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have
been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have
been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the
distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been

less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of
deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.
from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

Z1 Yes E No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The first hose
stream test applied to the test specimen was through a 1-1/2"
diameter hose with a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was
at a rate of 75 gpm and a distance of 10' for 24 seconds.

Justification: Not Applicable

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have
been within the range of 500F to 900F, and the velocity of air
across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4
ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

E Yes El No ZEI Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
The ambient temperature rise on the unexposed surface of the
specimen for this test is assumed to be 750F.

Justification: This value is based on the "Unexposed Temperature
Readings" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report, which
lists the temperature at time 0:00 as 750F for several
thermocouples. Use of the lowest recorded ambient temperature
results in the most conservative limiting endpoint temperatures. As
for the velocity of air across the unexposed surface of the test
specimen, this test was performed at Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) in Slokie, Illinois. Because of the limited
description of this facility provided in the test report, it was
necessary to contact CTL to obtain sufficient information to
determine compliance with the WBN test requirements. Based on
conversations with CTL personnel documented by Record of
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Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001 (Reference 7.29), the slab
furnace at CTL is located indoors at a conditioned laboratory.
Unexposed side air velocity within the test environment was not

significant, and although actual conditions were not recorded in the
test report, unexposed side laboratory conditions were not

expected to have adversely affected the test results. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or
gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on
the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for
which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat
through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the

temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000F or the auto-
ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is
lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

EI Yes E No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Penetrations
1 through 6 successfully passed the fire endurance portion of the
test without passage of flame or gases hot enough to ignite the
cable or other fire stop material on the unexposed side of the
penetration for a duration of 3 hours (Reference "Synopsis" on
page i of the fire test report).

The maximum temperature achieved by any of the unexposed side
surface thermocouples was 5480F on penetration 6 (thermocouple
#18) (Reference tables "Thermocouple Reference Chart" and
"Unexposed Temp. Readings" in Appendix B of the fire test report).
The limiting endpoint temperature of 7000F was not exceeded.

Justification: Not Applicable

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly
shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of
flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming
on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that
for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83
requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully
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satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the

transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire

endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature

on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250F above
its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

E Yes E No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Not applicable. This checklist item is not applicable

since all penetrations were electrical and therefore not subject to

ASTM E-814 requirements.

Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without

passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to

have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a

projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time

during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[E Yes E No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test report states that no water projected beyond the

unexposed side of the test assembly for any of the penetrations
during the three hose stream tests (Reference "Synopsis", page i

of the fire test report).

Justification: Not Applicable

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by

ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a

minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

IZI Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The materials

used in the construction of the penetration seal specimens for this

fire test consisted of Dow Corning 3-6548 RTV silicone foam, Dow

Corning 732 adhesive/sealant and Dow Corning Sylgard 170

silicone elastomer. Silicone foam has a flame spread rating of 15.
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Silicone elastomer has a limiting oxygen index (LOI) of 43 and 732
adhesive/sealant has an LOI of 39.

Justification: Not Applicable
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C.6 Fire Test ICC0286016

Fire Test Number: ICC0286016

Fire Test Title/Date: Fire and Hose Stream Tests for Penetration Seal
Systems (NMP2-PSS7), dated March 1986

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents the results of a fire test
conducted on 6 penetration seal configurations installed in a single test
slab. Because some of the penetration seal configurations covered by
this fire test were not used to support WBN typical penetration seal
details, the review of this fire test report is limited to those penetration
seal configurations required to support WBN typical seal details.
Specifically, these penetration seal configurations of importance are
penetrations 1 and C. A brief description of each of these configurations
is as follows:

Penetration 1 was 12" sleeved opening penetrated by a 2" steel pipe
which was capped on the exposed side of the penetration. Seal material
consisted of a 12" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone foam with no
damming material. The surface of the 2" pipe in contact with the seal
material was coated with a 1/16" nominal thickness of General Electric
Versilube G-351.

Penetration 6 was 12" sleeved opening penetrated by a 2" steel pipe
which was capped on the exposed side of the penetration. Seal material
consisted of a 12" thickness of ICMS Product 90 (High Density Silicone
Foam) with no damming material. The surface of the 2" pipe in contact
with the seal material was coated with a 1/16" nominal thickness of
General Electric Versilube G-351.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve
(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE
634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature
obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM
E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer
than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer
than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-
1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable
penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of
the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall
not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples
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shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the
sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the
sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,
as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

ZJ Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace
temperature was measured by three thermocouples located 12"
below the test slab. (Reference Fire Test Section, page 11 of the
test report)

Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the
slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in
Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace
provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to
obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN
test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down
draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x
36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by
three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The
furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the
test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test
furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests
performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux
across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding
5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals
may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978)

[iZ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the test report listed
furnace temperatures every 5 minutes throughout the first 2 hours
of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter. (Reference Appendix
B of the test report, Furnace Atmosphere Temperature Table)
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Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area
under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the
results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,
and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-
temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[E Yes El No al Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area
under the furnace time-temperature curve was calculated to be
within 0.019% of the standard time-temperature curve. (Reference
the calculation and graph provided in Appendix D of this
engineering report). The fire test report indicates that the percent
difference between the area under the furnace time-temperature
curve and the area under the standard time-temperature curve was
0.0122%. (Reference Appendix A of the fire test report, Furnace
Atmosphere Temperature table)

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible
pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,
for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-
814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

El Yes El No iI Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: See Justification

Justification: The facility used to perform this fire test was
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in Skokie, Illinois.
Because of the limited information with respect to thermocouple
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pads provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to

obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN

test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel

documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), it was general practice for CTL to use

thermocouple pads to cover thermocouples placed on the

unexposed side of test specimens. Based on this information in

conjunction with the information contained in the fire test report, the

intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by the fire test.

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have

been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly. At

least three thermocouples shall have recorded unexposed side

surface temperatures, except where physical placement of multiple

surface thermocouples was not feasible. In those instances, a

single thermocouple may have been used to record unexposed

side surface temperatures provided that the location of the

thermocouple was such that unexposed side surface temperatures

for the entire penetration seal were represented.

2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches

above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal. At least

one thermocouple shall have been used to record the temperature

for each type of through-penetrating item contained in the test

assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken

at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall

include 1) the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface

between the fire stop and through metallic components other than

the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop

material.

El Yes El No l Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.

Penetrations 1 and 6 each had three thermocouples located on the

unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly. One at the

interface of the pipe and seal material and two on the unexposed

surface of the seal material. (Reference Appendix B of the test

report, Thermocouple Reference Chart)
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Justification: Penetrations 1 and 6 each satisfy the ASTM E-814

requirement to have three thermocouples record unexposed side
surface temperatures. However, the requirement to have one

thermocouple placed approximately 1 to 3 inches above the
unexposed side surface of the penetration seal is not satisfied.
Although a thermocouple is not placed specifically on the pipe

penetrant 1 to 3 inches from the seal surface, the thermocouple
placement is considered to meet the intent of the review criteria.
This is based on the fact that only the temperature readings from
the thermocouples located on the surface of the seal material are

considered when determining acceptance of a penetration seal
assembly based on limiting endpoint temperature (Refer to
checklist item "q").

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not

exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been
obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more
frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[i Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of

discrete thermocouple readings provided in the report listed

specimen thermocouple temperatures every 5 minutes throughout
the first 2 hours of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter.
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, Unexposed Temperature
Readings)

Justification: Not Applicable

9. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or

construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,
including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or

its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of

smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as

necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data

derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an

orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.
Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)
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ZI Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Appendix B of
the test report includes a section entitled "Test Comments" in
which observations of the test assembly were documented during
and after the fire test and after the hose stream test. Also,
sketches are provided which show remaining seal material depths
for those seals that remained intact following the test. (Reference
Appendix B - "Test Comments")

Justification: Not Applicable

h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance
period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of
the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the
classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM
E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with
checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

I3 Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The furrace
exposure variation from the standard was acceptable therefore this
checklist item is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual
size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification
is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be
closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a
minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For
cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,
shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and
cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be
representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
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which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable
penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal
resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that
are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

!il Yes [1 No [1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process
of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to

establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to
support typical seal detail configuration.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is
"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is
desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable

j. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall
be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36
in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these
extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE
634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing
through the penetration shall protrude 3 -to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in

floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to

simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-
83, as described above and IEEE 634-1973, as described above)

E Yes El No LI Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. All
penetrating items extended 1' minimum on the exposed side of the
slab and 3' minimum on the unexposed side. (Reference "Test
Assembly NMP2-PSS7", page 2 of the fire test report)

Justification: Not Applicable

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until
failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
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for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM

E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

E2 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis

of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was

exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate
either penetration 1 or 6 nor did flaming occur on the unexposed
side as a result of heat conduction. Therefore, the test specimen
is considered to have withstood the fire test conditions without
failure.

Justification: Not Applicable

I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen

immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.

(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may

be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced
fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

(Z Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis

of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test, the test

assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to three

hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been
delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National

Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern

without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Water Pressure at Base Duration of Application

Resistance Period of Nozzle, psi Seconds per ft2 (M2 ) of
(kPa) Exposed Area

240 minutes and over if 45 (310) 3.0 (32)

less than 480 min
120 min and over if 30 (210) 1.5 (16)

less than 240 min_ __ _ __

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch

hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in

electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-900

set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.
The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water

pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and

minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.
per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and

IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

9i Yes El No C Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The test was
subjected to three hose streams in all, each applied for a 24

second duration. The first was through a 1-1/2" diameter hose with

a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was at a rate of 75 gpm

and a distance of 10'. The second was through a 1-1/2" diameter

hose with a nozzle set at a 150 angle The discharge was at a rate
of 75 gpm and a distance of 10'. The third test used a standard

playpipe with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of

water at a pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle, at a

distance of 20' from the test specimen. The third hose stream

satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

90 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.9 (10)
than 120 min
60 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.6 (6)

than 90 min _

less than 60 min if 30 (210) 0.6 (6)

desired ___

yl--

I
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n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have

been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have

been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the

distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been

less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of

deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration

fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.

from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.

(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as

described above)

Zl Yes E No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The third hose

stream test applied to the test specimen used a standard playpipe

with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of water at a

pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle. The nozzle was at a

distance of 20' from the test specimen and the test was for a

duration of 24 seconds.

Justification: Not Applicable

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have

been within the range of 500F to 900F, and the velocity of air

across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4

ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

El Yes El No Z1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.

The ambient temperature rise on the unexposed surface of the

specimen for this test is assumed to be 730F.

Justification: This value is based on the "Unexposed Temperature

Readings" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report, which

lists the temperature at time 0:00 as 730F for several

thermocouples. Use of the lowest recorded ambient temperature

results in the most conservative limiting endpoint temperatures. As

for the velocity of air across the unexposed surface of the test

specimen, this test was performed at Construction Technology

Laboratories (CTL) in Slokie, Illinois. Because of the limited

description of this facility provided in the test report, it was

necessary to contact CTL to obtain sufficient information to

determine compliance with the WBN test requirements. Based on
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conversations with CTL personnel documented by Record of

Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001 (Reference 7.29), the slab

furnace at CTL is located indoors at a conditioned laboratory.

Unexposed side air velocity within the test environment was not

significant, and although actual conditions were not recorded in the

test report, unexposed side laboratory conditions were not

expected to have adversely affected the test results. Based on this

information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire

test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by

the fire test.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or

gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on

the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for

which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat

through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the

temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000F or the auto-

ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is

lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

[I Yes E No 11 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Not Applicable. Since penetrations 1 and 6 were

mechanical penetration seals, IEEE 634 requirements do not

apply.

Justification: Not Applicable

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly

shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of

flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming

on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that

for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83

requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully
satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the

transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire

endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature

on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250F above

its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

El Meets Intent (See Justification)[ Ye s [71 No
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Penetrations
1 and 6 successfully passed the fire endurance portion of the test
without passage of flame through the penetration or flaming on the
unexposed side of the penetration for a duration of 3 hours
(Reference "Synopsis" on page 1 of the fire test report).
Penetrations 1 and 6 each therefore achieve an F rating of 3 hours.

The maximum temperature achieved by either of the surface
thermocouples on penetration 1 was 1520F (Reference tables
"Thermocouple Reference Chart" and "Unexposed Temp.
Readings" in Appendix B of the fire test report). The maximum
temperature achieved by either of the surface thermocouples on
penetration 6 was 1441F (Reference tables "Thermocouple
Reference Chart" and "Unexposed Temp. Readings" in Appendix B
of the fire test report). The limiting endpoint temperature of 3980F

(3250 F plus ambient) was not exceeded (Reference checklist item
"o" for a discussion of ambient temperature). Penetrations 1 and 6
each therefore achieve a T rating of 3 hours.

Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without
passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to
have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a
projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time
during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

I3 Yes C] No LI Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
on page 1 of the fire test report states that no water projected
beyond the unexposed side of the test assembly at penetrations 1
and 6 during the three hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less, as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a
minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

El Meets Intent (See Justification)Zi Yes El No
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Discussion: Not Applicable. Since penetrations 1 and 6 were
mechanical penetration seals, IEEE 634 requirements do not
apply.

Justification: Not Applicable

HA
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C.7 Fire Test ICC1088024

Fire Test Number: ICC1088024

Fire Test Title/Date:. Fire and Hose Stream Tests of Four Mechanical
Penetration Seals, Dated October 28, 1988.

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents the results of a fire test
conducted on four mechanical penetration seal configurations installed in
a single 48 x 48 x12 in. thick concrete slab. Although in the following
section a brief description of each of the configurations is included, only
penetrations 1, 3 and 4 will be evaluated as part of this checklist due to T
failure of penetration 2:

Penetration I A 6 in. diameter rigid metal sleeve opening penetrated by a
box insert assembly measuring 3-1/2 x 4 x 6 in. with three 3/8 in. stainless
steel instrument lines encompassed by calcium silicate insulation and a
outer covering of Vimasco 760 insulation adhesive was installed within
the annular opening of the sleeve flush with the unexposed surface. The
void between the box insert assembly and the penetration sleeve was
filled with a 6 in. thickness of Dow Corning 170 A&B silicone elastomer.
The silicone elastomer was installed flush with the unexposed surface.

Penetration 2 A 16 in. diameter rigid metal sleeve opening with a 16 ga.
galvanized roll metal sleeve extension insert (SEI) installed from the
exposed side to a depth that allowed 4 in. surface contact between the
existing sleeve and the SEI. The SEI was secured with Dow Corning 795
building sealant. A flange and collar sleeve extension (FCSE) was
attached to the exposed surface surrounding the penetration sleeve
opening. The FCSE was adhered to the concrete slab with Dow Corning
795 and fastened by Hilti Zamak metal anchors on 6 in. centers. A 12 in.
diameter schedule 40 steel pipe was installed against the North side of
the penetration sleeve with a cap welded on the fire exposed end of the
pipe.

The mechanical penetration seal consisted of a two layer boot system,
three layers of refractory blanket and another two layer boot system. See
the test report page 7 and Fig. 3 for further details.

Penetration 3 A 6 in. diameter rigid metal sleeve with a 16 ga. 4 in.
diameter galvanized sheet metal intermediate sleeve installed within the
center area of the penetration opening. The penetrating item was a 2 in.
diameter pipe installed within the center area of the intermediate sleeve
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annular opening. The seam on the intermediate sleeve was sealed with

Dow Corning 795 building sealant and mechanically fastened with pop-

rivets with a total seam overlap of 1 in. The intermediate sleeve extended

1-1/2 in. beyond the unexposed and exposed surfaces. The annular

space between the intermediate sleeve and the penetration sleeve was

filled to a 12 in. thickness with Dow Corning 170 A&B Silicone Elastomer.

A two layer fire boot system was attached to both the unexposed and

exposed surface. The two layer boot system consisted of a layer of

carborundum 36-400u fibersil cloth adhered to both the pipe and

intermediate sleeve with Dow Corning 795 and 18 ga. tie wire and the

cloth boot seam stapled with 3/8 in. staples on 1 in. centers and sealed

with Dow Corning 795. Installed over the fibersil cloth was one layer of

Keene Chase-Foster grade 56493F031 silicone sheeting which was

adhered to both the pipe and intermediate sleeve with caulk and then

banded with..020 x 1/2 in. stainless steel banding and the seam in the

sheeting sealed with Dow Corning 795. The annular space between the 2

in. pipe and the intermediate sleeve was void of any material.

Penetration 4 A 3 in. diameter rigid metal sleeve with three 3/8 in.

diameter stainless steel instrument lines installed within the annular

opening in contact with the west side of the sleeve wall. A 1 in. thickness

of carborundum durablanket was installed as a permanent dam at a depth

of 2 in. below the unexposed surface level. After installation of the

damming a 2 in. thickness of Dow Corning 795 building sealant was

installed flush with the unexposed surface. Total seal thickness was 3 in.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve

(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE
634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature
obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM

E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer
than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer
than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-

1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable
penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of

the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall

not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples
shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the

sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the

sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,
as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

El Meets Intent (See Justification)EJ3 Ye s El No
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace
temperature was measured by three thermocouples located 12"
below the test slab (Reference section "Furnace", page 13 of the
test report).

Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the
slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in
Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace
provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to
obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN
test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down
draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x
36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by
three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The
furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the
test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test
furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests
performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux
across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding
5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals
may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978)

[ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Item 2 of
Appendix B of the test report documents the furnace temperatures
of the floor test conducted for this report. In this table furnace
temperatures were recorded at intervals not exceeding 5 minutes
for the first 2 hours and not exceeding 10 minutes thereafter.

Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area
under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the
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results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the

corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for

fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the

corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for

fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,
and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-

temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

I23 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area

under the furnace time-temperature curve for the fire test being

reviewed was within 0.0529% of the corresponding area under the

standard time-temperature curve as documented in Item 2 of

Appendix B of the test report and within 0.051% as calculated in
Appendix D of this engineering report..

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible

pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,

for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-

814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

El Yes El No l1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: See Justification

Justification: The facility used to perform this fire test was

Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in Skokie, Illinois.
Because of the limited information with respect to thermocouple
pads provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to

obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN
test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), it was general practice for CTL to use

thermocouple pads to cover thermocouples placed on the

unexposed side of test specimens. Based on this information in

conjunction with the information contained in the fire test report, the

intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by the fire test.
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e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have

been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.
At least three thermocouples shall have recorded
unexposed side surface temperatures, except where
physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was
not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may
have been used to record unexposed side surface
temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple
was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the
entire penetration seal were represented.

2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken
at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall
include 1) the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than
the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

El Yes El No 1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
Penetrations 1 and 4 each had three thermocouples located on the
unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly and on
interfaces between penetrating items and the seal and the seal and
the sleeve. Penetrations 1 and 4 also had thermocouples located 1
in. from the unexposed surface on penetrating items. Penetration 3
had three thermocouples on the unexposed surface of the

elastomer seal between the outside and intermediate sleeves and
three thermocouples located on the outer silicone boot on the

unexposed side of the boot seal. In addition Penetration 3 had

thermocouples on the interface between the unexposed side seal
material and the outer sleeve and the unexposed seal material and

the intermediate sleeve as well as on the penetrating- item where

the boot was attached. (Reference Appendix B of the fire test
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report, table "Thermocouple Reference Chart" and Penetration
Thermocouple Layout Sketches).

Justification: Not Applicable

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not
exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been
obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more
frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Ei1 Yes 0 No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the report listed
specimen thermocouple temperatures every 5 minutes throughout
the first 2 hours of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, table "Unexposed
Temperature Readings").

Justification: Not Applicable

g. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or
construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,
including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or
its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of
smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as
necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data
derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an
orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.
Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

Z Yes LI No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Appendix B of
the test report includes a section entitled "Test Comments" in
which observations of the test assembly were documented during
and after the fire test and after the hose stream test. Also,
discussion is provided which outlines remaining seal material
depths following the test and post test examination descriptions.
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(Reference Appendix B - "Test Comments" and Page 16 "Post Test
Examination" in the test report)

Justification: Not Applicable

h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance
period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of
the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the
classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM
E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with
checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

1 Yes El No O Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The furnace
exposure variation from the standard was acceptable therefore this
checklist item is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual
size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification
is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be
closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a
minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For
cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,
shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and
cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be
representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable
penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal
resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that
are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.
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Zl Yes El No E1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process
of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to
establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to
support typical seal detail configuration.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is
"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is
desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification:Not Applicable

j. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall
be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36
in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these
extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE
634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing
through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in
floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to
simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-
83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

Zl Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. As discussed
on page 4 of the test report all penetrating items extended from the
seal 12 in. on the exposed side and 36 in. on the unexposed side.

Justification: Not Applicable

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until
failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM
E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Zl Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was
exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate any
penetration nor did flaming occur on the unexposed side as a
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result of heat conduction. Therefore, although high temperatures
developed on penetration 2, the test specimen including
penetrations 1,3 and 4 is considered to have withstood the fire test

conditions without failure.

Justification: Not Applicable

I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen
immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may
be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced
fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

E Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test, the test
assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to a hose
stream test in accordance with ASTM E-814-83.

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been

delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National
Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Water Pressure at Base Duration of Application

Resistance Period of Nozzle, psi Seconds per ft2 (M2) of
(kPa) Exposed Area

240 minutes and over if 45 (310) 3.0 (32)
less than 480 min
120 min and over if 30 (210) 1.5 (16)
less than 240 min
90 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.6 (10)
than 120 min
60 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.6 (6)

than 90 min
less than 60 min if 30 (210) 0.6 (6)
desired

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch
hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in
electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-90°
set at 30° included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.
The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water
pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and
minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.
per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and
IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)E Yes

Discussion: The hose stream test satisfies the review criteria.
The test was subjected to a hose stream test applied for a 24
second duration. The test used a standard playpipe with a 1-1/8
diameter tip discharging a solid stream of water at a pressure of 30
psi at the base of the nozzle, at a distance of 20' from the test
specimen.

Justification: Not Required

n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have
been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have
been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the
distance from the center of the, exposed surface shall have been
less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of
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deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.

from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

I1 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The hose
stream test applied to the test specimen used a standard playpipe
with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of water at a
pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle. The nozzle was at a
distance of 20' from the test specimen and the test was for a
duration of 24 seconds.

Justification: Not Applicable

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have
been within the range of 500F to 900F, and the velocity of air
across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4
ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

El Yes El No [E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
The ambient temperature on the unexposed surface of the
specimen for this test is assumed to be 700F.

Justification: This value is based on the "Unexposed Temperature
Readings" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report, which
lists the temperature at time 0:00 as 700F for several
thermocouples. Use of the lowest.recorded ambient temperature
results in the most conservative limiting endpoint temperatures. As
for the velocity of air across the unexposed surface of the test
specimen, this test was performed at Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) in Slokie, Illinois. Because of the limited
description of this facility provided in the test report, it was
necessary to contact CTL to obtain sufficient information to
determine compliance with the WBN test requirements. Based on
conversations with CTL personnel documented by Record of
Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001 (Reference 7.29), the slab
furnace at CTL is located indoors at a conditioned laboratory.
Unexposed side air velocity within the test environment was not
significant, and although actual conditions were not recorded in the
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test report, unexposed side laboratory conditions were not
expected to have adversely affected the test results. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or
gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on
the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for
which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat
through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the
temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000F or the auto-
ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is
lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

1ZJ Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: This review section would be applicable to electrical
penetrations only. Since this review is for mechanical
penetrations, this section is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly
shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of
flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming
on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that
for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83
requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully
satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the
transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire
endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature
on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250F above
its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

Zi Yes Cl No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Penetrations
1, 3 and 4 successfully passed the fire endurance portion of the
test without passage of flame through the penetration or flaming on
the unexposed side of the penetration for a duration of 3 hours
(Reference "Summary of Results" on page 2 of the fire test report).
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Penetrations 1, 3 and 4 each therefore achieve an F rating of 3
hours.

The maximum temperature achieved by any of the thermocouples
on penetration I was 2640F. The maximum temperature achieved
by any of the thermocouples on penetration 3 was 2950F. The
maximum temperature achieved by any of the thermocouples on
penetration 4 was 2060F (Reference tables "Thermocouple
Reference Chart" and "Unexposed Temp. Readings" in Appendix B
of the fire test report). The limiting endpoint temperature of 3951F
(3250F plus ambient) was not exceeded (Reference checklist item
"o" for a discussion of ambient temperature). Penetrations 1, 3 and
4 each therefore achieve a T rating of 3 hours.

Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without
passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to
have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a
projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time
during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

!Z Yes E No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The
"Summary of Results" on page 3 of the fire test report states that
no water projected beyond the unexposed side of the test
assembly during the hose stream test.

Justification: Not Applicable

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a
minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

Z1 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: This item only applicable to electrical penetration seals
review criteria. Since these are mechanical seals this item is not
applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable
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C.8 Fire Test ICC0682008

Fire Test Number: ICC0682008

Fire Test Title/Date: Fire and Hose Stream Tests for Penetration Seal

Systems (CR 4984), dated June 1982

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents the results of a fire test

conducted on 2 cable tray penetration seal configurations installed in a

single test slab. A brief description of this configuration is as follows:

The penetration assembly is a 32" x 32" sleeved opening penetrated by

two 24" x 4" cable trays. Each cable tray was then filled with an equal

percentage of power, control and instrumentation cables (100% visual

fill). Seal material consisted of a 9" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548

silicone foam with Carborundum Hotboard and Durablanket as damming

material.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve

(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE

634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature
obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM

E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer

than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer

than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-

1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable

penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of

the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall

not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples
shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the

sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the

sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,
as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

LZ Yes E1 No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace

temperature was measured by three thermocouples located 12"

below the test slab (Reference section 'Fire Test," page 9 of the

test report).
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Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the
slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in
Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace
provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to
obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN
test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down
draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x
36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by
three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The
furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the
test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test
furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests
performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux
across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding
5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals
may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978)

lZl Yes C] No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Fire Test
Report ICC0682008 provides a table which contains furnace
temperatures which were recorded at 5 minute intervals for the first
two hours and 10 minute intervals thereafter (Reference Appendix
B of the test report, Furnace Atmospheric Temperature Table).

Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area
under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the
results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests of 1 hour or less duration within 7.5% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,
and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-
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temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

0 Yes Cl No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area
under the furnace time-temperature curve for Fire Test
ICC0682008 was calculated to be within 0.257% of the standard
time-temperature curve (Reference the calculation and graph
provided in Appendix D of this engineering report).

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible
pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,
for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-
814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

0 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The cold side
surface temperatures were measured with thermocouples. Since
these penetration seals were all electrical seals; the ASTM E-814
requirement for thermocouple pads is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have
been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.
At least three thermocouples shall have recorded
unexposed side surface temperatures, except where
physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was
not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may
have been used to record unexposed side surface
temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple
was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the
entire penetration seal were represented.
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2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken
at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall

include 1) the cable jacketfire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than

the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

[i Yes D No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. A total of 12

thermocouples were mounted to the unexposed surface of the test

specimen with thermocouple placement at 1) the cable jacket/fire
stop interface, 2) the interface between the fire stop and the

through metallic components other than the insulated cable

conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop material.

Justification: Not Applicable

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not

exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been

obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more

frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

lZ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of

discrete thermocouple readings provided in the report listed
specimen thermocouple temperatures every 5 minutes throughout
the first 2 hours of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, table "Unexposed
Temperature Readings").

Justification: Not Applicable

9. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or
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construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,

including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or

its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of

smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as

necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data

derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an

orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.

Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.

(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as

described above)

El Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. As

demonstrated by this test review document, sufficient data was

provided to document satisfactory compliance with the test

standard.

Justification: Not Applicable

h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance

period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of

the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the

classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM

E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with

checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

ZE Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Not Applicable. This checklist item is not applicable

since all penetrations were electrical and, therefore, not subject to

ASTM E-814-83 requirements.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual

size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification

is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be

closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a

minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For

cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration

fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway

mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
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arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,

shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The

selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and

cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be

representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual

installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either

directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending

on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops

which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable

penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided

the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal

resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that

are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-

floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

1i1 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process

of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to

establish the validity of the fire tests so that it may be used to

support typical seal detail configuration.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is

"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is

desired" is addressed in Section- 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable

j. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall

be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36

in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these

extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE

634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing

through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed

side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in

floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to

simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-

83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

[E Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. All

penetrating items extended 1' minimum on the exposed side of the
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slab and 3' minimum on the unexposed side. (Reference "Test

Assembly ICC0682008", page 7 of the fire test report)

Justification: Not Applicable

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until

failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM
E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

i] Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was

exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate

either cable tray penetration nor did flaming occur on the

unexposed side as a result of heat conduction. Therefore, the test

specimen is considered to have withstood the fire test conditions
without failure.

Justification: Not Applicable

I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen

immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.

(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may

be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced

fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

1I Yes [l No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test, the test

assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to three

hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been
delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National

Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8

inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
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without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration

* shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Resistance Period

240 minutes and over if
less than 480 min
120 min and over if
less than 240 min
90 min and over if less
than 120 min
60 min and over if less
than 90 min
less than 60 min if
desired

Water Pressure at Base
of Nozzle, psi

(kPa)
45 (310)

I _ _ _._-_._._Av

30 (210)
I I_._._-.

30 (210)

Duration of Application
Seconds per ft2 (M2) of

Exposed Area
3.0 (32)

30 (210) 0.6 (6)

30(210) 0.6 (6)

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch

hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in

electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-90°

set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.
The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water
pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and

minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.
per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and

IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

El Yes El No ZI Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
Fire Test Report ICC0682008 indicates the test assembly was
subjected to three hose streams in all, each applied for a 14

second duration. The first was through a 1-1/2" diameter hose with

a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was at a rate of 75 gpm

and a distance of 10'. The second was through a 1-1/2" diameter

hose with a nozzle set at a 150 angle The discharge was at a rate

of 75 gpm and a distance of 10'. The third test used a standard

playpipe with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of

water at a pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle, at a

distance of 20' from the test specimen. However, per the

-

Or

1.5 (16)

0.g (10)
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referenced standards, the minimum duration for a test slab

measuring 16 sq. ft. should be 24 seconds.

Justification: Even though none of the three individual hose stream

tests were performed for a duration sufficient to satisfy ASTM 814-

83 or IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the combined duration of the

individual hose stream tests exceeds the referenced standards
duration requirement (42 seconds actual vs. 24 seconds required).
For this reason the hose stream portion of Fire Test Report

ICC0682008 is considered to have satisfied the intent of subjecting
the test specimen to a standard hose stream test. Additional
supporting documentation is found in NRC Information Notice No.

88-04, "Inadequate Qualification and Documentation of Fire barrier

Penetration Seals." Specifically, Appendix A of IN 88-04 provides

guidance for conducting hose stream tests and lists three approved

methods for performing hose stream tests and that the duration of

the tests should meet the requirements of ASTM E-1 19. Therefore,

since any one of the three specified methods is acceptable

provided the duration requirement is met, it can be concluded that

subjecting the test specimen to a combination of the three hose

stream tests is also acceptable (provided the duration requirement
is met). Since Test Report ICC0682008 used a combination of the

three hose stream tests, and the duration requirement was

exceeded, the intent of this standard checklist item has been
satisfied.

n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have

been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have

been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the

distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been

less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of
deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.

from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as

described above)

l3 Yes El No 11 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The first hose

stream test applied to the test specimen used a 2 inch diameter
hose with a nozzle angle set at 30 0 discharging at a pressure of

75psi and at a distance of 10 feet from the test specimen.
I
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is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be

closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a

minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For

cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,
shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and
cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be

representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable

penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal

resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that

are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

0 Yes E No 0 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process
of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to

establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to
support typical seal detail configuration.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is

"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is
desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable.

Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall
be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36
in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these

extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE
634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing
through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in

floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to

simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-
83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)
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* Yes E No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: As discussed in the "Construction of Test Assembly"

section, page 5 of the test report, the cable trays, conduits and

conductors extended 12 inches beyond the exposed face of. the

test slab. Additionally, the cables were cut into 5 foot lengths and

fastened to the cable trays. Based on the fact that the test slab

was 8 inches thick, the cable trays, conduits and conductors would

have been extending slightly more than 3 feet beyond the

unexposed side of the test slab. Therefore, the review criteria for

this item have been satisfied.

Justification: Not Applicable.

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until

failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM

E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[ Yes E No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: As indicated in the test report, the classification
desired for the pertinent configurations (penetations 1, 2, 3, 4 and

10 as described previously) was a three hour fire rating. The test

report indicates that the specimens were exposed to the ASTM E-

119 time-temperature curve for a three hour period and that fire did

not penetrtate the test specimens not did flamming occur on the

unexposed side at any of the sealed areas of penetrations 1, 2, 3,

4 and 10 as a result of heat conduction during the test. Therefore,
the above referenced penetrations are considered to have

withstood the fire test conditions without failure. Therefore, the
review criteria for this item have been satisfied.

Justification: Not Applicable.

I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen

immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.

(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may

be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced

fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

El Meets Intent (See Justification)[i Yes El No
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Discussion: Per the test report, page 13, the hose stream test was

performed immediately after the three hour fire endurance test.
Therefore, the review criteria for this item has been satisfied.

Justification: Not Applicable.

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been
delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National

Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern

without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Resistance Period

240 minutes and over i
less than 480 min
120 min and over if
less than 240 min
90 min and over if less
than 120 min
60 min and over if less
than 90 min
less than 60 min if
desired

Water Pressure at Base
of Nozzle, psi

(kPa)
45 (310)

Duration of Application
Seconds per ft2 (M2) of

Exposed Area
3.0 (32)

30 (210) 1.5 (16)

30 (210) 0.-9 (10)

30 (210) 0.6 (6)

30 (210) 0.6 (6)

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch
hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in

electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-900
set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.

The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water
pressure-shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and
minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.
per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and

IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

El Meets Intent (See Justification)O No

I l

[i t1 Ye s
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Discussion: The hose stream was conducted in accordance with
ANI option I (also refered to as option 1 in NUREG-0800). The
requirements of the hose stream test performed are identical to the

IEEE 634-1978 requirements, except that the nozzle distance was
5 feet from the exposed surface instead of 10 feet (nozzle distance
is addressed in checklist item n. below). The hose stream duration
for each penetration is described in the test report and upon review
was found to be in compliance with the requirements of this

checklist item. Therefore, this review criteria has been satisfied.

Justification: Not Applicable.

n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have
been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have
been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the

distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been

less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of
deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.
from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

El Yes [1 No f23 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Although the review criteria is not directly satified by
the test report under review, sufficient information exists to
substantiate that the intent of the review criteria has been satified.
Refer to the justification provided below for additional information
regarding compliance with this section.

Justification: As discussed in the "Method" section of the test
report, page 13, the nozzle distance was 5 feet from the test
specimen. The hose stream method used was similar to the IEEE
634-1978 hose stream except that the nozzle distance was 5 feet
from the test slab instead of 10 feet. The closer nozzle distance
represents a more severe exposure to the effects of the hose
stream and is therefore an acceptable alternative. Therefore, the
intent of this checklist item has been satisfied.

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have

been within the range of 500F to 900F, and the velocity of air
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across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4

ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

El Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Although the review criteria is not directly satified by

the test report under review, sufficient information exists to

substantiate that the intent of the review criteria has been satified.

Refer to the justification provided below for additional information
regarding compliance with this section.

Justification: The ambient temperature for the test conducted was

570F as specified in the "Temperatures of the Unexposed Seal

Surfaces" section of the test report, page 11. This temperature is

within the specified range and is thereby acceptable.

The velocity of air accross the unexposed surface of the test

specimen and the use of mechanical ventilation during the test is

addessed as follows:

This test was performed in the standard test furnace of the National

Gypsum Company for floor-ceiling assemblies, as noted on page 9

of this test report. Although the report contains no specific

information on wind velocity of mechanical ventilation, credit is

taken for the suitability of the test furnace in terms of the

requirements of this checklist item. Because the National Gypsum

Company regularly uses this type of furnace for the fire endurance
tests performed for the qualification of assemblies tested to ASTM
E-1 19, it is presumed that conditions outside the test furnace would

not allow air velocity in excess of 4.4 ft/sec. This assumption is

supported by the test report which states that the test was

conducted per the ASTM E-1 19 standard, page 9. Therefore, this

test is considered to satisfy the intent of the review criteria.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or

gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on

the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for

which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat

through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the

temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000F or the auto-

ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is

lower. (IEEE 634-1978)
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IZ Yes [1 No C Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: This acceptance criteria applies to all of the
penetrations being reviewed under this test (penetrations 1, 2, 3, 4
and 10) as each of these penetrations is a cable penetration fire
stop.

The fire endurance test was performed for the full three hour
duration. During the test none of the penetrations of interest
allowed the passage of flame, or smoke and gas hot enough to
ignite the cable jacketing or any other material on the unexposed
side of the test assembly. All of the unexposed side temperatures
were below the acceptance limit of 7000 F and are summarized as
follows:

Penetration 1: Highest surface thermocouple was TC# 13 which
recorded a temperature of 1800F. The highest overall temperature
was recorded at TC# 14 (4600F) which was located 3" above the
seal surface and on a penetrating cable.

Penetration 2: Highest surface thermocouple was TC# 12 which
recorded a temperature of 280 0F. The highest overall temperature
was also recorded at TC# 12 (2800F) which was located on the
foam surface at the interface of the foam and a penetrating cable
tray.

Penetration 3: Highest surface thermocouple was TC# 10 which
recorded a temperature of 2000F. The highest overall temperature
was also recorded at TC# 10 (2000F) which was located on the
foam surface at the interface of the foam and a penetrating cable
tray.

Penetration 4: Highest surface thermocouple was TC# 1 which
recorded a temperature of 3930F. The highest overall temperature
was recorded at TC# 3 (6800F) which was located 2" above the
seal surface and on a penetrating cable.

Penetration 10: Highest surface thermocouple was TC# 8 which
recorded a temperature of 2550F. The highest overall temperature
was recorded at TC# 9 (4400F) which was located 3" above the
seal surface and on a penetrating cable.

Therefore, based on the temperatures summarized above this test
is considered to satisfy the review criteria.
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Justification: Not Applicable.

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly
shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of
flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming
on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that
for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83
requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully
satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the
transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire
endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature
on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250F above
its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

Z1 Yes E No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: This section of the review criteria is not applicable
because each of the penetrations being reviewed for this fire test is
a cable penetration fire stop evaluated in accordance with IEEE
634-1978.

Justification: Not Applicable.

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without
passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to

have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a
projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time
during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

!Ol Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The
"Results" section on page 13 of the fire test report states that no
water projected beyond the unexposed side of the test assembly at
penetrations 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10 during the hose stream test.

Justification: Not Applicable.

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
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shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a
minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

[i Yes O No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria The materials
used in the construction of the penetration seals for penetrations 1,
2, 3, 4 and 10 consisted of Dow Corning 3-6548 RTV Silicone
Foam, Carborundum Fiberfrax Hot Board and Carborundum
Fiberfrax Durablanket. Dow Corning 3-6548 RTV Silicone Foam
has a flame spread rating of 15. The Carborunduin Fiberfrax
products are generally accepted as "noncombustible" materials

Justification: Not Applicable.
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C.10 Fire Test ICC01 86015

Fire Test Number: ICC0186015

Fire Test Title/Date: Fire and Hose-Stream Tests for Penetration Seal
Systems (NMP2-PSS6), dated March 1986

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents the results of a fire test
conducted on 4 penetration seal configurations installed in a single test
slab. All 4 penetration seal configurations were used to support WBN
typical penetration seal details. A brief description of each of these
configurations is as follows:

Penetration 1 was 12" sleeved opening penetrated by a 2" fiberglass
insulated pipe. The installation had a 12" metal sleeve extension insert
(SEI) secured with Dow Corning 795 silicone adhesive. Seal consisted of
a two-layer boot attached to the penetrating member on both the exposed
and unexposed surfaces of the slab. The inside layer consisted of
Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth and the outer layer consisted of
Keene-Chase Foster grade 56493F031 silicone impregnated fiberglass
fabric sheeting sealed with Dow Corning 732 silicone adhesive.
Fiberglass insulation was removed from the pipe at the point where the
boot was secured on both the exposed and unexposed sides, replaced
with a 6 inch length of calcium silicate insulation and secured with
Vimasco high temperature insulation adhesive. The boot was secured to
the SEI and the calcium silicate with stainless steel bands. The 2"
diameter fiberglass insulated pipe was capped on the exposed side.

Penetration 2 was 12" concrete opening penetrated by a 2" uninsulated
pipe. The installation had a 12" SEI secured with Dow Corning 732
silicone adhesive. Seal consisted of a two layer boot attached to the
penetrating member on both the exposed and unexposed surfaces. The
inner layer consisted of Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth and the
outer layer consisted of Keene-Chase Foster grade 56493F031 silicone
impregnated fiberglass fabric sheeting sealed with Dow Corning 732
silicone adhesive. In addition, the boot was also secured to the SEI and
2" pipe with stainless steel bands.

Penetration 3 was a 12" concrete opening penetrated by a 2" uninsulated
pipe which was capped on the exposed side of the penetration. Seal was
a 6" thick Dow Corning Sylgard 170 A & B Elastomer installed flush with
the exposed surface, without permanent damming. The surface of the 2"
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pipe in contact with the seal material was coated with a 1/16" thickness of
General Electric Versilube G-351.

Penetration 4 was 12" sleeved opening penetrated by a 4" rigid steel
conduit in contact with side of the opening so that both the longitudinal
axis of the sleeve and conduit were parallel and a 3" to 3.49" Kellem grip
fully loaded with cable. Seal material consisted of a 2" thickness of Dow
Corning Elastomer 170 A & B with a 10" thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548
RTV Silicone Foam on top of the Elastomer. Total thickness was 12" with
the elastomer exposed to the furnace side. The ends of the conduit were
sealed with 2" of Dow Corning 732 silicone adhesive, with one face of the
seal flush with each end of the conduit. The conduit was formed with 1" of
Pittsburgh Corning Temp Mat with forming left in place.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve
(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE
634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature
obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM
E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer
than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer
than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-
1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable
penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of
the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall
not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples
shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the
sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the
sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,
as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

-Z Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace
temperature was measured by three thermocouples located 12"
below the test slab (Reference section "Fire Test", page 12 of the
test report).

Justification: The furnace used to perform this fire test was the
slab furnace at Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in
Skokie, Illinois. Because of the limited description of this furnace
provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to
obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN
test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
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(Reference 7.29), the slab furnace at CTL is described as a down
draft type furnace with interior dimensions of approximately 36" x
36". Temperatures within the furnace are generally monitored by
three (3) thermocouples located 12" from the test slab. The
furnace is heated by three (3) burners, and due to small area of the
test furnace, conditions across the exposure area of the test
furnace are expected to have been consistent. Internal tests
performed by CTL substantiate that there was a uniform heat flux
across the exposed test slab within the furnace. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding
5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals
may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978)

I13 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the test report listed
furnace temperatures every 5 minutes throughout the first 2 hours
of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter. (Reference Appendix
B of the test report, table "Furnace Atmosphere Temperature").

Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area
under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the
results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration,
and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-
temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

nx Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area
under the furnace time-temperature curve was calculated to be
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within 0.035% of the standard time-temperature curve (Reference
the calculation and graph provided in Appendix D of this
engineering report for fire test ICC0186015). The fire test report
indicates that the percent difference between the area under the
furnace time-temperature curve and the area under the standard
time-temperature curve was 0.0299% (Reference Appendix B of
the fire test report, table "Furnace Atmosphere Temperature").

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible
pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,
for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-
814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

El Yes Cl No 1I Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: See Justification

Justification: The facility used to perform this fire test was
Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) in Skokie, Illinois.
Because of the limited information with respect to thermocouple
pads provided in the test report, it was necessary to contact CTL to
obtain sufficient information to determine compliance with the WBN
test requirements. Based on conversations with CTL personnel
documented by Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001
(Reference 7.29), it was general practice for CTL to use
thermocouple pads to cover thermocouples placed on the
unexposed side of test specimens. Based on this information in
conjunction with the information contained in the fire test report, the
intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by the fire test.

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have
been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.
At least three thermocouples shall have recorded
unexposed side surface temperatures, except where
physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was
not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may
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have been used to record unexposed side surface
temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple
was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the
entire penetration seal were represented.

2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken
at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall
include 1) the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than
the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

1I Yes El No ZI Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: the fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
Penetrations 1, 2 and 3 had four thermocouples located on the
unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly, one on the
interface of the pipe and seal material, one on the interface of the
seal and the SEI and two on the unexposed surface of the seal
material. Penetration 4 had twelve thermocouples located on the
unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly, one on the
interface of the Kellum Grip and seal, three on the cables in the
Kellum Grip, one on the interface of the conduit and seal material,
two on the unexposed surface of the conduit, three at the interface
of the cable and the conduit and two on the unexposed surface of
the seal material. (Reference Appendix B of the test report,
Thermocouple Reference Chart)

Justification: Penetrations 1, 2 and 3 each satisfy the ASTM E814
requirement to have three thermocouples record unexposed side
surface temperatures. However, the requirement to have one
thermocouple placed approximately 1 to 3 inches above the
unexposed side surface of the penetration seal is not satisfied.
Although a thermocouple is not placed specifically on the pipe
penetrant 1. to 3 inches from the seal surface, the thermocouple
placement is considered to meet the intent of the review criteria.
This is based on the fact that only the temperature readings from
the thermocouples located on the surface of the seal material are
considered when determining acceptance of a penetration seal
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assembly based on limiting endpoint temperature (Refer to
checklist item "q").

f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not
exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120F had been
obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more
frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

El Yes El No E1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the report listed
specimen thermocouple temperatures every 5 minutes throughout
the first 2 hours of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, table "Unexposed
Temperature Readings").

Justification: Not Applicable

g. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the-material or
construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,
including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or
its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of
smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as
necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data
derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an
orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.
Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

1.Z Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Appendix B of
the test report includes a section entitled "Test Comments" in
which observations of the test assembly were documented during
and after the fire test and after the hose stream test. Also,
sketches are provided which show remaining seal material depths
for those seals that remained intact following the test. (Reference
Appendix B - "Test Comments")

Justification: Not Applicable
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h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance
period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of
the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the
classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM
E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with
checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

l3 Yes f No a Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The furnace
exposure variation from the standard was acceptable therefore this
checklist item is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual
size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification
is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be
closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a
minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For
cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,
shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and
cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be
representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable
penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal
resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that
are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

EI3 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process
of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to
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* establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to
support typical seal detail configuration.

The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is

"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is
desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable

Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall
be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36
in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these
extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE
634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing
through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in
floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to
simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-
83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

El Yes El No Z1 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria for
penetrations 1, 2 and 3. The penetrating items extended 1' on the
exposed side of the slab and 3' on the unexposed side.
(Reference "Test Assembly NMP2-PSS6", page 2 of the fire test
report)

Justification: Penetration 4 penetrants extend 1' on the exposed
side and the Kellum Grip extends 3' on the unexposed side, but the
conduit only extends 2' on the unexposed side. Although only 2'
long, the length of the conduit would not affect the thermocouple
readings at the conduit/seal material interface and the shorter
distance for the seal in the end of the conduit would be more
conservative. Also, the cables project from the conduit 1 foot,
therefore, there is 3' of test article on the unexposed side.

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until
failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM
E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

El Meets Intent (See Justification)[Z3 Yes El No
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Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was
exposed to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate any
of the 4 penetrations nor did flaming occur on the unexposed side
as a result of heat conduction. Therefore, the test specimen is
considered to have withstood the fire test conditions without failure.

Justification: Not Applicable

I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen
immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may
be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced
fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

2l Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test, the test
assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to three
hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been
delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National
Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-118
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Water Pressure at Base Duration of Application

Resistance Period of Nozzle, psi Seconds per ft2 (i 2) of
(kPa) Exposed Area

240 minutes and over if 45 (310) 3.0 (32)
less than 480 min
120 min and over if 30 (210) 1.5 (16)
less than 240 min_-
90 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.9 (10)
than 120 min
60 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.6 (6)
than 90 min
less than 60 min if 30 (210) 0.6 (6)
desired

For cable penetration fire-stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch
hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires in
electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-900
set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.
The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water
pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and
minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.
per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and
IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

IZ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The test was
subjected to three hose streams in all, each applied for a 24
second duration. The first was through a 1-1/2" diameter hose with
a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was at a rate of 75 gpm
and a distance of 10'. The second was through a 1-1/2" diameter
hose with a nozzle set at a 150 angle The discharge was at a rate
of 75 gpm and a distance of 10'. The third test used a standard
playpipe with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of
water at a pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle, at a
distance of 20' from the test/specimen. The third hose stream
satisfies the review criteria for penetrations 1, 2, 3 and the
mechanical portion of penetration 4. The first test satisfies the
electrical portion of penetration 4.

Justification: Not Applicable..1
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n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have
been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have
been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the
distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been
less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of
deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.
from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

lnx Yes El No O Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The third hose
stream test applied to the test specimen used a standard playpipe
with a 1-1/8 diameter tip discharging a solid stream of water at a
pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle. The nozzle was at a
distance of 20' from the test specimen and the test was for a
duration of 24 seconds. Nozzle distance of the first hose stream
test was 10' from the test specimen.

Justification: Not Applicable

o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have
been within the range of 500F to 900F, and the velocity of air
across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4
ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

O Yes El No [E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
The ambient temperature rise on the unexposed surface of the
specimen for this test is assumed to be 700F.

Justification: This value is based on the "Unexposed Temperature
Readings" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report, which
lists the temperature at time 0:00 as 700F for several
thermocouples. Use of the lowest recorded ambient temperature
results in the most conservative limiting endpoint temperatures. As
for the velocity of air across the unexposed surface of the test
specimen, this test was performed at Construction Technology
Laboratories (CTL) in Slokie, Illinois. Because of the limited
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description of this facility provided in the test report, it was
necessary to contact CTL to obtain sufficient information to
determine compliance with the WBN test requirements. Based on
conversations with CTL personnel documented by Record of
Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-001 (Reference 7.29), the slab
furnace at CTL is located indoors at a conditioned laboratory.
Unexposed side air velocity within the test environment was not
significant, and although actual conditions were not recorded in the
test report, unexposed side laboratory conditions were not
expected to have adversely affected the test results. Based on this
information in conjunction with the information contained in the fire
test report, the intent of this review criteria has been satisfied by
the fire test.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or
gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on
the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for
which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat
through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the

temperature on the unexposed surface above 7001F or the auto-
ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is
lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

ZI Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: This acceptance criteria applies to penetration 4
which is the only cable penetration fire stop.

The fire endurance test was performed for the full three hour
duration. During the test none of the penetrations allowed the
passage of flame, or smoke and gas hot enough to ignite the cable
jacketing or an other material on the unexposed side of the test
assembly. All of the unexposed side temperatures were below the
acceptance limit of 700'F and are summarized as follows:

The highest surface thermocouple was TC#2 which recorded a

temperature of 1300F. The highest overall temperature was

recorded at TC#6 (4790F) which was on a control cable above the
internal conduit seal. The highest temperature at the Kellem Grip
cable bundle was recorded at TC#10 (4730F) which is located on a

control cable.
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Therefore, based on the temperatures summarized above, this test

is considered to satisfy the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable.

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly

shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of

flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming

on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that

for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83

requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully

satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the

transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire

endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature

on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250F above

its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

[i Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Penetrations

1, 2 and 3 involve pipe penetrations tested to ASTM E-1 84-83 and

they successfully passed the fire endurance portion of the test

without passage of flame through the penetration or flaming on the

unexposed side of the penetration for a duration of 3 hours

(Reference "Synopsis" on page 1 of the fire test report). Each

penetration therefore achieved an F rating of 3 hours. The

maximum temperature achieved by a surface thermocouple was

393"F on TC#18 on penetration 1 (Reference tables

"Thermocouple Reference Chart" and "Unexposed Temp.

Readings" in Appendix B of the fire test report). The limiting

endpoint temperature of 3950F (3251F plus ambient) was not

exceeded (Reference checklist item "o" for a discussion of ambient

temperature). Penetrations 1, 2 and 3 each therefore achieve a T

rating of 3 hours. Penetration 4 is an electrical seal assembly and

therefore, the review criteria is not applicable to it.

Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without

passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to

have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a
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projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time
during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Fxl Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
on page 1 of the fire test report states that no water projected
beyond the unexposed side of the test assembly during the three
hose stream tests.

Justification: Not applicable

S. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a
minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

ZII Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The materials used in the construction of Penetration
4, which is the only electrical penetration tested per IEEE 634, are
Dow Corning 3-6548 RTV Silicone Foam and Dow Corning 170
Elastomer. The silicone foam has a flame spread rating of 15 and
the elastomer has a limiting oxygen index (LOI) of 43. The internal
conduit seals on Penetration 4 used Dow Corning 732 RTV
Adhesive Sealant Caulk and Pittsburg Corning Temp-Mat damming
material, which was left in place during the test. Dow Corning 732
RTV Adhesive Sealant Caulk has an LOI of less than 25. The
Pittsburg Corning Temp-Mat was not tested for flammability. See
Record of Conversation 0006-00922-ROC-004 (Reference 7.32).
The fire test satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Although, the Pittsburg Corning Temp-Mat was not
tested for its flame spread characteristics, the product is 99.6 %
noncombustible glass fiber and 0.4 % combustible starch lubricant.
Since the Temp- Mat is 99.6 % non-combustible, the fire test was
successful, and the damming material used at WBN are fully
qualified, this condition does not prevent the use of this test to
bound WBN typical details.
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C.11 Fire Test ICC0386014

Fire Test Number: ICC0386014

Fire Test Title/Date: Fire and Hose Stream Tests for Penetration Seal
Systems (NMP2-PSS5), dated April 1986

Fire Test Summary: This test report documents the results of a fire test

conducted on 5 penetration seal configurations installed in a single test

slab. Because some of the penetration seal configurations covered by

this fire test were not used to support WBN typical penetration seal

details, the review of this fire test report is limited to those penetration

seal configurations required to support WBN typical seal details.

Specifically, these penetration seal configurations of importance are

penetrations 2, 3, 5, and C. A brief description of each of these
configurations is as follows:

Penetration 2 was a 5 inch diameter PVC sleeved opening penetrated by

a 40% fill of representative cables. Seal material consisted of an 8 inch

thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 (parts A and B) elastomer with no

damming material. A 7 inch diameter, 2 inch deep barrier extension was

placed concentric to the PVC sleeve on the exposed surface of the wall

slab. Dow Corning 795 building sealant was used to attach the barrier

extension to the slab. This provided a 1 inch diameter overlap of the seal

extending 2 inches beyond the slab surface which formed a cap over the

PVC sleeve.

Penetration 3 was a 5 inch diameter PVC sleeved opening penetrated by

a 40% fill of representative cables. Seal material consisted of a 6 inch

thickness of Dow Corning Sylgard 170 (parts A and B) elastomer with no

damming material. The 6 inch thick seal was fully within the wall slab and

flush with the exposed surface.

Penetration 5 was a 5 inch diameter PVC sleeved opening penetrated by

a 40% fill of representative cables. Seal material consisted of a 12 inch

thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 RTV Silicone Foam (parts A and B) with

no damming material. The 12 inch thick seal was fully within the wall slab

and flush with both surfaces.

Penetration 6 was a 5 inch diameter PVC sleeved opening penetrated by

a 40% fill of representative cables. Seal material consisted of a 14 inch

thickness of Dow Corning 3-6548 RTV Silicone Foam (parts A and B)
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with no damming material. A 7 inch diameter, 2 inch deep barrier
extension was placed concentric to the PVC sleeve on the exposed
surface of the wall slab. Dow Corning 795 building sealant was used to
attach the barrier extension to the slab. This provided a 1 inch diameter
overlap of the seal extending 2 inches beyond the slab surface which
formed a cap over the PVC sleeve.

a. The temperature fixed by the standard time-temperature curve
(defined by Annex Al of ASTM E-814-83 and Appendix Al of IEEE
634-1978) shall be deemed to be the average furnace temperature
obtained from the readings of furnace thermocouples. Per ASTM
E-814-83, use a minimum of three thermocouples, with not fewer
than five thermocouples per 100 ft2 of floor surface, and not fewer
than nine thermocouples per 100 ft2 of wall surface. Per IEEE 634-
1978, use not less than three thermocouples for each cable
penetration fire stop. For both standards, the exposed length of
the pyrometer tube and thermocouple in the furnace chamber shall
not be less than 12 inches. The junction of the thermocouples
shall be placed 12 inches away from the exposed face of the
sample for floors and 6 inches for walls, and shall not touch the
sample during the test as a result of deflection. (ASTM E-814-83,
as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

Ex1 Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Furnace
temperature was measured by four thermocouples located 6 inches
from the exposed surface of the test slab just above the
penetrations (Reference page 11 of the test report).

Justification: Not Applicable

b. The furnace temperatures shall be read at intervals not exceeding
5 minutes during the first two hours, and thereafter the intervals
may be increased to not more than 10 minutes. (ASTM E-814-83
and IEEE 634-1978)

El Yes al No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the test report listed
furnace temperatures every 5 minutes throughout the first 2 hours
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of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter. (Reference Appendix

B of the test report, table "Furnace Atmosphere Temperature").

Justification: Not Applicable

c. The accuracy of the furnace control shall be such that the area
under the time-temperature curve, obtained by averaging the

results from the pyrometer readings, is within 10% of the
corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for

fire tests of 1 hour or less duration, within 7.5% of the

corresponding area under the standard time-temperature curve for
fire tests greater than 1 hour but no more than 2 hours in duration;
and within 5% of the corresponding area under the standard time-

temperature curve for fire tests exceeding 2 hours in duration.
(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

[El Yes El No O Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The area

under the furnace time-temperature curve was calculated to be

within 0.443% of the standard time-temperature curve (Reference
the calculation and graph provided in Appendix D of this

engineering report for fire test ICC0386014). The fire test report

indicates that the percent difference between the area under the

furnace time-temperature curve and the area under the standard

time-temperature curve was 0.4589% (Reference Appendix B of

the fire test report, table "Furnace Atmosphere Temperature").

Justification: Not Applicable

d. ASTM E-814-83 requires that temperatures of unexposed surfaces
shall be measured with thermocouples placed under 2" x 2" flexible

pads of a suitable inorganic material. IEEE 634-1978 requires that,
for cable penetration fire stops, temperatures on the penetration
cold side surfaces be measured with thermocouples. (ASTM E-

814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described
above)

El Yes El No lZ Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The cold side

surface temperatures were measured with thermocouples. Since
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these penetration seals were all electrical seals, the ASTM E-814

requirement for thermocouple pads is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

e. For ASTM E-814-83 tests, unexposed side temperatures shall have

been measured at the following locations, as a minimum:

1. On the unexposed surface of the penetration seal assembly.
At least three thermocouples shall have recorded
unexposed side surface temperatures, except where
physical placement of multiple surface thermocouples was
not feasible. In those instances, a single thermocouple may
have been used to record unexposed side surface
temperatures provided that the location of the thermocouple
was such that unexposed side surface temperatures for the
entire penetration seal were represented.

2. On through-penetrating items approximately 1 to 3 inches
above the unexposed side surface of the penetration seal.
At least one thermocouple shall have been used to record
the temperature for each type of through-penetrating item
contained in the test assembly.

IEEE-634 requires that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken
at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface, which shall

include 1) the cable jacket/fire stop interface, 2) the interface
between the fire stop and through metallic components other than

the insulated cable conductor, and 3) the surface of the fire stop
material.

lZJ Yes El No LI Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Penetrations #2, #3, #5, and #6 each satisfy the IEEE-

634 requirement that, for cable fire stops, readings shall be taken

at a minimum of three points on the fire stop surface. Test
ICC0386014 utilized five thermocouples per penetration.
Thermocouples are installed 1) at the penetration interface, 2) on

the power, control, and instrumentation cables, and 3) on the

unexposed surface as indicated in the test report, Figure 4 (also
Reference Appendix B of the fire test report, table "Thermocouple
Reference Chart").

Justification: Penetrations #2, #3, #5, and #6 are not applicable to

the ASTM E814 requirements
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f. Temperature readings shall have been taken at intervals not
exceeding 15 minutes until a reading exceeding 2120 F had been
obtained. Thereafter the readings may have been taken more
frequently. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

L23 Yes El No LI Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The table of
discrete thermocouple readings provided in the report listed
specimen thermocouple temperatures every 5 minutes throughout
the first 2 hours of the test and every 10 minutes thereafter
(Reference Appendix B of the test report, table "Unexposed
Temperature Readings").

Justification: Not Applicable

g. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, reports shall include
observations of significant details of the behavior of the material or
construction during the test and after the furnace is cut off,
including information on deformation, burning of the specimen or
its component parts, continuance of flaming, and production of
smoke. Per IEEE-634 requirements, data shall be provided as
necessary to document satisfactory compliance. Type test data
derived from tests shall be organized to present the results in an
orderly manner so as to be easily understood and located.
Specific types of data, as listed in the standard, shall be included.
(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as
described above)

[iZ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. Appendix B of
the test report includes a section entitled "Test Comments" in
which observations of the test assembly were documented during
and after the fire test and after the hose stream test. Also, "Post
Test Examination" as identified on pages 16 through 18 of the test
report describe resulting conditions of each penetration following
the test.

Justification: Not Applicable
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h. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, when the indicated resistance
period is 1 hour or over a correction shall be applied for variation of
the furnace exposure from the prescribed, where it will affect the
classification. This shall be performed per section 11.2 of ASTM
E-814-83 only when furnace control was not in accordance with
checklist item c. above. (ASTM E-814-83)

[i Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The furnace
exposure variation from the standard was acceptable therefore this
checklist item is not applicable.

Justification: Not Applicable

i. ASTM E-814-83 requires that the test specimen shall be actual
size and truly representative of the fire stop for which classification
is desired. Furthermore, the periphery of the fire stop shall not be
closer than 1-1/2 times the thickness of the test assembly or a
minimum of 12" from the furnace edge, whichever is greater. For
cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE-634, the cable penetration
fire stop shall be tested as a complete system. The raceway
mounting and anchoring to the fire stop assembly, the cable
arrangement, including attachment to raceway and the raceway fill,
shall be representative of the actual installed conditions. The
selection of the sizes, construction, and materials of the cables and
cable penetration opening fill to be used in the test shall be
representative of the cables used in the fire stop under actual
installed conditions. Cables may penetrate these openings either
directly without a raceway or within a metallic raceway depending
on the intended installed configuration. Cable penetration fire stops
which are tested in the floor-ceiling position qualify the cable
penetration fire stop for either a floor or wall penetration provided
the fire stop is constructed symmetrically so as to provide equal
resistance to fire from either side. Cable penetration fire stops that
are unsymmetrical with respect to design and location in the wall-
floor may require fire testing on both sides for qualification.

[ Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The process
of reviewing the fire tests to the standard checklist is essential to
establish the validity of the fire tests so that the may be used to
support typical seal detail configuration.

Zr
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The process of evaluating the test specimen to determine if it is
"truly representative of the fire stop for which classification is
desired" is addressed in Section 3.0 of this report.

Justification: Not Applicable

Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, through-penetrating items shall
be installed so that they extend 12 in. on the exposed side and 36
in. on the unexposed side, unless either or both of these
extensions are not typical of actual field installations. Per IEEE
634-1978, the cable within the penetration or the raceway passing
through the penetration shall protrude 3 to 5 ft. on the unexposed
side and a minimum of 1 ft. on the exposed side. Vertical cables in
floor penetration tests shall be supported on the unexposed side to
simulate continuous cables in an actual installation. (ASTM E-814-
83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

IS Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. All
penetrating items extended 1' minimum on the exposed side of the
slab and 3' minimum on the unexposed side. (Reference "Test
Assembly", page 1 of the fire test report)

Justification: Not Applicable

k. The fire endurance test shall be continued on the specimen until
failure occurs, or until the specimen withstands the test conditions
for a period equal to that for which classification is desired. (ASTM
E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Z.l Yes El No l Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis

of the fire test report indicates that the tested configuration was
exposed, to a 3 hour fire test and that the fire did not penetrate
through penetrations #2, #3, #5, and #6 nor did flaming occur on
the unexposed side as a result of heat conduction. Therefore, the
test specimen is considered to have withstood the fire test
conditions without failure.

Justification: Not Applicable
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I. The hose stream test shall be performed on the test specimen
immediately following the expiration of the fire endurance test.

(ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978), or the hose stream test may
be performed on a duplicate test specimen subjected to a reduced
fire exposure period (ASTM E-814-83).

LE Yes E No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
of the fire test states that immediately after the fire test, the test
assembly was removed from the furnace and subjected to three
hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

m. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the stream shall have been
delivered through a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging through a National

Standard Playpipe of corresponding size equipped with a 1-1/8
inch discharge tip of the standard taper smooth bore pattern
without shoulder at the orifice. The water pressure and duration
shall have been as prescribed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Conditions for Hose Stream Test

Water Pressure at Base Duration of Application

Resistance Period of Nozzle, psi Seconds per ft2 (M2) of
(kPa) Exposed Area

240 minutes and over if 45 (310) 3.0 (32)
less than 480 min
120 min and over if 30 (210) 1.5 (16)
less than 240 min
90 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.9 (10)
than 120 min
60 min and over if less 30 (210) 0.6 (6)

than 90 min
less than 60 min if 30 (210) 0.6 (6)

desired

For cable penetration fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, a 1-1/2 inch
hose discharging through a nozzle approved for use on fires inr
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electrical equipment, producing a long-range-narrow angle (30-90°

set at 300 included angle) high velocity spray only shall be used.

The hose stream shall be applied to the exposed side. The water

pressure shall be 75 psi, calculated, at the base of the nozzle and

minimum flow of 75 gpm with a duration of application of 2 1/2 min.

per 100 ft2 of test slab. (ASTM E-814-83, as described above and

IEEE 634-1978, as described above)

!23 Yes El No O Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The test was

subjected to three hose streams in all, each applied for a 21

second duration. The first was through a 1-1/2" diameter hose with

a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was at a rate of 75 gpm

and a distance of 10'. The second was through a 1-1/2" diameter

hose with a nozzle set at a 150 angle. The discharge was at a rate

of 75 gpm and a distance of 10'. The third test used a standard

playpipe with a 1-1/8" diameter tip discharging a solid stream of

water at a pressure of 30 psi at the base of the nozzle, at a

distance of 20' from the test specimen. The first hose stream

satisfies the review criteria.

Justification: Not Applicable

n. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements, the nozzle orifice shall have

been 20 feet from the center of the exposed surface and shall have

been perpendicular to the test specimen. If otherwise located, the

distance from the center of the exposed surface shall have been

less than 20 feet by an amount equal to 1 foot for each 100 of

deviation from the perpendicular position. For cable penetration
fire stops, per IEEE 634-1978, the nozzle distance shall be 10 ft.

from the center of the exposed surface of the test specimen.

(ASTM E-814-83, as described above and IEEE 634-1978, as

described above)

[i1 Yes El No E Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The first hose

stream test applied to the test specimen used a 1-1/2" diameter

hose with a nozzle set at a 300 angle The discharge was at a rate

of 75 gpm and a distance of 10' from the test specimen and the

test was for a duration of 21 seconds.

Justification: Not Applicable
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o. The ambient air temperature at the beginning of the test shall have
been within the range of 500F to 900F, and the velocity of air
across the unexposed surface of the sample shall not exceed 4.4
ft/sec. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

El Yes E] No Zi Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test meets the intent of the review criteria.
The ambient temperature on the unexposed surface of the
specimen for this test is between 500F to 900F.

Justification: This value is based on the "Furnace Atmosphere
Temperature" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report,
which lists the average thermocouple temperature at time 0:00 as
720F inside the test furnace and on the "Unexposed Temperature
Readings" table located in Appendix B of the fire test report, which
indicates thermocouple temperatures at time 0:00 as between 700F
and 720F.

p. Per IEEE 634-1978 requirements, the* assembly shall have
withstood the fire endurance test without passage of flame or
gases hot enough to ignite the cable or other fire stop material on
the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that for
which classification is desired. Additionally, transmission of heat
through the fire stop shall not have been such as to raise the
temperature on the unexposed surface above 7000F or the auto-
ignition temperature of the outer cable covering, whichever is
lower. (IEEE 634-1978)

El Yes [1 No l3 Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: This acceptance criteria applies to all penetrations
being reviewed under this test (#2, #3, #5, and #6) as each of
these contains cables penetrating a fire stop.

The fire endurance test was performed for the full three hour
duration. During the test none of the penetrations of interest
allowed passage of flame or gases hot enough to ignite the cable
or other fire stop material on the unexposed side of the test
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assembly. All of the unexposed side temperatures were below the

acceptance limit of 7000F and are summarized as follows:

Penetration #2: The thermocouple located directly on the
unexposed surface of the seal (TC #1) recorded a high
temperature of 3670 F at the end of the fire test. The highest
overall temperature was recorded at TC #4 (9990 F at test end)

which was located on an instrument cable. Thermocouple #4
exceeded maximum temperature at 1 hour 33 minutes into the test.

Penetration #3: The thermocouple located directly on the
unexposed surface of the seal (TC #6) recorded a high
temperature of 5210 F at the end of the fire test. The highest
overall temperature was recorded at TC #8 (7750 F at test end)

which was located on a control cable. According to Table 2 (report
page 14), Thermocouple #8 exceeded maximum temperature at 2
hours 52 minutes into the test. However, this is inconsistent with
the discrete TC readings provided in the Unexposed Surface
Temperature chart for TC #8. This data shows that a reading of

7070F was achieved at 2:30 into the test, indicating that the Table
2 entry may have contained a typographical error, (i.e., it should
have read "2:22" instead of "2:52").

Penetration #5: The thermocouple located directly on the
unexposed surface of the seal (TC #16) recorded a high

temperature of 2980 F at the end of the fire test. The highest
overall temperature was recorded at TC #17 (5140 F at test end)
which was located on a power cable.

Penetration #6: The thermocouple located directly on the
unexposed surface of the seal (TC #21) recorded a high
temperature of 2310 F at the end of the fire test. The highest
overall temperature was recorded at TC #22 (4710 F at test end)
which was located on a power cable.

Justification: Penetrations #2, #3, #5, and #6 survived the E-119
fire environment for 1 hour 33 minutes, 2 hours 22 (approx.)
minutes, 3 hours 0 minutes and 3 hours 0 minutes respectively.

q. Per ASTM E-814-83 requirements for an F rating, the assembly
shall have withstood the fire endurance test without passage of
flame through the opening nor shall there have been any flaming
on the unexposed side of the penetration for a period equal to that
for which classification is desired. Per ASTM E-814-83
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requirements for a T rating, the penetration must have successfully
satisfied the F rating criteria. In addition, to obtain a T rating the
transmission of heat through the assembly during the fire
endurance test shall not have been such to raise the temperature
on any unexposed surface thermocouple more than 3250F above
its initial temperature. (ASTM E-814-83)

ZS Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: Not Applicable. Since penetrations #2, #3, #5, and #6
were electrical penetration seals, ASTM E-814-83 requirements do
not apply.

Justification: Not Applicable

r. The assembly shall have withstood the hose stream test without
passage of water. The assembly shall have been considered to
have failed if a through opening had developed which permitted a
projection of water beyond the unexposed surface at any time
during the hose stream test. (ASTM E-814-83 and IEEE 634-1978)

Z Yes El No El Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. The synopsis
on page 1 and the "Hose Stream Test" section on pages 13
through 16 of the fire test report states that no water projected
beyond the unexposed side of the test assembly at penetrations
#2, #3, #5 and #6 during the three hose stream tests.

Justification: Not Applicable

s. Per IEEE 634-1978, Individual components-of the fire stop system
shall have a flame spread rating of 25 or less as determined by
ASTM E-84. Components to which ASTM E-84 is not applicable
shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D2863 and shall have a
minimum limiting oxygen index of 25. (IEEE 634-1978)

[i Yes El No a Meets Intent (See Justification)

Discussion: The fire test satisfies the review criteria. As indicated
in Dow Co rning product literature, Dow Corning Sylgard 170 (parts
A and B) elastomer (installed in penetrations #2 and #3) possesses
an ASTM D2863 limiting oxygen index of 43 which is greater than


